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Section I

INTRODUCTION

The United States Atomic Energy Commission has guided the develop-

ment of nuclear reactors for commercial applications for over a decade.

The three most important development areas for industrial applications

at the present time are for use in electric power generation, for produc-

tion of low temperature process steam, and for the supply of high tem-

perature heat to manufacturing processes.

The Commission, as well as industrial participants in reactor devel-

opment, has placed emphasis on the large potential that exists in the

electric utility industry. As a consequence, a great store of informa-

tion has been developed and made available on this application of nuclear

reactors.

Consideration has also been given to the second major area of indus-

trial use of reactors--low temperature process steam. In 1958, Stanford

Research Institute published a document entitled, "Process Heat Genera-

tion and Consumption--1939 to 1967," which reported on research under-

taken for the AEC. A review of process heat utilization in manufacturing

industries is presented in that document, with special emphasis on low

temperature steam generation. That document and others on the same gen-

eral topic provide background for the assessment of low temperature proc-

ess heat reactor potential.

Nuclear reactors suitable for use both in electric power generation

and in industrial process steam applications are now available, and the

future potential for their use is fairly well defined. The degree to

which the potential will be achieved is mainly a matter of economics,

both in industry and in reactor technology.

A major portion of industrial process heat utilization falls in the

third area of application--high temperature heat (HTH). Earlier consid-

eration of reactor potential has been limited mainly to operating condi-

tions related to steam generation and therefore has excluded HTH appli-

cations per se. Reactors are inherently HTH sources but at present are

1/ Available from the Office of Technical Services, Department of Com-

merce, Washington 25, D.C., as AECU-3664.
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restricted by fuel element and structural materials limitations to tem-

peratures considerably below most HTH requirements. If and when a truly

HTH nuclear reactor is developed, a large potential for industrial use

may emerge.

Before an HTH nuclear reactor is developed, it would be desirable

to have at least a general concept of the potential that may exist for

its application. Characteristics of HTH requirements, environments

within which an HTH source must operate, the relative size of the po-

tential market, and preliminary assessments of HTH economics must be

reviewed in order to have some bases upon which a rational HTH reactor

development effort can be formulated.

In July 1960, Stanford Research Institute undertook this survey of

HTH utilization in United States industry at the request of the Division

of Reactor Development of the United States Atomic Energy Commission.

An interim progress report was submitted in September; the ten general

product areas which were to be studied in detail were proposed in Oc-

tober; and the AEC advised the Institute to proceed on the proposed

basis in November. This report incorporates the initial survey and the

detailed review of the ten representative product areas.

The primary objective of the study was to determine where, in what

manner, and to what extent HTH (defined as heat in excess of 15000F) is

used in industry. A further objective was, through analysis of HTH

utilization in ten carefully selected and representative product areas,

to describe in appropriate detail the market, and the technical, opera-

tional, and economic factors associated with HTH facilities and proc-

esses. The information is designed to place industrial HTH utilization

in a context meaningful to those considering applications for nuclear

HTH reactors.

A cautionary statement is appropriate at the outset. None of the

analysis reported here is directed specifically toward the determination

of either technical or economic feasibility of nuclear reactor applica-

tion for HTH generation. The lack of knowledge of the capabilities and

costs of nuclear heat sources prevents even preliminary estimates of

feasibility to be made. The information in this report can serve as a

guide to those desiring to determine preliminary feasibility, although

it must be recognized that the scope of the study has necessarily been

quite general.

The study of industrial HTH utilization is inherently a more com-

plex matter than other major areas of potential nuclear reactor use.

By comparison in the study of electric power generation, the analyst

2



considers one well-defined industry which, through regulation and stand-

ardization, presents a fruitful basis upon which to conduct his research.

The industry, in addition, produces a single product, most of it by

means of one mode of energy transfer, the vaporization of water.

Similarly, industrial process steam applications of reactors are

based only on the vaporization mechanism. A multitude of industries

use process steam over a wide range of temperatures, operating conditions,

and under varying economic situations; however, only the one energy

transfer mechanism need be considered in designing a reactor for process

steam generation.

The variety of energy transfer mechanisms is one key to the com-

plexity of the area of HTH utilization. In addition to vaporization,

no less than three physical heat transfer mechanisms are employed--

melting, softening, and drying. And at least seven chemical modes are

employed, including sintering, calcining, activating, reducing, synthe-

sizing, exfoliating, and oxidizing. These energy transfer possibilities

present a wide range of potential applications, but also a wide range of

physical and operating conditions related to the heat source.

For example, within industry, HTH is used at temperatures from

15000F to over 3000 F. Heat transfer rates also vary markedly, owing

to the many different containment and process materials involved, and

the requirement for HTH ranges from less than 1 million Btu per ton of

product to over 200 million. The physical characteristics of some con-

tainment materials are such that continuous, thus very reliable, appli-

cation of heat must be maintained. The process materials upon which HTH

must operate range from highly acidic to very basic, and many are ero-

sive and otherwise difficult to contain. The forms of materials proc-

essed include gases, liquids, and solids which are finely divided, ag-

glomerated, or in large pieces, depending on the operation.

Other factors that make HTH applications so different from the

relative regularity of electric power and process steam generation re-

late to the over-all characteristics of production plants within which

HTH sources must operate. Most plants employing HTH have requirements

for exacting and/or high volume materials handling and transfer systems.

In addition, HTH operations are usually associated, if not fully inte-

grated, with a wide variety of other operations and facilities. Most

plants employ more than one HTH source--sometimes located adjacent to

one another and sometimes widely separated. In most cases, the HTH

source and other operations are mutually dependent, and the ultimate

economics and efficient operation of the plant depend on the close

coordination of capacities, operating rates, and their reliability.

3



Some of the operations with which HTH sources are closely associated

are:

Crushing Filtering Forming

Grinding Settling Electrolyzing

Mixing Preheating Synthesizing

Chemical Treatment Regenerating Packaging

Purifying Recuperating Storing

Precipitating Cooling Shipping

It is evident that most of the above operations are not associated with

other areas of potential nuclear reactor application. Yet, in the case

of HTH applications, they must be taken into account to some degree in

both the HTH facility design and in its operation. Recognition of these

fundamental conditions has guided the research reported in this document.

While the research was not directed toward determination of the

feasibility of HTH applications of nuclear reactors, the problem was

viewed as one leading to that end. The research was therefore conducted

in such a manner as to provide the first step toward future feasibility

studies. Basically, this report is the result of a careful screening of

HTH utilization in industry and of preliminary analyses of appropriate

technical and economic factors in certain representative and important

areas of HTH use. The data and other information are presented in a

form that anticipates almost direct replacement of one type of HTH

source with another. It is evident that nuclear HTH sources would im-

pose significant process modification requirements in some cases. Fur-

ther analysis of this factor must await the availability of specific

information on nuclear reactors designed for HTH generation. It is pos-

sible, too, that the application of nuclear heat could change the nature

of the final product and could affect costs other than those directly

involved in the generation of HTH. These factors are outside the scope

of this study but must be considered carefully in the future determina-

tion of technical and economic feasibility.

The survey of HTH utilization and the analyses of selected product

areas took account of such factors as: size and degree of utilization

of equipment, rate of growth of production and capacity, concentration

and location of using industries, and HTH and other process costs.

These and other factors are useful in comparing industries, and the com-

parisons which derive from the analyses in turn imply the relative at-

tractiveness of given HTH operations as they relate to future opportuni-

ties for nuclear reactor application.
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Numerous sources of industrial statistics were used to develop the

technical and economic factors presented in this report. The Census of

Manufactures, compilations prepared by the Bureau of Mines, Department

of Commerce publications, and past research conducted at Stanford Re-

search Institute provided much of the basic information. Special stud-

ies and statistical collections, such as those published by the American

Bureau of Metal Statistics, the American Iron and Steel Institute, Bi-

tuminous Coal Research, Inc., Glass Container Manufacturers Institute,

Portland Cement Association, and the Structural Clay Products Institute

proved of value in the analyses of selected product areas as did a num-

ber of texts, engineering handbooks, and related periodicals. Probably

of most value were the opportunities provided the project staff members

to talk with officials of industrial firms, trade and engineering associ-

ations, and government agencies. These persons generously gave advice

and guidance which could not have been obtained in any other way.

The study was conducted in the Economics Division under the direc-

tion of Richard R. Tarrice, Manager, Nuclear Economics Research. Leland

H. Towle and F. Alan Ferguson performed most of the research, and

Alice L. Painter assisted in the statistical and data collection phases

of the work. Robert K. Arnold, Ely M. Brandes, Lars C. Bratt,

Norman Fishman, Nevin K. Hiester, Neil T. Houston, Russel C. Phillips,

and Robert G. Spiegelman of the Institute staff were consulted on many

of the technical and economic aspects of the study.
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Section II

SUMMARY AND CONCLUS IONS

Energy in Industry

During the past decade, industrial energy consumption in manufactur-

ing for nonpower purposes ranged between a low of 8.7 quadrillion Btu in
1954 and a high of 10.3 quadrillion in 1956. Manufacturing nonpower

energy represents approximately 20 percent of energy consumed in all

sectors.

Industrial energy is derived mainly from all the common fuels; how-

ever, many fuels produced as by-products of industrial operations provide.

additional energy supplies of significance in some industries.

Natural gas has become a major energy source in manufacturing indus-

tries, rising from one-fifth of total nonpower energy supply in 1950 to

over one-third in 1959. Coal dropped from over one-half to less than

two-fifths, and oil supplied about one-fourth of demand throughout the

period.

The average value of natural gas consumed in industry almost doubled,

from about 13 cents per thousand cubic feet in 1950 to 25 cents in 1959.

Values in various major consuming areas of the country range from one-

half to twice the average. About 90 percent of the natural gas consumed

by industry in 1959 was valued at less than 30 cents per thousand cubic

feet.

Oil prices have not risen as much as natural gas values. In most

areas, the 1959 posted prices of residual fuel oil were no more than 20 per-

cent over those of 1950. In 1959 about 70 percent of national consumption

of residual fuel oil, the major industrial oil product used in manufac-

turing, was posted at prices between 35 and 45 cents per million Btu.

Historical coal data are published only on a mine price basis. They

indicate an average cost of about 18 cents per million Btu plus trans-

portation and other delivery and handling charges. The range of costs

over the last ten years has been within a few percent of this figure.

It is probable that the coal used in manufacturing processes is about

equal to residual fuel oil in value, in most cases.
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Energy demand in manufacturing has exhibited a fairly regular re-

lationship to the level of industrial production. During the 1950's,

energy consumption per dollar of manufacturing gross product declined

from over 110,000 Btu to about 93,000 Btu, but careful analysis has

shown that this downward trend resulted from extraordinary circumstances

in 1950 and 1951 surrounding the Korean conflict, the business declines

in 1954 and 1958, and the 1959 strike in the iron and steel industry.

Adjusting for these influences results in an estimated ratio of about

90,000 Btu per dollar of gross product by 1970. Manufacturing gross

product in 1970 is projected at $161.5 billion (in constant 1947 dol-

lars), which will lead to a nonpower energy consumption of 14.5 quad-

rillion Btu, an increase of almost 60 percent over the 1959 level.

The total high temperature heat (HTH) consumption in 1954 was ap-

proximately 2.2 quadrillion Btu or one-fourth of nonpower manufacturing

energy consumption. Most HTH utilization is in industries that may grow

at a faster rate than manufacturing as a whole. As a result, HTH con-

sumption in 1970 will almost certainly exceed 3.5 quadrillion Btu and is

likely to approach 4 quadrillion Btu.

Products and Industries That Require HTH

There are about 7,000 products manufactured in industry. Most of

the major groups of industries manufacture products from raw materials;

in this study these industries have been classed as primary. Other

groups of industries perform manufacturing operations on the products of

the primary industries. They have been designated here as fabricating

industries.

It was determined that 410 products within six major groups of in-

dustries require HTH in their manufacture, as shown in Table 1. Prod-

ucts within a single industry that employ the same HTH operation were

grouped, which resulted in the designation of 120 product groups. Ta-

ble 1 also shows the estimated 1954 HTH consumption in the primary in-

dustries.

The Primary Metals industries make up almost one-half of total HTH

demand; and Stone, Clay and Glass Products, and Chemicals and Allied

Products are 30 percent and 10 percent of the total, respectively. Over

95 percent of the product groups that use HTH are in these three major

groups of industries.
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Table 1

ESTIMATED 1954 HTH CONSUMPTION BY PRODUCTS

AND PRODUCT GROUPS IN MAJOR INDUSTRY GROUPS

Estimated 1954

Major Groups Product HTH Consumption
Product s

of Industries Groups (trillions

of Btu)

Pulp, Paper and Allied

Products 5 1 94

Chemicals and Allied

Products 64 30 216

Petroleum and Coal

Products 10 1 157

Stone, Clay and Glass

Products 175 37 639

Primary Metal Products 145 48 1,034

Fabricated Metal Products 111/ 3 5

Total 410 120 2,145

Sources: Table 6 and Table 8.

Some HTH is generated with electricity, but it amounts to less than

6 percent of the total. The balance is derived from fossil and by-product

fuels.

The fabricating industries employ HTH almost entirely for forging

and foundry operations. It is estimated that between 16 trillion and

18 trillion Btu of HTH were consumed in 1954 within 91 fabricating indus-

tries, or less than 1 percent of total industrial HTH demand. Only four

1/ Specific products identified in addition to HTH required in the fab-

ricating operations described later.
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of these industries required more than 1 trillion Btu of HTH, and in

only a few cases did the HTH consumption in an average establishment in

a fabricating industry exceed 0.1 trillion Btu.

The survey of manufacturing industries provided sufficient informa-

tion to allow a preliminary assessment to be made of product areas as

future potential for nuclear HTH application. The relative attractive-

ness of product areas was determined on the basis of selection criteria

that included consideration of the quantities of HTH required in indi-

vidual plants, the temperature of the heat, the method of HTH applica-

tion, and the relative capital expenditures for new equipment in the

industries involved.

Through appropriate weighting of these factors, ten product areas

were selected for further study in order to describe representative

characteristics of HTH operations in manufacturing. The product areas

selected were:

Alumina Glass Containers

Ammonia Flat Glass

Building Brick Lime

Cement Steel

Copper Zinc

The HTH operations in these product areas,and in all related product

groups that employ HTH,as well as all other HTH operations carried on in

the same plants, represent about 80 percent of the total 1954 HTH con-

sumpt ion.

Summary of Information on Selected HTH Operations

Production and Capacity

The estimated volume of production in the selected product areas in

1960 was about 240 million tons. The level is expected to increase by

almost 50 percent by 1970. To meet the increased production requirements,

over 100 million tons of annual capacity will have to be added during the

next ten years, and approximately two-thirds of this capacity should be

in the form of new plants. It is estimated that between 260 and 310 new

plants might be constructed and that their average annual capacities

will range from 70,000 tons in one product area to 700,000 in another.
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Cement leads all other product areas in terms of absolute increase

in production, anticipated increase in total capacity, and capacity and

number of new plants. It follows only steel and alumina in average size

of new plants. On these same bases, alumina, ammonia, and steel are

about equal in importance and follow closely behind cement. Steel

capacity, however, will be added mainly in existing plants; there will

be relatively few alumina plants added; and the size of new ammonia

plants will be relatively smaller than in most other product areas.

Building brick and glass containers are probably the next two prod-

uct areas of significance, on the basis of production and capacity fac-
tors. Each ranks considerably lower than the first four mentioned. De-

tailed capacity data on lime and flat glass are difficult to develop;

however, in other respects, these product areas are ranked below the

leading product areas. Copper and zinc are lowest volume and slowest

growing of the ten product areas studied. They probably hold the least

potential for future nuclear HTH on the basis of production and capacity.

Location

Each of the selected product areas tends to be concentrated in

relatively few states. In most cases, almost 50 percent of all capacity

in a product area is in as few as four states or key producing districts.

As might be expected, concentration is highest in the northeastern and

north central areas of the country, followed closely by the southeastern

and south central areas. Capacity in some product areas is more geo-
graphically dispersed than in others, owing to a stronger market orien-

tation. Examples are cement., brick, lime, and glass containers.

At the present time, Pennsylvania and Texas appear to be key states

in terms of location of HTH consuming plants. Ohio, Louisiana, and

Illinois are also important, and California is gaining in significance.

Population concentration, large industrial markets and/or inexpensive

fuel availability are probably the key factors behind the geographical

concentration of the product areas considered. Most new capacity added

in this decade will undoubtedly follow the existing pattern.

Operations

Alumina, cement, and copper smelting rank highest among the product

areas reviewed, in terms of the size of the annual HTH requirement in

individual new plants. Zinc, brick, and copper refining probably repre-

sent the least attractive potential in this regard. Although relatively
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little new plant construction is expected in the steel product area,

future expansions of existing plants will represent major new HTH re-

quirements. In terms of the total new HTH market, cement ranks first,

followed by alumina and ammonia.

In the case of almost every product area, natural gas is the first

choice commercial fuel where it is available. Oil is second and is most

often the stand-by fuel. Fuels produced as by-products of industrial

operations are of course major supplements to commercial fuels, espe-

cially in the steel industry. Electricity also supplies certain HTH

operations.

In the HTH operations considered, regenerative and recuperative

practices contribute significantly to fuel economy and in many cases

are employed to achieve the high temperatures required in the process.

In practically every product area there have been substantial decreases

in unit fuel requirements in recent years and further improvements are

expected.

The major maintenance item in most HTH operations is rebuilding or

relining furnaces with refractory materials. Refractories are replaced

as often as every 1-2 years or as seldom as every 8-10 years, depending

on the mode of operation, the raw materials involved, and the physical

treatment of the furnace.

Operating Costs

The cost of HTH in manufacturing, including related variable and

fixed charges, ranges from $2 per ton of steel in soaking pit operations

to around $30 per ton of zinc produced in a horizontal retort distilla-

tion facility. Fuel costs in HTH operations vary from about one-fifth

to one-half of the total, and the total HTH operation in turn is, in

many cases, up to one-half of the total manufacturing cost associated

with a product. The significance of HTH costs in manufacturing opera-

tions can only be assessed on individual product bases. For example,

although the HTH operation in alumina production is only about 12 per-

cent of total plant costs, it is roughly one-fourth of the value added

in alumina production when the cost of bauxite is excluded. On the

other hand, glass container production involves numerous manufacturing

operations other than HTH application that are probably of more sig-

nificance to the plant operator than the melting operation. Most indus-

trial HTH operations are performed at a total cost in the order of $1 per

million Btu.
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HTH Equipment

Individual HTH units are in the form of kilns, different types of

furnaces, reformers, and retorts. In a single plant, the number of such

units varies from 2 to 20 and individual units range in capacity from

6,000 tons per year up to a high of 300,000 tons. The multiplicity of

units within a plant generally obviates the necessity for stand-by

capacity. Most often some capacity is idle and available for use in

case of unscheduled equipment shutdown. HTH units are usually located

adjacent to one another and could often be supplied by one source of

heat. Exceptions, such as reheat furnaces in steel finishing plants

where furnaces are scattered to serve individual mills, are rare, but

must be considered.

The capital cost of HTH facilities is generally not the major item

in total plant investment. Even in the case of cement, alumina, and

lime plants, where the HTH application is the key manufacturing opera-

tion, the cost of the kilns and directly related equipment is only one-

fifth to one-third of total plant costs. Of the product areas stud-

ied, steel soaking and reheating facilities are typically the most costly:

$16 million and $11 million, respectively, in a moderate sized, modern

plant. Within the more attractive product areas, HTH facilities costs

in moderate sized, modern plants range from $11 million for alumina, to

$7 million for cement, to $2 million for ammonia.

Potential for Nuclear HTH

The presentation of product and HTH operation characteristics for

selected product areas has inferred a certain relative degree of poten-

tial for future nuclear heat use. Processes that use indirect heating

are probably more suitable for incorporation of nuclear heat than are

direct heating processes. Of the indirect heating processes, reforming

of natural gas to produce hydrogen used in the manufacture of ammonia

appears to be more favorable than zinc distillation, the other indirect

process selected. Other factors that tend to make a process more suit-

able include: lower temperature; high growth of production, capacity, and

number of new plants expected to be installed; and favorable operating

characteristics and costs.

Of the direct heating processes, calcining operations predominate as

the next most likely nuclear heat potential. Of these, the cement, lime,

and alumina industries offer the largest number of HTH consuming facili-
ties in new plants during the next ten years. Expansion of existing

plants as potential for nuclear heat is of second-order importance
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compared with construction of new plants. Integrated steel plants offer

the best potential in the expansion category.

Many technical problems must be overcome before nuclear heat can be

applied in existing HTH processes. Any direct heating process would have

to be modified considerably to incorporate a nuclear heat source. Proc-

ess modification might represent a research and development effort com-

parable to that necessary to develop the nuclear source itself.

HTH process characteristics related to a few selected products are

based to a large extent on the present status of the industry and on

trends over the past few years. Most of these industries are undergoing

continuous technological improvement, and future developments will un-

doubtedly create different situations ten years from now.

Several indications of future trends are presented for each product

area discussed in Appendix B. Some of the trends, such as location and

increased fuel economy, have been mentioned. Other trends, not specifi-

cally mentioned, such as increased automation, are occurring in many of

the industries discussed. The use of oxygen in the steel industry is

already evident and it may be used in copper smelting in the future.

Electrical heat is becoming more widely used in many industries. Labor

requirements are declining in many industries; this decline may present

an advantage where nuclear heat might be employed.

Future operational changes which could have a direct bearing on the

potential use of nuclear heat include: direct casting of steel to semi-

finished shapes, which would eliminate soaking pits and the primary roll-

ing mill; direct electrolysis of copper from roasted concentrate, which

would eliminate the HTH-consuming smelting operation; and gradual decline

in the use of steam-reforming of natural gas to produce hydrogen, as

cheaper, more advanced techniques develop. There are also future possi-

bilities which could greatly increase the significance of nuclear heat

if it were available. For example, a dual-purpose reactor to supply both

electricity and HTH could permit the construction of process plants at

mine sites, where it is uneconomic today because of high fuel costs.

These are only a few factors of many which could increase or decrease

the importance of nuclear heat potential during the next ten years. Cog-

nizance of changes in the process industries and their evaluation will

be a necessary and continuing requirement.
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Future Areas of Potentially Large HTH Consumption

Future evaluation will undoubtedly reveal important areas of HTH

utilization which were not considered specifically in this study. Within

the current framework of manufacturing there are numerous examples of

rapidly growing HTH-consuming product areas. Some are of no real sig-

nificance now but they may be equal in importance to the product areas

selected for detailed study ten years hence. Examples reviewed briefly

in Section VI include acetylene, ethylene, and hydrocyanic acid. These

and other product areas of similar character may be worthy of further,

more detailed consideration.

Some HTH operation possibilities exist in nonmanufacturing indus-

tries, but they have not been examined in detail in this study. An HTH

operation is now employed in taconite (iron ore) beneficiation for cal-

cining pelletized taconite. Expansion of large-scale taconite process-

ing is expected in the future and may therefore represent attractive

potential for nuclear HTH. Direct reduction processes for iron ore have

been developed that may also present new HTH needs.

A host of other possibilities will undoubtedly emerge in future

years. It is unlikely that any will grow to real significance in this

decade but any one of them could conceivably present major nuclear HTH

potential after 1970. Examples that can be cited include calcining of

radioactive waste; coal methanation, hydrogenation, and pyrolysis; shale

retorting; and production of chemicals such as hydrazine, cyanogen, in-

organic polymers, and unsaturated organics from carbides.

These and other possibilities serve as an indication of the need

for continuing appraisal of HTH utilization. Newly developing processes,

designed around nuclear HTH facilities, may in the long run exceed the

potential that exists in conventional manufacturing operations.
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Section III

ENERGY IN INDUSTRY

Introduction

The purpose of this section is to describe briefly industrial energy

utilization as it relates to total energy consumption and to present the

energy framework within which industrial high temperature heat (HTH)

utilization exists. Total energy consumption is described in terms of

consuming sectors, and industrial energy demand over the last decade is

analyzed and related to industrial production. A projection of indus-

trial energy needs is presented, and the costs of fuels used in industry

are reviewed. Finally, the relationship of HTH utilization to total in-

dustrial energy is described.

Energy Consumption by Sectors

The energy demands of the United States can be described most con-

veniently in terms of the major economic sectors that create the demands.

These sectors have unique factors which determine the rate at which

energy consumption changes and the types of fuels employed.

A recent, highly definitive analysis by the staff of Resources for

the Future (RFF)!/ shows that total domestic energy consumption has in-

creased from less than 10 quadrillion Btu at the turn of the century to

over 40 quadrillion Btu at the present time. Total consumption might be

expected to double before 1980.

The RFF study contains data on the major consuming sectors which

are presented in Figures 1 and 2. In the RFF study, industry is defined

in three categories: (1) a special industrial group consisting of coal

use by mines, natural gas use in gas fields, coal and oil for nonmotive

use in railroads, and coke used outside the iron and steel industry;

(2) a group made up of the iron and steel, cement, and petroleum refin-

ing industries; and (3) a general industrial group composed of all other

1/ "Energy in the American Economy, 1850-1975," Schurr, et. al.
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FIGURE 1

UNITED STATES ENERGY CONSUMPTION
1955
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FIGURE 2

UNITED STATES ENERGY CONSUMPTION
1975
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manufacturing and mining activities. Table 2 shows the nonpower energy

consumption relationship of these groups in 1955, excluding electricity.

Table 2

NONPOWER ENERGY CONSUMPTION IN INDUSTRY

1955

(Btu's in Quadrillions)

Iron and Steel,

Cement, and

Petroleum Refin-

ing Industries

General Indus-

trial Group

Subtotal

Special Indus-

trial Group

Coal Oil

Natural Gas

and Natural

Gas Liquids

Total

% of % of % of % of
Btu Btu jaBtu Btu

Total Total Total Total

2.87 57%

1.60 32

4.47 89

0.54 11

1.72 65%

0.89 33

2.61 98

0.06 2

1.00 24%

1.58 38

2.58 62

1.56 38

5.59 47%

4.07 35

9.66 82

2.16 18.

Total 5.01 100% 2.67 100% 4.14 100% 11.82 100%

Source: Schurr, et. al.

The subtotal shown on Table 2 is equivalent to nonpower energy de-
li

mand in the manufacturing industries,- plus only minor energy consump-

tion in mining activities. The HTH utilization described in later

1/ See "Process Heat Generation and Consumption, 1939-1967," Stanford

Research Institute, 1958, AECU-3664, for detailed discussion of non-

power energy consumption in manufacturing.
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sections of this report falls within the nonpower energy consumption

shown in Table 2.

Manufacturing Industry Energy Consumption

A study of fuel utilization during the last decade reveals that non-

power energy consumption in manufacturing industries has ranged between

a low of 8.7 quadrillion Btu in 1954 and a high of 10.3 quadrillion Btu

in 1956. Data for 1950 through 1959 are shown in Table 3.

Table 3

ESTIMATED NONPOWER ENERGY CONSUMPTION

IN MANUFACTURING INDUSTRIES

1950-1959

(Quadrillions of Btu)

Source: Derived by Stanford Research In-

stitute from data published by

the Bureau of Mines, American Gas

Association, American Petroleum

Institute, and American Iron and

Steel Institute.

These data were derived by determining the energy content of fuels

reported to have been supplied to manufacturing industries (and to a

21

Coal Oil Gas Total

1950 5.08 2.15 1.79 9.02

1951 5.50 2.30 1.90 9.70

1952 4.78 2.25 2.03 9.06

1953 5.09 2.31 2.17 9.57

1954 4.07 2.28 2.33 8.68

1955 4.79 2.42 2.62 9.83

1956 4.88 2.51 2.88 10.27

1957 4.76 2.51 2.97 10.24

1958 3.81 2.29 2.99 9.09

1959 3.67 2.44 3.21 9.32



minor extent to some mining activities) and adjusting for generation of

electric power within industry. The 1954 total of 8.68 quadrillion Btu

compares closely with the estimate of 8.71 quadrillion Btu of nonpower

heat consumption derived from 1954 Census of Manufactures data reporting

fuels consumed within manufacturing industries.! The 1955 estimate of

9.83 quadrillion Btu closely approximates the RFF figure of 9.66 quad-

rillion Btu shown in Table 2. It is believed, therefore, that the 10-

year series of energy consumption data presented in Table 3 truly repre-

sents the fuel utilization pattern and level of manufacturing industry

nonpower energy consumption.

A changing pattern of fuel utilization has developed over the 10-

year period as shown in Figure 3. At the beginning of the decade, coal

made up well over half of the total supply of energy to manufacturing.

Oil products, including residual fuel oil, distillates, gasoline, acid

sludge, petroleum coke, and still gas accounted for about one-fourth.

Gas, including natural gas, natural gasoline, and liquefied petroleum

gases, provided less than one-fifth. By 1959, coal's share had dropped

to less than two-fifths, oil still supplied about one-fourth, and gas

had grown to over one-third. This trend is very likely to continue and,

depending on future supplies and prices of fuels, gas could supply nearly

one-half of the manufacturing industry demand by 1970. Oil is likely at

least to retain its share .if current price relationships are maintained,

and coal will probably continue to give up some of its markets in the

manufacturing industries.

FIGURE 3

SUPPLY OF ENERGY TO MANUFACTURING INDUSTRIES BY TYPE OF FUEL
1950 - 1959
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SOURCE: Table 3.

1/ "Process Heat Generation," ibid.
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Cost of Fuels in Industry

The Census of Manufactures reports the value of fuels purchased by

manufacturing establishments. The latest Census data are for the year

1954, since 1958 fuels data have not yet been published.!' Census data

are valuable because they represent very nearly the exact cost of fuels

in manufacturing processes. Unfortunately, the periodic censuses do not

provide a year-by-year cost pattern in various locations throughout the

country.

Natural Gas

The closest approximation to natural gas costs for the manufacturing

industry is found in Bureau of Mines data. The Bureau surveys suppliers

annually to determine the quantities and value of natural gas at points

of consumption. The data relate to all industrial consumers, which is

a much larger market area than manufacturing industries alone--nearly

2-1/2 times as large--since it includes, among others, electric utili-

ties and pipeline companies. Natural gas in turn represents over 98 per-

cent of the entire gas category in manufacturing industries.

Nevertheless, the locational cost information obtainable from these

data is valuable as an indicator of the prices paid for natural gas by

manufacturing industries in various parts of the country. Table 4 gives

a summary of these data for 1959.

The natural gas producing areas of the country, characteristically,

show prices as low as one-half of the U.S. average; and in industrial

states, away from producing areas, prices over twice the national aver-

age are apparently sometimes paid. The ten states shown in the table

accounted for almost three-fourths of total consumption in 1959. Five

of them that are producing areas and not heavily industrialized consumed

about 20 percent, and the five industrialized states, including two that

are also major producing areas, consumed about 50 percent.

The industrial use of natural gas rose over 75 percent during the

1950's, and the reported unit value rose almost 90 percent (average U.S.

value in current prices). Figure 4 shows the rise in price in three key

states and in the country as a whole during the 1950-59 period.

1/ See "Process Heat Generation and Consumption," ibid., p. 19, for

regional cost data.
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Over one-half of the reported industrial consumption of natural gas

in 1959 was valued -at less than 20 cents per million Btu and, as shown

in Figure 5, almost 90 percent was valued at less than 40 cents.

Table 4

VALUE OF NATURAL GAS IN

SELECTED AREAS OF CONSUMPTION

1959

Source: Bureau of Mines.
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Industrial Reported

Value
Consumption

State (billions of (cents per

thou sand
cubic feet)

cubic feet)

Top Ten

Texas 2,630.4 14.2

Louisiana 789.0 17.1

California 781.2 34.9

Oklahoma 291.8 15.3

Illinois 272.1 36.4

Kansas 264.0 20.0

New Mexico 245.9 11.4

Pennsylvania 229.8 53.0

Ohio 217.4 51.4

Arkansas 172.4 18.8

Subtotal 5,894.0 --

Other States 2,037.9 --

Total 7,931.9 25.1

(weighted

average)



FIGURE 4

INDUSTRIAL NATURAL GAS VALUE
1950 - 1959
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FIGURE 5

NATURAL GAS VALUE AND QUANTITY RELATIONSHIP
1959
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Oil

Data on oil value are available only on a spot-price basis. The

major commercial oil product used in manufacturing industries is residual

fuel oil, which accounted for about 50 percent of the manufacturing in-

dustry oil category in 1959. Manufacturing industries consumed about

40 percent of the residual fuel oil reported in Table 5; ship-bunkering,

commercial heating, and railroads used the remainder. Most of the bal-

ance of oil product consumption in manufacturing is made up of petroleum

coke and still gas produced in refineries and consumed there. Any valu-

ation placed on these latter two fuels is arbitrary and not representa-

tive of commercial fuel pricing.

The top ten states consumed over 70 percent of the total residual

fuel oil in 1959, and prices in these states ranged between $2.12 per

barrel and $3.16, or from 34 cents per million Btu to 50 cents. As far

as manufacturing industry consumption is concerned, the relationship

between states would probably not be too different from that shown in

the table. Prices vary markedly from one manufacturing establishment

to another depending on contracting arrangements and level of demand.

The prices cited are probably representative of those paid by a large

manufacturing plant for residual fuel oil.

Figure 6 shows the history of posted residual fuel oil prices at

key locations in the three top consuming states. Residual fuel oil has

not exhibited the relatively regular price increase pattern of natural

gas. The 1959 prices in eight of the top ten states were less than

20 percent higher than in 1950. California and Texas prices are reported

to have increased 26 percent and 33 percent, respectively.

The relationship of price to quantity of residual fuel oil in the

37 states that consumed over 1 million barrels in 1959 is shown in Fig-

ure 7. These data indicate that nearly 70 percent of the residual oil

consumed in 1959 was sold at prices between 35 cents per million Btu and

45 cents; the balance was split almost equally between higher and lower

prices.

Coal

The price of coal consumed by manufacturing industries is not re-

ported in any form that is directly useful to the purposes of this study.

The most complete data on coal prices are those reported by the Bureau of

Mines, which show the price of coal at mines in various producing states.

Unfortunately, these prices do not relate very closely to the prices paid
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Table 5

RESIDUAL FUEL OIL CONSUMPTION AND PRICE

1959

Price
Quantity

State (millions

of barrels) pBarrel Location(s)

Top Ten

New York

California

Pennsylvania

New Jersey

Massachusetts

Florida

Texas

Illinois

Virginia

Maryland

Subtotal

Other States

Total

79.8

72.3

45.7

41.4

35.5

33.3

25.5

23.7

17.7

17.4

392.3

162.1

.9

554.4

$2.78

2.12

2.46

2.43

2.57

2.38

2.26

3.16

2.49

2.38

2.49

Average of New York Harbor,

Albany, and Buffalo

Average of San Pedro and

San Francisco

Philadelphia

New York Harbor

Boston

Average of Jacksonville,

Miami, Port Everglades,

and Tampa

Average of Corpus Christi,

Houston, and north, east,

and west Texas

Chicago

Norfolk

Baltimore

(weighted average)

Sources: Bureau of Mines and Platt's Oil Price Handbook.
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FIGURE 6

RESIDUAL FUEL OIL PRICES
1950 - 1959

1950 1952 1954 1956

SOURCE: Plott's Oil Price Handbook.

FIGURE 7

RESIDUAL FUEL OIL PRICE AND
QUANTITY RELATIONSHIP
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by manufacturing establishments, because of the transportation differen-

tials and varying contract arrangements which depend on many factors.

The average U.S. mine price for coal ranged between 17.1 cents per

million Btu and 19.4 cents during the 1950-59 period, an average of

18.4 cents over the ten years. It is unlikely that any major manufactur-

ing establishment paid more than twice that amount, including transporta-

tion and other expenses. At a level of 35 cents per million Btu, coal

would compete, on a cost basis, with nearly all residual fuel oil but

with only a minor fraction of industrial natural gas. In a later section

it will be seen that natural gas is the first choice fuel in essentially

all of the significant HTH operations considered.

Future Energy Demand

During the last decade, the nonpower energy demand of the manufac-

turing industries has not shown any marked growth. Manufacturing produc-

tion as measured by Manufacturing Gross Product (MGP),'/ continued to

increase during the decade, but shows a definite slowing down relative

to rates of growth experienced in earlier years.

A direct comparison of manufacturing energy consumption with MGP

during the 1950 through 1958 period results in a somewhat misleading

picture. The energy consumption per dollar of MGP in 1958 (in constant

1947 dollars) was 82 percent of the 1950 ratio. By simple extrapolation,

a 1970 ratio of less than 70,000 Btu per dollar of MGP is derived. With

an estimated 1970 MGP of $161.5 billion, manufacturing energy demand of

slightly over 10 quadrillion Btu would be indicated, which represents

essentially no growth in energy demand over the next ten years.

A more realistic estimate of future manufacturing energy demand can

be made by more careful scrutiny of past data. In 1950 and 1951, indus-

trial energy consumption was probably inflated, owing to heavy demands

for steel and other high energy consuming products to fulfill Korean War

requirements. MGP did not fully reflect this energy increase, since the

change in production represented more of a shift of effort than an in-

crease. As a result, 1950 and 1951 ratios of energy consumption to MGP

were relatively higher than would normally have been expected. The

1/ See "Supplement to Production Trends in the United States through

1975," Stanford Research Institute, 1960, for definition and date;

pp. 10, 14, and 31.
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recessions of 1954 and 1958 and the steel strike of 1959 affected energy

consumption markedly, resulting in low ratios of energy to MGP. Taking

account of these abnormal years leads to a projected ratio of about

90,000 Btu per constant dollar of MGP in 1970 and to an estimated non-

power manufacturing industry energy consumption of 14.5 quadrillion Btu

in 1970, almost 60 percent more than in 1959. Figure 8 shows the rela-

tionship between past and future energy consumption and MGP. This pro-

jection of manufacturing demand is approximately the same as the comparable

figure that can be derived from the previously cited RFF study. It is

about 10 percent less than the growth projected in the 1958 Stanford Re-

search Institute study that dealt mainly with 1954 data and therefore

could not anticipate the leveling-off of industrial production and energy

demand in the last half of the decade.

HTH in Industrial Energy

In later sections the extent to which HTH is used in manufacturing

is discussed in detail. Based on Census of Manufactures data and analysis

of individual product areas, it is estimated that the consumption of en-

ergy in manufacturing for generation of process heat in excess of 15000F

approached 2.2 quadrillion Btu in 1954; approximately 25 percent of total

manufacturing energy consumption in that year. If the same relationship

were to exist in 1970, HTH energy demand would be in the order of 3.7 quad-

rillion Btu.

There is some evidence that it will be greater than 3.5 quadrillion

Btu, since 1954 was a recession year when HTH consumption may have been

deflated. The major HTH consuming areas are also likely to enjoy slightly

more growth in the next decade than industry as a whole. It is not un-

reasonable, therefore, to anticipate a 1970 HTH demand approaching 30 per-

cent of total manufacturing energy consumption, or about 4 quadrillion

Btu.
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FIGURE 8

MANUFACTURING ENERGY CONSUMPTION AND
GROSS PRODUCT

1945 - 1970
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Section IV

SURVEY OF PRODUCTS AND INDUSTRIES

THAT REQUIRE HIGH TEMPERATURE HEAT

High temperature heat (HTH) in excess of 1500F is used in a large

number of industries and, characteristically, an HTH operation is only

one of several steps in an industrial process used to manufacture a fin-

ished product.

One method of determining total industrial HTH consumption might be

to identify products that require one or more HTH operations in the proc-

ess used for their manufacture; establish the amount of heat used in each

HTH operation per unit of product, and the amount of product made; calcu-

late the total HTH consumed to make the product; and sum these quantities

to arrive at the total industrial HTH consumption.

Another approach might be to determine the number of HTH units, such

as furnaces for melting or heat treating, kilns for drying or calcining,

etc. An estimate of the total amount of HTH consumed in this equipment

could be made with knowledge of the production from each type of equip-

ment, and of the heat requirements for each product.

A third possibility might be to use total fuel consumption data pub-

lished for various industries and to estimate the proportion of the fuel

consumed in HTH operations.

Each method has shortcomings. The first approach, an analysis of

products, does not take into account changes in industry load factors

that affect unit heat consumption. For example, a well-run glass fur-

nace, when operated at full capacity, consumes approximately 6 million

Btu of HTH in producing a ton of glass. The same furnace, operated at

50 percent of its capacity, has a unit heat consumption nearly twice as

large. Variation in unit heat consumption, however, does not affect

total HTH consumption markedly when load factors range between 80 percent

and 90 percent, as is the case in many HTH operations.

In the case of the second approach, specific data on HTH equipment

and capacity are available in only a few industries, notably cement and

steel. Even in these cases, however, reported unit production and fuel

consumption figures are industry averages and cannot be related to spe-

cific plants and HTH units. The third approach, industry-fuel consump-

tion, would be valid for industries where most of the fuel is used for
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HTH. However, many industries, such as inorganic chemicals, employ a

number of high and low temperature heating operations, and there are no

consistent bases on which to estimate the proportion of the fuel used to

make HTH.

Because of the greater availability of data and relative advantages,

the first phase of this survey was primarily based on products and asso-

ciated HTH operations, since this method can be applied uniformly to the

greatest portion of industrial output. However, industry fuel consump-

tion and equipment data have been used wherever possible to supplement

and refine estimates of product HTH consumption.

The Census of Manufactures is the most complete source of informa-

tion on industrial products and provides a product classification system

which is valuable for developing total HTH consumption data. The system

categorizes all manufacturing in terms of major groups of related indus-

tries; e.g., Primary Metals or Stone, Clay, and Glass Products; individual

industries within major groups, e.g., Steel Works and Rolling Mills, or

Flat Glass; and products within industries, e.g., carbon steel wire rods,

or single strength sheet glass. For the purposes of this survey devia-

tions from the basic classification system were necessary; in each case

they are explained in Appendix A, which describes in detail the method-

ology used in this study. The 1954 Census of Manufactures also provides

the latest detailed data on industrial fuel consumption and has been used

as the basis of the survey reported in this section.-

HTH Consumption in Primary Industries

Product Identification

The 7,000 products listed in the 1954 Census of Manufactures were

reviewed to determine if the manufacturing process or processes for each

product involved an HTH operation. Over 400 products in Major Groups 20

through 34 were identified as having an HTH operation associated with

their manufacture. Products were grouped in cases where they are within

a single industry and employ the same HTH operation. Table 6 presents a

summary of the result of reviewing the 7,000 manufactured products.

1/ The 1958 Census of Manufactures has been used where necessary to

develop more recent data, other than on fuel, in certain product

areas. Industrial fuel consumption information collected during the

1958 Census will be published later in 1961.
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Table 6

PRODUCTS DETERMINED TO REQUIRE HTH IN THEIR MANUFACTURE

Census Product

No. Major Industrial Group Products Groups

20 Food and Kindred Products 0 --
21 Tobacco Manufactures 0 --
22 Textile Mill Products 0 --
23 Apparel and Related Products 0 --
24 Lumber and Wood Products 0 --

25 Furniture and Fixtures 0 --
26 Pulp, Paper and Allied Products 5 1

27 Printing and Publishing 0 --
28 Chemicals and Allied Products 64 30

29 Petroleum and Coal Products 10 1

30 Rubber Goods 0 --
31 Leather and Leather Goods 0 --
32 Stone, Clay and Glass Products 175 37

33 Primary Metals 145 48

34 Fabricated Metals!/ 11 3

Total 410 120

Source: Appendix A.

The 410 products that require HTH in their manufacture fall within

6 major industrial groups. Over 90 percent of the products are in three

major groups: Stone, Clay and Glass, 43 percent; Primary Metals, 35 per-

cent; and Chemicals and Allied Products, 16 percent.

Only 11 of the products in Major Group 34 and none of those in Major

Groups 35 through 37 could be specifically identified as using HTH in

their manufacturing processes. Major Groups 20 through 33 consist almost

entirely of industries that convert raw materials into finished and semi-

finished products. Practically all industries in Major Groups 34 through

1/ Products employing HTH for purposes other than forging and foundry

work.
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37 convert and fabricate these products into more complicated machinery

and parts. The products in Major Groups 20 through 33, the primary in-

dustries, must be considered separately from the fabricating industries

in Major Groups 34 through 37.

HTH Consumption

Of the products and product groups summarized on Table 6, 81 product

groups, consisting of 338 products, consumed more than 0.1 trillion Btu

of HTH each in 1954. These groups and the associated HTH operations are

shown in matrix form in Table 7. As indicated in the table, an estimated

2,145 trillion Btu of HTH was consumed in 1954 to make the 338 products.

The following tabulation (Table 8) shows that the Primary Metals Group of

industries is the largest HTH consumer. It accounts for nearly half of

all HTH consumption; the Stone, Clay, and Glass Group and Chemicals and

Allied Products Group are next in order of consumption. These three

groups of industries consumed about 88 percent of all HTH used in the

primary manufacturing industries.

In the manufacture of some products, the HTH was derived from elec-

trical energy. Table 9 lists product groups involved and an estimate of

the amount of electrical HTH consumed. Electrical energy furnished about

124 trillion Btu, or 6 percent of the total HTH consumed.

HTH Consumption in Fabricating Industries

Industry Identification

In addition to HTH consumption in primary industries, as classified

by the Census, there is some HTH consumption in fabricating industries

classified under Major Groups 34 through 37 principally in forging and

foundry operations. The number of industries that have at least one

forging and/or foundry operation total 91, as shown in Table 10.

Heat treating and annealing have not been considered as HTH opera-

tions, because most heat treating and annealing of iron and steel do

not require temperatures above 15000F. Also, the establishments report-

ing heat treating in Major Groups 34 through 37 include a large number

working with nonferrous metals, and virtually none of these require heat

treatment in excess of 15000F. HTH consumption for heat treating and

annealing is relatively unimportant and does not warrant further consid-

eration.
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Table 7

PRODUCT GROUPS WHICH CONSUMED OVER 0.1 TRILLION BTU OF HTH

IN 1954 BY MAJOR HTH OPERATION

Major 1TH Operation

a a0 . 0

a o o0 v..a m

1954 NTH a to5 ., 5 ~ 0 V 0o 0
0 V K Q Q a .0

No.01f Consumption « I " .+ y s, o 0 w .+ .+« . .0w d o d a .+m 0 0 v
PoutGopu a",w 5 "a 0 5. . w + o ma o0, 0.0a u+- d m d 0 00.,

prdc~opProducts (trillion Btu) < mPO 0I LUb U 0 W N N 0 6. Ow i B.C0.L 05.as C0W a m cc of0 N. m 0w

Acid, Hydrochloric

Acid, Hydrocyanic

Alumina

Alumina, Fused

Aluminum

Aluminum, Chloride

Ammonia, Synthetic

Borax, Anhydrous

Brick, Building

Brick, Chrome and Magnesite

Brick, Fireclay and Superduty

Brick, High Alumina

Brick, Insulating Fire

Brick, Silica

Calcium Carbide

Carbon, Activated

Carbon Black

Carbon Disulfide

Cement, Natural

Cement, Portland and Special

Coke

Copper, Refined

Copper, Blister

Copper Castings

Copper, Hot Rolled

Copper-Base Alloys

Diatomite

Dolomite, Dead-Burned

Earthenware Plumbing Fixtures

Enameled Products, Vitreous

Enameled Metal Plumbing Fixtures

Ethylene

Ferro-alloys

Flue Lining

Frit for Enamel

Food Utensils, Vitreous

Glass Containers

Glass, Flat

Glassware (n.e.c.)

Graphite Crucibles

Hydrogen

Iron and Steel Forging

Iron, Gray Castings

Iron, Malleable Castings

Iron, Pig

Lead and Lead-Base Alloys

Lead, Base

Magnesia, Dead-Burned

Magnesium

Methanol, Synthetic

Mineral Wool

Nickel Alloys

Perlite

Phosphorus and Phosphoric Acid

Pipe, Vitrified Clay Sewer

Pulp, Sulfate

Quicklime and Slaked and Other Lime

Refractories, Special High Temperature

Silicon Carbide

Soda Ash

Sodium Chromates

Sodium Hydroxide

Sodium Silicates

Steel Bars

Steel, Carbon and Alloy

Steel Castings

Steel, Electric Carbon

Steel, Hot Rolled
Steel, Other Mill Shapes

Steel Plate

Steel, Tin & Other Plate

Steel, Semifinished

Steel, Structural

Steel Wire

Tile, Drain

Tile, Floor and Wall

Tile, Structural Clay and Others

Titanium Dioxide

Vermiculite

Zinc Oxide

Zinc, Slab

5.6

1.4

13.0

0.6

78.0

0.4

23.0

0.4

60;5

0.5

17.1

0.6

0.4

2.7

15.1

0.2

86.0

0.7

2.8

370.0

157.0

2.8

35.0

0.5

0.5

0.8

3.1

14.4

2.3

0.7

1.5

14.5

12.8

1.0

2.5

0.7

37.5

16.8

6.2

0.2

2.8

8.0

24.0

2.0

320.0

0.2

3.3

4.0

0.8

6.7

20.0

0.5

1.4

8.9

18.0

94.0

32.4

9.7

1.0

14.0

1.7

3.0

9.9

22.0

288.0

4.5

7.6

37.0

5.5

16.0

16.0

90.0

14.0

17.8

3.4

1.2

9.7

1.4

1.2

7.7

27.0

2,145.1
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Source: Stanford Research Institute.
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Table 8

ESTIMATED 1954 HTH CONSUMPTION

IN MAJOR INDUSTRY GROUPS

HTH Consumed

in 1954

Major Group (trillions

of Btu)

26 Pulp, Paper, and Allied Products 94

28 Chemicals and Allied Products 216

29 Coal and Petroleum Products 157

32 Stone, Clay and Glass Products 639

33 Primary Metal Products 1,034

34 Fabricated Metal Products!/ 5

Total 2,145

Source: Appendix A.

1/ HTH consumed in manufacturing 11 products; the

remainder of the HTH consumption for fabrica-

tion processes in Major Group 34 is covered in

the following discussion.
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Table 9

ESTIMATE OF ELECTRICALLY GENERATED HTH IN PRIMARY INDUSTRIES

Electrically

Generated

HTH Consumed

Product Group (trillions of Btu)

Major Group 28

Calcium Carbide 10.8

Phosphorus and Phosphoric Acid 8.9

Carbon Disulfide 0.4

Zinc Oxide 3.5

23.6

Major Group 32

1/
Glass Containers- 1.1
Glassware, not elsewhere classified/ 0.2

Fused Alumina 0.6

Silicon Carbide 1.0

Graphite Crucibles 0.2

3.1

Major Group 33

Carbon Steel 7.6

Ferroalloys 8.0
Copper, Refined- 2.1

Aluminum 78.0

Zinc 1.3

97.0

Total Electrically Generated HTH 123.7

1/ Estimated that about 3 percent of all HTH is electrically

generated.

2/ Estimated that about 25 percent of all HTH is electrically

generated.

Source: Stanford Research Institute.
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Table 10

NUMBER OF INDUSTRIES USING HTH

IN FORGING AND/OR FOUNDRY OPERATIONS

Number

Major Group of
Industries

34 Fabricated Metal Products 25

35 Machinery, except Electrical 37

36 Electrical Machinery 16

37 Transportation Equipment 13

Total 91

Source: Appendix A.

HTH Consumption

HTH consumption in the fabricating industries was estimated by com-

paring their operations, in terms of the number of production workers,

with HTH consumption in foundry and forging operations already estimated

for product groups in the primary industries. Table 11 presents data

on the major foundry and forgingoperations in industries in the Primary

Metals Group, which serve as a guide to derivation of HTH consumption

in fabricating industries.

The HTH consumption per production worker in forging and foundry

operations in the Primary Metals Group was applied to production workers

engaged in similar operations in the fabricating industries in Major

Groups 34 through 37. Table 12 presents data on each fabricating indus-

try estimated to have consumed more than 0.1 trillion Btu in forging and

foundry work in 1954. Only four of the industries listed consumed as

much as 1 trillion Btu of HTH and the total for Major Groups 34 through

37 probably did not exceed 18 trillion Btu, less than 1 percent of all

industrial HTH utilization.

As more fully discussed in Appendix A, this very low HTH utilization

somewhat justified the rough approximations upon which the estimates were

made. If the estimate of HTH consumption in the fabricating industries

is incorrect by as much as a factor of two, it would still be relatively

insignificant within the total HTH picture.
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Table 11

ESTIMATED HTH CONSUMPTION IN FORGING AND FOUNDRY OPERATIONS

IN THE PRIMARY METALS GROUP

1954

Estimated HTH HTH Consumption
Production per Production

Consumption
Product Group Worker Worker

(thousands) (trillions (millions
of Btu)

of Btu)

Iron and Steel Forging 33.0 11.2 340

Steel Foundries 45.6 2.8 61

Gray Iron Foundries 118.3 24.0 204

Malleable Iron Foundries 20.2 3.0 149

Source: Derived by Stanford Research

Manufactures.

Institute from Census of

No estimate was made of the portion of fabricating industry HTH
supplied by electricity; however, it is known that electric furnaces are

widely used.

Total HTH Consumption

All manufacturing industries consumed an estimated 2,165 trillion

Btu in 1954. Essentially all was consumed in primary industries in Major

Groups 26 through 33, and the Primary Metals industries in Major Group 33

consumed 1,034 trillion Btu, or nearly one-half of the total.

Selection of Representative Product Areas for Detailed Study

The second phase of the survey was devoted to more detailed study

of a limited number of product areas that use large quantities of HTH.

Particular attention was given to factors that will relate closely to

the eventual use of nuclear reactors as HTH sources. Obviously, not all

the product groups and HTH operations were worthy of detailed considera-

tion. Therefore, four primary selection criteria were derived that
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Table 12

ESTIMATED HTH CONSUMPTION BY FABRICATING INDUSTRIES

IN MAJOR GROUPS 34 THROUGH 37

1954

Production Workers Estimated HTH Consumption Number of
(trillions of Btu) Establishments

Major Group and Industry
Forging Foundry Forging Foundry Total Forging Foundry

Operations Operations Operations Operations Operations Operations

34 Fabricated Metal Products, Total 5,431 15,545 1.847 2.176 4.0 441 344

Cutlery 250-499 20-99 .085-.170 -- 0.1-0.2 31 --

Edge Tools 327 -- .111 -- 0.1 26 --

Hand Tools, n.e.c. 970 804 .330 .113 0.4 79 9
Hardware, n.e.c. 464 1,485 .158 .208 0.4 43 67
Plumbing Fixtures and Fittings 17 5,222 -- .731 0.7 -- 64
Heating & Cooking Equipment, n.e.c. 24 5,050 -- .707 0.7 -- 72
Structural and Ornamental Products 250-499 1,037 .085-.170 .145 0.2-0.3 64 44
Boiler Shop Products 403 914 .137 .128 0.3 31 13
Metal Stampings 314 20-99 .107 -- 0.1 27 --

Steel Springs 530 100-249 .180 -- 0.2 24 --

Bolts, Nuts, Washers, and Rivets 960 100-249 .326 -- 0.3-0.4 34 --

35 Machinery (except electrical), Total 5,862 45,728 1.993 6.402 8.4 457 753

Internal Combustion Engines 20-99 1,342 -- .188 0.2 -- 16
Tractors 479 5,162 .163 .723 0.9 15 15
Farm Machinery (except tractors) 1,620 3,564 .551 .499 1.0 82 71
Construction and Mining Machinery 437 3,037 .149 .425 0.6 63 48
Oil-Field Machinery and Tools (ill 727 .208 .102 0.3 32 9
Machine Tools 41 1,329 -- .186 0.2 -- 19
Metalworking Machinery 233 2,283 .079 .320 0.4 23 22
Textile Machinery 20-99 1,504 -- .211 0.2 -- 27
Paper Industries Machinery 8 1,121 -- .157 0.2 -- 21
Special Industry Machinery, n.e.c. 20-99 1,717 -- .240 0.2-0.3 -- 49
Pumps and Compressors 20-99 3,908 -- .547 0.6 -- 47
Conveyors 20-99 475 -- .066 0.07-0.1 -- --

Power-Transmission Equipment 14 1,924 -- .269 0.3 -- 23
Valves and Fittings, Except Plumbing 688 11,628 .234 1.628 1.9 25 108
Machine Shops 168 1,450 -- .203 0.3 -- 76

36 Electrical Machinery, Total 787 2,500-4,999 .268 .350-.700 0.6-1.0 70 105

Wiring Devices and Supplies 250-499 1,181 .085-.170 .165 0.2-0.3 25 22

Motors and Generators 100-249 532 -- .074 0.1-0.2 -- --

37 Transportation Equipment, Total 5,000-9,999 10,000 or More 1.700-3.400 1.400 3.1-4.8 188 120

Motor Vehicles and Parts 4,131 8,866 1.405 1.241 2.6 60 29
Aircraft Engines 1,051 564 .357 -- 0.4 14 --

Aircraft Equipment, n.e.c. 100-249 333 -- -- 0.08-0.1 -- --

Ship Building and Repairing 274 479 .093 -- 0.2 36 --

Railroad and Street Cars 738 445 .251 -- 0.3 20 --

Total Estimated HT!H for Major Groups 34 through 37 16.1-18.2

1/ Assumed: Heat consumption of 340 million Otu per production worker in Forging Operations and 140 million Btu per production worker in
Foundry Operations.

Source: Derived by Stanford Research Institute from Census of Manufactures.
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would assist in the selection of ten or twelve product areas most suit-

able for the detailed study.

Primary Selection Criteria

The four selection criteria adopted were: (1) the amount of HTH

consumed in an average establishment, (2) temperature of HTH application,

(3) method of HTH application, and (4) the annual capital expenditures

reported by the industry. Discussion of the bases for using these cri-

teria is presented in Appendix A.

Selection Procedure and Results

The four selection criteria were applied to each of the groups that

contributed to the over-all HTH consumption (Table 7). Those that were

found to have an average HTH consumption per establishment in excess of

0.1 trillion Btu are presented in Table 13. These product groups are

arranged according to the temperature of heat application, method of heat

application, and capital expenditure per establishment in 1954. Within

each of these categories product groups were ranked according to the

amount of heat consumed per average establishment. For example, blister

copper is made in direct-fired equipment operating within the range of

1800 F to 2600 F; the industry spent between $100,000 and $1 million for

new equipment per plant in 1954; two trillion Btu of HTH was consumed in

an average plant; and the 1954 Census reported 17 establishments engaged

in production of blister copper. The zinc and ammonia product groups

appear in more than one place on the matrix, since different HTH opera-

tions within these groups fit different criteria. (Refer to Appendix A

for identification of specific HTH operations.)

Only four operations--ammonia, 2819131-A; hydrochloric acid, 2819341;

synthetic methanol, 282925; and slab zinc, 334211-A--use indirect heat.

The most attractive of these would appear to be ammonia. The product is

heated indirectly within a temperature range of 1500F to 18000F, the

average plant used 1.1 trillion of HTH in 1954, and average capital ex-

penditures in the eighteen plants ranged between $100,000 and $1 million.

Ammonia was chosen as a product area for further study.

The remaining product areas were chosen on the basis that the

amount of HTH consumed in an average plant is probably the most important

criterion, with temperature of heat application and heating mode next.

The 16 operations that used in excess of 1 trillion Btu per year per

establishment are listed in Table 14 showing related temperature and
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Table 13

PRODUCT GROUPS WHICH CONSUMED IN EXCESS OF 0.1 TRILLION BTU OF HTH

PER ESTABLISHMENT IN 1954 ARRAYED BY ADOPTED SELECTION CRITERIA

Indirectly Directly Heated Products
Average Capital etdPdut

Investment Heated Producta Fuel is Not a Reactant Fuel is a Reactant
per Etablielment

in 1954 $100,000 Over $100,000 Less than Over $100,000 to
to $1 Million $1 Million to $1 Million $100,000 $1 Million $1 Million

Ammonia 1.1 Diatomite 1.5 Aluminum 4.9(1) Ammonia 3.1
2819131-A (18) 3295111 Al-A3 (2) 3334011 (16) 2819131-C (1)

Acid, Carbon Black 1.8-2.1

Temperature Range Hydrochloric 0.4 2895111 ABC (<47)
15000F-1800OF 2819341 (15)

Amonia 0.3
Methanol, 2819131-3 (1)

Synthetic 0.4
282925 (15) Pulp,Sulfate 0.3

26114,5..-A (252)

Zinc, Slab 3.0 Soda Ash 1.6 Alumina 2-2.4 Zinc Oxide 0.5 Coke 2.0 Acid,
3333211-A (8) 2812X31 (9) 2819431 (6) 2852121-A,125-A (13) 59321..A,B (79) Hydrocyanic 0.1

2819351 (12)
Steel, Rolled Tin Copper, Blister 2.0 Frit, Enamel 0.4

and Other Plate 1.0 3333111-2 (17) 34311..1,2 (7)
33125..-A,B (16)

Zinc, Slab 1.3(1) Pipe, Clay Serer 0.3
Sodium Hydroxide 0.6 3333211-C (1) 3254011-A,B (66)

2812X71 (5)
Copper, Refined Titanium Dioxide 0.2

Steel, Hot Rolled 0.5 Anode 0.5 2852131 (8)
33124..-A.B (68) 3331211-1 (17)

Lime, Quick and
Steel, Structural 0.4 Zinc, Slab 0.5 Slaked 0.2
33126..-A,B (932) 3333211-B (3) 3274011, 51-AB (133)

Temperature Range Steel, Semifinished 1.1 Cement, Natural 0.4 Brick, Building 0.1
1800OF-2600oF 33122.. (78) 3241051 (8) 3251011, 19-A,B (610)

Steel, Rot Rolled and Calcium Carbide 0.4 Brick, Fire Clay 0.1
Mill Shapes 0.3 2819712-2 (11) and Super Duty

33129..A,B (16) 3255011, 15-AB (119)
Sodium Chromate 0.3

Steel, Plate 0.3 2819729,31 (5)
33123. A ,B(47)

Sodium Silicates 0.3
Steel, Bars 0.2 2819541,3,5,7 (32)
33127..-A,B (108)

Lead, Base 0.3
3332111-A,B (13)

Copper, Refined
Cathode 0.2

3331211-2 -22 (13)

Steel, Carbon and Cement, Portland 2.2 Dolomite, dead-
Alloy 3.4 3241011,31(A,B) (155) Burned 1.2

3312111-B, 121-A (84) 3274071 (12)
Phosphorus and
Phosphoric Acid 0.7(1) Magnesia, Dead-

2819762,3;385 (12) Burned 0.7

Temperature Range Glass, Flat 0.5 3297081 (6)
2800 -3200 F 3211.. .-11-13 (32) Mineral Wool 0.2

3275 (85)
Glass, Containers 0.4
3221.. .-11-14 (15)

Temperature Range Calcium Carbide 0.6- Iron, pig 3.8 Ferroalloys 0.2
Over 3200 F 1.3(1) 3311111-2 (85) 3313011-B (31)

2819712-1 (11)

Note: (E) , Electrically generated heat.

Source: Stanford Research Institute.
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Table 14

PRODUCT GROUPS THAT USED IN EXCESS OF ONE TRILLION BTU

OF HTH PER ESTABLISHMENT IN 1954

HTH Temperature

Product Group Identification Consumption of Heat Reason if Eliminated from Further Study
Number Btu/year/ Application

Establishment ( F)

Aluminum 3334011 4.9(E)l' 1800 Fuel is reactant; also HTH, electrically

generated

Pig Iron 3311111-2 3.8 to 3600 Fuel is reactant, and temperature is in

uppermost range
Carbon and Alloy 3312111-B and 3.4 2900 Deferred to Semifinished Steel product

Steel 3312131-A area because of the higher temperature

Ammonia 2819131-C 3.4 >1800 Part of Ammonia product area (2819131-A)

Slab Zinc 3333211-A 3.0 2200-2400

Portland Cement 3241011, 31-A-B 2.2 2600-3000

Alumina 2819431 2-2.4 2000-2200

Blister Copper 3331111-21, -22 2.0 2500-2700

Coke 29321..-A,B 2.0 1800-2200 Fuel is reactant; becomes part of Semi-

finished Steel product area because

most coke is consumed in integrated

steel plants

Carbon Black 2895111-A,B,C 1.8-2.1 1600-2400 Fuel is reactant

Soda Ash 2812X31 1.6 1800-2000

Diatomite 3295111-Al, -A3 1.5 500-2200 Special case: only 2 plants

Slab Zinc 3333211<C1.3(E)- 2300-2600 Electrothermal process; part of Slab Zinc

product area (3333211-A)

Dead-Burned Dolomite 3274071 1.2 3000 Part of Soda Ash product area

Semifinished Steel 33122.. 1.1 2200

Hot Rolled Tin and

Other Plate 33125.., A, B 1.0 2200 Part of Semifinished Steel product area

1/ (E) = Electrically generated heat.

Source: Stanford Research Institute.
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heating mode information. Steel, zinc, cement, alumina, copper, and

soda ash/ were determined to warrant detailed study along with ammonia.

The reasons for eliminating other product groups are noted in Table 14.

At this point, those product groups selected included three chemi-

cals, three metals, but only cement from the industries in the Stone,

Clay, and Glass Products Group. It was believed that, if possible, the

products selected for detailed study should be equally divided among the

three major HTH-consuming groups of industries. Therefore, building

brick and glass were added to the selected list of products. Building

brick was chosen, despite the relatively low HTH consumption and capital

expenditures per establishment, because within the large number of es-

tablishments, several would consume over 1 trillion Btu per year.

The glass industries, with a total of 117 establishments, were chosen

on the assumption that a sizable number of the establishments would prob-

ably consume over 1 trillion Btu per year.

Summary

The product areas selected for further study are believed to be

quite representative of all industrial HTH consumption. They include a

broad range of major HTH operations, temperatures, and modes of heating.

They are all major consumers of HTH and therefore are the most likely

areas within which future nuclear HTH source potential will exist.

To summarize, the survey considered 7,000 products in the primary

manufacturing industries of Major Groups 20 through 33 and all fabricat-
ing industries in Major Groups 34 through 37. Over 400 products manu-

factured in primary industries and 91 fabricating industries were identi-

fied as consumers of HTH.

Products within a single manufacturing (primary) industry using the

same HTH operation were grouped, which resulted in the designation of

120 HTH consuming product groups. Over 80 of the groups consumed in

excess of 0.1 trillion Btu of HTH each in 1954. It was further deter-

mined that there were about 50 product groups that consumed over 0.1 tril-

lion Btu in an average establishment. From these, ten were selected for

detailed study.

1/ See Appendix B-8 for a discussion of the need for including considera-

tion of lime and dead-burned dolomite production with soda ash pro-

duction.
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The ten selected groups represented almost 700 trillion Btu of HTH

consumption in 1954, or about one-third of the total.

Discussion of the ten selected groups is more significant than the

above figure would indicate, when related products and operations are

taken into account. Three relationships were considered:

1. Other product groups employing HTH in the same plants.

2. Other HTH operations in the same product group.

3. The same HTH operation in other product groups.

When all product groups related to the ten selected ones on the basis of

the above considerations were included, over three-fourths of the total

1954 HTH consumption was accounted for. The selected and related prod-

uct groups are shown in Table 15.
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Table 15

PRODUCT GROUPS SELECTED FOR DETAILED STUDY

AND RELATED PRODUCT GROUPS AND HTH OPERATIONS

Operation- Estimated' 1954

Product Group Ident if icat ion HTH Consumpt ion

Number (trillions of Btu)

Selected on the Basis of Selection

Criteria

Alumina

Ammonia

Building Brick

Cement

Copper Blister
Flat Glass

Glass Containers

Soda Ash

Steel, Semifinished
Zinc, Slab

Subtota1

Other 1HTH Operat ions in Above
Product Groups

Annon I a
Zinc, Slab

Same 11TH Operat ion in Other Product

Groups

Calcium Carbide
Met hanol, Synt het ic

Pipe, Clay Sewer

Quick, Slaked, and Other Lime

Sodium Hydroxide

Sodium Silicate

Zinc Oxide

Other 11TH Product Groups from Same

Plant s

Coke

Copper, lRef i ned

Iron, Pig
Steel, Carbon and Alloy

Steel, Plate

Steel, Hot Rolled

Steel, Rolled Tin and Other

Steel , St ruct Ural
Steel , Bars
St-eel, Other Mill Shapes

Plate

2819431

2819131A

3251011, 19-A,Bf

3241011,31-A, B
3331111-2

3211...11-13

3221...11-14

2812X31

33122..

3333211-A

2819131-C. E

3333211-B, C

2819712-21-22
282925.

3254011-A, B

3274011, 51-A,B

2812X71

2819541,3,5,7

2852121-A, B and

2852125-A,B

29321. . -A, B
3331211-1 and

3331211-21-22

3311111-2

3312111-B and
3312131-A

33123. .- A,B

33124..-A,B

33125..-A,B

33126. .-A,B

33127. . -A, B
33129..-A,B

12-14

19.5

60.5

370.0

35.0

16.8

37.5

14..0

90.0

24.0

~680

3.4

2.9

4.3
6.7

18.0

32.4

2.9-3.4

9.9

6-8

157.0

7.8

320.0

288.0

11-22

25-50

10-20

9-19

15-30

4-7

Total 1,6911

1 F-rom Append i x A.

Source : SI an f ord Itesca rch Inst. i tutt.
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Section V

SUMMARY OF INFORMATION ON SELECTED HTH OPERATIONS

A summary and analysis of factors relevant to future utilization of

HTH within the selected product areas are presented in this section.

The most likely potential markets for nuclear heat as it relates to each

factor are assessed in a qualitative manner, as is the relative attrac-

tiveness of each operation or product area. Quantitative determination,

which would require a detailed study, employing weighting and correlative

techniques applied to each factor, operation, and product area, is beyond

the scope of this investigation. More detailed presentations of relevant

factors in each product area, upon which this analysis is based, are con-

tained in Appendix B.

Factors Related to Production and Capacity

Growth in Production

The growth in production of selected products is shown in Figure 9.

Steel and cement are currently produced in the largest quantities; zinc

and copper in the smallest. The most rapidly growing product areas are

alumina and ammonia.

A ranking of the selected products according to the expected abso-

lute increase in annual production during the next 10 years is shown in

Table 16. Increases are more revealing than either magnitude of annual

production or annual rate of growth. For example, the relatively larger

magnitude of steel production, even though it is growing more slowly than

alumina or ammonia, yields a greater increment in added production over

the next 10 years. Estimates of absolute increases also relate closely

to future needs for production facilities, including HTH sources.

At present rates of growth, the annual production level of cement

and steel is expected to be 40 million tons per year larger by 1970 than

it is today. Six other products will have increased production of less

than one-fifth this amount, and two product areas, copper and zinc, will

have production increases only 1/2 percent as large as cement and steel.

Cement and steel would appear to be more attractive as potential markets

for nuclear heat based on production growth, but several other factors

must be examined before even qualitative conclusions can be reached.
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FIGURE 9

PRODUCTION OF SELECTED PRODUCTS
1945 - 1970

Steel (2.7% Per Year)
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Table 16

ESTIMATED ANNUAL PRODUCTION FOR 1960 AND 1970 AND

INCREASE FROM 1960-1970 FOR SELECTED PRODUCT AREAS

(Millions of Tons per Year)

Cement

Steel

Ammonia

Alumina

Brick

2/
Lime-

Glass Containers

Flat Glass

Copper, Ref ined-

Zinc

Estimated

Annual Production

1965

86

139

7.6

7.1

21

13

7.8

3.8

1.67

1.01

1970

109

160

12.7

11.7

24

16

9.3

4.3

1.73

1.10

Total Increase in
Product 1/

Annual Production-
1960-1970

42

40

8

7.4

5

5

2.8

1.8

0.2

0.2

1/ Based on trend lines (Figure 9) ; not actual 1960 data.

2/ Includes dead-burned dolomite.

3/ Smelter production is approximately 70 percent of refinery

production; production increase applicable to both smelted

and refined copper.

Source: Figure 9.
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Increase in Capacity

The requirement for added production capacity, in terms of new

plants, is probably the most important factor within the context of this

study. Capacity for the selected product areas is shown in Table 17,

ranked in the order of the increase expected by 1970. An estimate of

the proportion of this increase in capacity that will be filled by the

process in which the selected high temperature operation is used is also

shown. Comparable lime and flat glass data are not available. As would

be expected, nearly the same order of ranking results in Table 17 as in

Table 16, with cement and steel showing the greatest increases in capac-

ity. Relative values of increases are different, however. For example,

current brick, copper, and zinc capacities are more than adequate to

meet production requirements through 1965. In all cases, except ammonia

and zinc, the requirement for additional capacity will be met almost

entirely by processes that make use of the selected high temperature

operations.

The data in Table 17 do not indicate the relative proportions of

the increase that will be met through new plants, as opposed to expansion

of existing plants, nor do they indicate the extent of replacement of

existing capacity that may be required in each product area. The latter

category is not nearly as well defined as is the need for additions to

present capacity. Replacement capacity, as well as new capacity to meet

future production requirements, is shown in Table 18, in terms of numbers

of new plants. New plant additions are of primary importance in assess-

ing potential nuclear heat markets, since reactors will undoubtedly have

to be designed into the plant during the planning stage. Expansion of

existing facilities is considered of secondary importance since many

operating conditions that would affect the reactor design cannot be

changed; for example, plant location, plant layout, equipment design,

and manufacturing operations. The product areas in Table 18 have been

arranged according to total new plant capacity expected to be installed

by 1970. Cement outranks by far all other product areas, in terms of

total added new capacity and total number of new plants. New capacity

in most of the other product areas is less than one-tenth as great as it

is for cement. In terms of the total number of new plants, glass con-

tainers, brick, and probably ammonia outrank all but cement but the ca-

pacity of individual plants in these industries is relatively small.

Based on these data, cement, ammonia, and perhaps alumina appear to

offer the most attractive potential markets for nuclear heat, and zinc,

copper, and flat glass the least attractive. Increase in steel capacity

is expected to occur almost wholly through modernization and expansion

of existing facilities, as has been the case during the past 10 years,
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Table 17

ESTIMATED INCREASE IN CAPACITY REQUIRED
1/

BY 1970 FOR SELECTED PRODUCT AREAS-

(Capacity Data in Millions of Tons per Year)

T r T T r

Cement

Steel
Ammonia

Alumina

Glass Containers

Brick

Copper

Zinc

1959

Capacity

Current

Utilization

of Capacity-/

Preferred

Utilization

of Capacity

Estimated

Increase

in Capacity

by 1970

Percent Fulfilled

by Selected

HTH Operation

1 4. + *

78

148

5.3

4.9

7.6

26

2.30

1.16

79%

80

80

79

85

68

68

80

90%

88

80

85

85

85

85

90

44

34

10.6

8.9

3.3

2.2

None Re-

quired

0. 13

100%

100

25-65
100

100

100

50
I __ _ _ __ _ _ __I.L _ _ __ __I_ _ _ _

Lime and flat glass not included since capacity and utilization data are not available.

Based on trend lines in Figure 9.

Average for the industry.

Source: Appendix B.
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Table 18

ANALYSIS OF CAPACITY TO BE ADDED BY 1970

Cement

Alumina

1/
Ammonia-

Steel

Glass Containers

Brick

Lime-

2/
Flat Glass-

Copper

Zinc-

Percent of
Increase To

Be Met with

New Plants

Number of
New Plants

To Provide

Additional

Capacity

Number of
New Plants

To Replace
Existing
Capacity

Total Number

of New Plants

Average Size

of Plant

(thousands of

tons per year)

Total New Plant

Capacity To
Be Installed

(millions of
tons per year)

-1- 1 It

50%

90

30-65

8

90

50

50

50

None

Required

50

12

28-70

4

40

17

25

6

50

None

None

None

3

25

None

None

1

100

12

28-70

4

43

42

25

6

1

380

670

100

700

70

75

100

150

100

38

8

3 to 7

3

3

3

2.5

1

0.1

1/ These data represent additions to total capacity of new plants employing the HTH process (steam

reforming).
2/ Data are not available on existing plant capacity; it has been assumed that increase in production

will be met 50 percent by expansion of existing plants and 50 percent by new plants of the average

size now operating.

3/ All increase in capacity expected during the period will probably be met through expansion of

existing plants.

Sources: Appendix B and Table 17.
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although there is some indication of a trend toward wider geographical

distribution which could result in a larger number of plants with smaller

average capacities.

Location of Capacity

The locations of the majority of capacity for each product area are

shown in Table 19. About 40 percent or more of the capacity in every

case is in the top four states, and in the majority of products most of

the capacity is located in the central, Middle Atlantic, and southeastern

states. Notable exceptions are copper smelters which are generally con-

centrated in the Mountain and southwestern states. Cement, brick, lime,

and glass containers are more widely dispersed and are generally located

near population centers and market areas. Alumina, copper smelting and

refining, and zinc reduction capacity is largely concentrated in a few

plants in a few states. The steel industry, although including a rela-

tively larger number of plants, is also highly concentrated. The top

few states are: Pennsylvania and Texas, where capacity of seven of the

ten product areas is large; Ohio, where five are represented; and Louisi-

ana, Illinois, and California, where three of the product areas have ma-

jor increments of capacity. This complex results generally from the

availability of large quantities of inexpensive fuel, in the case of

Texas and Louisiana, and large concentrations of population and markets

in the other states.

Definitive statements cannot be made concerning the most likely

states in which new plants may locate. Generally, the locational trends

over the past 10 years are expected to continue during the 1960's. The

most important factors that will dictate location of new plants are prob-

ably population changes and related location of markets.

The production and capacity factors do not yield all the necessary

information for selection of process industries that will offer the best

potential for nuclear heat. They do indicate, however, those industries

where significant quantities of new capacity will be installed during the

remainder of the decade, and a general idea of locations of installations.

Factors Related to HTH Processes and Operations

HTH Requirements

The quantity of HTH required in prospective production plants is of

primary importance in considering potential markets for nuclear heat.
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Table 19

PARISON OF GEOGRAPHICAL LOCATION OF CAPACITY FOR SELECTED PRODUCT AREAS

Top 4 States or Districts

Percent of Total Capacity

Number of Plants

Next 6 States or Districts
(when applicable)

Percent of Total Capacity

Number of Plants

Remaining States

Percent of Total Capacity

Number of Plants

Trends in Location
1950-1959

Cement
1959

Pennsylvania

California
Texas

Michigan

38%

59

New York

Ohio

Indiana

Alabama

Missouri

Iowa

33%

45

28

29%

66

Shifts parallel pop-

ulation shifts. The

greatest growth is

in the southeastern,

some central, the
Mountain States, and

and California.

Plants are generally
located near large
population centers.

Altmaina
1959

Aionia
1959

Steel

1959

Glass ContainersY

1960
Brick2!

1956

4 4 * i i

Louisiana
Texas
Arkansas
Alabame

100%

8

None

None

All growth has
occurred during

the past six
years. The three

new plants are
located in Texas

and Louisiana to
be close to the
Caribbean bauxite

supply. Concen-
tration in the
Gulf area will
continue, barring
new sources of
supply or con-
struction of
plants at source
sites.

Louisiana
Texas

California

Ohio

41%

20

Virginia
West Virginia
Kansas
Mississippi
Arkaneas
Pennsylvania

30%

13

19

29%

26

New installations have

more closely paralleled
markets than present

distribution indicates;
thus more widespread
distribution of new
plants is occurring.

Pennsylvania
Ohio

Indiana
Illinois

67%

58

Maryland

Michigan
New York

Alabama

California
West Virginia

25%

17

19

8.3%

11

Very slight shift has oc-

curred in percent of ca-

pacity in top four states

to next six states, par-

ticularly in Maryland,
Michigan, New York, and

California. There are
twice as many plants with
reheat capacity as with

steel ingot capacity, but

geographical distribution

is nearly the same.

Pennsylvania
California

Indiana

New Jersey

n. a.

49

Illinois

West Virginia

Oklahoma
New York

Maryland
Mississippi

n.a.

30

14

n.a.

19

New plants tend to be lo-
cated near markets, thus
the trend is away from

geographical concentra-

tion.

Ohio
Texas (including Arkansas

and Louisiana)
Illinois
Pennsylvania

37%

206

North Carolina.

New York.

California (including
Nevada).

Georgia (including

Florida).

Alabama.

Indiana.

29%

137

34

34%

298

Shifts parallel popu-

lation shifts. Greatest

growth is in southeast-
ern, Pacific, and Moun-
tain States. Generally
plants are located near
large population centers.

n.a. -not available.

1/ Data for capacity by plant, state, or region are not available-ranking by state has been based solely on number of plants.

2/ Data are available only for districts; these include one or more states and in some caaes portions of states.
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Table 19 (cont.)

Top 4 States or Districts

Percent of Total Capacity

Number of Plants

Next 6 States or Districts

(when applicable)

Percent of Total Capacity

Number of Plants

Remaining States

Percent of Total Capacity

Number of Plants

Trends in location
1950-1959

Lime

1958

Ohio
Missouri
Pennsylvania
Texas

57%

54

Illinois

Alabama

Virginia
California

20%

27

25

23%

64

Some shift in capacity

has occurred in the past
12 years. Ohio and
Missouri still retain
the same percent of
total capacity. Percent
of total has decreased
slightly in Pennsylvania,
increased considerably
in Texas and Illinois,
and slightly in Alabama
and Virginia. It has
decreased in most of the
remaining 25 states.

Flat Glasaai

1954

Pennsylvania

West Virginia

Oklahoma

Ohio

U. a.

21

Missouri
Indiana

Illinois

Michigan
Louisiana

Tennessee

=.a.

8

3

a.a.

3

New plants installed in re-
cent years have been loca-
ted near existing plants.
Number of plants in top four
states (except Oklahoma) has
been decreasing. Increase
has occurred in Oklahoma and
more recently (since 1954),
in Tennessee, Illinois, and
Maryland.

Copper, 1959

ftelters

Arizona
Utah
Washington

Nevada

83%

12

Texas
New Mexico
New Jersey
New York
Tennessee

Michigan

17%

7

None

Zinc, 1959

r -~ 'I.

Refineries All Processes

_________ *t.

New Jersey

Maryland
Texas
Utah

69%

7

New York

Montana
Michigan
Washington
New Mexico
Arizona

31%

No particular trends. The two new smelters have

been located fairly near the mines. Refineries are
located close to markets in many cases. All Michi-
gan capacity (three small plants) produce lake
copper.

Pennsylvania

Montana

Texas
Oklahoma

74%

10

Illinois
Idaho
West Virginia
Arkansas

26%

7

None

Distillation

Processes

Pennsylvania

Oklahoma
Texas
Illinois

89%

10

West Virginia
Arkansas

11%

2

None

No trends-no new plants in over 20 years.

I__ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __ _ _ _I_ _ __ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __ _ _ _ _ _I__ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _

3/ Data are for production-capacity data are unavailable.
4/ Data for capacity by plant, state, or region are not available-ranking by state has been based on number of plants, and relative plant lse according to number of eloyee data.

Source: Stanford Research Institute.
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This quantity incorporates HTH consumption per unit of production and

the rate of production in the plant. Within a plant employing a selected

HTH operation, there may be other HTH operations, operations requiring

low grade heat, and/or operations requiring electric power. These fac-
tors are in most cases of secondary importance to the selected HTH opera-

tion, but they require consideration, since a nuclear heat source could

possibly fill all requirements. It is entirely possible that a nuclear

heat source, which was unjustified on the basis of the HTH requirement

alone, could be justified on the basis of the combined energy require-

ments.

HTH requirements in each of the selected product areas are shown in

Table 20, as well as HTH and energy requirements per unit of production.

The products have been arranged according to the estimated annual HTH

requirement of the selected operation for new plants to be added during

the next 10 years. In every case, except steel, the selected operations

account for nearly all HTH utilization in the manufacture of the product,

and in most cases, HTH represents most of the total heat requirement.

However, the requirement for electrical energy (assuming an input of

13,700 Btu per kwhr) in many of these industries is nearly equal to, and

in a few cases greater than, the HTH requirement.

The following two examples may be illustrative: (1) a 135 mw(th)

heat source would be needed for full utilization of a 1 million ton per

year plant consuming 4 million Btu per ton of product plus thermal capac-

ity for the portion of 200 kwhr of electricity per ton of product not

generated from waste heat recovery; (2) a 3.5 mw(th) heat source would

be needed for a 100,000 ton per year plant consuming 1 million Btu per

ton of product plus that needed for the portion of 20 kwhr of electricity

per ton product not generated from waste heat. Most plants considered

in Table 20 fall between these two examples, although ranges of capacity,

power requirements, and HTH requirements vary considerably from one

plant to another, and from one product to another.

The product areas that appear to offer the greatest potential for

nuclear heat sources, based on annual HTH requirement in new plants to

be added, are alumina, cement, and copper smelting. Those offering the

least potential are zinc, brick, and copper refining. Steel gains in

importance when considering requirements in modern existing plants. Zinc

manufactured by the horizontal process is not considered attractive, be-

cause no modern plants exist.

The number of new plants to be added in each product area should be

considered to arrive at a meaningful determination of the relative at-

tractiveness of each product area. Table 21 shows the product of the
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Table 20

COMPARISON OF HIGH TEMPERATURE HEAT REQUIREMENTS

IN SELECTED -PRODUCT AREAS

Annual BTrH
Energy Consumption HTH Consumption
per Ton of Product per Ton of Product Annual HTH Consumption

in Modern
in the HTH Process in Selected Operation ConsumptionE ingPln

in Pants Existing Plants_________ in Plants
Process or Type of Equipment To Be Added

2
/HTH Operation Low Grade High Temp. Typical Trillions

ProductHArea Industry Modern (trillions of
Electricity/ eat Heat Average Plants Btu 100% Moderate of Btu

<1500
0
F >1500

0
F Capacity l0O%

(kwh) (millions (millions Operating Factor)
(millions (millions of Btu) of Btu) (thousands Operating
of Btu) of Btu) of tons) Factor

Alumina Calcining Rotary Kiln 200 5 5 5 4.5 3.1 900 4

Cement Calcining Rotary Kiln 110 < 1/2 7 7 3/1.5 800 3-5

Copper Smelting Reverberatory Furnace 200-400 1-2 30 25 20 2.0 200 4

Steel Over-all Manufacture 200 9 11
Soaking ingots Soaking Pit Furnace 1 0.8 0.5 2

Reheating semifinished 1.5 2,000 5
products Continuous Furnace 2 1.4 1.0 3

Flat Glass Melting Continuous Tank 20-25 1.5 8 8 7 1.0 200 1.4

Ammonia Steam Reforming Stainless Steel Tube Re-
former 1 <G1/2 10 10 9 0.9 100 0.9

Lime Calcining Rotary Kiln 10-30 41/2 7 7 6 0.6 200 1.2

Glass Containers Melting Continuous Tank 15-20 1.5 7 8 6 0.4 200 1.2

Copper Refining Cathode
Melting & firing fur-
nace 350-500 1-2 6 5 4 0.4 200 0.8

Brick Firing Tunnel Kiln 10-30 0.5 3 3 2 0.2 150 0.3

Zinc Reduction & Distillation Horizontal Retorts 150-180 1-2 72 70 5/ 6/ 60 4

Reduction & Distillation Vertical Retorts 150-180 1-2 15 12 9 6 60 0.5

1/
2/

3/

4/

5/
6/

These data are not representative for plants where power is used in electric furnaces, such as in some glass, copper, and steel plants.

From Table 18.
Dry process.
Wet process.

No modern plants.
No plants to be added.

Source: Stanford Research Institute.



Table 21

ESTIMATED INCREASE IN ANNUAL

HTH REQUIREMENTS IN SELECTED

PRODUCT AREAS FROM 1960 TO 1970

Product Area

Cement

Ammonia

Alumina

Glass Containers

Lime

Brick

Steel

Flat Glass

Copper Smelting

Copper Refining

Zinc

Trillions

of Btu

190

25-63

37

17

15

8

6

6

1

0.1

0

Sources: Tables 18 and 20.
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number of plants to be added in each product area times the annual HTH

required in each plant. The ranking of product areas changes somewhat

on this basis. Cement moves to first place, alumina is still among the

top three, ammonia becomes significant, and copper smelting drops in im-

portance.

Operation Characteristics

Various operation characteristics related to fuels use, efficiencies,

heat recovery, and maintenance requirements are summarized in Table 22.

In most product areas, the type of fuel used depends upon cost and avail-

ability at the particular plant location. In almost every case, economics

is the determining factor. Where more than one fuel is available at

equivalent cost, natural gas is the primary choice; oil, second. Coal

usually requires special treatment, such as pulverizing, making it less

desirable. In the steel industry by-product fuel, such as coke oven or

blast furnace gas, is often used to supplement purchased fuels used in

soaking pits and reheat furnaces. Some plants use coke gas almost ex-

clusively in pit furnaces, with economics the major controlling factor.

A few plants in the steel, glass, and copper industries use electric fur-

naces to supplement and, in some cases, to replace fuel-fired furnaces.

In plants where natural gas is the primary fuel, it is most often

purchased on an interruptible basis since it is cheaper than a firm sup-

ply of gas. Stand-by fuel oil is usually available for use when gas serv-

ice is interrupted, as during winter periods.

The majority of furnaces and kilns used in the selected processes

have recuperator or regenerator systems, which provide greater fuel econ-

omy. These systems are used primarily to preheat air and/or fuel for

combustion, thus providing the high temperatures required in many of the

operations. Some of the HTH processes, notably copper smelting and steam

reforming to produce hydrogen, have waste heat boiler recovery systems,

which are profitably used to offset high fuel requirements. A notable

trend in nearly every selected high temperature process is toward greater

fuel economy and lower heat requirements through increased efficiencies.

One significant exception is the reduction and distillation of zinc in

horizontal retorts. Plants using this process are located in the cheap-

est natural gas areas of Texas and Oklahoma and have been fully depre-

ciated. Fuel economy, therefore, becomes of secondary importance in

plant operation.

Maintenance requirements vary considerably from one HTH process to

another, and depend on the type of refractories employed, on temperatures,
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Table 22

SUMMARY OF SIGNIFICANT OPERATING CHARACTERISTICS IN SELECTED PRODUCT AREAS

Steel GssCopper Zinc

Cement Alumina Ammonia Ctntl Gl s Brick Lime Flat Glass
Soaking Reheat Smelters Refineries Vertical Borizont

Coal (50%) Natural gas Natural gas Blast furnace Natural gas, Natural gas, Natural gas, Natural gas, Natural gas Natural gas, Natural gas, Natural gas Natural gas
Natural gas (44%) and coke oven fuel oil, some some fuel oil some fuel oil some fuel oil some fuel oil, some fuel oil,

.a Fuel oil (6%) gas, natural coke oven gas some coal some coal
Primary

Fuels Gas is preferred gas, some fuel
Employed' and use is in- oil

creasing

Stand-by Fuel oil Fuel oil Fuel oil None None Fuel oil Fuel oil Fuel oil Fuel oil Fuel oil Fuel oil Fuel oil Fuel oil

25% (avg) 38% 43% 40-50% 20-30% 15-20% 25-35% 65% 10-15% 25-30% n.a. 25-30% _+ 5%
Efficiency of Some plants 40% Expect 50%
Fuel Use2/ Expect 50-60% in in future

future

Yes No Yes-increases Yes Yes-increases Yes-increases Yes-increases Not generally Yes-increases No n.a. Yes-reduction No

oo r-ver-all effi- over-all effi- over-all effi- over-all effi- Gee grate-kiln over-all effi- gases used as

heating ciency to 70% ciency tor.e 25% ciency toe25% ciency to -40% plant incor- ciency toc/20% fuel supple-

or Recu- in some plants porates pre- ment, and air

peration by use of re- heating sys- for combustion

covered heat teams is preheated
Waste Heat in dryers
Recovery

Not customary in No Yes-increases No No No No No No Approx. 50% of n.a. No No
newer plants; over-all effi- heat supplied

For Steam some in older ciency to 85% is recovered
Generation plants as steam and

converted to

electricity

Kilns down an Kilns down Reformer down Pits down sev- Furnaces down Tanks down Kilns down one Kilns down one- Tanks down Smelter roof Furnaces re- Retorts down Retorts rep
average of 18 once per one week per eral times per several times once every week per year two weeks per once every two- replaced at lined every once every every four-
days per year for year for year for rou- year for repair per year for three-four for routine year for rou- four years for least once per five-six years. three years weeks.
refractory and checking, tine check and and patching repair and years, for check and ml- tine check and six-eight weeks year (two-three for rebuilding. Furnace str
mechanical re- minor patch- catalyst change. refractories. patching re- eight weeks, nor repair. minor repairs. for rebuilding. times in some Minor repairs repaired as
pairs. ing, and re- Pit covers re- fractories. for relining. Partial re- Minor repairs older plants). performed with- quired with

Maintenance pair. quire most Relining of Minor repairs building re- performed with- Side walls and out shutdown shutdown.
Requirements maintenance. furnace nec- performed with- quired every out shutdown hearth and whenever pos- plete shutd

Pits relined essary only out shutdown seven-nine whenever ps- roofs on newer sible. once everyI
once every every six- whenever pos- years. sible. furnaces re- years for n
three years. eight years. sible. lined every complete re

five-six years. ing.
(Life is dou-
bled by daily
coatings with
siliceous
sprays.)

n.a. = not available.

1/ Direct firing in all cases, except for ammonia and zinc.
2/ Defined as efficiency of absorbing heat supplied in the product.

Source: Appendix B.
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corrosiveness of the product being processed, and physical treatment of

the equipment. A furnace or kiln is usually shut down only when neces-

sary, since frequent heating and cooling shortens the life of a furnace.

This is more serious with silicon carbide refractories than with others.

The only processes where this practice is not necessarily observed is in

the soaking and reheating of steel, where common firebrick refractories

are sometimes used.

The major maintenance requirement in all processes is the rebuilding

or relining of a furnace, which may occur as frequently as every 1-2 years

in some plants and product areas, depending mainly on the treatment given

the furnace, or as seldom as every 8-10 years in other cases. Tunnel

kilns used in firing building brick last considerably longer than most

furnaces or kilns, since the temperatures are not as extreme and there

are essentially no corrosive conditions. Reformers used for production

of hydrogen in ammonia plants are fabricated of stainless steel and have

no extensive maintenance requirements.

Operating Costs

Fuel costs, assigned to HTH operations, and total plant manufacturing

costs, are shown in Table 23. Product areas have been arranged according

to HTH operation costs. Zinc and copper smelting have highest HTH opera-

tion costs; soaking and reheat operations in the steel industry, brick

firing, and copper refining have the lowest. The HTH operation costs,

as a percent of total manufacturing costs, vary from as low as 2 or 3 per-

cent for the two steel operations to 50 percent for the HTH operations in

zinc, copper smelting, cement, and lime processing.

In cases where the HTH operation is not the major cost, it may still

be the major operation. In alumina for example, the bauxite raw material

represents over 50 percent of the manufacturing cost. In other product

areas, such as copper refining and glass containers, operations other

than the HTH operation are more costly, as for example, in the case of

glass, which is costly because of labor requirements.

Factors Related to HTH Equipment

Physical Factors

The types of equipment used in the selected operations (see Table 20)

include: rotary and tunnel kilns; melting and reverberatory furnaces;

heating furnaces; and indirect-fired equipment, such as reformers and
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Table 23

ESTIMATED MANUFACTUR ING COSTS IN SELECTED

(Dollars per Ton of Product)

PRODUCT AREAS

Zinc

Horizontal Process

Copper

Smelting

Zinc

Vertical Process

Flat Glass

Ammonia

Cement

Glass Containers

Lime

Alumina

Copper

Refining

Brick

Steel

Reheating

Soaking

Fuel Cost

at 30c per
Million Btu!

$21.00

7.50

3.60

2.40

3.00

2.10

2.10

2.10

1.50

1.50

0.90

0.60

0.30

Total Cost

Related to

HTH Oper at ion-
i ii

$ >304/

30

26

12

11

7

5

5

4

3

3

3
2

1/ Based on average heat consumption data, Table 20.
2/ Includes HTH capital equipment depreciation and interest, taxes, and insurance;

and labor, fuel, power, and maintenance.
3/ Includes only those costs assigned to the product in plants where the HTH opera-

tion occurs.

4/ Rough estimate; capital equipment and costs other than fuel and labor are
unavailable.

5/ Sheet glass.

6/ Plate glass.

Source: Appendix B.
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Total Cost-

$ >50-

60

60

40-

1006

41

14

54

9

44

31

10

90

HTH Cost as

Percent of
Total Cost

50%

50

43

30
8

27

50

9

55

9

10

30

3
2

a I I I



retorts. The number of units in a plant and the capacities of these

units vary from one plant to another in accordance with factors such as

markets, plant age and location, raw materials, transportation costs,

and management policies and procedures. Detailed consideration of these

factors is beyond the scope of this study. To indicate the general rela-

tionships, however, equipment characteristics are summarized in Table 24,

covering existing modern plants of the size referred to in Table 20.

Existing plants are used, since they are indicative of the eventual ca-

pacities and requirements of new plants. In many product areas, particu--

larly alumina, cement, lime, glass, and brick, a new plant will be

installed at perhaps one-half the ultimate capacity that is anticipated

with expansion in later years, as demanded by growth in production re-

quirements. It is reasonable to assume that if a nuclear heat source

were to be installed, it would be designed with an initial capacity to

serve the ultimate heat requirements.

The number of HTH units varies from 2 to 20, and unit capacities

vary from 6,000 to 300,000 tons annually. Stand-by units are not usually

available, except in some steel plants, where older batch-type reheat

furnaces, not generally in use, can be fired up if the continuous furnace

has to be shut down unexpectedly. In all operations, it is too costly

to have stand-by units for unexpected equipment failures. However, since

production requirements determine the number of equipment units operating

at any given time, and more than one unit is available in most cases,

equipment failure means either shifting to a unit not currently operating

or taking up the production of that unit temporarily within other operating

units.

The plant layout is such that HTH units are relatively close to one

another in all cases except steel reheat furnaces. These furnaces are

separated from one another because each is directly associated with a

particular finishing mill.

These data do not lend themselves to a grouping or arranging of

product areas according to their potential as markets for nuclear heat

sources. Generally, however, the more attractive cases are those where

2 to 3 units, each with large capacities, are close together.

Capital Costs

Capital costs related to the selected HTH operations include costs

for the furnace structure, burners, recuperative systems, flues, and

stacks; auxiliary equipment such as cranes, rail cars, and tracks which

are directly a part of the operation; instrumentation and control systems;
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Table 24

HTH EQUIPMENT CHARACTERISTICS IN EXISTING MODERN MODERATE SIZED PLANTS

FOR SELECTED PRODUCT AREAS

Cement

Alumina

Ammonia

Steel 1

Soaking

Reheat2/

Glass Containers

Brick

Lime

Flat Glass

Copper

Smelters

Refineries

Zinc

Vertical

Horizontal

Number of HTH

Equipment Units

per Plant

3

4

4

20

8

3

3

2

2

2

2

Two batteries

each with 10

retorts.

10 furnace

blocks each

with 822

retorts.

Annual Capacity

of Each Unit

(thousands of

tons of product)

270

220

25

115

310

70

50

100

100

100

100

30

6

Plant Layout

of the Units

Kilns--side by side.

Kilns--side by side.

Reformers grouped together.

Ten parallel batteries each

with 2 to 4 pits. Batteries

in one location next to pri-

mary mills and fairly near

steel furnaces.

Each finishing mill has its

own reheat facility of one

to three furnaces. Furnaces

are, therefore, widely dis-

persed.

Tanks-side by side.

Kilns-usually side by side.

Kilns-side by side.

Tanks-side by side.

Furnaces-adjacent to one

another.

Furnaces-adjacent to one

another.

Batteries parallel to one

another with coking ovens

between.

Furnace blocks have 411 re-

torts on each side. Blocks

are located in the same

general area.

1/ Soaking pit and reheat. furnace capacity in an integrated steel plant is nearly

always 15 and 25 percent greater,- respectively, than rated plant capacity.
2/ These data are arbitrary, since every plant will have more than one type of re-

heat furnace, each with varying capacity, efficiency, operating factors, etc.

Source: Appendix B.
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and special foundations or structures. These costs and the equipment

vary, as indicated in Table 25. Capital cost data shown are those asso-

ciated with the HTH units and capacities in Table 20. The HTH operation

that represents the largest proportion of total plant cost is in the

brick industry. Lime, copper, smelting, alumina, cement, and ammonia

HTH operations are also major fractions of total plant cost. Soaking

and reheating steel operations are the lowest fractions of total plant

costs. However, steel soaking and reheat facilities in an integrated

steel plant are more costly than any of the other HTH operations shown.

Summary

The presentation of product and HTH operation characteristics for

selected product areas has inferred a certain relative degree of poten-

tial for future nuclear heat use. Processes that use indirect heating

are probably more suitable for incorporation of nuclear heat than are

direct heating processes. Reforming of natural gas to produce hydrogen

used in the manufacture of ammonia appears to be more favorable than

zinc distillation, the other indirect process selected. Other factors

which tend to make a process more suitable include: lower temperature,

high growth of production, capacity and number of new plants expected to

be installed, and favorable operating characteristics and costs. Of the

direct heating processes, calcining operations predominate as the next

likely nuclear heat potential. Of these, the cement, lime, and alumina

industries offer the largest number of HTH consuming facilities in new

plants during the next ten years. Expansion of existing plants as poten-

tial for nuclear heat is of second order importance compared with con-

struction of new plants. Integrated steel plants offer the best potential

in the expansion category.

Many technical problems must be overcome before nuclear heat can be

applied in existing HTH processes. Any direct heating process would have

to be modified considerably to incorporate a nuclear heat source. Proc-

ess modification might represent a research and development effort comp-

arable to that necessary to develop the nuclear source itself.

Trends

HTH process characteristics related to a few selected products are

based to a large extent on the present status of the industry and on

trends over the past few years. Most of these industries are undergoing

continual technological improvement, and future developments will un-

doubtedly create different situations ten years from now.
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Table 25

CHARACTERISTIC CAPITAL COSTS IN EXISTING

MODERN MODERATE SIZED PLANTS FOR SELECTED PRODUCT AREAS

(Millions of Dollars)

HTH HTH Equipment
Total Plant as Percent of

Equipment
Total Costs

Steel

Reheating $16 3%
$500

Soaking 11 2

Alumina 9 100 9

Zinc

Vertical Process 10 >151 2/

Copper

Smelting 9 36 25
Cement 7 32 22

Flat Glass 5 60 12

Ammonia 2 9 22

Lime 2 6 33

Glass Containers 1.8 22 8

Brick 0.8 1.4 57

Copper

Refining 0.7!" 10!" 7

Zinc
Horizontal Process 3/ 3/ 2/

1/ Rough estimate; cost data are unavailable.

2/ HTH equipment is the major fraction of total plant costs;

actual data not available.

3/ No modern plants exist.

Source: Appendix B.
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Several indications of future trends are presented for each product

area discussed in Appendix B. Some of the trends, such as location and

increased fuel economy, have been mentioned. Other trends, not specifi-

cally mentioned, such as increased automation, are occurring in many of

the industries discussed. Use of oxygen in the steel industry is already

evident and it may be used in copper smelting in the future. Electrical

heat is becoming more widely used in many industries. Declining labor

requirements are occurring in many industries, which may present an ad-

vantage where nuclear heat might be employed.

Future operational changes which could have a direct bearing on the

potential use of nuclear heat include: direct casting of steel to semi-

finished shapes, which would eliminate soaking pits and the primary roll-

ing mill; direct electrolysis of copper from roasted concentrate, which

would eliminate the HTH consuming smelting operation; the direct reduction

of bauxite to aluminum metal, which would eliminate the need for new alu-

mina plants; and gradual decline in the use of steam-reforming of natural

gas to produce hydrogen, as cheaper, more advanced techniques develop.

There are also future possibilities which could greatly increase the

significance of nuclear heat if it were available. For example, a dual

purpose reactor to supply both electricity and HTH could permit the con-

struction of process plants at mine sites, where it is uneconomic today

because of high fuel costs.

These are only a few factors of many which could increase or decrease

the importance of nuclear heat potential during the next ten years. Cog-

nizance of changes in the process industries, and their evaluation will

be a necessary and continuing requirement.
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Section VI

FUTURE AREAS OF POTENTIALLY LARGE HTH CONSUMPTION

The selected product areas reviewed in earlier sections represent

large HTH consumers currently needing the greatest proportion of all HTH

produced. Future HTH demands will, for the most part, be determined by

these areas. However, future HTH demands will also be made up of rapidly

growing current industrial product areas that make use of HTH operations,

processes that are still in the research stage, and HTH operations out-

side the framework of manufacturing that has guided this analysis.

Expansion of Current Industrial HTH Demand

Three examples of products now made in relatively small quantities

that promise to expand to create sizable HTH demands are acetylene, ethyl-

ene, and hydrocyanic acid (Figure 10).

Annual acetylene production has risen to 410,000 tons in 1959 at a

fairly regular rate of almost 10 percent per year. Production over

1 million tons by 1970 can be expected if this rate continues. Acetylene

is made from calcium carbide or by partial oxidation or pyrolysis of

natural gas. All three processes require some HTH. In 1947, about

15 plants produced acetylene, all by the calcium carbide route. By 1954,

22 plants were operating; 7 of them then used hydrocarbon feed. Most of

the new plants installed employed the partial oxidation or pyrolysis

process, and future plants will most likely be of this type.

The plants are relatively small, ranging from 10,000 to 25,000 tons

of acetylene per year capacity. HTH consumption is relatively large,

particularly in the pyrolysis process. The estimated HTH consumption of

about 200 X 106 Btu per ton of acetylene would create a requirement of

2-5 trillion Btu per establishment per year. The only pyrolysis plant

in operation is a small demonstration model. Partial oxidation processes

may use one-fourth as much HTH as pyrolysis. So, at the expected 1970

production level acetylene production becomes a potentially important

user of HTH.

Ethylene production increased to nearly 2 million tons in 1957 at

an average rate of over 16 percent per year. At this rate, an annual

production of over 10 million tons by 1970 might be expected. Most of

the ethylene made today comes from HTH cracking of refinery gases that
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FIGURE 10

PRODUCTION OF SELECTED RAPIDLY GROWING PRODUCTS
1947 - 1970

1945

Ethylene

Acetelylene -

Hydrocyanic Acid

LLLL ___-- - --
1950 1955 1960 1965

To 5 Thousand Tons in 1947

SOURCES: Various as reported in Stanford Research Institute's Chemical Economics Handbook.
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require about 12 million Btu per ton of ethylene product. The largest

operating plant is reported to have produced about 200,000 tons in 1954,

representing a consumption of nearly 2.5 trillion Btu. If future produc-

tion reaches the levels expected, there will undoubtedly be several large

plants by 1970, which in turn would make the ethylene product area im-

portant in terms of HTH consumption.

Ethylene and acetylene are competing for the same markets, particu-

larly in acrylonitrile and vinyl chloride production, so that one suc-

ceeds at the expense of the other. Hydrocyanic acid, a relative new-

comer to the field of industrial chemicals, is used to make acrylonitrile

by both processes. Although the future market for hydrocyanic acid seems

assured at this time, some doubt is cast in that two of the three newest

acrylonitrile plants do not use hydrogen cyanide. In 1947 only 5,000 tons

were produced, growing to 53,000 tons in 1955 and 94,000 tons in 1959.

Annual production of over 700,000 tons by 1970 might be expected if such

growth continues. All new plants use the methane-ammonia process, which

requires about 35 million Btu of HTH per ton of product. A large plant

has a capacity of 30,000 tons per year, consuming about 1 trillion Btu,

and if the expected production is reached by 1970, many larger plants

will be required.

Nuclear Heat Sources versus Electricity

Electrical energy for heat costs almost 10 times that of heat from

fossil fuels. Electrical energy is only used, therefore, to furnish HTH

for one of four reasons: (1) the process temperature requirement is so

high that fossil fuel use would be one-tenth as efficient; (2) other

process conditions, such as inability to apply the heat where desired,

make the use of electrical energy several times more efficient; (3) eco-

nomics require processing near the ore sources, and electricity is rela-

tively cheaper than other fuels; or (4) as in the case of aluminum reduc-

tion, electrolytic action is required. At first appraisal, nuclear heat

would appear to compete technically with electrical energy in all but the

last case. However, extreme HTH operations such as synthesizing calcium

carbide and silicon carbide in an electric furnace, which occurs at tem-

peratures of 36000F to 4000 F, would present highly difficult reactor

development problems. It is not likely that reactors built in the near

future would be capable of attaining these temperatures. Operations that

require internal heating also present problems for nuclear heat appli-

cation.

The only likely potential for replacing electrical with nuclear HTH

would therefore appear to be in the processes operating in remote areas.

The possible mine-site location of alumina plants is discussed from this
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standpoint in Appendix B. Phosphorus and phosphoric acid, now made elec-

trothermally, is another example of a product group where processing at

a remote mine site may be worth considering, if nuclear fuel, with its

negligible transportation costs, could be used rather than electricity

or fossil fuels.

HTH Operations in Nonmanufacturing Industries

The major manufacturing industry groups have been shown to be an

important industrial 1TH consumption sector, based on 1954 data. In the

past two or three years, development work has been performed on process-

ing ores at high temperatures. Ore processing must be considered as part

of the mining industry. Processes for pelletizing, ore beneficiation,

and direct ore reduction have all been carried well beyond laboratory

studies.

Iron Ore Processes

Johnson-. has predicted that the volume of taconite ore processed

for blast furnace feed will reach 25 million tons by 1965 and 50 million

tons by 1970. The taconite processing techniques increase the iron con-

tent of the furnace feed and pelletize it into hard spheres suitable for

blast furnace use by calcining at 17000F to 24000F. Fuel consumption

ranges from 500,000 to 1 million Btu per ton of processed ore, and plants

have been built to process up to 5 million tons a year, with future ca-

pacities predicted at 8 or 9 million tons per year. HTH consumption in

a 5 million ton a year plant ranges from 2.5 to 5 trillion Btu per year.

Plants such as these would therefore rank among the largest consumers

of HTH.

Direct Reduction of Iron Ore

At least two new processes for direct reduction of iron ore have

been introduced in the United States since 1954. One is the H-iron proc-

ess./ that uses hydrogen for reduction and operates at a relatively low

temperature--900 0F. The R.N. process./ uses a rotary kiln operating at

19500F. Both processes have been tested in pilot plant operations. The

R.N. process appears to be more versatile because ores of various grades

1/ Engineering and Mining Journal, Vol. 156, No. 12, 1955.

2/ F. D. Hoffert, et. al., Mechanical Engineering, Vol. 81, No. 1,

p. 27, 1959.

3/ A. Stewart, Mining Congress Journal, Vol. 44, No. 12, p. 34, 1958.
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can be used, whereas only high grade ore can be hydrogen-reduced. It is

reported that the R.N. process can produce a ton of iron with 0.5 tons

of coke, 9,000 cubic feet of natural gas, and 316 kwhr of electricity/

Excluding the coke used for reduction, the total heat consumption is

around 10 million Btu per ton of iron, which represents a large potential

market for HTH.

Other New Areas of HTH Consumption

Unexpected new areas of HTH consumption are bound to develop. HTH

ore processing, for example, was unknown until 1950, when research was

begun at the University of Minnesota. Yet within 10 years, ore process-

ing establishments grew to be major consumers of HTH. Some other possi-

ble areas can be pointed out as potential consumers of HTH. Those cited

will probably not be important for at least 10 years, and many will never

be important, but they are examples of where HTH requirements may develop.

Calcining of radioactive waste has been the subject of considerable
2/discussion.- Processes have been proposed whereby radioactive materials

in waste liquors could be adsorbed onto a solid and chemically reacted

with the solid by calcining or melting the mixture. One estimate for

1975 places the annual volume at about 22,000 tons. It is based on the

following factors: 2.3 kilograms of glass will be needed to hold the

radioactive materials from 2.2 liters of waste liquor, and 9 million gal-

lons of waste will be treated annually in 1975.2/ This weight of material

will not require a significant quantity of HTH by 1975; however, a ten-

fold increase might make this calcining operation an attractive HTH

market.

Shale oil production and coal methanation, hydrogenation, and pyroly-

sis are much discussed areas that have the potential of becoming major

HTH consumers. Perhaps less well known are the possible HTH routes to

hydrazine, cyanogen, and inorganic polymers; and the use of carbides as

sources of unsaturated organics.

Many other future processing possibilities could be added to this

list. Those cited serve as indicators of important new areas of HTH

consumption which have not yet made an impact on industrial HTH demand

1/ P. E. Cavanaugh, Journal of Metals, Vol. 10, No. 12, p. 804, 1958.

2/ L. D. Hatch, before the AEC Joint Committee Hearings, January-

February 1959.

3/ L. C. Watson, et. al., ibid.
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but will undoubtedly do so in the future. When the first nuclear HTH

sources are proven technically and economically feasible, they will find

their earliest and largest markets within the product areas described in

earlier sections of this report. The applications cited in this section

have the potential for expanding markets rapidly and into new areas of

process technology where nuclear heat may have inherent advantages.
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Appendix A

SURVEY AND PRODUCT SELECTION PROCEDURES

This appendix is a review of the techniques employed to identify

HTH operations and the products and industries that make use of them.

Three tables are included that give complete information on the products

and industries so identified and serve as background to the summary pre-

sented in Section IV. The criteria and procedures used for selection of

the product areas subjected to detailed study are also explained. The

ten product area analyses make up Appendix B and are summarized in Sec-

tion V.

HTH Operation Survey

Initial screening of the 7,000 products listed in the 1954 Census

of Manufactures determined that the manufacture of over 400 products

involved an HTH operation. Table 26 lists the groups within which the

410 products fall, arranged by major groups of manufacturing industries.

The number of products within each group of products is also indicated.

Coding of HTH Operations in Primary Industries

To assure an orderly and accurate as possible indexing of all prod-

ucts and HTH operations, it was necessary to adopt a specifically de-

signed coding system. The basis for this system was the Standard Indus-

trial Classification (SIC) code.! This code is constructed in a manner

that permits definition and measurement of industrial activities at all

levels, from individual product data, to total manufacturing, to total

industry. The SIC code is structured as follows:

1/ Refer to Standard Industrial Classification Manual, Bureau of the

Budget, 1957.
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Table 26

1/
PRODUCT GROUPS IN PRIMARY MANUFACTURING INDUSTRIES-

IDENTIFIED AS REQUIRING HTH IN THEIR MANUFACTURE

Major Group 26

Paper and Allied Products

1 Product Group

Sulfate wood pulp

Major Group 28

Chemical and Allied Products

30 Product Groups

Acetylene

Acid, hydrochloric
Acid, hydrocyanic
Alumina
Aluminum chloride
Ammonia

Borax

Butadiene
Calcium carbide
Carbon, activated
Carbon black

Carbon disulfide
Charcoal and wood chemicals
Chromium oxide
Coal tar
Ethylene

Hydrogen

Lampblack
Lithium carbonate
Lithopone
Methanol, synthetic
Phosphorus and phosphoric acid

Soda ash
Sodium chromate and bichromate
Sodium hydroxide
Sodium silicate
Superphosphate
Titanium dioxide
Venetian red
Zinc oxide, leaded and

lead-free

Major Group 29

Petroleum and Coke Products

1 Product Group

Coke

5 Products

Major Group 32

Stone, Clay, and Glass Products

37 Product Groups

S Abrasives, other artificial
Aggregate, lightweight
(diatomite)

Aggregate, lightweight
(perlite)

Aluminum oxide
64 Products Brick, building and other

1 Brick, fire-clay and super-duty
2 fire-clay
1 Brick, high alumina
1 Brick, insulating
3 Brick, magnesite and chrome

10 Brick, silica
1 Bricks and shapes, other non-clay
1 except dead-burned magnesia
1 Cement, natural
4 Cement, portland and special
1 Dolomite, dead-burned
1 Electrical porcelain
B Food utensils, earthenware

Food utensils, vitreous
Flue lining
Glass containers
Glass, flat
Glass, pressed and blown
Graphite, refractory and crucible
Lime, quick, hydrated, and other

1 Magnesia, dead-burned

3 Mica, synthetic
3 Mineral wool
2 Pottery (n.e.c.)

3 Plumbing fixtures, china and
4 earthenware
1 Plumbing fixtures, vitreous
2 Refractories, special high temper
1 ature

Sewer pipe, vitrified clay

2 Silicon carbide

Structural clay products (n.e.c.)
except flue and drain tile

Tile, drain
Tile, floor and wall

10 Products Tile, structural clay and other
Vermiculite, exfoliated

10

Major Group 33

Primary Metals

175 Products 48 Product Groups 1
4 Aluminum

Boron

1 Cesium
Chromium

1 Columbium
3 Copper base alloys
2 Copper, blister and anode

(incl. matte, speiss, and flue
2 dust)
1 Copper, refined unalloyed
1 Copper and copper base alloy
2 castings
1 Copper and copper base alloy

forgings
4 Copper and copper base alloys-
1 rolled, drawn, and extruded
2 Drawn wire
1 Ferro alloys and other addi-

5 tives
4 Hafnium
5 Iron, pig and other blast
1 furnace products

21 Iron, gray castings
12 Iron, malleable castings
43 Iron and steel forgings
2 Lead, base bullion (incl. matte,
4 speiss, etc.)
1 Lead, refined unalloyed
1 Lead and lead base alloys

15 Lead and lead base alloy
9 die-castings

Magnesium
1 Manganese
1 Molybdenum

- Nickel
4 Nickel and nickel alloy shapes

1 Other nonferrous metal forgings
3 Platinum

Platinum alloy
4 Silicon
1 Steel, carbon, alloy and stain-

2 less
4 Steel castings
5 Steel, hot-rolled bars and shapes

Steel, hot-rolled sheet and strip
Steel plate
Steel, semi-finished shapes

and forms
Steel, structural shapes

and pilings
Steel, tin, tern, and black plate
Steel, other mill shapes and forum
Tantalum
Tin
Titanium
Tungsten
Vanadium
Zinc dust
Zinc, remelt
Zinc, slab and residues

45 Products

Major Group 34

Fabricated Metals

3 Product Groups

Frit for enamel
Plumbing fixtures, enameled
iron and metal

Vitreous enameled products

2

4

7
5

5

9

8

2

3

4

3
7
9

14
4

12

4
5
S

2

1/ No product groups requiring HTH were identified in Major Groups 20-25, 27, 30, or 31. Three product groups (guns, howitzers, mortars, etc.; tanks and tank components; small arms) were identified in Major
Group 19, but were eliminated from further consideration at the very outset of the study because statistical information was unavailable and it was determined qualitatively that 8TH consumption was negli-
gible relative to all other product groups.

11 Products

9
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SIC Designation Code Typical Designation

Division D Manufacturing

Group 28 Chemicals and Allied

Products

Industry 2819 Inorganic Chemicals

Product 2819341 Acid, Hydrochloric

(produced from

sulfuric acid and

salt)

For purposes of this survey, the SIC code was amended to codify HTH

processes within product areas, and the number of HTH operations in those

processes. Some processes are used to make primary products (4-digit

level) while others are used to make a single product (7-digit level) or

parts of products. Since the SIC system does not classify beyond the

7-digit level, it was necessary to differentiate between processes, and

also operations within a process, that were used to make the same,

7-digit level product. These amendments were established as follows:

1. When a product is made by more than one HTH process, the SIC

product number was amended with a different letter for each such

process (e.g., 3241011-A and 3241011-B).

2. When a product is made by a process using more than one HTH

operation, the SIC product number was amended with a different

number for-each such operation (e.g., 2819712-1 and 2819712-2).

3. If a product is made by more than one process and if any of

these processes requires more than one operation, the process

letter was amended to include a different number for each opera-

tion (e.g., 2852121-B1 and 2852121-B2).

4. If a product is made by a process requiring several operations

and if there is more than one way of performing one of the op-

erations, the operation number was amended to include a differ-

ent subscript to differentiate between similar operations

(e.g., 3331111-21 and 3331111-22).

5. If a product is made by both high temperature and low tempera-

ture processes, the product number was amended as in item 1

above with notations to indicate the process of prime interest.
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The term process as used here means the entire procedure required

to convert raw material into finished product. The term operation means

a single step in the process whether that step is a unit operation like

mixing, melting, or drying, or a unit process like calcining, reducing,

or synthesizing.

As far as possible, definitions used in the Census of Manufactures

were followed in estimating process energy consumption. However, in

some cases coke and coal are considered in the Census as raw materials

rather than fuel. If another raw material could be substituted for the

coke or coal, the caloric value of the coke or coal was considered part

of the fuel consumption requirements for the process.

The product list in Table 26 deviates from Census product classi-

fication in two ways. First, a number of products that require HTH for

their manufacture were included in the Census as "not elsewhere classi-

fied" (n.e.c.) products. These products have been listed separately in

Table 26 because entirely different processes and operations are involved

in their manufacture. This was particularly true for the Census listing,

"other nonferrous metals (n.e.c)." Included there are metals such as

boron, hafnium, and tungsten, which use processes for manufacture that

are quite dissimilar.

The second deviation was in grouping, wherever possible, products

that used similar HTH operations. Sometimes all the products of an

industry were grouped, e.g., glass containers, where the HTH operation

in glass melting is the same whether the product is wide- or narrow-

mouthed containers, machine or handmade. Sometimes only two or three

products of an industry were grouped. For example, quicklime and hy-

drated lime constitute a group because all hydrated lime must be cal-

cined to quicklime before hydration; but the whole lime industry is not

grouped because the calcining operation used in making dead-burned

dolomite, another product of the industry, is different. This grouping

is particularly useful in reducing the detail required to estimate total

HTH consumption. Instead of considering 410 products individually, it

was possible to consider only 120 product groups. Table 27 summarizes

the data on products and product groups determined to have consumed over

0.1 trillion Btu of HTH each in 1954.

HTH Consumption

In order to estimate HTH use by product groups, information was

needed about the processes and high temperature operations involved. A
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process description form was designed and used to enter pertinent infor-

mation. At least one form was used for each of the 120 product groups.

Some groups required several forms, since more than one process was

involved in making the product and, frequently, the processes employed

more than one HTH operation.

When the major HTH consuming product groups were analyzed, it began

to appear that total HTH consumption in 1954 was in the order of 2 quad-

rillion Btu. To save unnecessary effort on product groups of little im-

portance, an arbitrary lower limit of 0.1 trillion Btu of HTH per product

group was set; below this, a product group would not warrant further con-

sideration. Almost 30 product groups were thus eliminated, and further

searching for details on HTH operations related to them became unneces-

sary. Even if the 30 eliminated groups were each to have used 0.1 tril-

lion Btu of HTH, they would in total account for only 7/10 percent of

all HTH utilization.

In order to develop the data shown in Table 27, it was necessary to

make some basic assumptions including:

1. When the process uses electrical energy (values marked (E) in

Table 27) HTH consumption was calculated as 3,400 times the

kwhrs of electricity required.

2. It was not possible, in the case of some of the reported proc-

esses, to determine their share of total annual production. In

some cases an estimate was made of the fraction and in other

cases, notably those where only high temperature processes were

used to make the product, an average fuel consumption value or

a range of values was chosen and assumed to apply to the manu-

facture of all of the product. In either case, the assumption

is indicated in Table 27.

3. There may be some duplication of HTH consumption because the

Census does not define precisely the scope of the establish-

ments covered in every product area. For instance, in the

manufacture of calcium carbide (SIC number 2819712) the Census

does not state whether the calcining of the required lime is

part of the calcium carbide data or whether establishments pro-

ducing lime for calcium carbide manufacture reported separately

under quicklime (SIC number 3274011). Where duplication may

exist in the table, the value in question is so designated.

In many cases only one HTH operation is used for a product. For ex-

ample, virtually all alumina calcining is done in rotary kilns especially
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KEY TO TABLE 27

This table shows product groups classified according to the 7-digit

Standard Industrial Classification as modified by Stanford Research In-

stitute. (See Appendix A text for further explanation.)

To read the table: Most column headings contain 2 items--one above the

line, the other below.

The item above the line refers to all items above the lines in that col-

umn; the same is true for items below the lines.

Example: Column 1 Product

Process or Operation

Product applies to: Acid, Hydrochloric...Alumina...Ammonia

Process or Operation applies to: 2819341...2819431...2819131-A

(These numbers relate to classification or code numbers, as explained

in the text.)

Abbreviations:

D. = Direct

I.D. = Indirect

D.F.C. = Direct Fuel Consumed (as a reactant)

X = Not Assessed

(E) = Electricity

n.a. = not available

References (appear only in 4th and 5th columns):

C = Chemical Economics Handbook, Stanford Research Institute.

F = W. L. Faith, D. B. Keyes, and R. L. Clark, Industrial Chemicals.

PC = Private communication.

MB = U.S. Bureau of Mines, Minerals Yearbook.

R = Refractories Institute, Product Directory.

ABMY = American Bureau of Metal Statistics, Yearbook, 1959.

I = Modern Industrial Processes, edited by Industrial and Engineer-

ing Chemistry staff.

IMR = American Institute of Mining, Metallurgical and Petroleum

Engineers, Industrial Minerals and Rocks.

D = American Iron and Steel Institute, Directory of Iron and Steel

Works.

Where there is no source code, the data were obtained from the Census of

Manufactures.
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Table 27

HTH PRODUCTS AND OPERATIONS
(Product Groups in Which HTH Consumption is

0.1 Trillion Btu or More)

Product No Process Temp. oF 1954 Production (tons) 1954 Nat'l. Neat Consumption Neat (Btu) Establish-Oper-IITI /Yar/ H igh Temperature Operation
Process or Operation Mode of Neating Heat Consumption (Btu/ton) No. of Establishments $ Capital Expenditure ment

ations

Acid, Hydrochloric
2819341

Acid. Hydrochloric
2819345-(A, B, C, D, F)

Acid, Hydrocyanic
2819351-(A, B1-62)

Alumina

2819431

Alumina, Fused

3291113, 19, 33

Aluminum

3334011

Aluminum Chloride

2819411, 5, 7-A

Ammonia, Synthetic

2819131-A

Ammonia, Synthetic

2819131-B

Ammonia, Synthetic

2819131-C

Ammonia, Synthetic

2819131-0

Ammonia, Synthetic

2819131-E

Ammonia, Synthetic

2819131-F

(1)

(5)

(2)

(1)

(1)

(1)

(1)

(1)

(1)

(1)

(1)

(1)

(1)

1,000

I.D.

1,400-1,800

I.D.-D.-D.F.C.

1,900-2,000
D.F.C.

2,000-2,200

D.

3,600

D.

1,800

D

1,600-1,800
D.

1,400--1,800
2.0.

>1,800

I.D.

>1,830
D.F.C.

x

1,650-2,000
D.F.C.

x
x

1.5 x 103

35.6 a10

1.6 x 105
1.6 x 106

3.8 x 1040

36 x 106*

2.9 a 106

4-5 x 106

8.4 x 104
7 x 106(E)

1.15 x 106

68 x 106(E)

4 a 104*

1-10 x 106**

1.99 x 106C

9.8 x 106

2.99 x 0SC
Exothermic

1.94 x 105
16 a 106

1.39 x 105C
x

0.86 x 105C
>3.3 a 106

2.45 x 105
x

5.3 a 1012

1 5
C

0.25 x 1012

2 2
C

1.4 a 1012

127

12-14 x 1012

0.6 x 1012
n.a.

78 x 10
12

16

0.04-0.4 a 1012

~17F

19.5 x 1012

18C

4C

3.1 a 1012

1C

3C

1C

7C

0.4 a 1012

0.4 106

0.1 x 1012

0.4 a 106

2-2.4 a 1012

0.4 a 106

4.9 x 1012

1.6 a 10g

1.1 a 1012

0.4 a 106

3.1 x 1012

0.4 a 106

0.3 a 1012

0.4 a 106

.1. ____ L ____________ L ________________ .L A I

Reacting salt k sulfuric acid in Mannheim

furnace.

82 production via same operations as des-
cribed for synthetic ammonia production

('assumed: all 12 via steam reform
process).

Conversion of air & natural gas to CR.

Air + natural gas also supplies heat.

(Assumed: 050% of total production via

process requiring high temperature,
5 5

heat required is heat of reaction and

a 30% over-all efficiency of 36 x 106 Btu/

ton.)

Calcining A1(OH)3 to A1203 in horizontal

rotary kiln.

Reacting bauxite, coke, scrap iron in

electrothermal furnace.

High temperature electrolytic reduction

of alumina.

Reaction of chlorine with bauxite-coke

mixture. (Assumed: *a11 production via

bauxite, coke, chlorine process, **'1-

10 x 106 Btu NTH required per ton

product.)

Catalytic reforming of natural gas k

steam to get H2 k CO.

Partial oxidation of petroleum products

to get 12 & CO.

Coke, water, gas reaction to obtain H2 &
CO. (no longer used).

By-product 62 from refineries & other
sources .

H2 from pyrolysis of natural gas.

H2 from chlorine cells (low temperature

process).

00

i i I T I I



Table 27 (cont.)

Product No. of Process Temp. OF 1954 Production (tons) 1954 Nat'l. Heat Consumption Ret (Btu) Estblis
Oper- /Year/ High Temperature Operation

Process or Operation atlons Mode of Heating Heat Consumption (Btu/ton) No. of Establishments $ Capital Expenditure ment

8 z-104*
~3-4 x 106

(1)

(2)

(2)

(2)

(2)

(2)

(2)

(L)

(2)

(2)

<0.45 x 1012

3
PC

60 x 1012 A
<610

0.5 x 1012

n.a.

0.3 x 1012
-141M20R

14.7 x 1012

119R

2.4

47T

0.6 x 1012
34R

0.4 x 1012
> 28K

0.2 x 1012
<16R

2.7 a 1012

7-14 x 1012

"C

4.3 x 101
2 e

02 x

0.2 x 1012
n.a.

0.1 x i1012

0.03 x 10
6

0.1 x 1012

0.05 x 106

0.6-1.3 x 1012

0.4 x 106

0.4 x 1012

0.4 x 10

Borax, Anhydrous

2819524

Brick, Building

3251011-(A, B)

Brick, Building, Other

3251019-(A, B)

Brick, Chrome

3297021-(A, B)

Brick, Fireclay

3255011-(A, B)

Brick, Fireclay, Superduty

3255015-(A, B)

Brick, High Alumina

3255021-(A, B)

Brick, Insulating Fire

3255025-(A, B)

Brick, Magnesite-type

3297015-(A, B)

Brick, Silica

3297011-(A, B)

Calcium Carbide

2819712-1

Calcium Carbide

2819712-21-22

Carbon, Activated
2819724, 6 (A, B)

1,370
D.

Drying borax in rotary horizontal kiln.

(Assumed: *anhydrous borax production

equals total borax production minus boric

acid production.)

Firing in continuous or periodic kiln.

(Assumed: "5 pounds per brick, nn30% of

brick fired in continuous kilns,

"*"8 pounds per brick, ****2.3 pounds per

brick.)

Electric furnace production of calcium

carbide from quick lime and carbon.

Lime calcination (see Appendix B). (*This

may be a duplication of HTH consumption

because the quicklime required may have

been reported in the quicklime production,

3274011-A, B.)

Heating carbonaceous material with steam

or carbon dioxide or heating carbonaceous

material with chemical agents. (Assumed:

*average specific heat 0.24 Btu/pound,

over-all efficiency, 20%.)

00
00

17 x 106*
1.9-4.2 x 106*

1.6 x 105*
2-4 x ]LOG*

3.5 x 104 K Brick
9 x 106**

16.4 x 105***
9 x 10

2.7 x 105***

9 x 106

6.8 x 104***
9 x 106

4.5 x 104***
9 x 106

3.1 x 104 N Brick
19-39 a 106

2.3 a 105 K Brick

12 x 106

7.2 a 105
1-2 x 106 (E)

7.2 x 10 5

6 x 106

4.6 x 104
3.5 x 106*

1,850-2,050

D.

1,850-2,050

D.

2,700-2,800

D.

2,300-2,600

D.

2,300-2,700

D.

3,300-3,350

D.

n.a.
D.

2,800-3,200

D.

2,600

D.

3,300-3,600

D.

1,800-2,000
D.

to 1,560

D.



Table 27 (cont.

Product No. of Process Temp. OF 1954 Production (tons) 1954 Nat'l. Heat Consumption Heat (Btu) ,year stablish-
Process or Operation Oper- Mode of Heating Heat Consumption (Btu/ton) No. of Establishments $ Capital Expenditure sent High Temperature Operation

, ations

Carbon Black

2895111 (A, B, C)

Carbon Disulfide

282935-(A, B)

Cement, Natural

3241051

Cement, Portland
3241011, 31- (A-B)

Coke
29321.. (A-B)

Copper, Blister

3331111

Copper Castings

3361021, 3, 5, 9

Copper, Hot Rolled

3351...

Copper, Refined Anode
3331211-1

Copper, Refined Cathode
3331211-(21-22)

Copper-Base Alloys

3341211

Diatomite

3295111-(Al + A2 + A3)

Dolomite, Dead-Burned

3274071

(3)

(2)

(1)

(2)

(2)

(1)

(1)

(1)

(1)

(2)

(1)

(1)

(1)

1,600-2,400

D.F.C.

1,470-1,800
D.

<2,500
D.

2,600-3,000

D.

1,800-2,200
D.F.C.

2,500-2,700

D.

2,100

D.

1,300-1,600

D.

2,070-2,175
D.

2,070

D.

2,100

D.

500-2,200

D.

3,000

D.

7.2 x 105

120-140 x 100*

2.4 x 105
2.7-3.4 x 106 (E)

6.9 x 105
4 a 106

51.0 x 106
7.25 a 106

6.2 x 107
2.5 x 106

1 x 106
15-60 x 10

1.8 x 105
2.8 x 106*

5 x 105*
1 a 106

1.2 a 106B
3 a 106

1.2 x 106"
2.6 x 106* (E)

2.7 a 105

2.8 a 106*

4.4 x 105

7 a 106*

1.8 a 106

8 x 106 (PC)
L _____ .1 A __________________

86-100 1012

<47

0.6-0.84 a 1012

<15

2.8 x 1012
8BM

370 a 1012

1
55BM

157 a 1012
79

35 x 1012+

0.5 x 1012

n.a.

0.5 x 1012

89

4.2 x 1012

-17ABMY

3.6 x 1012

13ABMY

0.8 a 1012

n.a.

3.1 a 1012

2

14.4 x 1012

12R

1.8-2.1 x 1012

0.23 x 10

0.4 a 1012

0.45 x 10

2.2 a 1012

0.45 x 109-

2.0 a 1012

1.0 a 106

2.0 x 1012

0.16 x 10 .

0.5 a 1012

0.16

0.2 a 1012

0.16 x 10

1.5 a 1012

0.03 a 106

1.2 x 1012

0.03 x10

Burning, oil or natural gas in insufficient

oxygen. (Assumed: *30% yield; HTH con-

sumption in furnace process, 120-140 x

106 Btu/ton is representative for all total

production.)

Carbon + sulfur reacted to form carbon

disulfide in retort (B) or electric fur-

nace (A).

Drying, sintering, calcining of calcereous

and siliceous material.

Drying, sintering, calcining of calcereous

and siliceous material.

Pyrolysis of coal to form coke and other

products in by-product or beehive ovens.

Smelting of copper in reverbatory furnace.

(Assumed: *75% of production from wet

sulf ides, which need 60 x 106 Btu/ton, and

25% of production from dry sulfides which

require 15 x 106 Btu/ton.)

Melting copper for casting. (Assumed:
*2.5 times theoretical heat is required.)

Heating copper for hot rolling. (Assumed:

*200,000 tons of copper hot rolled.)

Melting anode copper.

Melting cathode copper. (Assumed: *2.5
times theoretical heat is required.)

Melting for alloying. (Assumed: *2.5

times theoretical heat is required.)

Two stages of drying and one calcination.
(Assumed: *all diatomite produced re-

quires the 3 process steps.)

Dead burning of dolomite in rotary kiln.

00



Table 27 (cont.)

ProductN o Process Temp. F 1954 Production (tons) 1954 Nat'l. Heat Consumption Heat (Btu) Establish-
Oper- [I/ear/ Hg eprtr prto

Process or Operation i lMode of Beating Beat Consumption (Btu/ton) No. of Establishments $ Capital Expenditure me t

Enameled Products, Vitreous

3461...-11-12 + (21-22)

Enameling Plumbing

34311..-(21-22)

Ethvlene

2896498-Al

Ferroalloys (Blast Furnace)

3313011-B

Ferroallovs (Electric Furnace)

3313011-A

Flue Lining
3259051-(A2)

Frit for Enamel

34311..-1, 2

Food Utensils, Vitreous
3262...-11-12-21-24

Glass Containers

3221...-(11-14)

Glass, Flat
3211 . ..- (11-13)

Glassware (n.e.c.)

3229...-(11-14)

Graphite Crucibles
3297031, 41-1, 2

Hydrogen
2896121-(A, B, C, D, E)

(4)

(2)

(1)

(1)

(1)

(2)

(2)

(4)

(4)

(3)

(4)

(2)

(5)

1,500-2,300

D.

1,500-1.750
D.

1,500

I.D.

3,000-3,600
D.

3,000-3,600

D.

2,000-2,400

D.

2,400

D.

2,300
D.

2,500-2,700
D.

2,500-2,700

D.

2,200-2,700

D.

2,000-5,300

D.

1,400-1,800
D. and I.D.

2.5 a 10
4

-
30 a 106+"

7.5 a 104

20 a 106

1.1 z10S

12 a 106

6.8 x 10
5

7.1 a 106

1.0 a 106

8.0 a 106 (E)*

2.6 a 105

4 a 1060

1 az105m
25 x 10PC

8 t0
4

9-50 x 106

S a 106*

7.5 a 106

2.1 x 106*
8.0 a 106

8.2 a 105"
7.5 a 106

8.4 a 103
20-34 a 106 (E)

2.2 a 107" Mcf
1.3 x 105 Btu/Mef**

0.7 t01
2

51

1.5 a 1012

13.5 x 1012

25F

4.8 a 1012

31

8 x 1012

31

1 x 1012

p.a.

2.5 a 1012

7PC

0.7 x 112a
34

37.5 a 1012

85

16.8 x 10
1 2

32

6.2 x 1012

287

0.2 x 10
1 2

>2

2.8 x 101
2

271

0.2 a 1012

0.7 x 106

0.4 x 10
1 2

0 .02x 10

0.4 a 1012

0.3 a 106

0.5 x 1012

0.97 x 106

Melting and bonding frit to ceramics.

(Assumed: "25,000 tons is frit used by

3461 industry, *030 x 106 Btu is required

to fire 1 ton of frit.)

Melting and bonding frit to metals. (As-

sumed: "75,000 tons is frit used in 3431
industry, **20 x 106 Btu is required to

fire 1 ton frit.)

By pyrolysis of ethane-rich, refinery gas

stream.

Blast furnace reduction of chrome-

manganese-iron ores.

Electric furnace reduction of chrome-

manganese-iron ores. (Assumed: *heat

consumption value of 8 x 10 6 
Btu/ton.)

Firing in continuous or periodic kiln.

(Assumed: *4 x 10
6 

Btu/ton required

heat for firing.)

Melting of frit.

Firing in continuous kiln. (Assumed:

*total production fired in continuous

kiln.)

Melting and refining glass in continuous

tank, pot furnace, or day tank.

Melting and refining glass. (Assumed:

*see page B-7-1.)

Melting and refining glass. (Assumed:

*sand consumed by 3229 industry represents

72% of glass tonnage produced.)

Baking (2,000OF), graphitizing (5,3000F)

in electrothermal furnaces.

Same operations as described for syn-
thetic ammonia production. (Assumed:

*80% hydrogen production via 8TH process,

**same heat requirement and hydrogen pro-
duction as in steam reforming process to

make hydrogen for ammonia synthesis.)

CO

I I



Table 27 (cont.)

rNo. of ______ I________ I_________ I_____ __F

Product Opfr- Process Temp. OF 1954 Production (tons) 1954 Nat'l. Heat Consumption Heat (Btu) /earstablish- High Temperature Operation
Process or Operation ations Mode of Heating Heat Consumption (Btu/ton) No. of Establishments $ Capital Expenditure ment

Iron & Steel Forging
3391...-(AB)

Iron, Gray Cartings

3321..,-(ABC)

Iron, Malleable Castings

3322...-(11-13)

Iron, Malleable Castings

3322...-2

Iron, Pig

3311111-2

Lead & Load-Base Alloys
3359211

Lead, Base

3332111-(A-B)

Magnesia, Dead-Burned

3297081-A

Magnesium
33393..-Bl

Methanol, Synthetic
282925.-(A, B, C, D, E)

Mineral Wool
3275...

Nickel Alloys

3359231, 5, 9

(2)

(3)

(3)

(1)

(1)

(1)

(2)

(1)

(1)

(5)

(1)

(1)

2,400

D.

2,800

D.

2,800
D.

1,600

D.

to 3,600

D.F.C.

1,300-1,500
D.

1,700-2,500
D.

2,800-3,200
D.

1,800--2,000
D.

1,400-1,800
I.D. or D. F. C.

3,000

D.

2,200

D.

1.6 x 106

2.8-7.0 106

8.4 x 106
2.9 x 106"

6.7 x 105
2.9 a 106.

6.7 x 10
5

1.6-2.8 x 106

5.8 x 107
5.5 x 105*

6.1 x 104
3 a 106

5.1 x 10
5

6.5 x 106

2.9 a 105

A4 x 106 (PC)

7.0 x 104C"
11-13 a 106..

5.6 x 105C

12 a 106*

1.25 a 106*

16 x 106

4.6 x 104

10-30 x 106*

4.5-11.2 x 101 2
259

24 a 1012

1,414

2 a 1012

81

1.1-1.9 a 1012

81

320 x 1012

85

0.18 x 1012
n .a .

3.3 1012

13

4.0 a 1012

6R

0.8-0.9 x 1012

<27

6.7 a 1012

15F

20 a 1012

85

0.5-1.5 a 1012

n.a.

3.8 x 1012
1.7 x 106

0.3 a 1012

0.1 x 100

0.7 a 1012

0.05 a 106

0.4 a 1012
0.6 x 106

0.2 x 1012
0.07 x106

___ __ __ __ __ L _ _J _ _ _ _ _ _L_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ L_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _

(0

Heating iron and steel for forging.

Melting iron. (Assumed: *HTN con-

sumption in cupola-melting process is

representative.)

Melting iron. (Assumed: *HTH con-

sumption in cupola-melting process is

representative.)

Annealing iron castings.

Blast furnace reduction of iron ore.

(Assumed: *only 25 percent of carbon

to blast furnace is used for heating.)

Melting alloys.

Smelting of lead.

Dead burning magnesia in rotary kiln.

Burning limestone for recovery of mag-

nesium from seawater. (Assumed: *total

magnesium production via seawater process,

**theoretical lime requirements.)

H2 production from water gas reaction or

catalytic reforming of natural gas (see
Amonia). (Assumed: *all hydrogen from

steam reforming.)

Melting and blowing of mineral products.

(Assumed: *batts weigh 4.5 pounds per cu

ft, blocks weigh 9 pounds per cu ft.)

Melting alloys. (Assumed: *5rH con-

sumption is 10-30 x 106 Btu per ton of

product.)



Table 27 (cont. )

Product No. Process Temp. f 1954 Production (tons) 1954 Nat'l. lest Consumption Beat (Btu) stablIsh- High Temperature Operation
Process or Operation ationa [ Mode of Beating N Reat Consumption (Btu/ton) No. of Establishments $ Capital Expenditure ment

Perlite

3295111-8

Phosphoric Acid

2819385-(A, B)

and

Phosphorus
2819762, 3-A

Pipe, Vitrified Clay Sewer
3254011-(A, B)

Plumbing Fixtures, Vitreous

3261011-(A, B)

Pulp, Sulfate

26114, 5-A

Pulp, Sulfate
26114, 5-B

Quicklime and Slaked Lime
3274011-(A-B), 51

Refractories, Special High

Temperature

Brick, Ladle

3255031-(A, B)

Pots, Glass House, etc.
3255045-(A, B)

(1)

(1)

(2)

(2)

(1)

(1)

(2)

(2)

1,500-2,000
D.

2,500-2,700
D.

2,700
D.

1,800-2,000
D.

2,200-2,700
D.

1,800-
D.F.C.

1,830-2,000
D.

1,830-2,000
D. and D.F.C.

n.a.
0.

2,800-3,300

D.

2.2 a 105 I=
6.5 10*

6 a 105«

6.8 x 106 (3)

2.7 x 105
18 x 106 (K)

1.8 x 106

6-15 a 106

2.6 x 10
5

*

9-50 a 101

9.8 x 106

8 x 10

9.8 x 106
1.7 a 106.

5.4 a 10689
6-7 a 106

6.4 x 1050

9 z I0 6

14 x 104
9 x 1069

1.4 x 1012

77

4 x 1012

121

4.9 a 1012

12t

18 x 1012*
66

2.3 x 1012.

37

78 x 1012
252

16 x 1012

252

32.4 a 1012

<133

5.8 x 1012

42R

1.2 x 1012
n.a.

0.3 x 1012
0.4

0.4 a 1012

0.4 a 106

0.3 x 1012
0.06 z 106

0.3 x 1012
0.6 x 106

0.2 x 1012
0.03 x 106

Expansion in fluidized-bed furnace. (As-

sumed: *5 times the theoretical 1.3 x 106

Btu/ton is required for reaction.)

Reaction of phosphate ore with sand & coke
to form elemental phosphorus in arc-heated

or blast furnace: then oxidation of

phosphorus to pentoxiol. (Assumed: *one-

third total production via process re-

quiring high temperatures.)

Firing in continuous or periodic kiln.

(Assumed: *half production fired in each

kiln, 50% continuous needing 6 a 106 Btu/
ton and 50% periodic requiring 15 x 106
Btu/ton.)

Firing in continuous or periodic kiln.

(Assumed: *average plumbing fixture
weighs 60 pounds, **total production is
fired in continuous kilns.)

Burning black liquor to recover soda values
as carbonates that can be regenerated to
usable caustic with quicklime.

Reburning calcium carbonate to quicklime
for regeneration of soda values to usable

caustic. (Assumed: *one ton pulp requires

one ton sodium sulfate that is burned to
sodium carbonate and treated with a theo-
retical quantity of calcium hydroxide.)

Calcining of limestone (CaCO3) to quick-
lime (CaO) in rotary or shaft kiln.

Firing in continuous or periodic kiln.
(Assumed: *8 pounds per brick.)

Firing in continuous or periodic kiln or
electric furnace melting. (Assumed:
*9 million Btu/ton in BTH consumption.)

CN



Table 27 (cont.)

Product No. of Process Temp. OF 1954 Production (tons) 1954 Nat'l. Heat Consumption Heat (Btu) Establish-

Process or Operation I Mode of Heating Heat Consumption (Btu/ton) No. of Establishments $ Capital Expendituresear/ ent High Temperature Operation
ations

Refractories, Special High

Temperature (cont.)

Refractories, Hot Top

3255035-(A, B)

Sleeves, Nozzles, etc.

3255041-(A, B)

Silicon Carbide

3291111, 17, 31

Soda Ash
2812X31

Sodium Chromates &

Sodium Bichromate
2819729, 31

Sodium Hydroxide
2812X71

Sodium Silicates

2819541, 3, 5, 7

Steel Bars
33127..-(A, B)

Steel, Carbon & Alloy
3312111-B, 3312131-A

Steel Castings

3323...-(l, 12. 13)

Steel Castings
3323...-2

Steel, Electric Carbon

3312111-C, 3312131-B

Steel, Hot Rolled

33124..-(A, B)

1-3 x 1050

9 x 10+6

1.7 x 105"

9 x 106**

3.4 x 104
7-30 x 10 (E)

4.7 x 106

3 x 106

9.9 z 104

17 a 106

4.8 x 105

6-7 x 106

7.6 x 105

13 x 106

8-6 x 106

-3.6 x 106

8.0 x 107
3.6 x 106

1 x 106

2.9 a 106

n.

D.

4.a.

D.

4,00

D.

1,830-2,000
D. and D.F.C.

2,200

D.

1,800-2,000
D.

2,200-2,600
D.

'2,400

D.

2,900

D.

D.

1,600

D.

3,000

D.

2,400
D.

1.2 a 1012

<177

1.5 a 1012

27R

1+ 1012

<312

14 a 1012

1.7 x 1012

N5MB

2.9-3.4 x 1012

5F

9.9 x 1012
32F

15-30 x 1012

288 1012

84D

2.9 a 1012

239

1.6-2.8 x 1012

239

7.6 a 1012
91D

25-50 a 1012
S 68D

1.6 x 1012

1.2 x 109

0.3 x 1012
0.4 x 106

0.6 a 1012
1.2 x 106

0.3 a 1012

0.4 x 106

0.2 x 1012
1.7 a 106

3.4 x 1012
1.7 x 105,

0.5 a 106
1.7 x 106

Firing in continuous or periodic kiln.

(Assumed: 07.5 pounds per brick, 009 x 106

Btu required to fire one ton.)

Firing in continuous or periodic kiln.
(Assumed: *8 pounds per brick, *09 x 106

Btu required to fire one ton.)

Reacting sand, coke, sawdust in electro-

thermal furnace.

Burning of limestone to furnish quicklime

and carbon dioxide for production of soda

ash.

Roast of chromite ore with limestone and

soda ash.

Reburn calcium carbonate from caustici-

zation of soda ash, horizontal rotary
kilns are used.

Reaction of sand & soda ash in glass-
tank-type furnace to form sodium silicate.

Furnace reheating for working.

Conversion of pig iron and scrap iron to

carbon and alloy steel in open hearth

furnace.

Melting steel.

Annealing the steel castings.

Electric furnace steel making.

Reheating in furnaces.

2

1 a 106

1.6-2.8 x 106

5.4 a 106

1.4 x 106 (E)

1.4 a 107
1.8-3.6 106

(1)

(1)

(1)

(1)

(1)

(2)

(1)

(3)

(1)

(1)

(2)

1.8



Table 27 (cont.)

Product NO. Process Temp. OF 1954 Production (tons) 1954 Nat'l. Heat Consumption Hest (Btu) Establish-

Process or Operation ap Mode of Heating Heat Consumption (Btu/ton) No. of Establishments $ Capital Expenditure/ear/ ment High Temperature Operation

Steel - Other Mill Shapes
33129..-(A, B)

Steel Plate

33123..-(A, B)

Steel-Rolled Tin B Other Plate
33125..-(A, B)

Steel, Semifinished

33122..

Steel, Structural
33126..-(A, B)

Steel Wire

33921..-1

Steel Wire

33921..-(21-231)

Tile, Drain

3259011-(A-B)

Tile, Structural Clay B Other

Structural Clay
3251031 (A-B)

Facing
3251051 (A-B)

Facing (Unglased B Salt Olazed)

3251059 (A-B)

Tile, Floor & Wall
3253...-(A-B)

Titanium Dioxide

2652131

Vermicultte

32991..

2.0 a 106
1.8-3.6 a 106

6 106

1.8-3.6 a 106

5.7 x 106
1.8-3.6 x109

7.5 a 107
1.2 a 106

5.2 a 106
1.8-3.6 z1

2.6 a 106
3.2-3.6 x 106

2.6 a 106
4.2-6.4 2 106

9.7 a 106
2-4 a 106

9.8 a i0
5

2-4 z 10a

1.0 106"
2-4 a 106

7.9 105.

2-4 106

3.3 a 105*"
2-4 106

3.6 a 105

4-10 z106

7.5 a 104"
16 a 106+"

4-7 a 1012
16D

11-22 z 101
2

47D

10-20 1012
16D

90 x 101
2

76D

9-19 1012
32D

6.3-9.4 a 1012

930

9.8 a 1012
939

3.4 a 1012

<151

3.4 1012
<610

3.5 z1012

n.a.

2.8 a 10
1 2

n.a .

1.2 a 1012

49

1.4-3.6 a 1012
6F

1.2 a 1012

50

0.3 x 1012
1.7 z 106

0.3 : 1012
1.7 06a

1.0 z 1012

1.7 z 106

1.1 : 1012

1.2 : 106

0.4 x 1012
1.7 z 106

(2)

(2)

(2)

(1)

(2)

(1)

(3)

(2)

(2)

(2)

(1)

(1)

D.

2,0
D.

2,200
D.

2,200

D.

19200
D.

1,00
D.

2,200
D.

2,000-2,400

D.

1,500-2,300
D.

1,500-2,300
D.

1,500-2,300
D.

1,500-2,300
D.

1,65
D.

1,400-2,000
D.

0.2 a 10
12

0.06 z 106

Reheat in furnaces.

Reheat in soaking pit.

Reheat in furnaces.

Wire rod heating furnaces.

Annealing or patenting.

Firing in continuous or periodic kiln.

Assumed: for all five-70% of product

fired in periodic kiln 0 2-4 z 106 Htu/
ton and 30% fired in continuous kilns
2 z 106 Btu/ton.

Assumed: 80% of total

*S lb/brick production

"066 lb/tile made in 20

plants.

***1/2 in. tile, vt. 100 lb/
cu ft.

Calcination of Ti(OH)
4 

to T10
2 

in hori-

sontal, rotary kiln.

Expending vermiculite in shaft kiln.

(Assumed: *3 a 107 cu ft of vermiculite
produced weighed 5 pounds per cu ft,
**16 a 106 Stu required per ton of prod-

uct.)



Table 27 (cont.)

Product No Process Temp. OF 1954 Production (tons) 1954 Nat'l. Rest Consumption Rest (Btu) Establish-

Process or Operation Ope. Mode of Heating Heat Consumption (Btu/ton) No. of Establishments $ Capital Expenditure ment
ations

Zinc Oxide 2,200-2,370 1.4 x 105* 6-8 x 1012 0.5 x 1012 Reaction of zinc ore & coal to produce

2852121-A, 125-A (2) D.F.C. 41-57 x 106 <13F 0.08 x 106 zinc oxide. (Assumed: "80, of total
zinc oxide production via this American

process.)

Zinc Oxide 1,670 0.4 x 105* 0.7 x 1012 Vaporization of zinc metal for subsequent

2852121-C, 125-C (1)I.D. 17 x 106 .<13 oxidation with air. (Assumed: '20%, of
total zinc oxide production via this
French process.)

Zinc Slab 2,200-2,400 3.0 x 1050 24 x 1012 3.0 x 1012 Reduction of zinc oxide in horizontal

3333211-A I.D. 80 x 106 PC 0.2 x 106 retort. (Assumed: 035% of total zinc
production via horizontal retort process.)

Zinc Slab )2,401.3 x 105 1.6 x 1012 0.5 x 1012 Reduction of zinc oxide in vertical re-

3333211-6 D. 12 x 106 3PC 0.2 10 tort. (Assumed: "15% of total zinc

production via vertical retort process.)

Zinc Slab (1) 2,300-2,600 0.9 x 105 1.3 x 1012 1.3 x 1012 Electrothermal reduction of zinc oxide.

3333211-C D. 15 a 106 (E) 1iC 0.2 x 106 (Assumed: "10% of total zinc production

via electrotherml process.)





designed to calcine alumina. Frequently, however, there are two or more

ways of performing an HTH operation and the heat consumed to make a unit

of product is not the same in all of them. For example, quicklime and

hydrated lime (a product group) can be made in shaft or rotary kilns.

Good practice in a shaft kiln will produce a ton of quicklime with a con-

sumption of 4 million to 5 million Btu, while in a well-operated rotary

kiln 6 million to 8 million Btu are required. In cases where more than

one operation is used to make the products in a group, the total consump-

tion was obtained either by multiplying total production by an average

unit heat consumption or by determining the fraction of the product made

by each method, multiplying this quantity by the related unit heat con-

sumption, and summing the HTH consumption values.

Some product groups require two distinctly different HTH operations

for each unit of product. For example, quicklime, made as part of the

calcium carbide manufacturing process, is one of the raw materials fed

to the high temperature calcium carbide synthesis furnace. In this case,

the unit HTH consumption for each operation was summed to determine the

total unit heat consumption. Quicklime made for calcium carbide produc-

tion is not, as far as can be determined from available information, in-

cluded in production figures for the quicklime industry. However, the

HTH consumption value for the quicklime operation in the calcium carbide

industry, reported in Table 27, has been indicated as a possible dupli-

cation.

The information needed to calculate total HTH consumption for each

product group is compiled in Table 27. Figure 11 is a sample of a com-

pleted process description form from which Table 27 data were drawn.

Coding of HTH Operations in Fabricating Industries

Searching out products and determining the amount of HTH required

for their manufacture was a satisfactory approach for the primary indus-

tries. This procedure was not applicable to products in the fabricating

industries, because HTH operations there are mainly forging and casting.

Since these operations might apply to only one or two parts of a product,

no reasonable unit heat consumption figure could be applied uniformly to

all of a given product. For example, cutlery includes products like

table, kitchen, and butcher's cutlery; pocket knives; and scissors. Parts

of many of these products are forged. The number of items or even the

weight of table cutlery, for example, would be no indication of the amount

of HTH used in its production, because an undetermined portion of the

product needs no forging. Therefore, a different approach was used in

assessing HTH utilization in fabricating industries.
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FIGURE 11

SAMPLE PROCESS DESCRIPTION FORM

OPERATION: Calcining Alumina

PROCESS: Bayer (Rotary Kiln)

SYSTEM CONDITIONS

TEMPERATURE
SOURCE 2200-2350 F

PROCESS 2000-2200 of
WASTE oF
PRESSURE PSIG

ATMOSPHERE

ROLE OF ENERGY

HEAT ONLY

REACTION X

TYPE OF PROCESS

CHEMICAL X
ELECTROTHERMAL
THERMAL
BATCH
CONTINUOUS X
DIRECT CYCLE X
INDIRECT CYCLE

MATERIALS CONSUMED

RAW MATERIALS
Al O ' 3H O 1
2 3 2., 1.5T /Ton

, AlO3
FUEL

[]COAL ._ /

[IOIL __

X GAS 4-5000 cu ft Ton

ELECT. A 203

I OTHER ._._

CATALYSTS
None

ADDITIVES
None _

CONSTRUCTION MATERIALS

HEAT SOURCE

VESSELS n efractory-
Lined Steel

SIC NO. 2819431

PRODUCT Alumina

PLANT SPECIFICATIONS

CAPACITY
LARGE 980,OOT/Year
MEDIUM 400,000 T / Year
SMALL 300,000 TI Year

PLANT FACTOR
HIGH 96%
MEDIUM 85%
LOW 70%

DIAGRAM ATTACHED X

HTH CONSUMPTION

THERMAL
PRODUCT

BYPRODUCTS
None

WASTE HEAT None /

EFFICIENCY 38%
ELECTRICAL

PRODUCT None /

PREPARATIVE OPERATIONS Crush: Slurry: Digest: Concentrate: Cool:
Filter: Precipitate: Concentrate: Filter: Wash.

SUBSEQUENT OPERATIONS Cool.

NEW TECHNOLOGY Direct Reduction from Bauxite to Crude Aluminum

REFERENCES AND OTHER COMMETS

1954 PRODUCTION DATA

Tons Producted 2.9 x 10 Industry New Capital Expenditure $400,000
No. of Plants 6

SOURCE: Stanford Research Institute.
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The Census of Manufactures lists the number and relative size of

establishments in each industry engaged in foundry (ferrous casting) and

forging operations, and most HTH in the fabricating industries is con-

sumed by these two operations. An industry operation-oriented breakdown

was used to determine the HTH consumption in the fabricating industries.

The industries that have forging and/or foundry operations are shown in

Table 28.

An exception to this industry operation breakdown occurs in Major

Group 34, Fabricated Metal Products. Enameling is an HTH operation that

is best described by identifying the product and the unit heat consump-

tion required to enamel it. There are only three such products--two

enameled products, and frit for enamel; these are listed in Table 27 as

product groups.

The 1954 HTH consumption in fabricating industries was about 18 tril-

lion Btu, less than 1 percent of total HTH consumption. The fabricating

industries listed in Table 28 that use in excess of 0.1 trillion Btu per

establishment were determined in accordance with the procedure outlined

in Section IV and are shown in Table 12.

Selection of Product Areas for Detailed Study

One of the objectives of the study was to analyze certain important

and representative product areas to provide detailed information on HTH

utilization. The following criteria were established and applied to HTH

operations and product groups shown in Table 27 to arrive at a selection

of representative product areas. The criteria are explained and the

method of their application is reviewed.

HTH Consumption per Establishment

As opposed to electricity, HTH must be generated and consumed at

essentially the same location. The majority of potential nuclear heat

applications would therefore be designed to meet the HTH requirement of

a single establishment. Accordingly, for purposes of this study, the

unlikely possibility of two or more plants being supplied with HTH from

one nuclear heat source has not been considered. HTH consumption must

be considered on the basis of individual establishments; consequently,

large over-all industry HTH consumption is no assurance of an attractive

market. An example is the Gray Iron Industry that is estimated to have

consumed 24 trillion Btu of HTH in 1954. Over 1,400 establishments ac-

counted for this consumption, and an average establishment used only
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Table 28

INDUSTRY GROUPS IN FABRICATING INDUSTRIES IDENTIFIED AS

REQUIRING HTH IN THEIR MANUFACTURE

Major Group 34 Major Group 35 (cont.) Major Group 36 (cont.)

Fabricated Metal Products

25 Industry Groups

Boiler shop products

Bolts, nuts, washers, rivets
Collapsible tubes

Cutlery

Edge tools

Files

Hand saws and saw blades

Hand tools

Hardware (n.e.c.)

Heating and cooking equipment

Machine screw products

Lighting fixtures
Metal barrels, drums, pails
Metal door sash and trim

Metal foil
Metal stampings
Nails and spikes
Plumbing fixtures and fittings
Safes and vaults
Sheet metal work

Steel springs

Structural and ornamental work

Vitreous enameled products
Wire springs

Wire work (n.e.c.)

Major Group 35

Machinery

37 Industry Groups

Ball and roller bearings

Blowers and fans
Computing and related machines

Construction and mining machinery

Conveyors
Domestic laundry equipment
Elevators and escalators

Machinery (cont.)

Farm machinery
Food products machinery

General industrial machinery (n.e.c.)

Industrial furnaces and ovens
Industrial patterns and molds

Industrial tanks and tractors

Internal combustion engines

Laundry and dry cleaning

machinery
Machine shops

Machine tools

Mechanical stokers
Metalworking machinery
Metalworking machinery attachments
Office and store machinery

Oil field machinery
Paper industries machinery

Power transmissions
Printing trades machinery

Pumps and compressors

Refrigeration machinery

Scales and balances

Sewing machines
Service and household machines

Special dies and tools

Special industry machinery

Steam engines and turbines

Textile machinery

Tractors

Valves and fittings

Woodworking machinery

Major Group 36

Electrical Machinery

16 Industry Groups

Carbon and graphite products

Communications equipment
Electrical appliances

Electrical control apparatus

Electrical industrial apparatus

Electrical Machinery (cont.)

Electrical welding apparatus

Electronic tubes

Engine electrical equipment

Motors and generators

Primary batteries

Radios
Storage batteries

Telephone and telegraph

equipment
Transformers

Wiring devices and supplies

X-ray and therapeutic apparatus

Major Group 37

Transportation Equipment

13 Industry Groups

Aircraft

Aircraft engine

Aircraft equipment

Automobile trailers

Boat building and repairs

Locomotives and parts

Motor vehicles and parts

Motorcycles and bicycles

Railroad and street cars

Shipbuilding and repairs

Transportation equipment (n.e.c.)

Truck and bus bodies

Truck trailers

C
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17 billion Btu. By comparison, the 6 alumina plants in operation in 1954

used a total of 13 trillion Btu, an average of 2.2 trillion Btu per plant.

It was assumed, therefore, that larger consumers of heat on a single

plant basis would represent the most attractive potential for nuclear HTH

sources.

Because it was reasonable to select only about ten product areas for

further study, product groups with establishments using less than 0.1 tril-

lion Btu of HTH were excluded. The remaining product groups were divided

into four categories based on the estimated HTH consumption in average

establishments:

1. Over 1 trillion Btu per year

2. Over 0.5 trillion but less than 1.0 trillion Btu per year

3. Over 0.3 trillion but less than 0.5 trillion Btu per year

4. Over 0.1 trillion but less than 0.3 trillion Btu per year

This gave a relative measure of the importance of product groups in

terms of the required heat source capacity per plant.

Temperature of the Heat Application

Containment of HTH becomes more difficult as temperatures increase.

Therefore, HTH processes operating just above 1500 F should be given some

priority, within the context of this study, over processes requiring

higher temperatures; and those processes using the highest temperatures

should be considered the least attractive. This approach is not meant to

imply that nuclear HTH sources could not eventually operate at the higher

temperatures but the approach provided another criterion for selection of

the best product areas for early nuclear HTH potential.

Temperatures above 15000F were divided into four ranges: 1500-1800F,

1800-26000F, 2600-32000F, and over 32000F. These ranges are dictated by

the suitability of various high temperature materials. The upper tempera-

ture limit for use of metal in large, commercial HTH equipment is near

18000F. Clay refractories can normally be used to about 26000F. From

26000F to about 32000F, more costly nonclay refractories are required, and

above 32000F special containment techniques must be used.

Method of Heat Application

The method by which HTH is currently applied to a process has some

importance in determining the potential for application of nuclear heat
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sources. Existing, conventional methods of HTH application may be clas-

sified roughly as indirectly and directly fired. In the latter case, the

fuel is used as a source of heat and in some cases also as a constituent

of a chemical reaction.

Indirect processes such as the steam reforming of natural gas in a

tube and shell furnace would seem to offer the most likely opportunities

for early application of a nuclear HTH source as a direct replacement to

conventional heat sources, and probably the earliest nuclear potential.

Products employing indirect modes of heat were therefore viewed as being

the most attractive in terms of this criterion.

Direct HTH applications that do not entail the use of fuel materials

as part of the process chemistry--for example, the melting of glass or

calcining of alumina--would represent a somewhat more complex situation

as far as nuclear heat application is concerned. Introduction of high

temperature heat from a reactor in such cases would undoubtedly require

significant changes in operating procedures and possibly in the process

design itself. Direct firing processes would necessitate a greater

degree of process integration of the reactor, and are viewed as attrac-

tive but possibly secondary opportunities for nuclear heat in the near-

term.

Direct firing systems where the fuel material serves as an energy

source and as a chemical reactant should not be excluded from considera-

tion as far as future nuclear heat potential is concerned. However,

these processes--for example, iron ore reduction in blast furnaces where

coke provides heat and reducing carbon--are considered the least attrac-

tive opportunities for nuclear heat use at this time. Under circum-

stances where the total cost of nuclear heat begins to approach parity

with costs of heat from conventional fuel--say coke--nuclear HTH sources

may offer the opportunity to conserve fossil fuel material in favor of

its more valuable use as a chemical. This possibility will not occur

until after nuclear HTH sources have been economically applied to in-

direct heating applications, and probably only after direct nuclear HTH

uses have been developed for processes that do not require the fuel as

a chemical reactant.

Industry Capital Expenditure

Nuclear HTH sources will almost certainly be higher in cost than

their conventional counterparts, at least in the early phases of nuclear

HTH application. It seems reasonable to assess nuclear HTH potential
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partly in terms of the capital expenditure pattern now extant in manu-

facturing industries. Those industries that characteristically incur

high capital equipment costs would appear to offer more potential for

nuclear HTH than those accustomed to low capital costs, all other fac-
tors being equal.

The Census reports capital expenditures for new equipment at the

industry level. From these data, average capital expenditures per es-

tablishment were derived for the year 1954 and related to the product

groups within given industries. Product groups in industries that spent

an average of over $1 million per establishment were viewed as present-

ing better opportunities for early nuclear HTH application than others

that were divided into two categories: $100,000 to $1 million, and under

$100,000 per establishment. These data were recognized to have value

only in a relative sense. The 1954 Census probably reported abnormally

low capital expenditures owing to the business decline at that time,

and capital acquisition in industry is typically cyclical in nature.

Therefore, the average establishment capital expenditure figures for a

single year can be used only as a relative measure.
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Appendix B

ANALYSES OF SELECTED PRODUCT AREAS

The second part of Appendix A explained the criteria and procedures

used to select important and representative product areas from among

those identified in the first part of Appendix A and summarized in Sec-

tion IV. This appendix (Appendix B) includes ten parts, each devoted to

the review of a product area. Each part gives a brief analysis of the

industrial production and capacity factors related to the product. In

addition, the outlook for future capacity additions is reviewed. The

manufacturing processes and the operational and physical characteristics

of the HTH equipment associated with the product area are assessed, and

some key factors related to potential use of nuclear HTH are cited. The

product areas considered include:

Alumina Glass Containers

Ammonia Flat Glass

Building Brick Lime

Cement Steel

Copper Zinc

A summary of the information in this appendix is contained in Section V.
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Appendix B-1

ALUMINA

Industry Analysis

Production

Alumina is unique among industrial chemicals produced in any quan-

tity, owing to the fact that it is derived from only one raw material,

bauxite, and supplies essentially only one market, the primary aluminum

industry. Of the alumina produced, 98 percent goes to the primary alu-

minum industry as feed for the reduction cells. Therefore, there has

been a direct relationship between the production of bauxite, alumina,

and aluminum.

Alumina production has increased from 1.15 million tons in 1947 at

the rate of about 11 percent per year to a 1959 level of 3.9 million

tons (see Figure 12). Aluminum production increased at the same rate

during the period. The ratio of alumina produced to primary aluminum

FIGURE 12

BAUXITE, ALUMINA, AND ALUMINUM SUPPLY, PRODUCTION, AND CAPACITY
1945 - 1970

15

Alumina Capacity
10 ---- Bauxite Supply

6 Bauxite for Alumina

4 - - - --

Alumina Production

2
Aluminum Production

0.8

0.6

0.4
1945 1950 1955 1960 1965 1970

SOURCE: Bureau of Mines.
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manufactured has remained almost constant at two to one. No new large

markets for alumina have developed in the 12-year period and, barring

major changes in aluminum reduction methods, alumina production growth

will continue to follow primary aluminum production. Both industries

have had a markedly high growth rate in the past, and there are no f ore-

seeable obstacles to continuation of a similar rate in the future. Fig-

ure 12 shows these relationships plus the trend in bauxite supply.

Capacity

The Bayer Process makes up all alumina production capacity. In

1953, six plants existed in the United States with a total annual capac-

ity of 3.5 million tons. Five years later in 1959, eight plants were in

operation, capable of producing 4.9 million tons of alumina per year.

One plant was shut down in 1957 and of the total five-year gross increase

of 1.7 million tons, one-third resulted from expansion of existing plants

and tne balance from construction of new plants. The schedule of capac-

ity changes and related production data are shown in Table 29. The ap-

parent over-all capacity utilization has varied from virtually full

utilization in 1956 and 1957 to a production level in 1958 and 1959 which

was about four-fifths of total capacity. This resulted from the addition

of almost 1.2 million tons of capacity in those two years. It would be

expected that characteristically about 85 percent would be a desirable

average utilization factor.

Table 29 also points out the increase in individual plant capacities

in the six-year period, 1953-59. In 1953 three plants were in the range

of 330,000 to 400,000 tons per year, and three ranged between 730,000 and

870,000. By 1959, one of the larger plants had been expanded to

985,000 tons, and the capacity of one of the small plants had been doubled

to 730,000 tons. Four of the eight existing facilities were still in the

"small" size range.

Location

A very definite geographical concentration of alumina production is

evident. The data in Table 30 show that over the period considered,

essentially all growth in capacity has occurred in Louisiana and Texas,

and all three new plants have been constructed in those two states. This

can best be explained by referring to the bauxite supply situation.

About 86 percent of the U.S. bauxite supply comes from the Caribbean

area (Jamaica, Surinam, British Guiana, etc.). The balance is mined
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Table 29

UNITED STATES ALUMINA PRODUCT ION CAPACITY

1953-1959

(Thousands of Tons per Year)

Change 1953-1959

Company and Plant Location 1953 1954 1955 1956 1957 1958 1959
New Plant

Expansion
Plants Retirement

Alcoa

Mobile, Alabama 870 870 870 870 985 985 985 115 -

Bauxite, Arkansas 400 400 400 400 420 420 420 20 -

Pt. Comfort, Texas - - - - - - 370- - 370

E. St. Louis, Illinois 330 330 330 330 - - - - - 330

Kaiser

Baton Rouge, Louisiana 780 800 800 800 850 850 850 70 -

Gramercy, Louisiana - - - - - - 430 - 430

Reynolds

Hurricane Creek, Arkansas 730 730 730 730 730 730 730 - -

La Quinta, Texas 365 365 365 365 550 550 730 365 --

Ormet

Burnside, Louisiana - - - - - 345 345 - 345

Total Capacity 3,475 3,495 3,495 3,495 3,535 3,880 4,860 570 1,145 330

Total Production 2,497 2,886 3,093 3,323 3,344 3,091 3,856

Apparent Over-all

Capacity Utilization

(percent) 72 83 88 96 95 80 79

1/ An additional 375,000 tons of annual capacity under construction in 1960.

Source: U.S. Bureau of Mines, Minerals Yearbook.
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Table 30

LOCATION OF ALUMINA PRODUCTION CAPACITY

1953 and 1959

(Thousands of Tons per Year)

1953 1959 Change 1953-1959

Percent of Percent ofState No. of Total Percent of No. of Total Increase No. of
Total GrossPlants Capacity Total Capacity Plants Capacity in Capacity Plants
Capacity Increase

Louisiana 1 780 22.4% 3 1,625 33.4% 845 49.2% 2

Texas 1 365 10.5 2 1,100 22.6 735 42.9 1

Arkansas 2 1,130 32.6 2 1,150 23.7 20 1.2 --

Alabama 1 870 25.0 1 985 20.3 115 6.7 --

Illinois 1 330 9.5 - -- - -330 -1

Total 6 3,475 100.0% 8 4,860 100.0% (net) 1,385 (net) 2

(gross) 1,715 100.0% (gross) 3

Source: Table 29.



mainly in Arkansas, plus small amounts in Georgia and Alabama. Since it

is desirable to keep transportation costs to a minimum, owing to the

requirement of about two tons of bauxite to produce one ton of alumina,

domestic bauxite is processed at or near the mine site. The Caribbean

ore, which must be shipped directly to the United States because of the

high cost of fuel and power at the mine site, therefore, dictates the

location of alumina production capacity at Gulf and Mississippi plant sites

to provide low-cost water transportation for the bulky bauxite and good

supplies of water and inexpensive fuel.

Table 31 shows the shift in the source of bauxite supply between

1945 and 1958. Annual domestic production of bauxite has ranged from

1.1 million tons to almost 2 million tons in those 13 years, while im-

ported bauxite has fulfilled all of the increased requirement. Alumina

Table 31

SUPPLY OF BAUXITE

1945-1958

(Thousands of Tons)

Percent
Year Total Imported IPrt

Imported

1945 1,721 740 43.0%

1946 1,956 852 43.5

1947 3,024 1,822 60.3

1948 3,946 2,489 63.0

1949 3,837 2,688 70.0

1950 3,851 2,516 63.8

1951 4,669 2,820 60.3

1952 5,165 3,498 67.7

1953 5,971 4,391 73.5

1954 6,983 4,988 71.5

1955 6,670 4,882 73.1

1956 7,414 5,670 76.5

1957 8,514 7,098 83.4

1958 9,230 7,919 86.0

Source: Derived by Stanford Research In-

stitute from U.S. Bureau of Mines,

Minerals Yearbook.
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production capacity added in the future will undoubtedly depend to a

large degree on imported bauxite and will therefore be built with easy

access to the Gulf Coast as long as cheap fuel is available there.

HTH Consumption

In 1954, the annual HTH consumption for alumina production at an

average plant was 2.5 trillion Btu based on production that year and an

estimated requirement of 5.2 million Btu per ton. The unit heat require-

ment in 1959 may have dropped to 4.5 million Btu, resulting in an average

annual consumption of over 2 trillion Btu per plant. Further improve-

ments in heat utilization could reduce the average requirement to 4.0 mil-

lion Btu per ton.

Outlook

A continuation of the past trend in alumina production would result

in 1965 and 1970 levels of about 7.1 million tons and 11.7 million tons,

respectively. Related annual alumina production capacity, based on an

85 percent utilization factor, would be approximately 8.3 million tons

in 1965 and 13.8 million tons in 1970. In the next ten years, therefore,

close to 9 million tons of new alumina production capacity will be added.

These estimates compare with predictions within the industry that aluminum

production will reach 4.2 million tons in 1965. Using the same factors

as above, related alumina production capacity would have to be almost

10 million tons or about 20 percent more than the 8.3 million tons esti-

mated above.

Historically, alumina plants have been constructed in two to three

stages, and eventually reach a capacity in the order of 800,000 tons per

year. It is possible that individual plant capacities will exceed

one million tons in the future. It is likely that one million tons of

added capacity will be created by expansion of existing plants, leaving

the balance of the estimated 9 million tons to be added in the form of

eight to ten new plants. Projected HTH requirements would therefore

indicate that heat supply in large plants of the future would be in the

range of 4.25 to 4.75 trillion Btu per year.

The- above estimates are based on continued use of the current process

for electrolytic reduction of alumina to aluminum. Currently, research

effort is being devoted to development of at least two other processes:

Alcan's sub-halide and one patented by Pechiney (French) on which little

information has been released. Both are direct reduction processes and
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obviate the need for the Bayer process. Therefore, if either proves

feasible, new alumina production capacity needs would be reduced in pro-

portion to the degree to which the new processes were adopted.

Process Description

Bauxite ore contains 50-60 percent alumina, which is extracted in

essentially pure form (+99 percent) by the Bayer process (modified). A

process flowsheet is shown in Figure 13.

The ore is crushed, slurried, and fed along with a caustic solution

to a high pressure digester. The caustic leaches the alumina contents

from the ore, leaving red mud (iron oxides, titania, and silica, as

sodium aluminum silicate). After flashing to recover some of the heat

energy in the slurry, the feed is thickened and filtered to remove the

red mud. The hot solution containing the sodium aluminate is cooled,

and alumina trihydrate precipitates. The resulting slurry is thickened,

filtered, washed, and fed to a rotary kiln to be dried and calcined.

After calcining, the product is thoroughly cooled by the incoming air

for combustion and is readied for shipment. The soda solution from the

thickening and filtration steps is recycled to the digester where make-up

caustic is added.

The basic Bayer process must be supplemented to permit economic

processing of domestic ores. These ores contain as much as 15 percent

silica, which precipitates during the digestion stage as sodium aluminum

silicate and causes excessive loss of soda and alumina values without

further treatment. These values are currently being recovered, in the

two plants which are using domestic ore, through a lime-soda sinter proc-

ess. The red mud from the digester is mixed with soda ash and limestone

and sintered at 2300-2400 F in a rotary kiln. The silicate reacts to

form sodium aluminate and an insoluble calcium silicate. The sinter is

leached to recover the soda and alumina. The additional process raises

the unit HTH consumption in these plants from 4-5 million Btu per ton to

6 or 7 million Btu per ton of alumina produced. This supplementary proc-

ess will most likely become less important as the domestic share of total

bauxite supply continues to decrease.

Physical Characteristics of HTH Equipment

Calcining is the HTH operation common to all alumina manufacture.

Rotary, horizontal, refractory-lined kilns used for calcining range in

size from 9-1/2 feet in diameter by 250 feet long, to 12 by 350 feet.
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FIGURE 13

FLOW DIAGRAM OF THE MODIFIED BAYER PROCESS FOR ALUMINA PRODUCTION
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SOURCE: Stanford Research Institute.
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Corresponding capacities range from 300-750 tons of alumina per day,

with 2 to 9 kilns per plant. All kilns currently use natural gas for

fuel with oil for stand-by service.

-Operating Characteristics of HTH Equipment

The aluminum trihydrate kiln feed comes directly from the filters

by screw conveyor. With no intermediate drying, this feed contains

10-20 percent moisture, in addition to the chemically bound water in the

trihydrate crystal. The kiln operation dries the product, drives off

the bound water, and converts the alumina to a form that will not re-

absorb moisture from the air. Alumina fed to reduction cells must be

dry or the water will react with the aluminum fluoride in the cell bath

to form hydrogen fluoride, which is lost up the stack. This would rep-

resent an important financial loss and a local health hazard as well.

Temperatures reach 2000-23000F in the hottest zone of the kiln, hot

enough to convert the alumina but below the point where the product will

react with the silica in the refractory kiln lining.

Alumina plants are relatively complex processing units designed to

run continuously. The kiln capacity, therefore, must be sufficient to

handle the plant output and still permit some downtime to patch and re-

pair kiln linings. Operating flexibility is obtained by installing two

or more kilns side by side so that one kiln can be shut down and the

product from the rest of the plant can still be calcined.

Figure 14 shows a heat balance for the calcining operation.

Of the 56.2 million Btu per hour furnished by combustion, 21.2 mil-

lion or 38 percent is required for reaction; 12 million Btu, or 21 per-

cent, is sensible heat lost up the stack; 21.8 million, or 39 percent,

is radiation loss; and 1.2 million, or 2 percent, is lost through the

hot product. Based on the theoretical heat requirement of 21.2 million

Btu per ton of product, the kiln is only 38 percent efficient. However,

for rotary kilns operating on natural gas, heat losses up the stack and

in the hot product are near the practical minimum.

Economics of the Process

The size and therefore the cost of alumina kilns vary over a con-

siderable range. The price of a kiln 9 feet in diameter and 250 feet

long may be as low as $250,000. Auxiliary equipment costs an equal
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FIGURE 14

MATERIAL AND HEAT BALANCE FOR AN
ALUMINA PLANT CALCINING OPERATION

(Based on One Hour of Operation of a 300 Ton Per Day Plant)
Figures in Millions of BTU Unless Otherwise Designated

Flue Gas
(1.03 Million Cu. Ft.)

at 570 F

Radiation Loss

4
12 Heat of Combustion

Heats of Reaction
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Water
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21.8

56.2
21.2

Natural Gas
(55,000 Cu.Ft.)

Air (50,800 Cu. Ft. 30% Excess)

Preheated

Air
Cooler

Alumina '.2

Alumina
(12.5 Tons at 3000F)

SOURCE: Stanford Research Instit'te.

amount. Large kilns cost up to $1.5 million. Two such kilns, plus all

other equipment within the battery limits of the calcining plant would

cost as much as $4.5 million. The calcining step may represent up to

10 percent of the total capital cost of a new $50-60 million alumina

plant.

The unit fixed and operating costs that are known for an alumina

plant are shown in Table 32, which also shows the portion chargeable to

the calcining operation. The calcining operation approaches 15 percent

of total production costs and represents around 7 percent of the $60 per

ton selling price of alumina.

Key Factors Related to Potential Use of Nuclear Heat

Alumina production is a growing industry. If the growth continues

as expected, the increased capacity will be gained in part by expanding

present plants but mainly through building new ones. Therefore, a market

is available for a new economically competitive heat source.

A nuclear heat source could offer an advantage for supplying HTH in

alumina production, in that it would allow freedom in plant site location.

If a reactor could be designed to supply HTH and other power requirements
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Table 32

APPROXIMATE ALUMINA PRODUCTION COSTS

IN A MODIFIED BAYER PROCESS PLANT

PRODUCING 400,000 TONS PER YEAR

Bauxite

Alumina

@ 2 Tons per Ton

Caustic @ 70 Lb per Ton

Alumina

Natural Gas 6

Total plant @ 10 X 10

Btu per ton alumina

Calcining operation @

5 X 10 Btu per ton alumina

Operation and Maintenance

Fixed Cost

Depreciation @ 10% per

year of capital cost

Total plant

Calcining plant

Other fixed

per year of

charges @ 6%

capital

Unit Price

$7-9/Ton

2.59/lb

6
30-40/106 Btu

$60 million
$4.5 million

Total Cost/Ton
Calcining
Cost/Ton

i. i

$14-18.00

1.75

3-4.00

15.00

9.00

Total $42.75-46.75 $ 4-4.50

Source: Stanford Research Institute.
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to an alumina plant located at the bauxite mine site, without regard to

the availability of low-cost conventional fuel and power, transportation

costs now incurred in importing bauxite ore would be cut approximately

in half.

Alumina plants represent large long-term capital investments. The

industry has exhibited the ability and inclination to finance marked

expansion and may be more apt than most other chemical producers to add

a reactor, provided there was an economic advantage in doing so.

A factor that would make it difficult to use hot recycled gas di-

rectly from a reactor is the amount of water added to the gas in drying

and calcining. From 2,200 to 2,700 pounds of water must be removed for

each ton of alumina produced (A12O3'3H2O plus 10-20 percent unbound

water). The removal of this water from the recirculating gas would pre-

sent an additional problem.

On the other hand, some system transferring the heat to the alumina

by convection through a solid could make the calcining operation consider-

ably more efficient than it is today. Theoretically, alumina trihydrate

could be dried and calcined with 2.5 million Btu per ton of product, even

with the alumina leaving the system at 2000 F.

Full consideration must be taken of new primary aluminum processes

under study, since the two processes of interest at this time could

eliminate the need for the Bayer process for alumina production.
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Appendix B-2

SYNTHETIC AMMONIA

Industry Analysis

Production

Synthetic ammonia is currently the second most important industrial

chemical in the United States in terms of its production value. Since

World War II annual synthetic ammonia production has grown at an average

rate of about 10 percent per year, reaching a level of 3.9 million tons

in 1958 and 4.8 million tons in 1960. As shown in Figure 15, continua-

tion of this growth would bring production to 7.6 million tons in 1965

and 12.5 million tons in 1970.

Total ammonia supply includes small quantities manufactured on a

by-product basis which currently amounts to approximately 5 percent of

all ammonia. By-product volume has varied between 200,000 and

250,000 tons per year since 1945, with all the growth in demand being

taken up by production of synthetic ammonia.

Capacity

From the time the first synthetic ammonia plant went on stream in

the early 1920's, a total capacity of almost 2 million tons per year was

placed in operation by the end of 1949. In the five years following,

the capacity doubled, and during the period 1955 through 1959 an addi-

tional 1.2 million tons of capacity was added. At the present time,

therefore, the synthetic ammonia industry is capable of producing over

5.2 million tons annually in 59 plants. These plants range in annual

capacity from as little as 7,000 tons to a high of 400,000 tons.

An analysis of capacity is shown in Table 33. Over 70 percent of

the total increase in annual capacity in the last ten years was in plants

having capacities of 50,000 tons to 150,000 tons, and less than 20 per-

cent of the increase was represented by plants larger than 150,000 tons.

Almost threee out of every four plants added in that period were in the

50,000 to 150,000-ton range and all but two were smaller than 150,000 tons.

Capacity additions have been made up of 80 percent in new plant con-

struction and 20 percent in expansion of existing plants. Between 1955
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FIGURE 15

PRODUCTION OF AMMONIA AND CAPACITY
1945 -1970

Total Synthetic Capacity

Total Synethetic Production

Steam Reforming Capacity

All Other Synthetic Capacity

Non-Synthetic Production

---- 0---

1945 1950 1955 1960

SOURCES: Deportment of Commerce, Bureau of Mines, and Stanford Research Institute.

1965 1970
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Table 33

SYNTHETIC AMMONIA PRODUCTION CAPACITY ANALYS IS
1926-1960

(Thousands of Tons)

Total Industry

By Location

Top Five States

Louisiana
Texas

California
Ohio
Virginia

Other States-

By Plant Size

Under 50,000 tons per year
50,000 to 100,000
100,000 to 150,000

150,000 to 200,000
Over 200,000

By Hydrogen Production

Steam reforming
Part ial oxidation
By-product hydrogen

Electrolysis
Coke water gas
Others'

Through 1949 Through 1954 Through 1959

Average Percent . T Average Percent Average PercentNo. of Total P o oa No. of Total Plan of Total
Plant of Total Plant of Total Plant of Total

Plants Capacity Plants Capacity Plants Capacity
Capacity Capacity Capacity Capacity Capacity Capacity

19

9

1

3

3

1

1

10

7

4

2

3
3

7

1

6

4

1

1, 947

1,043

70

327

171

195
280

904

144
284

218

557
744

911

50
182

694

110

103

116

70
109

57

195
280

90

21
71

109
185
248

130

50
30

176
110

100

54

4

17
9

10
14

46

7

15
11
29

38

47

3

9

26

6

42

16

4

4

6
1
1

26

14
13

7

4

4

20
6
3

10
1
2

3,993

2,189

479

531
459

320
400

1,804

380
912
809
708

1, 184

2, 2/
2,735-

413
147
302
250
146

95

137

120
133
76

320
400

69

27

70

116

117
296

137
69

49

30
250

73

100

55

12
13
12

8
10

45

10

23

20
18
30

69

10

4

8
6
4

59

21

5
5

8
2

1

38

18

20
13
4

4

30
8
9

10

2

5,232

2,564

608
569
562

425
400

2,668

494

1,328
1,480

737

1,194

3,395 3
733-

633
302

170

89

122

122

114
70

212

400

70

27

66

114
184

298

113
92

70

30

85

100

49

12
11

11

8
8

51

9

25

28
14

23

65
14
12

6

3

Eight in 1949, eighteen in 1954, and twenty-four in 1959.
440,000 tons from 3 converted coke water gas plants.
250,000 tons from converted coke water gas plants.
Pyrolysis of natural gas in 1949, plus catalytic reforming additions in 1954 and 1959.

Source: Stanford Research Institute, Chemical Economics Handbook.
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and 1960, new construction was more than 90 percent of the capacity

added, as opposed to 75 percent in the preceding five-year period.

The technology of ammonia production is highly developed and cur-

rently includes 13 synthesis processes, all of which are variations of

the original Haber process. The synthesis is, in itself, a relatively

low temperature operation but is combined with an HTH operation for

hydrogen production when natural gas is the source of hydrogen. Steam

reforming is the most important of a number of methods of obtaining

hydrogen from natural gas; the others are electrolytic cells or by-product

streams from refineries, ethylene or other chemical plants, and coke

ovens. Since 1949, over 2 million tons of steam reforming capacity has

been added, as compared with 1.2 million tons of capacity in other proc-

esses. Of the other processes, partial oxidation and by-product hydrogen

occupy the most important positions and are increasing their share of the

total. Electrolysis has leveled off and at the present time represents

primarily a by-product from other chemical operations and accounts for

only a minor portion of ammonia production. In the past the extraction of

hydrogen from the coke water gas reaction was important, but the last of

this capacity was converted in 1959.

Since ammonia production began, the use of natural gas as a source

material for hydrogen has grown markedly. Four-fifths of the existing

capacity now uses it. Use of by-product hydrogen gas from oil refineries

and ethylene plants began to rise sharply after 1954 and today this gas

supplies one-tenth of total capacity. Hydrogen from the electrolytic

process is decreasing in importance and the coke water gas supply of

hydrogen has been eliminated entirely.

Location

Table 33 also shows the locational characteristics of the ammonia

industry. Five states now account for one-half of all capacity, each of

them making up between 8 and 12 percent of the total. Only one-third of

the total number of plants are located in these five states, but they are

75 percent larger in general than plants in other states. However, it is

important to note that during the last five years only 365,000 tons of

capacity was added in these five states, as opposed to 864,000 tons in

other states. In 1949 ammonia plants were operating in only 13 states;

ten years later they were operating in 29 states. It is evident, there-

fore, that the ammonia industry is not concentrating in a few locations.

This is a result in part of the increasingly widespread markets supplied

by the product. Accordingly, all regions of the country are experiencing

approximately the same capacity growth rate.
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Other Products

In keeping with the approach used in this study, ammonia was se-

lected as a product area worthy of consideration in terms of its HTH re-

quirements for hydrogen generation. Consideration of the HTH operation

in hydrogen generation could also include other product areas, e.g.,

synthetic methanol, hydrochloric acid, and production of hydrogen itself

as a product. The ammonia industry is now the major consumer of hydrogen

and will continue to be for some time. However, future uses of hydrogen,

e.g., for rocket fuel, could create new large markets. It is believed

that this review of the ammonia industry presents the major opportunities

for new HTH hydrogen production capacity and that, within the next

5-10 years, other hydrogen demands will continue to be of less importance

than those demands in the ammonia industry.

HTH Consumption

The continually changing methods of obtaining hydrogen for ammonia

synthesis have led to a marked decrease in the average HTH consumption per

unit of ammonia produced. Table 34 shows that although the derived total

HTH consumption in the industry increased about 70 percent in the last

ten years, HTH consumption per ton of ammonia, averaged over total produc-

tion, decreased almost 40 percent. The reduction shown is a result of

the increasing share of capacity represented by non-HTH consuming proc-

esses. A continuation of this downward trend would bring the average

industry figure to approximately 6 million Btu per ton of ammonia pro-

duced in 1970. Steam reforming is the only remaining HTH process of any

consequence. Improvements have occurred in the efficiency of HTH use in

steam reforming over the years and it is likely that even greater effi-

ciency will be achieved.

Outlook

Assuming 7.6 million tons of ammonia production in 1965 and 12.5 mil-

lion tons in 1970 (Figure 15), over-all annual industry capacity will have

to grow from its current level of 5.3 million tons to 9.5 million tons in

1965 and 15.6 million tons in 1970, anticipating an average capacity uti-

lization of 80 percent. The steam reforming share of total capacity could

possibly drop and, at a minimum, account for one-half of all capacity ten

years from now, or 2.8 million tons more than is now in operation. This

additional capacity would represent the equivalent of twenty-eight

100,000-ton steam reforming plants, each requiring a source of heat ca-

pable of producing 0.7 trillion Btu per year. On the other hand, if the
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Table 34

ESTIMATED AVERAGE HTH CONSUMPTION

IN SYNTHETIC AMMONIA

1950-1960

PRODUCT ION

HTH Processes

Steam Reforming
Coke Water Gas

Pyrolysis

Subtotal

Non-HTH. Consuming
Processes

Total

Average HTH Consumption

per Ton of Total

Capacity (millions of
Btu per ton)

Unit HTH
Requirement
(millions of
Btu per ton)

10
16

3.3

1950

Total

Capacity
(thousands
of tons)

Total HTH
Consumpt ion

(lO1 2 Btu)

1955

Total
Capacity

(thousands
of tons)

Total HTH
Consumpt ion

(10 2Btu)

1960

Total
Capacity

(thousands

of tons)
a1- a1 I

911

694

110

1,715

232

1,947

9.1
11. 1
0.4

20.6

0.0

20.6

10.6

2,735

250

110

3,095

898

3, 993

27.4

0.4

0.4

28.2

0.0

28.2

7.3

3,395

110

3,505

1, 728

5,232

Source: Stanford Research Institute.

N~

Total HTH
Consumption

(102Btu)

34.0

0.4

34.4

0.0

34.4

6.6
I I I



steam reforming process retains its current share, it would represent

two-thirds of the 1970 estimate of 15.6 million tons. This would imply

a maximum addition of 7 million tons of steam reforming capacity in the

next ten years, or the equivalent of almost seventy 100,000-ton plants.

A number of future steam reforming plants will be larger than 100,000 tons,

of course.

Process Description

Figure 16 is a part of the flowsheet for one mode of manufacturing

synthetic anhydrous ammonia using steam reforming of natural gas as the

method of obtaining hydrogen. The natural gas is preheated and passed

through sulfur removal vessels containing sodium carbonate and iron oxide.

The sulfur removal is to prevent poisoning of the catalysts in later op-

erations. The natural gas is then mixed with steam and passed through

the first of two stages of catalytic reformers where hydrogen, carbon

monoxide, and carbon dioxide are formed. The hydrogen, carbon monoxide,

and unreacted natural gas from the first, gas-fired, tube and shell re-

former enter the secondary reformer where a mixture of air and flue gas

is introduced. The oxygen in the mixture reacts with some of the hydrogen

to furnish additional heat for further reforming. The nitrogen for the

synthesis gas is also added in the mixture.

A portion of the feed stock is drawn from the sulfur removal vessels

to be mixed with preheated air and is introduced into the shell side of

the primary reformer for use as fuel. The flue gas from the shell side

of the first reformer is passed through a waste heat boiler for steam

generation and then through a heat exchanger to preheat the incoming com-

bustion air. Part of the flue gas is mixed with air to obtain the mixture

fed to the secondary reformer, and the remainder goes to the stack.

In the second reformer most of the remaining natural gas in the feed

stock is reformed to hydrogen, carbon monoxide, and carbon dioxide. The

gases are partially cooled with a water spray to add more steam to the

feed and to protect heat exchanger surfaces downstream. More of the heat

from the product is removed in heat exchangers used to preheat the natural

gas and superheat steam going into the primary reformer. Next, the prod-

uct is passed through a catalytic converter to oxidize the carbon monoxide

to carbon dioxide and to form more hydrogen. The off-gas from the con-

verter contains hydrogen and nitrogen in the proper ratio (3:1) for am-

monia synthesis, and contains, in addition, carbon dioxide, steam, some

carbon monoxide, and residual amounts of methane from the natural gas.

This synthesis gas is further cooled, first by using it to make steam in

a waste heat boiler, and then by direct cooling in a water tower.
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FIGURE 16

SYNTHETIC AMMONIA PLANT
REFORMER-CONVERTER SECTION FLOW SHEET

Static Gas Flue N2 and 02 + CO2

Air

Air Preheater R Waste Heat Steam
Natural Gas

Fuel Flue
_ _ _Gas

Preheater Sulfur Removal Primary Secondary
Reformer

Waste Heat Superheater Hot Product
Boiler Spehatr -1_

H2 , N2,CO 2 andH2O

Steam
Converter

Waste Heat Steam
Boiler

SOURCE: Stanford Research Institute.
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The synthesis gas then enters the compression-purification-synthesis

section of the plant. After three stages of compression (each followed

by intermediate cooling in heat exchangers), the gas at 200-400 psi pres-

sure goes to a tower where the carbon dioxide is scrubbed out with water,

monoethanolamine or potassium carbonate. After two more compression and

cooling stages, the carbon monoxide, oxygen, and residual carbon dioxide

are removed, usually with copper solutions. The sixth and last stage

raises the pressure to 4,000-5,000 psi, at which point the gas is cooled

and is ready for synthesis. It is first mixed with recycle gases from

the synthesis converter, then cooled, passed through a series of separa-

tors to remove the ammonia from the converted gas, and finally fed into

the synthesis converter at 4,000-5,000 psi. The synthesis is an exo-

thermic reaction occurring on a promoted iron catalyst where gas tempera-

tures reach approximately 100 0 F. The hot gases are again cooled, most

of the ammonia is removed, more synthesis gas is added, and the synthesis

cycle is repeated.

Physical Characteristics of HTH Equipment

Specific construction details of reformers vary depending on the

manufacturer, but the basic tube and shell furnace is standard. A typical

primary reformer contains 20 to 30 stainless steel tubes filled with

nickel catalyst. These tubes are mounted vertically so that the furnace-

interior is divided into sections. Burners are usually at the bottom of

each section, and arrayed to supply the same amount of heat to each tube.

The inside of the steel shell of the reformer is lined with insulation

and firebrick.

Reformer size and capacity data are not generally available, but some

reasonable assumptions about reformer capacity can be made on the basis

of ammonia plant information. For example, in the smallest integrated

plant in the United States making ammonia from reformed natural gas, and

which has a capacity of 30 tons of ammonia per day, a single reformer

would have to process 26,000 cubic feet of natural gas feed per hour. In

an average sized plant having a 250-ton-per-day capacity, four reformers

might be used, and each would have to process 54,000 cubic feet of natural

gas per hour. Reformers that will process as much as 100,000 cubic feet

of natural gas per hour have been used in some plants.

The average sized plant, mentioned above, uses cylindrical primary

reformers with steel shells, with insulation and firebrick on the inside

making a firing chamber diameter of 15 feet 8 inches. Twenty 9-inch

stainless steel tubes are arranged to divide the furnace interior into

four equal quadrants. There are three burners in the furnace floor in
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each quadrant, and 25 feet 5 inches of reformer tube is exposed to heating.

Gas outlet tubes, 2-1/4 inches in outside diameter, extend down through

each reformer tube and its end fits into the top of a perforated sleeve at

the bottom. The mixture of natural gas and steam enters the reformer

tubes at the top, passes down through the catalyst in the annulus between

the reformer and outlet tubes, into the outlet tube through the perforated

sleeve, back up the outlet tube, and out into a manifold at the top of the

furnace unit.

Operating Characteristics of HTH Equipment

Synthetic ammonia production is highly integrated, requiring essen-

tially continuous operation, which results in plant load factors as high

as 96 percent. However, a high load factor is not required and, if the

situation demands, plants can operate at 50 percent of capacity or less.

The load factor of the reformer can also be varied considerably. It is

standard practice to have several reformer units grouped together, so that

one or more can be shut down at any time and the compression-purification-

synthesis section of the plant can be run at a reduced capacity on the gas

from the remaining reformers. Normal operation provides that each re-

former unit be shut down about one week per year for routine checks and

renewal or replenishment of catalysts; unscheduled downtimes are rarely

experienced.

A heat balance for the reformer operation is given in Figure 17. The

data shown are representative of the reforming section of a plant produc-

ing 125 tons of ammonia per day. It is seen that of the 47.6 million Btu

supplied from combustion, the reforming reaction requires 20.2 million.

Therefore, the reformer operates at 42 percent theoretical efficiency but,

owing to the flue gas heat recovery step, the net efficiency is almost

70 percent. Further gains, made by recovering heat from reformed gas and

the converted gas in two additional waste heat boilers, raise the over-all

thermal efficiency of the reformer-converter section of the plant to about

85 percent.

The largest contributing factor to the relatively low theoretical

efficiency of the primary reformer is the large temperature differential

required to heat the feed gases through the walls of the reformer tubes.

Flame temperatures exceed 3000 0F, which results in the refractory walls

of the furnace reaching temperatures in excess of 18000F. Flue gases

leave the furnace at 15000F, while the reformed gases leave at around

1100 F.
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FIGURE 17

HEAT BALANCE IN THE REFORMER SECTION
OF A SYNTHETIC AMMONIA PLANT

(Based on One Hour of Operation of a 125 Ton Per Day Plant)
Figures in Millions of BTU

Natural Gas and
Steam at 690 F 7.6
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Heat In Heat Out
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SOURCE: Stanford Research Institute.
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The tube side of the reformer operates at 40-50 psi, while the shell

or combustion side is at atmospheric pressure. Recent improvements in

hot strengths of steel will permit pressures up to 300 psi on the tube

side of the reformer.

In catalytic reforming processes that use a feed of natural gas, it

is most reasonable that it also be used for fuel. Most ammonia plants

operate on interruptible gas supplies to the extent feasible, which ne-

cessitates that fuel oil be stored and used to fire the reformers whenever

gas service is interrupted during peak demand periods; only process feed-

stock is purchased on a firm basis.

Economics of the Process

Thirty plants in the United States are making ammonia through steam

reforming of natural gas. Their capacities range from 11,000 to

400,000 tons per year. The economic data presented here cannot be viewed

as representative of the range of costs and prices experienced by all of

them. However, it is believed that the costs presented are reasonable

for average sized plants.

A breakdown on operating and fixed costs, made by Duff in 1955,!' is

presented in amended form in Table 35.

A typical primary reformer, costing $100,000 to $150,000, would be

capable of producing enough hydrogen to make 50 tons of ammonia per day.

The hydrogen gas portion of the plant, assuming 200 tons per day produc-

tion, would cost about $1.7 million, including the cost of primary and

secondary reformers, waste heat boilers, converters, instruments, and

other accessories, but excluding the cost of any buildings or similar

supporting facilities. The entire ammonia plant would cost from $7-9 mil-

lion. The HTH operation therefore makes up about 19 to 24 percent of the

capital cost of the plant.

Manufacturing costs chargeable to the reformer-converter section of

the plant total $11.70-$12.70 per ton of ammonia produced, which accounts

for 14.to 15 percent of the selling price of the finished product.

1/ Barrett S. Duff, Chemical Engineering Progress, Vol. 51, No. 1,

12J-16J (1955).
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Table 35

MANUFACTURING COSTS FOR AMMONIA PRODUCTION

(Steam Reforming in 200T/Day Plant)

Iv I I

Materials

Natural gas feed

Shift catalyst

Synthesis catalyst

Caustic

Monoethanolamene

Lube oil

Utilities
Fuel gas
Electricity

Treated water

Raw water

Operation
Operating labor

3/Maintenance-

General Plant Costs

Depreciation
Taxes, insurance, etc.

Unit Costs

6
35-45V/10 Btu

72/lb
60$/lb

3V/lb
2/lb
85V/gal

35-45V/10 6 Btu
0.8V/kwhr

13V/1000 gal
0.5V/1000 gal

$2. 75/man-hr

4% CI*

2% CI*

40% total
labor

10% CI*

6% CI*

Total Costs

$ 7.00-9.00
0.22

0.30

0.24

0.08

0.40

3.50-4.50

0.86
0.14
0.23

2.58-
4.50

2.11

11.30

6.78

Cost Chargeable to
Reformer-Converter

Section

$
0.22

0.30

3.50-4.50

small

0.40?/

2.25

0.70

2.75

1.65

Total Costs $40.24-43.24 $11.67-12.67

1/
2/

3/

*

All costs in dollars per ton.

Operating factor, 85 percent.

Labor 60 percent, materials 40 percent.

CI = Capital Investment. Total plant costs $7 million;

section costs $1.7 million.

reformer converter

Source: Barrett S. Duff, Chemical Engineering Progress, Vol. 51, No. 1,

12J-16J (1955).
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Key Factors Related to Potential Use of Nuclear Heat

The use of nuclear heat in current processing concepts would have

two distinct advantages: higher thermal efficiency in the reformer and

possible elimination of capital equipment, such as waste heat boilers

and other heat exchangers. The indirect heat required for steam reform-

ing would appear to permit easy conversion from fossil to nuclear fuel,

since gases heated in a reactor core could replace combustion gases on

the shell side of the reformer without changing the tube side reactions

in any way. A closed cycle system should have at least a 90 percent

thermal efficiency.

Reactor heat may also offer greater flexibility in reformer design.

For example, a total of 2.8 million Btu must be transferred through the

catalyst tube walls for each ton of ammonia produced. This can be

achieved either by having large tube areas or by designing for high heat

transfer rates. Large tube areas result in large, expensive reformers,

which favor making heat transfer rates as high as possible. A well-

designed conventional reformer uses feed at 7500F, reforms 97 percent of

the natural gas after one second in contact with the catalyst, and heats

this partially reformed gas to 11000F. Under present design conditions,

about 440 square feet of tube surface is required per ton-hour of ammonia

production capacity, resulting in a heat transfer rate of about 12,300

Btu per hour per square foot. This rate necessitates a large temperature

differential between the shell and the tube side of the reformer.

To reduce the reformer tube area required per ton-hour of ammonia

would mean increasing the transfer rate even more. About the only way of

achieving a significant increase would be to put the shell side of the

reformer under pressure which would reduce the heat transfer resistance

of the gas film around the tube, or to use a greater temperature differ-

ential. Pressure on the combustion side of the reformer would require a

stronger furnace shell and compression of the air for combustion. An in-

creased temperature differential would weaken the tubes and make the con-

sumption of heat in the reformer even less efficient than at present.

These obstacles possibly could be overcome by using hot gas from a

reactor. The shell-side gas from the reactor could be at 200-250 psi.

The heat transfer rate would be increased, and the tube-side gas at this

same pressure would reduce the required wall thickness of the tubes,

which would also increase the heat transfer rate. The shell-side furnace

walls would have to be heavier. However, the free space between the shell

and the tube walls could be reduced, because temperature drop of the shell-

side gas would not have to be as great as it is with combustion gases,

since the gases would be recycled to the reactor.
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An obvious deterrent to the use of reactor heat in ammonia produc-

tion is the logical use of natural gas as fuel, since it is also used as

feed. Plant operation with nuclear heat would be somewhat less flexible

than it is with natural gas-fired reformers. Designing a system for

stand-by heat while the reactor was down would also be difficult.
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Appendix B-3

CLAY BUILDING BRICK

Industry Analysis

The structural clay products industries, as defined by the U.S.

Census of Manufactures, include brick and hollow tile, floor and wall

tile, sewer pipe, clay refractories, and structural clay not elsewhere

classified (n.e.c.).

The brick and hollow tile industry comprises establishments prima-

rily engaged in manufacturing clay building brick, vitrified paving

brick, and hollow structural tile, while other types of brick such as

firebrick, silica brick, etc., are included in other industries. In 1954,

over 98 percent of all clay building brick was manufactured within the

brick and hollow tile industry; the remainder represents "captive" pro-

duction by industries primarily engaged in another type of manufacturing.

Within this major industry classification, over 95 percent of the ship-

ments (in terms of dollar value) were brick and hollow tile, the remain-

ing 5 percent were other clay products. Of the shipments of brick and

hollow tile, 82 percent were unglazed brick (common and face); 12.5 per-

cent hollow facing tile, glazed and unglazed; and 5.4 unglazed struc-

tural tile.

According to an independent survey- covering 80 percent of the

plants whose major product is building brick, and 85 percent of total

U.S. building brick capacity, output in 1954 (in terms of quantities

produced) consisted of: face and building brick, 81.9 percent; facing

tile, 6.6 percent; structural tile, 6.1 percent; other products (includ-

ing drain tile, sewer pipe, and other nonstructural clay products),

5.4 percent. This survey, as is customary in the trade, defines the

structural clay products industry as that industry primarily engaged in

manufacturing face and building brick and structural tile, i.e., the

area coded by the Census as 3251. Ceramic wall and floor tile, clay

refractories, drain tile, and sewer pipe are generally not included

within this industry, except where it might be manufactured as a sec-

ondary product.

1/ Robinson Newcomb Associates, The Productive Capacity of the Struc-

tural Clay Products Industry, 1956.
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To describe the structural clay products industry in a meaningful

and consistent manner and to be able to compare statistical data, such

as production, capacity, shipments, etc., it is convenient to equate

all products, where possible, to building brick and thus present infor-

mation in terms of "brick equivalents." Furthermore, it seems preferable

in this study to adopt the structural clay products industry definition

used by the trade.

Production

The production of building brick has been increasing slowly in a

cyclical fashion since World War II. As shown in Figure 18, data indi-

cate an average annual rate of growth of 2.2 percent from about 1948

through 1959. Peak production occurred in 1956 and declined during

1957-58, which is fairly typical of most U.S. industries. It is as-

sumed that production of the entire structural clay products industry has

paralleled its major product-building brick, but annual production sta-

tistics for other products manufactured in this industry are not available.

Value of brick shipments as reported by the Census has increased at

a more rapid rate than production (or quantity of bricks shipped), since

manufacturing costs have increased and dollar value has decreased. Ship-

ments in 1959 amounted to 7.24 million "thousand brick equivalents"
1/(MBE)- valued at $241 million, or an average of $33.30 per MBE. Ship-

ments tend to be seasonable because of the direct relationship to con-

struction industry activity, with highest shipments from March through

October (Figure 19). November-February shipments average about 65 per-

cent of those in March-October.

Capacity

Historical data for production capacity of the structural clay prod-

ucts industry or for building brick capacity within this industry are not

available. On the basis of a recent survey made for the Structural Clay

Products Institute, brick production capacity is estimated to have in-

creased from 8.8 to 10.3 million MBE between 1953 and 1956, or 18 per-

cent.-/ This relatively large increase in capacity is related to the

1/ Production, capacity, and shipment data are usually given in units of

thousands of brick equivalents or MBE. An MBE equals approximately

2.5 tons.

2/ Production capacity for brick taken at a constant 82 percent of the

total production capacity for all structural clay products.
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FIGURE 18
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peak in production occurring in 1955 and 1956, and cannot be interpreted

as indicative of future capacity expansions. Utilization of capacity

(based on the average annual capacity) is estimated to have been 75 per-

cent in 1954, 83 percent in 1955, and 80 percent in 1956. The brick in-

dustry prefers to operate at 85 to 90 percent of capacity, but in only

two years during the past eight (1953-60 inclusive) do data indicate that

the industry has experienced 80 percent or more. Expansion of capacity

will probably be minimal during the next few years, until the production

requirement catches up.

Capital expenditures for new plant and equipment have averaged about

$10 million annually over the past 10 to 15 years, with the exception of

the greater expansion period of 1955 when nearly $30 million was expended.

During 1954-56 over 90 percent of these expenditures were for increasing

capacity, with the cost averaging $23-28 per MBE added.!' About one-half

of all expenditures during this period were for tunnel kilns and dryers;

of the remainder about 5 percent were for periodic kilns, and 45 percent

for other, unidentified expenditures. Of over 500 plants surveyed during

this period, 8 plants reported installation of 9 continuous kilns costing

$3.5 million (average $380,000 per kiln) in 1954, 10 plants reported in-

stallation of 10 continuous kilns costing $2.7 million (average $270,000

per kiln) in 1955, and 8 plants reported installing 8 continuous kilns

costing $2.5 million (average $320,000 per kiln) in 1956.

Location

As in the case of the portland cement industry, the location of

structural clay products plants is closely related to population centers.

It is estimated that in most cases 80 percent of shipments are made to

places within 25 miles of the plants. Certain areas of the country, how-

ever, have significantly larger proportions of total brick production

because of a relatively greater abundance of clay deposits, cheaper labor,

and/or cheaper fuel. These principal areas developed many years ago dur-

ing the most rapid growth period of the building brick industry, and have

retained their relatively strong position. Brick shipments during the

past few years for each of the geographical regions of the country

show the importance of these areas. As shown in Table 36, the brick

industry tends to concentrate in the central and southeastern parts of

1/ Robinson Newcomb Associates Survey.
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the country. Within these areas, the major producing states are Ohio,
Texas (including Arkansas and Louisiana), Illinois, and Pennsylvania.

At the end of 1956, Ohio had an annual production capacity of 1,461

thousand MBE; the others, capacities of over 900 thousand MBE. New

York, California (including Nevada), Georgia (including Florida), and

North Carolina each had an annual capacity of over 500 thousand MBE.

Together, these 12 states account for about one-half of the total U.S.

capacity.

During the 1954-56 expansion period, capacity increased in each of

the nine major regions of the country. Table 36 shows the increases

and the current share of shipments. The largest relative growth oc-

curred in the Pacific, South Atlantic, and Mountain states, indicative

in part of recent trends in population shifts toward Florida, California,

and the Southwest.

Table 36

STRUCTURAL CLAY PRODUCTS INDUSTRY,

CAPACITY, AND PRODUCTION

1954-56 1960

Percent Percent of
Region

Increase Total Brick

in Capacity Shipments

New England 2.4 2

Middle Atlantic 14.4 14

East North Central 13.9 20

West North Central 11.0 6

South Atlantic 28.5 25

East South Central 19.4 12

West South Central 10.0 12

Mountain 20.9 5
Pacific 25.2 4

Source: Developed by Stanford Research Institute

from data reported in 'the Robinson New-

comb Associates Survey.
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Number and Ownership of Plants

The number of plants in the structural clay products industry is

steadily decreasing, while total capacity has been increasing, implying

a trend toward plants of larger size. The Census of Manufactures re-

ported 800 plants in 1939, 674 in 1947, 610 in 1954, and an estimate of

573 in 1958. Of these, 459 had over 20 employees in 1954; in 1958, the

number had decreased to 431. Census data are not strictly comparable

with the Structural Clay Products Institute survey, which estimated

641 plants at the end of 1954 and 649 plants at the end of 1955, operated

by 521 and 518 companies during these two years, respectively. The sur-

vey data indicate that most plants are individually owned and operated.

The 30 largest companies were operating 98 plants at the end of 1954.

The first ten operated an average of 5.5 plants each, the next ten oper-

ated 2.9 plants, and the last ten operated 1.4; the remaining 491 com-

panies operated an average of 1.1 plants each.

Of all plants in the structural clay products industry, 92 percent

manufacture face and building brick and many also manufacture other

structural clay products. The 8 percent which do not manufacture face

and building brick produce structural or facing tile and other clay

products.

Plant Size

The size of individual plants in the structural clay products in-

dustry varies considerably, with some ranging from annual production

capacities of less than 3 thousand MBE to over 90 thousand MBE. The av-

erage plant capacity at the end of 1956 was about 19.7 thousand MBE, and

the median was 15.4 thousand MBE.

A further indication of the large spread in plant sizes is found

in Census data where the average number of employees per plant is given

(Table 37). One-third of the plants employ between 20 and 49 employees,

and another one-third have between 50 and 99 employees.

The trend toward larger plant size is indicated by the history of

expansion of 507 plants during the three-year period, 1955-57 inclusive,

as shown in Table 38. It is seen that 26 of the plants moved into the

upper two capacity ranges and that each of these ranges increased its

share of total capacity. At the end of 1957, one out of ten of the

507 plants had capacities in excess of 41,600 MBE and in total accounted

for almost 30 percent of all capacity.
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Table 37

STRUCTURAL CLAY PRODUCTS INDUSTRY PLANT SIZE

BY AVERAGE NUMBER OF EMPLOYEES

1954

Average

Number of 1-4 5-9 10-19 20-49 50-99 100-249 250-499

Employees

Number of
49 36 66 209 178 64 8

Plants

Source: U.S. Bureau of Census, Census of Manufactures.

Table 38

CHANGE IN CAPACITY OF 507

STRUCTURAL CLAY PRODUCTS PLANTS

1955-1957

Beginning of 1955 End of .1957

Under 20,800 Over Under 20,800 Over

20,800 to 41,600 41,600 20,800 to 41,600 41,600

MBE/ yr MBE/ yr MBE/ yr MBE/ yr MBE/ yr MBE/yr

Number of Plants 355 117 35 329 129 49

Estimated Total

Capacity (mil- 4.05 3.37 2.04 3.68 3.73 2.91

lions of MBE)

Percent of

Total Plants 70.0 23.0 7.0 65.0 25.4 9.6

Percent of

Total Capacity 44.1 35.5 20,4 35.5 36.2 28.3

Source: Adapted by Stanford Research Institute from Robinson Newcomb

Associates Survey.
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Outlook

The structural clay products industry, at an average annual growth

rate of 2.2 percent, is not growing as rapidly as its major consumer--

the construction industry--or its major competitors (cement, for exam-

ple, has an average annual production growth rate of 4.6 percent). It

is estimated that the 2.2 percent growth rate will continue over the

next ten years, resulting in a production of face and building brick of

about 8.4 million MBE by 1965 and 9.4 million by 1970. Further, it is

expected that brick will continue to account for at least 82 percent

of all structural clay products manufactured which would yield total

production of about 10.2 million MBE by 1965 and 11.5 million MBE by

1970. Brick may assume an even greater proportion of all clay products

manufactured, since the production rate of the other products appears to

be slightly slower.

Capacity will have to be 12.0 million MBE by 1965 to provide the es-

timated production, assuming an 85 percent utilization factor. This is

less than the 12.5 million MBE capacity estimated to be available at the

end of 1956. Therefore, only minor additions of new capacity can be ex-

pected during the next few years. After 1965, capacity should increase

at the same rate as production, which would result in a capacity of

13.5 million MBE by 1970--an increase of about 1.0 million MBE over the

next ten years. This is equivalent to 50 plants of the average size in

1956. It is expected that at least one-half of this added capacity will

be through expansion of existing facilities and that the average plant

size will grow to about 30 thousand MBE by 1970, so that new plants would

total about 17. Perhaps an additional 25 plants will be constructed to

replace about 150 of the obsolete smaller plants, resulting in a 1970

total of about 500 plants with annual capacity of 13.5 million MBE.

Process Description

The manufacture of all structural clay products usually involves

about seven major operations, as shown in Figure 20; these are essen-

tially the same whether the product is brick, tile, or other clay prod-

ucts. Brick will be used as the example in the following discussion.

The mining operation is closely associated with manufacturing, since

raw clay material is generally mined from quarries located within 500

yards or so of the manufacturing plant. Some plants have raw clay stor-

age, while others feed raw clay directly to the manufacturing plant as it

is extracted. The first operation is crushing, where stones are removed

and primary sizing of the clay is performed. After crushing, the material
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FIGURE 20

FLOW DIAGRAM OF BRICK PRODUCTION
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is sent to the grinding and screening operation where a finely ground

material of uniform size is produced. The relatively dry pulverized

clay is then conveyed to the pug mill where water is added and the

mixture is kneaded into a uniform plastic mass of desired moisture con-

tent. The amount of water present in the wet feed depends upon which

brick-forming process is to be used and the degree of plasticity re-

quired in the process. In some plants, chemical agents (such as soda

ash) are added to the mix during the pug mill operation to improve

characteristics of the feed during subsequent handling operations. A

few tenths of one percent soda ash can make a smoother running extru-

sion operation, thus reducing electric power requirements, and yielding

a tougher, stronger green product, which in turn reduces the number of

rejects.

Three general types of brick-forming processes can be used--the

soft mud, stiff-mud, or dry-press process. The soft-mud process is

generally used only where the raw material is naturally (as mined) very

wet. The water content in the brick-forming feed is about 20 to 30 per-

cent, and bricks are formed by casting individual bricks in a mold, using

only light pressure to cause the particles to hold together. The stiff-

mud process is most commonly used. The feed material contains just

enough water (12 to 15 percent) to cause the mud to stick together when

worked into a mass. The feed passes through an extrusion machine where

it is forced through a steel die by an auger. A fairly recent develop-

ment is de-airing, where a vacuum, applied during the extrusion opera-

tion, removes air entrained in the feed. The advantages of de-airing

are an increased workability and plasticity and an increased strength

of the green (undried) brick.

The third forming process is essentially a dry process where water

content is only 5 to 7 percent. The feed is relatively nonplastic, and

bricks are formed in molds using pressures of 550 to 1,500 psi.

After forming, the green bricks are stacked awaiting the drying op-

eration. Drying is performed to remove water added at the pug mill.

Periodic (batch) compartment dryers may be used, but tunnel dryers are

more common. Drying in the firing kiln is not considered economical.

The typical tunnel dryer is about 100 feet in length and can handle

15 cars with 500 brick stacked on each car. The drying cycle takes

about 24 hours and the heat requirement is about 1 million Btu per ton

of brick, based on removal of 30 tons of water from 50,000 stiff-mud

brick. Drying temperatures range up to about 1600F and the heating may

be done (1) directly, using coal, gas, or oil as the fuel; (2) with steam;

(3) with waste heat recovered from the kiln operation; or (4) through

use of infrared or dielectric heat. The survey prepared for the
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Structural Clay Products Institute reported that of the 432 plants re-

porting in 1954, 82 percent of the capacity used hot air, 13 percent

used steam, and 5 percent used open-air drying. The drying operation

is relatively critical, since careful control of heating rates and of

temperature and relative humidity of the circulating air is required to

prevent cracking, warping, or slumping of the brick.

After drying, the green brick are assembled and stored temporarily

until firing. Since kilns must be kept fired continuously, it is pref-

erable to have a backlog of dry green product ready for firing. In

most plants, capacities and operations are adjusted so that mining,

crushing and grinding, pug-milling, and product-forming are performed

on a single shift basis, producing enough green product to keep dryers

and kilns operating continuously. Over 80 percent of all plants are

reported to be limited in production capacity by either kiln or dryer

(divided about equally) operations. When ready for firing in a tunnel

kiln, the brick are carefully stacked on tunnel kiln cars to provide

adequate spacing between the brick to assure good circulation of air

during the firing, thus preventing "hot" or "cold" spots in the stack.

Some brick are fired in periodic kilns.

In the firing (burning) operations, the brick are gradually raised

to vitrification temperature, kept at that level for a time, and then

gradually cooled. Two general types of kilns are used--batch or con-

tinuous. The type of kiln determines in part the firing cycle used. A

typical cycle in a continuous kiln is as follows: the temperature is

raised to 18000F over a period of 50 hours; the heating rate is de-

creased so that the temperature is raised to about 19000F over the next

20 hours, and then kept at 19000F for 10 hours; the temperature is then

allowed to decrease gradually to room temperature over 48 to 72 hours--

the entire cycle taking 5 to 6 days. In periodic kilns the cycle is

much longer--up to 10 to 12 days.

There are several chemical and physical changes that occur within

the brick. After about 10 hours (3000F) the "water smoking" stage is

reached when most free water within the brick is removed. The distilla-

tion stage is reached after 16 hours (5500F) when the remaining uncom-

bined water is driven off. After about 30 hours (10500F) dehydration

occurs, wherein all water combined chemically with various minerals is

removed. After 45 hours (1600 F) any carbon or sulfur present is oxi-

dized and removed, and iron (ferric) oxide is formed. During the vitri-

fication period (19000F) various chemical combinations and changes in

crystal structure occur to form the final structure of the brick. Cool-

ing is performed in a gradual manner, since annealing is required to

form an acceptable product--one without strains, which might cause

cracking and breaking.
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Characteristics of the firing cycle, such as heating and cooling

rates, maximum temperatures, and atmosphere within the kiln, depend on

the chemical and mineralogical composition of the clay (especially im-

purities and fluxes), fineness and distribution of particles in the clay,

amount of brick surface exposed, mass of brick per unit volume of kiln

space, and shape, thickness of cross-section, and mass of the individual

brick. Generally, the color of the finished product depends upon the

iron content of the brick, the degree of burning performed, and coloring

agents that may be used. Iron causes the red color present in the ma-

jority of brick; this can be masked somewhat by chemicals, such as lime,

which produces a buff-colored brick. Important to the firing of the

kiln is flashing, where through the absence of oxygen and inclusion of

other constituents in the combustion of the fuel, colors or "smoked"

effects on the brick are obtained.

After the firing cycle is complete, the brick are drawn from the

kiln, and transported to storage where they are stacked until shipment

by truck, railroad, or barge.

Characteristics of HTH Equipment

Four types of periodic kilns are in use in the United States: scove,

clamp, updraft, and downdraft. The scove kiln is a wholly self-contained

unit, constructed of the brick to be burned. The unfired brick are

stacked in rectangular form, with fire arches, flues, and baffles; cased
with brick; the casing is then scoved (daubed) with clay. After burning,

the casing is removed, and the brick are loaded and shipped. The ground

is then cleared and a new kiln constructed. This type of kiln is highly

inefficient both in fuel and manpower utilization, and the brick produced

are not fired uniformly, which leads to a high proportion of poor grade

and reject brick. The clamp kiln is a modified version of the scove

kiln, except that its side walls are permanent.

The updraft periodic kiln, which may be either round or rectangular,

is essentially a box constructed of refractory brick in which the brick

to be burned are stacked. Fireboxes around the periphery of the kiln

supply the heat which enters along the inside walls and through flues

in the floor. The heat passes up through the stacked brick and out

through perforations in the crown of the kiln to the stack. The "one

pass" utilization of heat is very inefficient thermally, and the stack

temperature of the gases is very high.

The downdraft periodic kiln is more efficient and is very much

like the updraft kiln except that it is a "two pass" system, in which
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the gases flowing toward the crown are deflected down through the stack

and out through perforations in the floor.

There are two general types of continuous kilns--the moving-fire-

zone or compartment type, and the fixed-fire-zone or tunnel type. The

compartment kiln, the older of the two types, consists of a series of

chambers, arranged in a circle or oval, with connecting ports in the

side walls and a common flue system and stack. Fireboxes are located

on the outer walls of the chambers, and the fire progresses from one

chamber to the next. Loading is done in chambers ahead of the fire

zone, and unloading is done in the chamber behind the fire zone. Air

drawn over the cooling chamber is used to preheat air furnished to the

combustion chambers. Hot gases leaving the fire zone are used in the

adjacent chamber to heat the green ware. The efficiency of the compart-

ment kiln is far higher than any of the periodic kilns but lower than

the tunnel kiln.

The tunnel kiln is the most recently developed kiln in use in the

clay products industries, the first models having been installed in the

1920's. A fixed-fire-zone is used in this kiln, with the ware stacked

on rail cars moving slowly through the kiln. It is also a counterflow

system, in that as the ware passes in one direction the combustion gases

from the fire zone move in the opposite direction to heat the incoming

green ware. In many plants the air used to cool the fired brick during

the final stages of cooling (after the slow cooling or annealing stage

is complete) is used as the source of heat for the drying operation.

Circulating fans, baffles, and flues are used to provide a relatively

uniform temperature between the top and bottom of the stack. Fuel com-

bustion rates, combustion gas circulation, and movement of brick through

the kiln are controlled so that brick are heated gradually according to

the prescribed firing cycle. There is no evident trend toward more com-

plete instrumentation or automated control within the industry.

The periodic kiln has four disadvantages compared with continuous

kilns: (1) the labor requirement is greater; (2) thermal efficiency is

lower, resulting in higher unit fuel consumption; (3) the firing cycle

is longer, resulting in lower capacity per unit volume of kiln space;

and (4) atmospheric conditions within the kiln are not as easily con-

trolled, resulting in a less uniform product. In spite of these disad-

vantages, of 508 plants surveyed in 1954, 71 percent used periodic kilns

exclusively, 16 percent used both periodic and continuous kilns, and

13 percent used only continuous kilns. At that time, however, continu-

ous kilns represented nearly 31 percent of total capacity (Table 39).

It is estimated that at present tunnel kilns alone probably represent

30 percent of total capacity, with an equivalent reduction in periodic
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kiln capacity. The disadvantages of periodic kilns, combined with the

trend in industry to replace gradually all periodic kilns, justify con-

sideration of only tunnel kiln characteristics in the remainder of this

discussion.

Table 39

STRUCTURAL CLAY PRODUCTS CAPACITY

BY TYPE OF KILN AT 508 PLANTS, 1954

Periodic Kilns Continuous Kilns

Total
Sub- Com- Sub-

Scove Other Tunnel
total partment total

Capacity

in MBE 1,853 4,558 6,411 2,464 389 3,853 9,265

Percent

of Total

Capacity 20.0 49.2 69.2 26.6 4.2 30.8 100.0

Source: Robinson Newcomb Associates Survey.

Tunnel kilns range up to about 500 feet long by 15 feet

25 feet wide. They are constructed of ordinary brick on the

a steel framework. The inside is lined with firebrick which

used for muffles, baffles, and flues within the kiln. Rails

tire length to carry the brick-loaded cars which are usually

water pipes running between the rails.

high and

outside on

are also

run the en-

cooled by

Capacity of a tunnel kiln varies according to size of the kiln and

the firing cycle within the particular plant, but in most plants it runs

from about 10,000 MBE per year to 30,000 MBE. Plants have from one to

four tunnel kilns, although the majority, with tunnel kilns only, have

two or three. The largest plant today has four tunnel kilns and an an-

nual capacity of about 100,000 MBE.

Kilns are at the center of operations in a brick plant, and in a

multi-kiln plant are arranged parallel to one another.
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Plant and Kiln Costs

Kilns represent the major cost item in a brick plant. Although spe-

cific data are not available, it is estimated that the cost varies from

10 percent of total plant cost in a one-kiln plant to 30 percent in a

three- or four-kiln plant. The cost of a bare tunnel kiln ranges from

$100,000 to $250,000, depending on the size. This cost is made up pri-

marily from the firebrick refractories, masonry work, and labor for in-

stallation of the kiln and foundations--the firebrick alone will cost

$30,000 to $80,000. Kiln-related equipment, such as fans, burners, and

instruments costs $100,000 to $175,000, resulting in a total of $200,000

to $425,000 for installation of a tunnel kiln and associated equipment.

Costs for the building, kiln cars, tracks, cranes, etc., to provide a com-

plete firing operation amount to $200,000 to $500,000. Crushing, grind-

ing, brick-forming, and drying equipment may cost $500,000, although

specific data are not available. An approximation of the total costs of

a brick plant would be from $1 million for a small, one-kiln plant to

about $3 million for a large, four-kiln plant.

Plant and Kiln Operating Characteristics

Fuel Requirement. The fuel requirement of a tunnel kiln varies in

accordance with the utilization of capacity and the thermal efficiency

of the particular plant. The kiln is fired continuously, which means

that nearly full utilization of the kiln capacity is necessary to obtain

the lowest unit heat use. At over 90 percent utilization of capacity and

with a thermal efficiency of 35 percent, the heat requirement may be as

low as 5 million Btu per MBE. Many plants operate at 70 percent of ca-

pacity, with thermal efficiencies of 25 percent, which raises the heat

requirement to 10 million Btu per MBE. For the largest plant (100,000

MBE per year), the heat requirement would therefore range between 0.5

and 1.0 trillion Btu per year. Approximately thirty plants in the United

States are using over 0.5 trillion Btu per year under normal operating

conditions.

Fuels Use and Cost. Natural gas and oil are used in nearly all

U.S. plants to fire tunnel kilns. Data are not available to indicate

proportions of each used, but natural gas predominates. Coal is used

in a few plants, but it has the disadvantage of emitting fly ash which

may become attached to the brick, resulting in a poor quality product.

Therefore, cleaner-burning gas and oil are preferred. Natural gas is

usually supplied on an interruptible basis, which requires most plants

to have stand-by oil service for use during winter months when gas sup-

ply is lowest.
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Since plants are located in all parts of the United States, fuel

costs are estimated to vary from 16 cents per million Btu in the low-

cost gas areas to 70 cents per million Btu in plants using fuel oil.

Maintenance and Manpower Requirements

The maintenance requirements of the tunnel kiln are relatively

small. The refractory lining should theoretically last indefinitely,

since at the relatively low firing temperatures (19000F) firebrick do

not deteriorate. The reliability of kilns is therefore very high, and

in normal operations they will be shut down only about one week annually

for checking and minor repairs. Extensive repair of the tunnel arch and

walls might be required every 8 to 10 years, on the average, for gas-

burning kilns and every 6 to 7 years for oil-burning kilns, depending

upon operating conditions at the particular plant. Unscheduled down-

times are occasionally necessary when a kiln car becomes jammed inside

the kiln or other operational problems cause physical damage to the

brickwork.

Manpower requirements vary from plant to plant; however, an average

of 7.4 man-hours per MBE was required in all plants in the industry in

1954. With manufacturing labor (exclusive of supervisory and office

personnel) accounting for about one-half of the total manufacturing cost,

it is estimated that about six man-hours per MBE are required for a tun-

nel kiln plant, with a higher labor requirement in periodic kiln plants.

Manufacturing Costs

The operating costs of a tunnel kiln brick plant are estimated to

be about $25 per MBE of common red brick (Table 40). Costs vary with

plant location, fuel cost, labor markets, plant size, and many other

factors. The major part of the total is for labor, which amounts to

$11 to $13, per MBE. Capital equipment depreciation amounts to $3, and

fuel, $2 to $3.

Distribution of the total cost according to operation is estimated

as follows: raw materials, 10 percent; crushing and grinding, 10 per-

cent; brick-forming and drying, 40 percent; and firing and unloading to

shipping storage, 40 percent.

Some plants are reducing operating costs by cutting four one-inch

holes through the face of the brick during forming. This results in

saving of raw material, improved fuel efficiency, and lower shipping

costs.
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Table 40

ESTIMATED ANNUAL PRODUCTION COSTS

FOR A 50,00C MBE PER YEAR--2 KILN BRICK PLANT

OPERATING AT 80 PERCENT OF CAPACITY

Capital Costs:

Depreciation, $1.5 million over 20 years

Interest @ 6 percent

$ 120,000

Operating Costs:

Raw Materials @ $2.00 per MBE

Labor @ $2.00 per man-hour and 6 man-hour

per MBE

Fuel @ 30c per million Btu and 8 million

per MBE

Power and Miscellaneous Supplies @ $2.00

per MBE

$736,000

Other Costs:

Supervision and Management @ $1.50 per MBE

Taxes and Insurance @ $1.00 per MBE

Other Overhead @ $1.10 per MBE

144,000

$1,000,000

$25 per MBEUnit Cost for 40,000 MBE

Source: Stanford Research Institute.
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80, 000

480, 000

96, 000

80, 000

60, 000
40, 000
44, 000

$ 75,000
45 ,000



Key Factors Related to the Potential Use of Nuclear Heat

The relatively low capital expenditures and low annual fuel costs,

coupled with a low growth rate of the industry, appear to offer minimum

potential for the use of nuclear heat. Other unfavorable factors for

the near-term include: location of plants near large population centers,

the need for controlling the composition of combustion gases during the

kiln operation, need for a continuous and reliable source of heat, di-

rect contact of the heat with material being processed, and need for

physical observation of the brick during the firing operation.

Favorable factors are: use of a maximum temperature of 2000 F,

which would be in the range of possibility for the first models of HTH

reactors; the HTH application is the key operation in this industry; the

trend toward larger plants; and location of plants in high-cost as well

as low-cost fuel areas, making a new source of low-cost HTH potentially

attractive.
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Appendix B-4

PORTLAND CEMENT

Industry Analysis

Production and Capacity

In the postwar period, the cement industry has experienced rela-

tively dynamic growth (Figure 21). The average annual increase in pro-

duction has been about 4.6 percent over the past 12 years (1948-59) and

is expected to continue through the next ten years. This would bring

annual production to around 600 million barrels in 1970, compared with

slightly over 300 million in 1960.1/

Capacity began to increase markedly during the late 1940's and early

1950's, but at a slower rate than demand, resulting in insufficient sup-

plies in some areas. Utilization of capacity (based on average annual

capacity) was 99 percent in both 1955 and 1956, and during peak produc-

tion months, which occur in the summer (paralleling peak construction

months), 110 percent utilization of rated capacity occurred in 1954,

1955, and 1956. This brought a sharp increase in new plant construction

and expansion within existing plants, which continued through 1959. In

part, this increase in capacity also reflected the anticipated cement

requirements of the $25 billion Federal Interstate Highway Program which,

as formulated in 1956, will result in expenditures of $2 billion annually

from 1959 through 1969.

Cement production declined slightly in 1957, as capacity kept ris-

ing, so that utilization of capacity dropped to about 80 percent. There

are indications, from preliminary U.S. Bureau of Mines information, that

cement production again declined during 1960 to the 1957 level. Capacity

continued to increase at a slightly reduced rate, so that utilization of

capacity may have been only 70 percent for 1960. Based on the current

1/ The "barrel" is used as a unit almost exclusively by the industry,

although cement has not been sold in barrels for several years. A

barrel of cement is equal to 376 pounds and there are 5.32 bbls in

a short ton.
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status and previous trends, it is probable that a general leveling of

capacity will occur during the next four or five years to allow produc-

tion to catch up. Cement industry plants, in general, are able to oper-

ate most efficiently when utilization of capacity averages about 90 per-

cent. Installation of new capacity should again increase at a rate

somewhat comparable to the rate of increase of production when utiliza-

tion factors begin to approach the 90 percent level.

FIGURE 21

PORTLAND CEMENT PRODUCTION AND CAPACITY
1945 - 1970
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SOURCE: Bureau of Mines.

Location

Cement plants are usually located near the large population centers,

where greatest consumption occurs. Raw materials are distributed through-

out the United States, which allows plants to be located close to the

market.

Therefore, the major portion of production capacity was formerly

located in the eastern and central part of the country near the large

industrial centers. As western development occurred, cement capacity in-

creased in this region. During the past twelve years, there has been a

gradual shift in production capacity of the cement industry away from the

eastern states and toward the central and western states. Currently, al-

most two-thirds of the capacity is located in these latter two areas.

Growth has occurred in the eastern states, but at a slower rate than in

the other areas. Regional districts showing greatest growth during the
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past 12 years are in either the southeastern or southwestern parts of

the United States, as indicated on Table 41. The high rate of growth

in the Southeast has resulted mainly from the 25 percent per year in-

crease for the past three years in Florida and Georgia. The lowest

growth rates have been in the northeastern and northwestern states.

While cement plants are located in 38 states, four of these states

account for 35 percent of the total number of plants and 42 percent of

total cement production as shown on Table 42. It is notable that these

four major cement producing states are widely spread across the United

States. The next six largest cement producing states account for 26 per-

cent of the total number of plants and 27 percent of total cement pro-

duction.

Plant Information

Number of Plants. At the end of 1959 there were 170 cement plants

in the United States--102 of which employed the wet process and 68 of

which employed the dry process (Table 43). By the end of 1960 the total

had increased to 178 plants, owned by 55 companies. In 1953, ten compa-

nies owned 103 plants which accounted for 56 percent of the production

for that year. During the expansion period from 1956 through 1960 ap-

proximately 30 new plants were constructed. Only five new companies

have entered the cement industry since 1946, and there have been a num-

ber of consolidations of companies owning one or two plants with compa-

nies owning several plants. These actions are in part a result of the

trend toward larger, more costly plants which are required to compete

economically at the present time. It is expected that the trend will

continue during the 1960's. In addition to construction of new plants,

expansion and modernization of existing plants have been a major factor

in the growth of this industry during the 1950's. It is estimated that

over 50 percent of the added capacity has been derived from such expansion.

Plant Size. Plant size currently ranges from 0.4 to 13.5 million

barrels per year. Nearly 90 percent of all plants, however, have capaci-

ties of from 1 to 5 million barrels per year as indicated by Table 43,

with very little difference in size distribution between wet and dry

process plants. Average plant size has steadily increased. In recent

years, economies of scale and increased market demand have resulted in

the average plant capacity growing from 1.7 million barrels per year in

1948 to 2.4 million barrels per year in 1960. Factors influencing this

increase include: (1) per capita use of cement, which has grown from
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Table 41

CURRENT REGIONAL CAPACITY AND GROWTH OF THE PORTLAND CEMENT INDUSTRY
1959

Capacity Recent
No. of

District (millions Annual Growth

of barrels) (percent)

Virginia, South Carolina, Georgia,

Florida, Louisiana, Mississippi 33.3 15 13.3%

Colorado, Arizona, Utah, New Mexico,

Wyoming, Montana, Idaho 15.8 11 7.5

Southern California 32.3 8 6.4

Iowa 14.3 5 6.0

Michigan 25.7 8 5.6

Texas 37.5 15 5.5

California (total) 51.6 13 5.2

Western Missouri, Nebraska, Oklahoma,

Arkansas 18.1 7 5.2

Ohio 23.4 11 5.0

Indiana, Kentucky, Wisconsin 23.9 7 4.5

Eastern Missouri, Minnesota,

South Dakota 17.7 6 4.1

Northern California 19.2 5 3.5

Western Pennsylvania and

West Virginia 15.5 6 3.4

New York and Maine 25.8 12 3.0

Alabama 16.3 8 2.9

Tennessee 9.6 6 2.4

Kansas 12.4 6 1.8

Illinois 9.9 4 1.7

Eastern Pennsylvania and Maryland 52.5 21 1.7

Oregon and Washington 10.9 9 1.2

Total United States 414.4 170 4.6

Source: Developed by Stanford Research Institute from data in the U.S.

Bureau of Mines, Minerals Yearbook.
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Table 42

PORTLAND CEMENT PRODUCT ION CAPACITY

1959

(Millions of Barrels)

Percent
No. of Annual

1/ of Total
Plants Capacity-

Capacity

Total Industry 170 418.8 100 %

Top Four States 59 175.3 42.

Pennsylvania 24 57.9 13.8

California 12 51.0 12.2

Texas 15 38.2 9.1

Michigan 8 28.2 6.7

Next Six States 45 111.8 27.

New York 11 23.8 5.7

Ohio 10 21.6 5.2

Indiana 4 20.0 4.8

Alabama 9 18.5 4.4

Missouri 6 15.9 3.8

Iowa 5 14.2 3.4

Remaining States (28) 66 129.5 31.

1/ Capacity data shown in this table are slightly differ-

ent than those reported by Bureau of Mines (Table 41)

because individual plant expansion, under way in 1959

but not "on stream" until 1960,have been included in

some cases.

Sources: Developed by Stanford Research Institute from

data published by Pit and Quarry Publications,

"Portland Cement Producing and Distributing

Plants in the United States, Canada and Mexico,"

1959.
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1.3 barrels per year in 1948 to 1.8 barrels per year in 1959 and

(2) quantity of cement used in construction, which has grown from about

8.0 barrels per thousand dollars of construction in 1948 to 8.4 barrels

in 1959. New plants constructed during the past five years have ranged

from 0.7 million to 6 million barrels per year, with the majority having

capacities of 1.5 million barrels per year. It is reported to be uneco-

nomic to install a new plant having an annual capacity of less than

0.6 million barrels. Data on the number of employees per plant in 1954

show that over 8 out of every 10 plants employed between 100 and 500 per-

sons, which is indicative of the relatively restricted range of plant

sizes.

Table 43

ANALYSIS OF CEMENT PLANT SIZE

1959

(Number of Plants)

Capacity Ranges

(millions of barrels per year)

Wet Process 8 34 56 4 0 102

Dry Process 1 26 36 3 2 68

Total 9 60 92 7 2 170

Source: Developed by Stanford Research Institute from

data published by Pit and Quarry Publications,

"Portland Cement Producing and Distributing

Plants in the United States, Canada, and

Mexico," 1959.
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The kiln department is important in a cement plant both because it

accounts for almost 50 percent of the cement manufacturing cost and the

burning operation is a critical one in terms of product quality. The

HTH consumption is large, averaging 1.25 million Btu per barrel during

1959 or 6.65 million Btu per ton.

There was an average of 4.3 kilns per plant in 1956,1/ which proba-

bly has not changed significantly in recent years. The greatest change

that has occurred is in kiln size (Table 44), which has more than doubled

in the past 25 years. A nearly proportional increase in kiln capacity

has attended this increase in volume, so that the average kiln being in-

stalled today can produce nearly 1.5 million barrels of cement per year.

The efficiency of the larger kilns is greater, both in fuel consumption

and manpower requirements and, in addition, the capital investment per

barrel of capacity is lower.

Table 44

GROWTH IN CEMENT KILN SIZE

1925-1954

Period 1925-29 1945-49 1950-54

Average Size

(cu ft/kiln) 16,200 29,500 38,500

Source: A. S. Kannewurf, 1956 Kiln Survey,

Portland Cement Association.

Outlook

It is estimated that annual cement production will increase to

460 million barrels in 1965 and 580 million barrels in 1970, which is in

agreement with industry estimates of from 400 to 460 million barrels in

1/ Based on a survey by the Portland Cement Association, which covered

over 80 percent of the plants operating at that time.
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1965 and from 540 to 600 million for 1970. Assuming a 90 percent utili-

zation of capacity, the cement industry will need an annual production

capacity of 510 million barrels in 1965 and 645 million barrels in 1970.

This will require a capacity increase of 225 million barrels during the

next 10 years. It is expected that this increase will be divided about

equally between expansion of existing plants and installation of new

plants. The new plant requirement is equivalent to about fifty plants

with a capacity of 2 million barrels per year each. It is also likely

that the number of plants being constructed to replace old or obsolete

installations may equal the new plant capacity.

The Portland Cement Manufacturing Process

The manufacture of cement requires five major operations (identi-

fied as departments by the cement industry): crushing, raw grinding,

burning, finish grinding, and shipping. Quarrying, a sixth operation,

is not a manufacturing operation within the cement plant, although most

cement plants are located adjacent to the quarry. In most plants, the

raw materials are transported by truck from the quarry to the plant. In

several recently built plants, however, the crushing department has been

located in the quarry, significantly decreasing the amount of truck trans-

portation. The crushed raw material is then transported to the plant by

a conveyor belt system.

The types of raw material supplied to crushing departments will vary,

since the geology of quarries varies from one geographic location to

another. Portland cement is a very carefully controlled mixture of cal-

cium silicates, calcium aluminates, and calcium aluminaferrite. About

10-15 percent of the U.S. cement plants use a particular type of lime-

stone ("cement rock") as their basic raw material, since it has a lime-

silica-alumina content of very nearly the desired proportions. Combining

it with minor quantities of other materials provides high quality cement

mix. At most plants, however, limestone, oyster shells, or marl supplies

lime; clay or shale supplies alumina and silica, perhaps supplemented by

sand or sandstone; and iron ore, iron, scale, high iron shales, or simi-

lar material supplies the iron oxide requirement. Table 45 shows the

1958 consumption of these materials. In spite of the widespread availa-

bility of raw materials, their location is "spotty" and although this

may be the determining factor in cement plant location, such is usually

the case. In the crushing department (Figure 22) raw materials as ex-

tracted from the quarry undergo initial reduction to uniform size.
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Table 45

CONSUMPTION OF RAW MATERIALS IN PORTLAND CEMENT PRODUCTION

1958

Millions of
Raw Material

Tons

Limestone (including oyster shell) 62.3

Cement Rock 20.8

Marl 1.5

Clay and Shale 9.4

Blast-furnace Slag 1.3

Gypsum 2.5

Sand and Sandstone 1.1

Iron Materials (including ore, pyrite

cinders and mill scale) .5

Miscellaneous (includes fluorspar,

pumicite, red mud, and others) .1

Total 99.5

Average Total Weight of Raw Materials

per Ton of Finished Cement 1.7 tons

Source: U.S. Bureau of Mines, Minerals Yearbook.

After leaving the storage area, the crushed raw materials enter the

raw grinding department where a series of operations prepare the feed

for the subsequent burning operation. The specific operations performed

in this department depend upon which of two processes--wet or dry--the

particular plant is using for cement production. The two processes are

the same in principle, but vary according to methods used in raw mate-

rial preparation. In plants using the dry process, the crushed raw ma-

terials are combined in the proper proportions, mixed, and ground.

Grinding may be performed in one or more stages in a variety of different
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FIGURE 22

FLOW DIAGRAM OF PORTLAND CEMENT
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types of grinding equipment, depending to a large extent upon the phys-

ical characteristics of the particular raw materials involved. During

or prior to grinding, the material is dried to a moisture content of

less than 0.5 percent. The amount of drying necessary will depend upon

the moisture content of the raw material obtained from the quarry. After

drying and grinding to a fine powder, the material is mixed and blended

in silos to obtain a uniform feed for burning. In plants using the wet

process, the raw materials are combined in the proper proportions and

mixed, as in the dry process. Water or a clay or shale slurry is added

to form a raw material slurry which is then ground to the proper fine-

ness. The slurry is mixed and blended in special tanks for this purpose

to obtain a uniform feed for burning.

The wet process is nearly always used where only very moist raw ma-

terials are available. It is also used by many other plants because of

advantages it may offer. These include a less expensive, more thorough,

and therefore more uniform blending of raw materials and adequate dust

control without using as elaborate or expensive equipment as may be nec-

essary in dry processing to obtain the same degree of control. The dry

process can be used where raw material moisture content is low; advan-

tages may include greater fuel economy and shorter, less expensive kilns.

In locations where dust emission is restricted by local ordinance, extra

equipment must be installed and maintained. Currently about 60 percent

of the U.S. cement plants use the wet process; these plants also account

for about 60 percent of the total U.S. capacity. There is no decisive

trend at the present time toward either process in the new plants being

constructed. New plants installed during the past 10 to 15 years have

been divided about equally between the two processes.

In the kiln department, the prepared raw material (either powder or

slurry) from the raw mix storage area is automatically fed to the upper

end of a slightly inclined rotary kiln. The feed moves slowly through

the kiln--total residence time being several hours--and the temperature

of the material gradually increases as it moves toward the lower end of

the kiln where fuel burning occurs. Fuel (powdered coal, oil, or gas)

is blown into the kiln at the lower end under pressure, creating flames

extending 25 to 75 feet into the kiln; hot gases pass through the kiln

(over the raw material) and are expelled at the upper end of the kiln.

Of the three fuels, only coal requires extensive preparation--it is pul-

verized by special grinding equipment and injected into the kiln by a

stream of primary air. Fuel oil is heated and atomized with primary

air. The combustion process is relatively critical, since quality of

clinker, fuel economy, production capacity, and refractory life are de-

pendent upon how skillfully this process is performed.
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Numerous physical and chemical reactions take place during the burn-

ing operation. At the upper end of the kiln, any free water is removed

from the raw material. In the dry process this is a relatively minor

step, but in the wet process the slurry may have about 35 percent water,

on the average, and removal of this water in actual operations requires

about 20-25 percent more heat than in the dry process. About 20 wet

process cement plants reduce moisture content to about 20 percent by fil-

tration prior to feeding material to the kiln; this reduces fuel consump-

tion and increases capacity, but it also increases the kiln exhaust tem-

perature. In the wet process the material in-kiln residence time is also

increased. As the moisture-free raw feed moves toward the center of the

kiln, temperatures gradually become high enough to convert the carbonates

to oxides--calcining--thus producing lime (calcium oxide) from the lime-

stone or oyster shells. As the carbonate-free material moves into the

lower 70-75 feet of the kiln (the burning zone), temperatures reach their

peak (26000F-3000 F), and incipient fusion or sintering occurs. It is at

this point that the active complex silicates, aluminates, and aluminafer-

rites of portland cement are formed. The physical characteristics also

change in the burning operation--from a friable, powdery consistency to

hard, glossy balls, called clinker. As the hot clinker emerges from the

kiln, it usually passes through a clinker cooler, reducing the clinker

temperature and recuperating some of the clinker heat for reuse in the

kiln operation as preheated secondary air for combustion of the fuel.

After cooling, the clinker is conveyed to the clinker storage area.

Before grinding, the clinker is relatively inert and can be stored

for months without deterioration, whereas after grinding, the surface to

volume ratio of the particles is increased thousands of times (it becomes

activated) and it can only be stored under very carefully controlled

(moisture-free) conditions. Most plants attempt to keep no more than one

month's production of finished cement in storage.

Accessory to the kiln operation is the dust collection system, which

takes the gases emerging from the upper end of the kiln and recovers the

majority of the particles entrained in the gases. Dust recovery is es-

pecially necessary in locations where local ordinances require clean in-

dustrial operations. In addition, some or all of the dust that is recov-

ered can be returned to the manufacturing process, which increases the

efficiency of the operation.

Clinker is sent to the finish grinding department where it is com-

bined with gypsum in the desired proportions, mixed, and ground in mills

of a variety of types to the required fineness. Gypsum makes up 2 to

5 percent of the final product (7 to 18 pounds per barrel of cement is

average) and acts as a retarder, i.e., it prolongs the setting time of
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the cement when it is mixad with water. If it were not added, chemical

reactions would occur rapidly enough to cause concrete to start harden-

ing before it was poured from the mixer.

From the finish mill the cement is transferred to bulk-storage silos

preparatory to shipping. For shipping, the cement is removed from the

silos by gravity or pumped to waiting railroad cars, special hoppers or

trucks, or in some cases ships or barges. In 1958 about 80 percent of

the total U.S. cement production was shipped in bulk; the remaining

20 percent was shipped in units of 94 pounds (1 cubic foot), primarily

in paper bags. Bagging or packing machines are semiautomatic, with ca-

pacities of one to two thousand bags per hour per operator.

Characteristics of Cement Plants

The rotary kiln is the only type currently in use in this country,

with possibly one small exception. Vertical or shaft kilns were used to

a small extent during the early days of the cement industry but were

limited to a relatively low production capacity and required considerably

more labor for operation than the rotary type. Shaft kilns are used to

a large extent in Europe and other parts of the world where the signifi-

cantly smaller unit heat consumption makes them attractive in high-cost

fuel areas and where the extra manpower requirement is not as disadvan-

tageous as in the United States.

Kiln Description and Size

Rotary kilns are welded or riveted steel cylinders, ranging in size

from 6 by 60 feet to 18 or 20 feet by 600 feet, lined with refractory

brick. More than half the kilns in use are straight cylinders; the re-

mainder may have enlarged zones at feed and/or discharge end, connected

to the rest of the shell by tapered sections. The cylinder rides on steel

tires and roller supports, is inclined a few degrees, and rotates at a

speed of about one revolution per minute. The small, 60-foot kilns are

no longer economic and most kilns being built today are 400-500 feet long

and 11 to 14 feet in diameter, with annual capacities of 1.0 to 2.0 mil-

lion barrels depending upon the process involved. Kilns usually have a

length up to 35 times the diameter: a ratio less than 20:1 is uneco-

nomic. In general, wet process kilns are about 10 to 25 percent longer

than their dry process counterparts; the added length is needed to evapo-

rate slurry water. Kiln volume is the most commonly used unit criterion

of capacity. Most kilns have a volume of 8 to 12 cubic feet inside the

refractory lining for each daily barrel of production capacity. The
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volume per barrel of daily capacity tends to be higher for kilns with

larger length to diameter ratios. In 1956 over one-half of all wet proc-

ess kilns had a volume of 10-20 thousand cubic feet and an average daily

output of 1,200 to 2,200 barrels (Table 46), while most dry process kilns

had a volume of less than 10 thousand cubic feet and an average daily out-

put of 300 to 1,300 barrels. Since 1956, a few significantly larger

kilns have been installed--the largest of which is 16-1/2 by 600 feet

(106,000 cubic feet) and has a rated capacity of approximately 9,500 bar-

rels per day.

Table 46

PORTLAND CEMENT PRODUCTION CAPACITY BY KILN SIZE

1956

Wet Process Dry Process

Kiln
Average Average

Volume No. of AverageNo. of Averag

(thousands Kilns Kilns
of cu ft) (bbls/day) (bbls/day)

1-5 13 468 to 515 163 320 to 700

5-10 38 650 to 1,184 142 846 to 1,260

10-15 64 1,230 to 1,575 11 1,310 to 1,945

15-20 52 1,630 to 2,180 8 1,700 to 2,620

20-30 37 2,100 to 2,550 24 1,900 to 2,970
30-40 17 2,670 to 3,800 1 2650

40-50 3 3,420 to 4,500 0

Total 224 319

Source: A. S. Kannewurf, 1956 Kiln Survey, Portland Cement

Association. Data represent a sample of about

80 percent of the total industry.

In most kilns in operation today, attempts are made to maximize fuel

economy, within the economics of the total plant. Thus, in the newer

kilns at least, there is extensive use of heat exchange and preheating

devices in an effort to reduce kiln exit gas temperatures and utilize as
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much of the heat energy produced as possible. At one time, most kilns

were equipped with waste heat boilers for electricity production which

was used to power the crushing and grinding equipment. Currently, it is

more economical in most plants to utilize as much heat as possible within

the kiln operation and to purchase electric power, since the cost of pur-

chased power has increased less than equipment, fuel, and labor costs

during the past 25 to 30 years. Some plants are still using existing

waste heat boilers and, in the few wet process plants which filter the

kiln feed slurry, the relatively higher temperature of the exit gases

has made the use of waste heat boilers advantageous.

In addition to the two standard types of kilns being installed to-

day, a third type has been adopted with a reasonable degree of success

in a few plants. This is a relatively short rotary kiln, preceded by a

traveling grate, or alternative types of preheaters in which the raw ma-

terial is partially calcined and fed to the kiln for completion of the

burning operation. The hot exhaust gas of the kiln performs the drying

and partial calcining in the preheating device.

The interior refractory linings of cement kilns are not standard,

because raw material chemical composition varies considerably from one

plant to another. The refractories' function is to protect the steel

shell from the high temperatures and corrosiveness of raw materials em-

ployed and to conserve heat. The cement industry is the second largest

user of refractories; the steel industry is the largest. In the cement

industry, refractories'use is divided approximately into one-third fire-

brick, used in the drying zone of the kiln; one-third firebrick and high

alumina brick, used in the calcining zone; and one-third high alumina

and basic (magnesite) brick in the burning zone.

Kiln operation is critical in plant efficiency, and modern installa-

tions are equipped with elaborate systems for control of feed rate and

output, kiln speed, temperatures in all zones of the kiln, fuel consump-

tion, fuel-air ratio, draft, and other factors. Certain physical and

chemical characteristics of the clinker and kiln exit gases are also

measured and controlled. The trend has been toward more complete instru-

mentation and centralized, remote control of kiln operation; and there

are indications that complete automation might be only a matter of time

in some of the larger, modern plants.

The kiln is located dt the center of plant operations. In a multi-

kiln plant kilns are generally located parallel to one another and between

or adjacent to the raw grinding and finish grinding departments. Usually

the various departments are segregated so that each has room for future

expansion without interfering with the other operations. This type of

plant layout would lend itself to the use of a single heat source.
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Plant and Kiln Costs

The kiln represents a comparatively large portion of the equipment

cost of a new cement plant. In a typical, modern, 2-million-barrel-per-

year plant, the total cost might be $16 million. Of this cost, the plant

equipment would be about $6 million--the remainder, for site preparation,

buildings, foundations, railroad sidings, etc. The installed kiln and

associated equipment would amount to slightly over one-half the total

plant equipment cost, made up as follows: kiln, $1 million (refracto-

ries might account for 10 percent of this amount); related large equip-

ment such as feeder and preheater equipment, cooler, and coal pulverizing

equipment, $1.2 million; and related small equipment such as fans, damp-

ers, other control equipment instrumentation, $1.1 million--total, about

$3.3 million. Costs vary considerably from one plant to another. For

example, for 24 new plants installed in the 1956 to 1960 period, the re-

ported total plant cost varied from $4.10 to $10.70 per annual barrel of

capacity. Three of the 24 plants were reported to have 2-million-barrel-

per-year capacities, and their costs varied from $12.5 million to

$18 million, or from $6.25 to $9.00 per annual barrel.

The capacity of a large number of plants has been expanded in pref-

erence to building a new plant because, in general, costs of expansion

are considerably lower. For example, in a 1.5-million-barrel-per-year

plant which originally cost about $12 million, or $8 per annual barrel,

two expansions during the 1950's doubled the original capacity at an

added cost of $5-6 million, or $3.30 to $4.00 per barrel. The total in-

vestment, therefore, is currently about $6.00 per barrel of annual capac-

ity. The cost of expansion is sometimes higher than this because mod-

ernization or replacement of obsolete equipment is included, and

mismatching of various equipment occurs. For example, the raw grinding

department of a plant might have a capacity of 1.5 million barrels, but

the plant will be limited by kiln capacity of only 1 million barrels.

Addition of another 1-million-barrel kiln will increase the over-all

plant capacity by 50 percent because the grinding department now limits

the capacity. Cost of the 50 percent increase in capacity, however, will

be based on cost of the kiln which has the potential of doubling capacity.

HTH Consumption

A major portion of the total manufacturing cost in a cement plant

is assignable to the kiln department. Part of this results from the

high capital equipment cost, but primarily it is due to fuel which may

represent 25 percent of total manufacturing cost.
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The fuel requirements of a cement kiln are quite variable: for the

dry process, consumption in all plants ranges from 0.66 to 1.75 million

Btu per barrel, averaging 1.27 million Btu; the wet process consumption

is from 0.98 to 1.78 million Btu per barrel, averaging 1.41 million

Btu.I/ Efficiency of heat utilization in cement kilns averages around

25 percent; however, 50 to 60 percent should be possible in the next

10 to 15 years. The fuel consumption in kilns currently being installed

is considerably less than over-all industry averages because greater ef-

ficiencies in preheating and heat recuperation allow over-all efficiency

of heat utilization of up to 40 percent. Also, as the size of kilns and

their capacity increase, lower fuel consumption per barrel of cement pro-

duced results. Modern dry process kilns use about 0.9 million Btu per

barrel, while the special short (traveling-grate) dry process kilns, as

an example, use only 0.6 to 0.7 million Btu per barrel. Modern wet proc-

ess kilns use 1-1.2 million Btu per barrel, although the largest of this

type of kiln (3 million barrels per year) may have a consumption as low

as 0.8 million Btu per barrel.

Fuels Use and Cost

In terms of number of kilns, about two-thirds use pulverized coal;

15 percent use natural gas. However, of the total fuel consumed in the

cement industry (Figure 23), coal accounts for 50.2 percent, natural gas

43.5 percent, and oil 6.3 percent. Coal use predominates in older plants,

where a larger number of lower capacity kilns are used. Natural gas is

preferable in modern, large kiln plants, unless there is a clear economic

advantage in using some other fuel. Historical data (Figure 23) show

that use of natural gas had doubled over the past ten years; use of coal

has remained nearly constant; and use of fuel oil increased until 1955

and then declined. The fuel oil use is directly related to the high

utilization of capacity during the 1954-57 period, when plants using in-

terruptible natural gas service had to use a larger proportion of stand-by

oil than usual to meet production requirements. Fuel cost varies with

plant location and type of fuel used. In low-cost natural gas areas,

fuel cost may be as low as 16 cents per million Btu; in high-cost areas

where fuel oil is used the cost may be as high as 70 cents per million

Btu. It is estimated that average fuel cost in the cement industry is

30 to 35 cents per million Btu.

1/ Kannewurf, op. cit.
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Maintenance and Manpower Requirements

Average downtime of all kilns operating in the United States is

about 18 days per year per kiln--or about 5 percent of the time. Most

of this downtime is for refractory relining or mechanical repair. Nor-

mally, except for downtime for repair, kilns (if needed for production)

are operated 24 hours per day, since maintenance requirements increase

in proportion to the number of times a kiln is started up and shut down.

If a kiln is not needed to meet production requirements, it will be shut

down for a few weeks, allowing inventories to balance the supply-demand

requirements. In multi-kiln plants, an attempt is made to schedule pro-

duction so that kilns are operated full time for as long as possible.

Cement demand is seasonable; fewer kilns are in operation during the win-

ter, and when possible maintenance is scheduled during that time.

Refractory relining is usually performed on an "as required':' basis

during scheduled downtimes. Very seldom is a kiln completely relined at

one time, since brickwork in the cooler zones will outlast many relinings

of the hotter zones. Costs involved in kiln maintenance and repair are

not available, but probably a major portion of total plant maintenance

cost of about $100 thousand annually for a 1-million-barrel-per-year

plant is assignable to the kiln department.
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Data are not available on manpower requirements within the kiln de-

partment of a cement plant, and manpower requirements for the whole plant

vary depending upon plant size and age, type of equipment, process and

fuel, proportion of product shipped in bags and in bulk, and the degree

of automatic control used within the plant. Labor per barrel of cement

produced ranges from about 0.1 to 0.4 man-hours, with an average of

0.2 man-hours per barrel for most U.S. plants.

Manufacturing Costs

Total manufacturing costs vary for about the same reasons as do
manpower requirements. Also, the cost of manufacturing a barrel of ce-

ment varies as evidenced by the value of shipments data published by the

U.S. Bureau of Mines. The average value per barrel has increased from

about $2.10 in 1949 to $3.30 in 1959--a 60 percent increase in ten years.

This increase, however, is far less than that experienced in other build-

ing materials, such as lumber, because of increasing economies such as

lower fuel and power consumption and increased production per man-hour.

An approximate estimates of manufacturing costs for a U.S. cement

plant of average capacity is presented in Table 47. The capital and

manufacturing costs shown in the table can be assigned to departments

approximately as follows: crushing, 5 percent; raw grinding, 12 percent;

kiln, 53 percent; finish grinding, 20 percent; and packing and shipping,

10 percent (exclusive of any bagging operations). The highest individual

costs are depreciation, labor, and fuel, in that order; together they ac-

count for 54 percent of the cost of manufacturing a barrel of cement.

Key Factors Related to Potential Use of Nuclear Heat

Many characteristics of cement production appear to favor possible

future use of nuclear heat. The cement industry is a relatively dynamic

and competitive industry, with a continuing need for new and replacement

capacity. The equivalent of forty 5-million-barrel-per-year plants may

be constructed over the next ten years--a capital investment of over

$1 billion. To remain competitive, the trend toward larger plants which

takes advantage of inherent economies of scale should continue. The HTH

requirement of roughly 1 million Btu per barrel in a large modern plant

is one of the most favorable characteristics. A number of plants there-

fore would use in excess of 5 trillion Btu's per year.

Plants also use a fairly large quantity of electric power: a plant

producing 5 million barrels of cement per year uses electric power
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Table 47

ESTIMATED ANNUAL CEMENT PLANT PRODUCTION COSTS

FOR A 2-MILLION-BBL-PER-YEAR PLANT OPERATING

AT 90 PERCENT OF CAPACITY

Capital Costs:

Depreciation-$16 million over 20 years $800,000

Interest @ 6% of one-half of total investment 480,000

$1,280,000
1/

Manufacturing Costs (for bulk production):-

Raw Materials @ 209 per bbl 360,000

Fuel @ 1 million Btu per bbl and 309 per

million Btu 2/ 540,000

Power, 21 Kwhr per bbl and 0.8c per Kwhr 306,000

Gypsum, 10 lbs per bbl @ 0.7c per lb 126,000

Repair Supplies @ 10c per bbl 180,000

Other Operating Supplies @ 59 per bbl 90,000

Labor--0.20 man-hour per bbl @ $2.00 per

man-hour 720, 000

2,322,000

Other Costs:

Supervision and Management @ 20c per bbl 360,000

Taxes and Insurance @ 209 per bbl 360,000

Other Overhead @ 20c per bbl 360,000

1,080,000

Total $4,682,000

Unit Cost for 1.8 million barrels $2.60 per barrel

1/ Bagging costs about 30c per barrel, including capital equipment,

materials, and labor.

2/ Power requirements per barrel vary from about 18 to 23 Kwhr through-

out the cement industry, the major portion being used in crushing

and grinding.

Source: Stanford Research Institute.
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power equivalent to the output of a 14-megawatt power station operating

at an 80 percent load factor. Plants are located in all regions--where

both high-cost and low-cost fuels are used--which would,in some cases,

make low-cost power and heat highly attractive.

Although there are many characteristics that appear to favor the

use of nuclear heat, certain unfavorable factors require that a detailed

study be made to determine the technological feasibility of such an ap-

plication. Cement plants require a continuous and reliable heat source

of temperatures to 300 0 F. This temperature is in excess of that con-

ceivable from the first round of industrial nuclear heat reactors. In

addition, as is the case in alumina and lime production, cement kilns

are direct-fired equipment, which would make a direct substitution of

nuclear heat in a single pass system very difficult. The quality of the

products is highly dependent upon the rate and temperature of heating at

each of the processing stages. Therefore, close control of the various

heating parameters is an important requirement. Other factors which

must be considered include: location of plants relatively near large

population centers; and the continuing need for improved efficiencies

in fuel and labor consumption, as well as for lower equipment costs, to

make construction of new plants economically feasible.
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Appendix B-5

PRIMARY COPPER

Industry Analysis

Production

Primary copper production from domestic ores has been approximately

1 million tons per year since 1916. Although production has fluctuated

considerably since then, it has never risen above 1.1 million tons per

year. Increased copper requirements have been met mainly through recov-

ery of secondary copper and imports of copper-bearing materials from

foreign sources. In Figure 24, annual U.S. copper supply and production

are shown, using average figures for the past 10 years to show the rela-

tionships between primary and secondary production, and between foreign

and domestic sources.

The primary copper manufacturing industry produces metal from domes-

tic and foreign ore; from other materials including matte, blister, and

anode copper; and from secondary materials recovered from old scrap.

The distribution of materials varies significantly within primary smelt-

ers and primary refineries, with a greater proportion of refinery copper

production from foreign and secondary materials. Primary copper refin-

eries have had an average annual production 50 percent higher than

smelters (Figure 25).

Production in primary smelters and primary refineries has grown at

a nominal rate over the past 15 years, ranging between 1.2-1.5 percent

per year. Average refinery production increased by about 250,000 tons

during the period; smelter production increased by about 200,000 tons.

Production from both fluctuated markedly from one year to the next, es-

pecially during the early part of the period.

Capacity

In contrast to production, capacity has undergone some noticeable

changes in the past 10 years. Smelting capacity decreased by nearly

20 percent and refining capacity increased about 28 percent during

1949-59. Smelter metal output capacity has probably increased, but pub-

lished capacity data are based on tons of concentrate plus flux materials
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FIGURE 24

AVERAGE ANNUAL COPPER SUPPLY
1950 - 1959

(Thousands of Tons of Metal)
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FIGURE 25

PRODUCTION OF COPPER AND CAPACITY AT
PRIMARY SMELTERS AND REFINERIES

1944 - 1970

10 Shelter Capacity (In terms of charge)
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Refinery Capacity
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Refinery Production

.0 Shelter Production
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.6
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NOTE: Smelter production adjusted to take into account production from foreign
ore and secondary material not reported prior to 1953. Refinery capacity
adjusted to take into account lake and fire refining capacity not reported
prior to 1953.

SOURCES: American Bureau of Metal Statistics and Bureau of Mines.

that can be processed. Capacity data do not reflect the possible trend

toward concentrates with higher copper content, decreased requirement

for flux materials per ton of concentrate, or any increase in the effi-

ciency of operations. Copper smelters are now probably obtaining more

copper metal per ton of concentrate smelted than was the case 10 years

ago. There is no direct way to determine the degree of utilization of

smelting capacity for metal production.
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The capacity for lake and fire-refining of native metallic copper

was first reported in 1953. Prior to that time, only the capacity for

electrolytic refining of metal from copper sulfides was reported. Esti-

mates of industry capacity reported here assume that lake and fire-

refining capacity was constant during the 1947 to 1953 period.

The only growth in refining capacity over the past 10 years occurred

in 1955 (11 percent) and 1959 (9 percent). The increase in 1955 con-

sisted of one new plant of 36,000 tons per year capacity, and expansions

at five others, ranging from 12,000 to 65,000 tons per year. The in-

crease in 1959 resulted from the completion of one new plant of

200,000 tons per year capacity.

Utilization of refining capacity in the entire industry averaged

73 percent during 1949-59, although it was lower both in 1959 (due pri-

marily to a prolonged strike) and in 1949; it was slightly higher

(80 percent) during the higher production period of 1956-57.

In the refining companies (Table 48) utilization of capacity varied

between companies and from year to year. Generally, utilization of ca-

pacity in companies with electrolytic capacity (two of which also perform

some fire-refining) was relatively high during 1953-59, although one com-

pany averaged only about 50 percent. The two old lake copper plants

operated at very low utilization, and one new lake plant constructed dur-

ing 1953-59 operated at very high utilization. This extreme variation

results from the depletion of older deposits which supplied two of the

plants and the discovery and/or mining of new deposits in the case of the

new plant.

Plant Location and Size

Most domestic copper comes from mines located in five western states:

Arizona (50 percent of the total), Utah (20 percent), Montana (9 percent),

Nevada (7 percent), and New Mexico (6 percent). Michigan (5 percent) is

the only other state producing any significant quantity of copper ore.

Ore concentration mills are usually located at or near the princi-

pal mines as are many smelters. Some smaller ore producers without

smelting facilities send ore to the larger smelter plants for custom

smelting. Eight operating plants (representing 47 percent of the total

smelting capacity) are located in Arizona (Table 49). Each of the fol-

lowing states has one plant: Utah (14 percent of total capacity), Mon-

tana (12 percent), Washington (7 percent), Nevada (5 percent), New

Mexico (5 percent), New Jersey (3 percent), New York (2 percent), and
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Table 48

REFINED COPPER PRODUCTION AND CAPACITIES BY COMPANIES
1953-1959

(Thousands of Short Tons)

No. of 1953 1954 1955 1956 1957 1958 1959

Company 
PatPlants P C P C P C P C P C P C P C

American Metal Climax 1 158 200 169 206 207 271 186 271 209 271 165 271 222 271

79% 82% 76% 69% 77% 61% 82%

American Smelting & Refining 3 415 486 369 486 354 480 435 480 423 480 373 480 256 480

85% 76% 74% 91% 88% 78% 53%

Anaconda 1 74 150 76 150 124 150 128 150 117 150 112 150 90 150

50% 50% 83% 85% 78% 75% 60%

Phelps Dodge 2 224 405 222 405 258 488 270 488 246 488 219 490 194 490

55% 55% 53% 55% 50% 45% 40%

Inspiration Consolidated Copper 1 39.7 39 34.1 39 38.1 39 37.1 39 35.7 47.5 41.8 47.5 47.0 45

100% 87% 98% 95% 77% 88% 104%

Calumet & Hec1a/ 1 19.7 100 18.4 60 13.8 60 19.2 60 17.3 60 17.6 60 17.4 60

20% 31% 22% 32% 29% 29% 29%

Quincy Mining/ 1 2.2 12 2.1 12 2.3 12 2.3 12 2.3 12 0.3 12 2.0 12
18% 18% 19% 19% 19% 2.5% 17%

White Pine Coppe1/ 1 Not built Not built 31.9 36 37.8 36 34.4 45 41.0 45 34.9 50

89% 105% 76% 91% 70%

Kennecott Copper2/ 3 429 264 339 264 370 288 402 288 387 288 319 288 235 486

Note: P = production; C = capacity; percentile figures represent estimated utilization of refining capacity.

1/ Lake refining companies are included to show the relatively small capacities and annual production typical of these plants.

2/ Utilization of capacity at Kennecott cannot be calculated from reported data, since a large portion of its reported production is

refined by American Smelting & Refining. Production data for International Smelting Co. are not available.

Source: Compiled by Stanford Research Institute from data reported by the American Bureau of Metal Statistics, Yearbook.
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Table 49

COPPER SMELTERS
BY SIZE, LOCATION, AND COMPANY

1949 and 1959

(Capacities in Thousands of Tons)1

Smelting capacity for charge (concentrate plus flux) except (*) which indicates metal production

capacities for lake plants.
Based on 0.8 of capacity and 5 million Btu per ton.
Purchased from American Smelting & Refining Co. in 1958.

Source: Derived by Stanford Research Institute from American Bureau of Metal Statistics, Yearbook.
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Annual

HTH 2/Capacities
Consumption- Location Company
(trillions of 1949 1959

Btu)

1,400
(closed in 1959) 0 Arizone Phelps Dodge

4 to 5 1,250 1,250 Arizona Phelps Dodge
1,600 1,225 Utah KennecottY
1,000 1,000 Montana Anaconda

900 900 Arizona Phelps Dodge

675 600 Washington American Smelting & Refining
450 440 Nevada Kennecott
300 400 Texas American Smelting & Refining
288 400 New Mexico Kennecott
0 400

(new plant--1958) Arizona Kennecott

1 to 3 360 360 Arizona International Smelting &
Ref ining

0 360
(new plant--1956) Arizona San Manuel Copper

300 300 Arizona American Smelting & Refining
300 300 Arizona Phelps Dodge
200 245 New Jersey American Metal Climax

200 200 New York Phelps Dodge
250 150 Arizona Magma Copper
70 70 Tennessee Tennessee Copper

Under 1 100* 100* Michigan Calumet & Hecla
0 50*

(new plant-1955) Michigan White Pine Copper
12* 12* Michigan Quincy Mining

Total 9,448 8,762

1/

2/

3/



and Tennessee (1 percent). Over 85 percent of smelting capacity is

owned and operated by four companies: Phelps Dodge (31 percent), Kenne-

cott Copper (28 percent), American Smelting & Refining (15 percent), and

Anaconda (12 percent). The majority of the total U.S. primary copper

industry--mines, smelters, and refineries--is controlled by these four

organizations.

In addition to the 17 plants smelting sulfide ores,

and refining plants in Michigan manufacture lake copper.

requirement is minimal in these plants, since the copper

present naturally as metal.

three melting

The smelting

in the ore is

Individual smelting plants range in size from those producing under

100,000 tons to over 1 million tons per year. There are four plants

owned by three companies that can smelt close to, or over, 1 million

tons of concentrate plus flux annually. HTH requirements in the large

plants are estimated at 4-5 trillion Btu per year and ten other plants

(two new during the 1950's) are estimated to use 1-3 trillion Btu per

year.

Primary copper refineries (Table 50) are about equally divided be-

tween the East Coast and the western states, with the majority of the

capacity in the East. Three electrolytic refineries in New Jersey rep-

resent about 30 percent of total electrolytic capacity, and two in Mary-

land, 20 percent. Electrolytic refinery capacity accounts for 85 per-

cent of the total--the remaining 15 percent represents three lake plants

in Michigan, and fire-refining capacity elsewhere. One plant in Texas

is currently fire-refining all of its product and two electrolytic plants

produce fire-refined material as well as electrolytically refined mate-

rial. Increased refining capacity in these plants over the past seven

years is indicated in Table 50. Two new electrolytic refineries and one

new lake plant account for most of the increase.

Estimated HTH consumption is over 1.5 trillion Btu per year in two

plants, both of which use a combination of electrolytic and fire-

refining; six other plants (all electrolytic) are estimated to consume

between 0.1 trillion and 1.5 trillion Btu per year. Most refineries are

located on the East Coast near large population centers.

Use of Refined Copper

About 60 percent of refined copper is shipped from the refineries

in the form of wire bars. Billets, ingots, cathodes, and cakes each
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Table 50

COPPER REFINERIES
BY SIZE, LOCATION, AND COMPANY

1949 and 1959

(Capacities in Thousands of Tons of Refined Copper)-

1/ FR = Fire-refined; L = Lake. Unless otherwise noted,

2/ Based on capacity and 0.6 million Btu per ton.

capacity is electrolytic.

3/ Figures for FR and L capacities are for 1953, since they were not reported prior to this

date

Sources: American Bureau of Metal Statistics, Yearbook. Stanford Research Institute.
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Relative
Annual Capacities

HTH

Consumpt 2/ Location Company

(trillions of 1949- 1959
Btu)

Over 1.5 240 + 25FR 290 + 25FR Texas Phelps Dodge

160 + 40FR 150 + 121FR New Jersey American Metal Climax

240 240 New Jersey International Smelting &
Refining

0 204

1.0 to 1.5 (new plant--1950) Utah Kennecott
288 198 Maryland American Smelting & Refining
0 198

(new plant-1959) Maryland Kennecott
140 175 New York Phelps Dodge

174 168 New Jersey American Smelting & Refining

150 150 Montana Anaconda
0.5 to 1.0 126 114 Washington American Smelting & Refining

72 (FR) 84 (FR) New Mexico Kennecott

100 (L) 60 (L) Michigan Calumet & Hecla
0 50 (L)

<new plant--1955) Michigan White Pine Copper-

Under 0.5 39 45 Arizona Inspiration Consolidated
Copper

0 25

(new plant-1958) Missouri Lewin-Mathes

12 (L) 12 Michigan Quincy Mining

Total 1,800 2,309



comprise about 10 percent of the annual shipments. Over 90 percent of

wire bars are consumed in mills fabricating copper wire, and the major-

ity of the other shapes are used in mills for production of brass alloy.

About 60 percent of all refined copper is consumed in wire mills and

40 percent in brass mills.

Outlook

Total smelting capacity has decreased, although two new smelting

plants of average size were added during the past 10 years. Present ca-

pacity should be adequate during the next five years and could meet an-

ticipated needs until 1970. It is improbable, therefore, that more than

one new plant will be constructed during the next 10 years. If a new

plant is constructed, it would probably have a smelting capacity of

400,000 to 500,000 tons per year. A few existing plants may increase

through expansion, but it is expected that in most plants, smelting ca-

pacity may decrease, as during the 1950's.

Refining capacity increased at a more rapid rate during the 1950's

than was needed to meet production requirements. Two large and two small

new plants were constructed and two of these later expanded to increase

capacity by over 25 percent. Expansion of other plants was negligible

in comparison. Although refinery production was only 61 percent of ca-

pacity during 1959, partially due to strikes, it probably would have

been no more than 70 percent under normal conditions. Accelerated pro-

duction during the first six months of the year in anticipation of the

strike made over-all capacity utilization higher than would otherwise

have been realized. Characteristically, the industry prefers to operate

at about 85 percent of capacity. At this utilization, the industry can

produce about 2 million tons of refined copper annually--more than has

been projected during the next 10 years. No major increase in capacity

is expected, therefore, until after 1970. A slight increase in capacity

(totaling perhaps 10 percent of the present total) might possibly occur

during this period, however. These estimates are in reasonable agree-

ment with U.S. Bureau of Mines estimates that copper consumption in the

United States will grow by 100,000 tons annually between 1960 and 1965

and by an additional 100,000 tons annually between 1965 and 1970.

Primary Manufacturing Processes

Discussion of the processes and operations involved in the manufac-

ture of primary copper and of the related characteristics of plants and

equipment will be limited to the smelting and refining of copper from
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ore concentrates. Native or lake copper processing will not be included

because production capacity is only about 5 percent of total primary cop-

per production capacity (the three plants producing lake copper use sig-

nificantly less HTH than plants producing by the other methods) and

because there is little likelihood that any large lake refining capacity

will be added in the future. In addition, fire-refining performed on

lake copper is nearly identical to that performed on copper from ore con-

centrates; the large variation in HTH consumption occurs in the smelting

process.

Smelting is usually not performed in plants at the same locations

as refineries, and, where smelters and refineries are in the same loca-

tion, they are still separated by a mile or more. The exception is fire-

refining, which is performed in only three plants where blister copper

is refined in a reverberatory-type furnace and shipped for sale in that

form without electrolytic refining. Fire-refining (exclusive of lake

copper refining) accounts for about 10 percent of the total copper re-

fining production capacity.

Smelting

Except for lake copper plants, plants must smelt copper from ores

containing copper sulfide or oxide. Only one plant obtains copper di-

rectly from oxide concentrates through the process of crushing the ore,

leaching copper from the ore with acid, and electrolyzing copper from

the leaching solution to produce cathodes. The cathodes are then shipped

to a refinery to complete the refining process. Capacity of this single

plant accounts for 2 percent of total capacity, and will not be consid-

ered further.

Over 90 percent of all copper produced in the United States comes

from sulfide ore concentrates. Concentrates are produced from ore con-

taining 0.5 to 5 percent copper, in mills located at or near the mine.

Some concentrates contain 10 to 35 percent copper, although most contain

20 to 30 percent.

The smelting plant involves four or five major operations to produce

copper anodes, which are then sent to the refinery (Figure 26). Two gen-

eral types of smelting processes are in use, differing only in the ini-

tial treatment of the concentrates. In some plants, the roasting of

concentrates is still performed, but in most plants wet concentrates,

containing about 10 percent water, are charged directly to the reverbera-

tory smelter. Roasting was formerly required to upgrade relatively low

grade concentrates in order to obtain higher grade matte, but improve-

ments in flotation techniques performed during concentration have led
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FIGURE 26

FLOW SHEET OF MAJOR OPERATIONS
IN COPPER SULFIDE ORE SMELTING
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to higher grade concentrates, which can be successfully smelted directly.

All smelters, with the exception of one, constructed since 1939 have

been designed for wet or "green" charging. It is expected that roasting

will become even less important in the future, although its use will con-

tinue in a few plants, where low grade concentrate is processed.

Roasting is performed in multiple-hearth furnaces at temperatures

of 1290 0F to 1380 0F. Rabble-arms continually move the concentrate down

through the roaster from one hearth to the next until the hot calcine is

discharged at the bottom. There are several variations of the multiple-

hearth furnace but all make use of the same process. Fuel is used only

to initiate the highly exothermic reaction and, in a few older ineffi-

cient roasters, fuel must be continually fed to keep the reaction going.

The roasting reaction consists of oxidizing a portion of the sul-

fides to sulfur dioxide, with corresponding formation of metal oxides

and sulfates--thus removing up to 50 percent of the sulfur and upgrading

the smelting charge to between 20 and 30 percent copper. The grade of

concentrate charged to smelters at different plants varies considerably.

In a few plants, which use hot calcine charge from the roaster, the cop-

per content may be only 10 to 15 percent; in some green charge plants it

may be 50 percent. In many plants which use hot calcine charge, sulfur

content is lowered only 4 to 6 percentage points. In these cases, the

roasting operation is mainly preheating, with only incidental removal of

small quantities of sulfur.

The reverberatory smelting operation requires the largest quanti-

ties of HTH in the copper industry. It is the key operation in a copper-

smelting plant, and reverberatory furnaces are the largest and most

costly pieces of equipment in the plant. The grade of matte produced is

very important since if copper content is less than about 20 percent,

later operations may be uneconomic.

Concentrate and flux, consisting primarily of limestone and some

silica are charged through the top of the reverberatory furnace near

the burner end, where it is melted by flames extending 25 to 30 feet into

the furnace. Temperatures in the furnace vary but are usually kept be-

tween 2500 F to 27000F. Chemical reactions, caused by the fluxes and

high temperature, result in a slag of iron silicates and calcium iron

silicates containing a large proportion of other impurities in the cop-

per; the slag forms at the top, and matte, consisting of copper and iron

sulfide, at the bottom of the molten mass. Slag is periodically drawn

off into train ladles and discarded, and matte is periodically tapped

into ladles which are transported by crane to converters. Waste heat

recovery is an important part of the reverberatory smelting furnace
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operation, and in most plants between 40 to 60 percent of the heat sup-

plied to the furnace is recovered, primarily as steam. A higher heat

recovery is obtained in wet charge reverberatories, owing in part to the

higher fuel consumption and the more modern design of these furnaces.

Theoretically, sufficient steam should be recoverable from the smelting

operation to supply all electrical power requirements of the smelter

plant.

Converting is the final step in reducing concentrate to nearly pure

metallic copper. Molten matte is poured into the converter, which is a

large, refractory-lined horizontal cylinder. Silica flux is added to

slag the air, and air is blown through the molten mass. (Copper con-

verting is somewhat similar to the old Bessemer process which was form-

erly used extensively in the manufacture of steel.) The air burns off

the remaining sulfur and oxidizes the iron which is then slagged by the

silica. Converting is a highly exothermic operation, and to make effi-

cient use of the heat evolved, there is a trend toward deferring most of

the iron slagging to the converting step, where large quantities of heat

need not be added to melt the silica flux. Also, some cold copper scrap

is added to the converter to make use of the excess heat.

Operation of the converter is critical, in terms of having the cor-

rect temperature at the time of blowing and pre-blowing; and minor quan-

tities of fuel are used in some plants to adjust the temperature to the

desired levels. Periodically, the converter is tipped, and molten slag

is drawn off into ladles for transport to the reverberatory furnace to

recover any retained copper. More matte is added to the converter and

the process is continued until the converter is nearly full of molten

copper. Blowing is continued until essentially all sulfur has been oxi-

dized, and the 98 percent pure molten blister copper is tapped into

ladles. Molten blister is delivered to one of four places, depending

upon the particular plant. In some plants it is cast into ingots for

shipment to a refinery; in others it is conveyed in the molten state to

an anode furnace. Sometimes it is conveyed in the molten state to a

fire-refining furnace, and in a few instances molten blister is suffi-

ciently pure to cast anodes directly from the converter. In Figure 26,

molten blister is shown going directly to an anode furnace within the

smelter; this procedure is becoming somewhat standard within the indus-

try. Most plants in the past shipped blister castings to the refinery

for the anode furnace operation.

The operation of fire-refining furnaces and anode furnaces is the

same in principle and will not be distinguished in the following discus-

sion. In plants where molten blister is charged, a cylindrical-type,

fuel-fired anode furnace is used. Compressed air is forced through the
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molten metal via iron pipes, and impurities are oxidized and either

eliminated as gases or collected in a slag, which is then skimmed off.

Most impurities oxidize before copper oxidation, but some oxidize

only when some of the copper is oxidized. Copper oxide thus formed must

be de-oxidized or reduced to metal. This is performed by covering the

molten metal surface with coke dust and poling with green wood logs.

This technique involves thrusting the heavy end of the log beneath the

metal surface and gradually immersing it. The combined reducing action

of the coke and charring wood removes most of the oxygen from the metal.

In fire-refining, this operation is carefully controlled (even though

manually performed) to obtain a final product of exactly the desired oxy-

gen content of 0.03 to 0.04 percent for "tough pitch" copper. The metal

is then cast into anodes in the case of anode refining, or shaped to be

marketed, in the case of fire-refining.

Most plants, where cold blister castings are charged to the furnace,

still use the reverberatory-type furnace (Figure 27) which is more effi-

cient for melting as well as for refining. When the blister is molten

and at the desired temperature (2000 to 2100 F) the refining operations

are the same as those discussed above. Usually the refining operation

is geared to a 24-hour cycle consisting of the following steps: charg-

ing (1 to 3 hours); melting (8 to 11 hours); oxidizing and skimming (3

to 5 hours); poling (2 to 3 hours); and casting (4 to 9 hours). Although

most impurities are removed, traces of gold, silver, and other precious

metal are retained and unrecoverable--a distinct economic disadvantage

over the electrolytic refining process.

Refining

The fire-refining method (Figure 27) and anode furnace operation for

preparing copper anodes for electrolytic refining were covered in the

discussion of smelting plants, where these operations are often conducted,

although they are also sometimes performed in separate refining plants.

The electrolysis of copper anodes is a carefully controlled non-HTH

operation, and is closely associated with other plant operations. It in-

volves suspension of impure copper anodes between cathode starting plates,

made of electrolytically-refined copper, which are immersed in long tanks

containing an electrolytic bath of copper sulfate and dilute sulfuric

acid. Electric current passed through the solution dissolves copper from

the anodes and deposits it on the cathodes. Impurities precipitate on

the bottom of the tank, and this anode slime, or mud, is processed in a

later operation for recovery of gold, silver, and other precious metals.
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FIGURE 27

FLOW SHEET OF MAJOR OPERATIONS
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The electrolysis operation requires an average of 300 kwhrs per ton

of copper produced. Consumption of an anode requires about 28 days and

finished cathodes are formed in about 14 days. Anodes normally weigh

700-800 pounds; cathodes, 250-300 pounds. Only 80 to 90 percent of the

original weight of the anodes is consumed in order to prevent their com-

plete breakdown, which would short-circuit the bath and decrease effi-

ciency of the operation. The 10 to 20 percent anode scrap is remelted

either in a fuel-fired or an electric furnace and cast into new anode

shapes. The entire process, from ore extraction to production of cath-

odes, normally takes about three months.

Cathodes undergo a final melting and refining operation to remove

trace quantities of sulfur picked up from sulfuric acid during the elec-

trolysis operation. It is then cast to the desired shapes for marketing.

The final melting operation is performed in either of two types of fur-

naces--reverberatory of electric arc. The reverberatory operation is

nearly identical to that described earlier under the fire-refining proc-

ess. The major steps involved include charging, melting, oxidizing,

skimming, poling, and casting.

The electric arc furnace method is relatively new and used only in

a few plants. One of the largest installations uses a combination sys-

tem which allows continuous casting of tough pitch copper rather than

batch casting, as is done in most plants using reverberatory furnaces.

The combination system uses an oil-fired rotary furnace to heat stacks

of cathodes on pallets gradually to about 1500 0F. Over a period of

about one hour, nearly all the sulfur is volatized. The cathodes, upon

removal, are immediately charged to an adjacent electric arc furnace

containing molten copper. The same equipment is used for removal of

cathodes from the preheat furnace and for charging to the arc furnace.

The temperature in the electric arc furnace is kept at about 21250F.

The molten copper flows continuously down a launderer into induction

holding furnaces, where the final casting temperature and oxygen content

are adjusted, and from the furnace to casting of desired shapes.

The major advantages of this system of preheating and melting are

the improved economics of the two-stage process, the elimination of the

usual blowing and poling steps, and the ability to cast continuously

into large slabs up to 25 feet long. The two-stage process takes advan-

tage of the most efficient and most economic portion of the heating

curves for both fuel oil and electric heating. Sulfur in the copper is

removed during the preheating stage which makes poling unnecessary. The

inherent reducing atmosphere of the electric arc furnace is used to con-

trol the oxygen content which makes blowing unnecessary. Other advan-

tages of the combination system include lower capital cost than for
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reverberatory furnaces to handle the same output, no investment for waste

heat boilers to achieve increased fuel efficiencies, and longer refrac-

tory life.

Outlook for Processes

In smelting plants there is a trend toward elimination of the roast-

ing operation wherever possible. In other smelting plant operations,

where blowing air through molten metal is required, as in the converting

and furnace refining operations, it is likely that, in 10 to 15 years,

oxygen or oxygen-enriched air will be used to a large extent. It is

also possible that oxygen may be used in the smelting operation--flash

smelting--which could make the operation nearly self-sustaining, signifi-

cantly reducing the fuel requirement. Greater efficiencies and larger

capacities would result, but lower-cost bulk oxygen is needed before op-

erating costs will be sufficiently low to take advantage of these bene-

fits. An improved method of reducing copper oxides back to metal will

probably replace the poling operation in the next few years, since the

poling operation is costly in terms of labor and the green oak logs,

which have to be shipped long distances to many of the plants. Success-

ful laboratory experiments have been performed using a high-pressure

stream of atomized oil. The trend toward casting anodes in the smelter

plant will continue in order to take advantage of using molten rather

than cold blister copper.

The use of the electric arc furnace method of cathode melting and

casting is expected to increase extensively over the next few years, be-

cause of the highly successful in-plant results to date.

Theoretically, it should be possible to reduce copper sulfide ore

to metal without using any external fuel, since, over-all, the reactions

are exothermic. No doubt there will be greater effort in the coming

years to more nearly approach the theoretical reaction through improved

manufacturing efficiencies. A potentially feasible process both techno-

logically and economically that might be realized in the future is the

electrolysis of leached, roasted sulfide concentrates. If this process

is used, the expensive smelting and converting operations could be elimi-

nated.

Characteristics of HTH Smelting Equipment

In smelters, the requirement for HTH equipment consists primarily

of the reverberatory smelting furnace and the furnace used in the final
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refining step preparatory to casting anodes. Roasters are low tempera-

ture units and utilize heat generated by reactions within the operation.

Converter heat supply is derived mostly from the heat of reaction, and

the supplementary HTH requirement is too low to be of importance rela-

tive to HTH requirements in other equipment. The major use of HTH, sup-

plied from fuel external to the operation, is in the reverberatory smelt-

ing furnace, which consumes by far the largest amount of heat in the

entire copper industry. The anode furnace also requires an external

source of HTH, but only about 1/20th of the quantity required in the

smelting furnace, where molten blister is charged to anode furnaces lo-

cated in smelting plants.

Data on reverberatory furnaces at selected plants, representing

over 60 percent of total U.S. smelting capacity, are given in Table 51.

Reverberatory smelting furnaces vary in capacity from about 600 to

2,000 tons of concentrate charge per day. Most plants of average size

have only one furnace, and larger plants have two to four. In a multi-

furnace plant, usually only one or two of the furnaces are in operation

at any one time. Most furnaces measure about 100 feet long, 30 feet

wide, and 25 feet high (at the arch) and have charging capacities up to

2,000 tons per day. The matte produced contains 33 to 40 percent copper.

The waste heat recovery equipment varies considerably among plants; its

use in upgrading thermal efficiencies is considered one of the important

aspects of smelting operations. Reverberatory furnaces are constructed

principally of silica brick, with magnesite brick below the'slag line.

A steel framework holds the brickwork together.

Cylindrical anode furnaces, used for further refining molten blis-

ter preparatory to casting anodes, operate on a 24-hour cycle and hold

150 to 250 tons of metal. Most smelter plants have two anode furnaces,

although some of the larger plants have three or four. Cylindrical fur-

naces are constructed primarily of magnesite brick, held together by

steel framework. Two furnaces may be placed at right angles to one

another to supply one anode casting wheel centered between them.

Equipment and Plant Costs

Very little information is available concerning capital costs of

smelting plant equipment. One recently constructed plant of average

size was estimated to cost $20 million.! This plant has a capacity

1/ "Ray Mines Closes Ore to Metal Cycle," Mining World, January 1959.
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Table 51

DATA ON REVERBERATORY COPPER SMELTING FURNACES

AT SELECTED PLANTS

Rated
atSeReverberatory Furnaces

Plant Size Fuel Waste Heat Percent
(thousands Requirement

Capacity Type of Type Equipment Copper
of tons of (million Btu(semiMat

selling No. (tons of Dimensions Charge of Fuel per ton of (steam in Matte
charge (feet) produced) Produced

capacity charge)

per year) per day)

1,250 2 800 100 x 28 dry gas 3.8 2-1,000 B.H.P. n.a.

1,000 100 x 32 3.5 1-800 B.H.P. (340 psi)

1,225 2 2,000 ea. n.a. 1 dry* gas 3.5-3.8

1 wet 7.0 n.a. n.a.

1,000 3 900 ea. n.a. dry gas 4.8 n.a. n.a.

900 4 2 @ 700 ea. 100 x 30 wet 5.7 8-750 B.H.P. (700 psi) 34.5

2 @ 725 ea. 100 x 30 wet gas 7.0 70,000 lb/hr

440 2 820 ea. 128 x 28 wet pulverized 4.9 2-1,100 B.H.P. 32.8
coal 3-780 B.H.P. (200 psi)

80,000 lb/hr

400 2 815 ea. 118 x 29 wet gas 5.6 4-1,250 B.H.P. (480 psi) 39

(6000F 150,000 lb/hr

preheated

air used)

400 1 1,100 (est.) 120 x 35 wet gas n.a. 2 boilers rated @ n.a.

x 28 high 65,000 lb/hr ea.

245 1 400 80 x 20 wet oil 5.3 2-750 B.H.P. 35-40

Notes: n.a. = not available. * = to be converted to wet. B.H.P. = Boiler horsepower.

Sources: Plant size data - Table 50.

Other data - Allison Butts, Copper-The Science and Technology of the Metal, Its Alloys and Compounds.

- "Ray Mines Closes Ore to Metal Cycle," Mining World, January 1959.
- Private communications.
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for producing 250 tons of copper anodes per day and is estimated to have

a smelting capacity of about 400 thousand tons of charge per year. The

major equipment in the plant includes:

1. One concentrate filtering plant and storage area.

2. One silica (flux) crushing plant and storage area.

3. One reverberatory smelting furnace equipped with two waste

heat boilers, each capable of producing 65,000 pounds of steam

per hour.

4. Two converter aisle cranes with 60-ton mainhooks and 25-ton

auxiliary hooks.

5. Three converters, each 13 feet in diameter by 30 feet long.

6. Two anode furnaces estimated to have a holding capacity of

150 tons each.

7. One anode casting wheel and shipping floor.

8. Conveyor systems, electrical controls, dust collection systems,

and a 600-foot smokestack.

9. One power plant with a 9,375 kw generator.

This major equipment probably cost $12 million installed. The larg-

est single item was the reverberatory smelting furnace at about $5 mil-

lion. The balance of $8 million included land preparation, buildings,

railroad siding, and other items. Roasting and calcine-handling equip-

ment for a plant of this size would have cost an additional $2 million,

which when charged off to production, would have resulted in operating

costs higher than those incurred when not using roasters.

These costs are probably not typical of the copper smelting indus-

try, because of the great variation in age, size, location, and type and

size of equipment, but they do indicate the magnitudes involved, in com-

parison with other industries.

Operating Characteristics

A major portion of the total manufacturing cost in a copper smelt-

ing plant is assignable to the reverberatory smelter.operation. Part of

this cost is related to the initial capital, part to fuel, and part to

maintenance.
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Heat Requirement. Fuel requirements to produce one ton of copper

in a reverberatory smelter vary considerably with type of charge, per-

cent of copper in the concentrate, ratio of flux to concentrate, thermal

efficiencies, and type of fuel employed. Because of these variations,

the industry discusses heat requirements in terms of quantities of charge

smelted. Table 51 shows that charging dry (hot) calcine to smelter

requires 3.5 million to 4.8 million Btu per ton of charge. In actuality,

this may vary from 3 million to 5.5 million Btu. Fuel requirement in

wet plants, as shown in the table, is from 4.9 million to 7.0 million Btu

per ton of charge. The higher requirement in wet plants is primarily be-

cause of the extra heat required to remove moisture and to bring the

charge up to calcine temperatures. In actuality, the range in wet plants

is probably from 4.5 million to 7.5 million Btu. Newer furnaces would

operate at the lower figures; older furnaces, toward the upper figures.

For purposes of calculation, 4 million Btu per ton of hot charge and

6 million Btu per ton of wet charge are considered about average.

Data on the smelter heat requirement per ton of copper metal pro-

duced are not available, although in one large plant with dry charging,

an average of 24 million Btu is used per ton of copper produced, exclu-

sive of waste heat recovery. A range of 15 million to 60 million Btu

per ton of copper is used over the entire industry. All the require-

ments mentioned have been on the basis of gross utilization for smelters

that operate at thermal efficiencies of 25 to 30 percent. Waste heat re-

covery in nearly all plants is required to make the operation efficient.

It is estimated that about 40 to 50 percent of the heat used in dry

smelting is recovered, and 50 to 60 percent in wet smelting is recovered,

thus reducing the net heat requirement and increasing over-all thermal

efficiency to 50 to 60 percent.

The heat requirement for other high temperature equipment in the

plant, compared with the smelter, is relatively negligible. Converters

use about 500,000 Btu per ton of metal produced, and cylindrical anode

furnaces charged with molten blister use 1-2 million Btu. Anode re-

verberatory furnaces, charged with cold blister, use 4-5 million Btu per

ton of metal.

Fuels Use and Cost. Most smelters use natural gas on an inter-

ruptible basis, with fuel oil as stand-by when necessary during winter

months. In a given plant, the fuel used depends almost entirely on

availability and cost. Thus, there are a few plants that find it more

economic to use fuel oil or pulverized coal. Fuel costs vary with plant

location, and are generally higher on the East Coast than in the South-

west. Natural gas is used in most plants located in the western part of
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the United States where costs range from about 20 cents per million Btu

in Texas to 25 cents per million Btu in Arizona to 30 cents per million

Btu it Utah and Montana. Fuel oil and coal, in locations where they are

used ._astead of natural gas, range from 35 to 55 cents per million Btu;

hoveorer, HTH utilization in smelting is somewhat lower with these fuels

thrrn with gas.

Maintenance and Manpower Requirements. Little information is avail-

able concerning labor requirements in smelter operations. Census data

for 1954 show that there were 5,238 production workers in the copper

smelting industry, or 358 workers per plant. These workers represented

10.6 million man-hours, or about 10 man-hours per ton of copper produced

at the smelters.

The major maintenance requirement at a smelting plant is associated

with the reverberatory smelter. In older furnaces, the furnace roof is

replaced after about 230 charges, provided it had been sprayed daily to

coat exposed brickwork inside the furnace with a clay-silica-waterglass

mixture; otherwise it is replaced twice as often. The roof therefore re-

quires replacement at least once per year, and in some plants, 2 to 3

times per year. In newer furnaces, a suspended basic arch design is

being used in most cases. These roofs have a somewhat indefinite life

because the individual tiles are replaced as they wear thin. It has been

estimated by the industry that these roofs may have an over-all life in

excess of five years. The furnace floor is replaced every 5 to 6 years,

and other maintenance includes minor daily repairs of refractories and

repairs on fuel supply and burning equipment.

Maintenance requirements on anode furnaces are considerably less

than on smelting furnaces, because the refractories are exposed to far

less slagging action. Occasional spray-coatings of clay-silica are ap-

plied to prolong refractory life, as in the case of the smelting fur-

nace. Complete replacement of refractory linings is necessary only

every five years or so, and some have lasted 7 to 10 years. Minor re-

fractory repairs are performed as required.

Manufacturing Costs

Detailed manufacturing costs in copper plants (both smelters and

refineries) are not reported. The over-all cost of producing a ton of

refined copper in the United States from 1954 to 1958 is reported to

have been about $315 to $330 per ton, before taxes, in two major
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* 1/
companies.- The principal portion of this cost is in the value of the

concentrate, which is estimated at $230 per ton of recoverable copper.

The remaining $85 to $100 per ton is incurred in smelting and refining.

The cost of producing anode copper from concentrate, i.e., smelting

cost, has been estimated to be $60 per ton of copper, over 50 percent of

which is related to the reverberatory smelting furnace operation and the

remainder to other operations performed in the smelting plant. The aver-

age labor requirement of 10 man-hours per ton, at $2-$3 per man-hour,

would account for about one-third to one-half of the smelting cost.

Plant capital costs might be $22 per ton for an average-size plant.2

The large heat requirement in the smelter results in fuel costs of about

$7, or about 11 percent of this total. Maintenance requirements prob-

ably represent 25 percent (including labor and materials), or approxi-

mately $15 per ton.

Characteristics of HTH Refining Equipment

In copper refineries the HTH equipment consists of the cathode-

melting and -refining furnace and the anode scrap remelt furnace. In

either case, reverberatory or electric furnaces may be used. Most plants

use fuel-fired furnaces, but there appears to be a trend toward arc-

melting, which is more efficient and results in less contamination of

the final cast shapes.

Rectangular reverberatory furnaces have a holding capacity of 200

to 400 tons of metal, and the usual cycle of melting, refining, and cast-

ing is performed over a 24-hour cycle. Remelt furnaces are slightly

smaller and lower in capacity, since remelting volume is only about 15

to 20 percent of the cathode-melting requirement. Most plants have one

anode remelt furnace and two or three cathode furnaces. The largest

plants have four or five cathode furnaces.

The capital costs of copper refining plants and related equipment

are not reported; however, it is evident that the HTH equipment portion

1/ William P. Shea, "The Price of Copper, 1960-1975," Engineering and

Mining Journal, August 1959.

2/ Based on a $20 million smelter, producing 100,000 tons of copper per

year, assuming a 20-year write-off and 6 percent charges on the in-

vestment for taxes, insurance, and other fixed charges.
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is relatively small compared with the investment in electrolytic tanks

and related equipment.

Operating Characteristics of Copper Refining Plants

Heat Requirement. The heat requirements in anode remelt and cathode-

melting furnaces are about the same--4-6 million Btu per ton of copper

produced. An over-all average of about 6 million Btu is required per

ton of finished product, because of the difference in quantities put

through each type of furnace.

Fuels Use and Cost. Natural gas, fuel oil, or coal is used to

fire these furnaces, with the selection dependent on economics. Specific

data are not available on the degree of utilization of each type of fuel,

although natural gas is favored. The cost varies more widely than in the

case of copper-smelting plants because of the wider distribution of fewer

refineries. Most refining capacity is located on the East Coast where

fuel costs are generally higher.

Maintenance and Manpower Requirements. Data from the Census show

that in 1954 there were 6,467 production workers employed in 12 plants

(average 540 per plant) and that an average of 9 man-hours was required

per ton of copper produced.

The major maintenance requirements within a refinery are related to

equipment in electrolytic operations. Maintenance costs on the furnaces

range from 60 to 80 cents per ton of copper produced, for repairs to the

magnesite refractories. The furnaces need relining only every 5 to 6

years, and minor repairs are performed as required on the brickwork and

burners.

Manufacturing Costs

The cost of producing refined shapes from copper anodes, i.e., re-

fining, is estimated to be about $31 per ton of copper. Fuel costs to

fire the anode remelt and cathode-melting furnaces account for about

3 to 4 percent, or $1 per ton. The electrical power requirement of

300 kwhrs per ton costs about $2.40, or about 8 percent of total. The

labor cost is probably in the order of $18 per ton, or nearly 60 percent

of the total. Fixed charges on $10 million for a 200,000-ton-per-year
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plant refinery would be $5.50 per ton, on the basis of a 20-year write-

off and charges of 6 percent per year on the investment for interest,

taxes, and insurance.

Key Factors Related to Potential Use of Nuclear Heat

The large HTH requirement in both copper smelters (1 to 3 trillion

per year in most plants and up to 5 trillion per year in the 4 largest

plants) and copper refineries (1 to 2 trillion per year in over one-half

of the plants) is the most favorable factor in considering potential nu-

clear heat utilization in this industry. This requirement means that

most plants spend between $350,000 and $1.75 million per year for fuel.

The large capital expenditure of $20 million to $50 million to build a

new plant is also a favorable factor.

The most unfavorable factor is the lack of need for new capacity

during the next 10 years. Consideration of nuclear heat use in the in-

dustry would be limited almost entirely to replacement rather than new

plant construction. Replacement of heat sources in existing plants with

nuclear facilities would tend to be unattractive because of fixed re-

quirements arising out of plant location, plant layout, types of exist-

ing equipment, and other factors. The most favorable situation for a

nuclear heat source during the next 10 years will be those cases where

both heat and power requirements exist and where conventional fuel and

power are only available at unusually high cost.

Other factors to be considered in the copper industry include:

(1) the direct-firing or "flame-throwing" currently required in the HTH

operation; (2) a need for a controlled atmosphere, changing from oxidiz-

ing to reducing in the same operation; (3) the apparent trend toward de-

creased HTH requirements; (4) the need for a reliable, nearly continuous,

and carefully controlled source of HTH; and (5) the need for relatively

high temperatures (26000F) and frequent refractory repairs.
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Appendix B-6

GLASS CONTAINERS

The glass container and flat glass industries are similar in many

respects; however, enough differences exist to warrant separate discus-

sions for each. In order to avoid repetition in the areas where the two

are similar, all common factors are discussed in this appendix, and ap-

propriate references to this material are made in the flat glass indus-

try appendix which follows.

Industry Analysis

Production

The glass container industry has some aspects that render it diffi-

cult to measure in precise terms. For example, while the annual value

of shipments in the glass container industry rose over 100 percent, from

$420 million in 1947 to $860 million in 1958, production volume increased

only 25 percent, from 116 millions of gross units to 145 million, and the

tonnage of glass containers produced grew 15 percent, from 5.1 million

tons to 5.8 million tons (Figure 28). The rise in value of shipments

indicatesa healthy and growing industry, and the quantity and the weight

of containers produced imply that changes and improvements in products

and production procedures contributed more to growth than did the addi-

tion of new capacity. While the average plant almost doubled the value

of its shipments from 1947 to 1958, its production of units increased

only 15 percent and glass tonnage produced in each plant increased 10 per-

cent. Estimates of new glass melting capacity to meet increased produc-

tion requirements must therefore be considered in light of these rela-

tionships.

There is a definite trend toward medium-size plants in the glass

container industry. Table 52 presents data for 1947 and 1954, which re-

veals that while there was a decrease of two in the total number of es-

tablishments in the industry, there was an increase of seven plants

employing between 500 and 1,000 persons during the seven-year period;

there were eight less plants in the under-500 category; and one less in

the over-1,000 category. The only recent comparable data available show

that the number of plants employing over 20 persons increased from 83 in

1954 to 92 in 1958. Detailed employment data are not yet available for
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FIGURE 28

PRODUCTION OF GLASS CONTAINERS AND CAPACITY
1945 - 1970
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SOURCES: Department of Commerce and Gloss Container Manufacturers Institute.

1958; however, between 1954 and 1958 the totals indicate that the average

number of production workers in plants having over 20 employees remained

constant, while total employment increased by 10 percent. This would

indicate that the nine-plant increase in the 1954 to 1958 period probably

represented a continuation of the trend toward moderate and smaller-size,

establishments.

Table 52

NUMBER OF GLASS CONTAINER PLANTS

BY NUMBER OF EMPLOYEES

1947-1954

Total 1-19 20-49 50-99 100-249 250-499 500-999 1,000
or More

1947 87 2 4 3 23 26 12 17

1954 85 2 2 22 24 19 16

Net Change -2 0 -4 -1 -1 -2 +7 -1

Source: U.S. Bureau of the Census, Census of Manufactures.
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Location

Every region in the United States, except the Mountain States area,

has at least one glass container plant. In 1954, 85 plants were located

in 17 states and in 1960 there were at least 98 plants operating in

24 states, according to the Glass Container Manufacturers Institute (GCMI).

These locations are shown in Table 53. GCMI information indicates that

seven more states had plants in 1960 than in 1954, that probably 17 new

plants were built during the six-year period, and that 4 plants stopped

operating. The seven new states are in five different regions of the

country, which indicates a market orientation of glass container plant

location and a trend away from concentration. One reason for this trend

is that the cost of shipping glass containers is about five times higher

than for an equal weight of raw material.

HTH Consumption

Assuming an average unit HTH requirement of 7.5 million Btu per ton

of product, the glass container industry consumed 38.2 trillion Btu of

HTH in 1954. This represents an average of 450 billion Btu per plant in

that year. It is important to have some idea of the HTH requirements in

the larger plants, and an estimate can be made in the manner shown in

Table 54.

It is seen that the average large plant, employing over 1,000 per-

sons, probably consumes over one trillion Btu annually, two and one-half

times the average of all plants. This estimate can be more or less con-

firmed by relating value added in manufacture to HTH consumption, in the

same manner as employment was related in Table 54. This method gives an

average large-plant HTH consumption estimate of about 1.2 trillion Btu

annually.

The HTH consumption in the industry has declined from 9-10 million

Btu per ton of product 30 years ago to 6-8 million at the present time.

Current operations are 25-30 percent efficient, based on theoretical heat

requirements, and considerable improvement in HTH utilization can be ex-

pected. It is estimated that some operations in 1970 may have HTH re-

quirements lower than 5 million Btu per ton of product. On that basis the

average large plant cited in Table 54 would consume less than 0.8 trillion

Btu annually.
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Table 53

LOCATION OF GLASS CONTAINER MANUFACTURING PLANTS

1954-1960

State 1954 1960

Arkansas!/ -- 1
Alabama 1 1

California 12 15

Connecticut!/ -- 1

Florida 1 2

Georgia/ -- 1

Illinois 7 8

Indiana 9 10

Louisiana' -- 1

Maryland 4 3

Minnesota- -- 1

Mississippi 2 3

New Jersey 8 9

New York 3 3

North Carolina' -- 2

Ohio 3 2

Oklahoma 6 6

Oregon!/ -- 1

Pennsylvania 15 15

South Carolina 1 1

Tennessee 1 1

Texas 2 3

Washington 1 1

West Virginia 9 7

Total 85 982

1/ New states.

2/ The 1958 Census of Manufactures lists

92 plants with over 20 employees.

Sources: U.S. Bureau of the Census, Location

of Manufacturing Plants, 1954. 1960,

G'.tss Container Manufacturers In-

stitute.
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Table 54

ESTIMATE OF HTH CONSUMPTION

IN LARGE GLASS CONTAINER PLANTS

(Based on 1954 Data)

Source: Derived by Stanford Research Institute

Manufactures.

from Census of

Other Products

The HTH operation in the pressed and blown glass industry is very

similar to that in glass container manufacture. The average pressed and

blown glass plant, however, is estimated to use only 20 billion Btu per

year. It is not known what the HTH consumption is in large plants in

this industry. There were only nine plants with over 1,000 employees in

1954, and by 1958, plants with over 20 employees had decreased from 128

to 94. In 1958, the average employment per plant in the pressed and

blown glassware industry was only two-thirds that in the glass container

industry.

1/ Assumed to be the same in all plants.
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Sixteen
All

Plants Largest
Plants

Total Employment (in thousands) 49.4 23.5

Number of Plants 85 16

Average Employment per Plant 581 1,470

Total Industry Production (million of tons) 5.09 2.43

Tons per Employee- 103 103

HTH Consumption per Plant at 7.5 Million

Btu per Ton (trillions of Btu) 0.450 1.14



Sodium silicate manufacture also requires a similar HTH operation

where sand and soda ash are melted in regenerative-type furnaces much

like those used in the glass industry. Both the pressed and blown glass-

ware and sodium silicate industries may warrant more detailed considera-

tion in future studies of HTH consumption.

Outlook

It is estimated that total tonnage produced in the glass container

industry in 1970 will be 9.34 million tons compared with 6.48 in 1960.

Total capacity will have to grow from 7.6 million tons annually at the

present time to 11 million tons in 1970. If all new capacity was added

in plants employing between 500 and 1,000 persons, as was the case during

the period between 1954-58, the average new plant would be capable of

producing about 70,000 tons of glass containers annually. This would

mean the addition of approximately 50 plants in the next ten years and,

on this basis, the average new plant would require an HTH source capable

of producing about 0.4 trillion Btu per year. Larger plants will be

built, of course, which would decrease the number of plants estimated;

however, it is not expected that they would be much more than twice the

size of the average referred to.

Process Description

A flowsheet for a continuous glass container operation is shown in

Figure 29. After the raw materials required for a batch are weighed and

mixed, they are fed into the furnace through a heated charging bay or

"doghouse." The partially sintered mix enters the main body of molten

glass, where it takes about three days to melt the mix completely. Dur-

ing the melting, the carbon dioxide which is evolved from the soda ash

serves to stir the mass of molten glass but also tends to create dust

that can be carried out of the furnace. The furnace is maintained at a

melting temperature of 27000F to 28000F.

After the glass is melted and thoroughly mixed, it passes through a

throat at the discharge end of the furnace into the working or refining

section. The glass is allowed to cool somewhat in this section to near

the required working temperature, which is 600-700 F below the melting

temperature.

The glass passes from the working section of the refining unit into

the forehearth and then is metered through feeders into the forming
equipment. After forming, the containers are annealed, inspected, and

packaged.
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FIGURE 29

FLOW DIAGRAM OF THE
GLASS CONTAINER MANUFACTURING PROCESS

RAW MATERIAL Sand, Soda Ash, Lime,
STORAGE or Limestone, Etc.

WEIGHING
AND MIXING Fuel Air Stack Gas

MELTING Preheated Air, REGENERATION

Exhaust Gas'

REFINING

FORMING

ANNEALING

INSPECTION AND Food, Medicinal, Chemical,
PACKAGING Industrial and Other Containers

SOURCE: Stanford Research Institute.
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Glass Furnaces

Several types of furnaces are used to accomplish the melting opera-

tion. These range from simple pot furnaces melting small batches inter-

mittently up to the modern, continuous, regenerative-type furnaces ca-

pable of melting 50 to 160 tons of raw material per day. Some are larger,

but the variety of containers produced in a single plant makes the more

flexible, smaller furnace the desired one. Plants using the continuous,

regenerative-type furnaces are the only ones large enough to be of im-

portance within the objectives of this study.

Continuous, regenerative glass container furnaces are of either end-

port or side-port design. End-port units have the burners and exhaust

ports at one end of the furnace. The combustion gases are directed over

the molten glass and looped back to the exhaust ports at the same end.

End-port furnaces are smaller than side-port types and range in capacity

from 50 tons to 100 tons per day, compared with side-port furnaces having

100 to 400-ton capacities. In the latter, the burners and exhaust ports

are opposite one another. The exhaust gases are withdrawn through the

regenerator on one side, while the burners and preheated air from a

second regenerator are fed from the opposite side. The gas flow is re-

versed at regular intervals. The number of ports used is determined by

the length of the furnace which in turn determines the production capacity

of side-port furnaces, three to five ports being most common.

Glass furnaces are constructed of brick and refractories re-enforced

by steel members. The charging bay is a water-cooled metal unit. The

furnace hearth is usually made of fused-cast-clay slabs about 12 inches

thick. These slabs, on the bottom and sides of the furnace, are in

direct contact with the body of molten glass. The superstructure is made

of firebrick and other brick of various grades.

Furnace capacities are usually measured in terms of square feet of

hearth, with 5 to 7 square feet required for each ton of glass produced

per day. The depth of the melt in the furnace varies with the type of

glass; clear flint glass is usually 34 to 50 inches deep, amber glass is

27 to 42 inches, and green glass 24 to 38 inches deep.

The regenerators, although required accessories to modern glass

furnaces, are not part of the furnace proper. They are separated from

the furnace by several feet and connected to it by two or more ports.

Regenerators are also made of brick, stacked in such a way as to serve

as efficient heat exchangers.
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Operating Characteristics of HTH Equipment

A ton of glass can be made theoretically with 1.6 to 2.1 x 106 Btu

of heat depending on the feed constituents. However, glass furnaces

with regenerators typically consume 6 to 8 million Btu per ton. Fig-

ure 30 shows a material and heat balance for a typical glass container

manufacturing operation. The 50 percent radiation and conduction loss

is an unusually high percentage and occurs for two reasons. First, a

FIGURE 30

MATERIAL AND HEAT BALANCE FOR A

REGENERATIVE GLASS CONTAINER FURNACE

Radiation Loss

t3.0

FURNACE

Heat of Combustion - 6.4

Heat of Reaction- 1.6
and Melting

Batch (1 . 15 Tons)

Radiation Loss

1.0

Exhaust Gas

Preheated Air

Fuel (6,400 cu ft)

Stack Gas

0.8

Air (67,000 cu ft)

SOURCE: Stanford Research Institute.

considerable length of time is required for the glass to mix and lose gas

bubbles, even though the majority of the batch is molten. A uniform melt

with a minimum of undissolved particles is assured by leaving the glass

in the molten state for 36 to 72 hours or more before withdrawing it to

make the container. Furnace-holding capacities are therefore large com-

pared with the throughput, and the molten glass is radiating and conducting

heat to the surrounding atmosphere during the long processing period.

Second, the refractories used to hold the molten glass are operating near

their upper temperature limit and in order to increase their life are not
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insulated. In many cases, air is blown against them at the glass line

height (where most corrosion occurs) to keep their temperature down,

decrease the corrosion rate, and increase the furnace life.

Furnaces operate continuously, with the body of glass kept molten

from the time the furnace is first fired until it is shut down for re-

pairs. If it becomes necessary to stop the flow of glass from the fur-

nace for any period of time, i.e., a holiday shutdown, the temperature

might be allowed to drop 1000F, or 200 0F, to reduce corrosion but no

lower because of danger of cracking the refractories; this would dras-

tically reduce the furnace life.

Under normal conditions, furnaces must be rebuilt every 3 to 4 years

because of the extreme corrosion. This rebuilding takes from 6 to

8 weeks from the time the container assembly line stops until it starts

again. The average retention time has decreased from 8 days 30 years ago

to 3 days or less at present, and furnaces are now operated from 3 to

4 years compared with about 6 months in 1932. Glass melting temperatures

have risen from 2600 F to as high as 2800 F during the same period.

Today, most furnaces are fired with natural gas, with oil being used

as a stand-by fuel. Some are heated electrically, with efficiencies of

about 50 percent; however, this improved efficiency does not offset the

difference in cost between fossil and electric heat, except in the areas

with very cheap electricity. There are also some installations using a

combination of gas and electricity, probably as a compromise to increase

the capacity of an existing furnace to avoid building a new one.

Economics of the Process

A modern furnace, capable of producing 100 to 120 tons of glass per

day, will cost between $350,000 and $400,000 including regenerators.

This is about 10 percent of the cost of a complete plant. For example,

a plant capable of producing 300 tons of glass a day will cost about

$12 million including $1.2 million for the furnaces and auxiliary equip-

ment. Production costs in such a plant are shown in Table 55.

It will normally cost about $200,000 to rebuild the brickwork in

each 100-ton furnace at least every 3 or 4 years. The remainder of the

furnace has a life of about 20 years. An average capital-plus-

maintenance cost for the furnace then is $2.50 to $3.00 per ton of glass.

About 40 percent of the original furnace cost, or $140,000 to

$160,000, and 25 to 30 percent of the rebuilding cost, or $50,000 to
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Table 55

GLASS CONTAINER PRODUCTION COSTS

(Basis: 1 Ton of Flint Glass in a 300-Ton-per-Day Plant)

Raw Materials, Typical

Sand

Soda Ash

Limestone

Feldspar

Others

1200 lb @ $0.0015 per lb
460 lb @ $0.015 per lb

407 lb @ $0.0015 per lb
305 lb @ $0.010 per lb

(variable)

Subtotal

Utilities

Fuel

Total 8 million Btu @

million Btu.V

HTH 6.5 million Btu

million Btu

$0.30-0.40/

@ $0.30-0.40/

Electricity 20 Kwhr @ $0.01/Kwhr

Operation

Tot al-

HTH

Maintenance

Total-

HTH

Depreciation

Total 10% of $12 million/year

HTH 10% of $1.2 million/year

Taxes, Insurance, etc.

Total 6% of $12 million/year

HTH 6% of $1.2 million/year

Total

$ 1.80
6.90
0.61
3.05

$ 12.36

2.40-3.20

0.20

15.00

5.80

11.00

6.60

HTH Operation

+

1.95-2.60

0.60

1.57

1.10

0.66

Total $53.36-54.16 $5.88-6.53

1/ Assumed.

Source: Stanford Research Institute.
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$60,000, are chargeable to the regenerators. Their cost to the opera-

tion, then, is about $1.10 per ton of glass. The total cost of the HTH

operation is about $6.00 per ton of glass produced in the well-run plant,

or about 5 percent of the $130-per-ton selling price of glass.

Key Factors Related to Potential Use of Nuclear Heat

The glass container industry is growing, and the $12 million typical

investment in large plants is large enough to make consideration of a

nuclear heat source reasonable.

The most promising aspect of nuclear heat use would be possible im-

provement in the thermal efficiency of the HTH operation. If a nuclear

heat source were substituted for combustion gases, a substantial reduc-

tion in losses could be achieved through recirculation of the heat now

being lost through the stack. The regenerator portion of the furnace

would also be eliminated.

The operating cycle of a glass furnace is well suited to the kind

of operation required of a nuclear reactor, since the furnace must be

rebuilt every 3 to 4 years. However, a large glass plant will have 3 or

more furnaces and they would not all be down at the same time.

A deterrent to the use of nuclear heat may be the low relative cost

of the HTH operation in manufacturing glass containers. The advantage

of nuclear heat might therefore have to be very large before a change

from the present heating methods could be economically justified. Rela-

tively few plants will be, in the future, in the size range requiring

heat sources approaching 1 trillion Btu per year.

Plant locations and the relatively large number of people employed

in a glass container plant might also have a bearing on the adaptability

of a nuclear heat source. Large plants are often located in or very near

large metropolitan areas and employ about 1,400 people, many of them

working in or very close to the glass melting area.
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Appendix B-7

FLAT GLASS

Industry Analysis

Discussion of the flat glass industry necessarily will be in far

less detail and depth than other industries reviewed in this report.

Physical data concerning flat glass production are especially scarce

both in industry sources of information and government statistical com-

pilations. Although some indicative information has been published in

recent years, no historical series of consistent data is available upon

which reliable judgments can be made of capacity, its utilization, and

future needs within the terms of reference of this study.

Production

Production of flat glass has been particularly irregular in recent

years, as shown in terms of value added on Figure 31. The 1954 Census

of Manufactures is the only source of information from which the tonnage

FIGURE 31

PRODUCTION OF FLAT GLASS AND VALUE ADDED
1947 - 1970
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of flat glass production can be derived. In 1954, the flat glass indus-

try was reported to have consumed 1.4 million tons of glass sand; this

probably resulted in total flat glass tonnage of 2.1 million tons. The

relationship of sand to glass is taken to be the same as in the glass

container industry: roughly 0.65 to 1. Further analysis of glass con-

tainer production information reveals a very regular increase in the

value added per ton of product during the 1947 to 1958 period. A basic

assumption in this discussion of flat glass production is that the same

relationship between value added and tonnage produced exists in flat

glass manufacturing as in glass container production. Thus, using the

single flat-glass tonnage figure derived from sand consumption reported

by the Census of Manufactures, a 1947 to 1958 series has been derived

and is shown on Figure 31.

The irregularity of flat glass production since 1947 makes it dif-

ficult to establish a reliable projection of future tonnage. Figure 31

shows a 1965 estimate of 2.9 million tons and 3.3 million tons in 1970;

this can only be viewed as a rough approximation. A major shift in the

flat glass industry product mix has taken place during the period con-

sidered. Manufacture of one of the major products, sheet glass, is

reported to have dropped from 857 million square feet in 1947 to 687 mil-

lion square feet in 1958. Plate glass, a more highly refined product

requiring a larger measure of final processing than ordinary window glass,

amounted to 521 million square feet of production in 1958. Since plate

glass represented a significant fraction of total flat glass volume in

1958, and since plate glass data are not available for earlier years, it

is difficult to assess the impact that plate glass growth has had on

industry operations and capacity. Careful detailed analysis of the end

uses of flat glass would be required to develop a more reliable projec-

tion; however, such an approach is not justified within the scope of this

study.

Capacity

Lacking specific capacity data, it is desirable at least to approxi-

mate flat glass production capacity. In 1954, 32 plants, employing

24.6 thousand persons, produced an estimated 2.1 million tons of flat

glass products. Table 56 presents an analysis of the probable average

plant production within four size ranges. Although slightly different

estimates of average plant production result, depending on whether ton-

nage is related to value added or to employees, it is evident that the

largest plants, on the average, produce three to four times as much as

the average plant in the next smaller category. Data for other years

show little difference from 1954 data and do not reveal any meaningful
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Table 56

ESTIMATED ANNUAL PRODUCTION FROM FLAT GLASS PLANTS

1954

Source: Derived by

factures.

Stanford Research Institute from Census of Manu-

trends which might give an indication of future changes. The total num-

ber of plants remained constant during the 1947-58 period.

Location

In 1954, the 32 flat glass plants were located in 13 states. Ta-

ble 57 shows the location and sizes of the plants according to number of

employees.

Some trends in location can be seen from the data on Table 58. There

were fewer plants in Indiana, Ohio, Pennsylvania, and West Virginia in

1954 than there were in 1939; Oklahoma was the only state where the number

of plants increased. Since production in the industry grew during this

time, it appears that the average production per plant increased, espe-

cially since the total number of plants decreased.
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Average Annual

Production per Plant

Number Total Value (thousands of tons)
Number of

of Employment Added

Plants (thousands) (millions) Based onBBased on
Value

Employees
Added

Over 1,000 8 15.82 $182.2 172 193

500-999 7 5.46 44.5 68 54

250-499 6 2.39 20.0 35 28

Under 250 11 0.89 5.6 7 4

Total 32 24.56 $252.3



Table 57

LOCATION AND SIZE OF FLAT GLASS PLANTS

1954

Size by Number of Employees

Total
Over 500- 250- Less

1,000 999 499 than 250

Arkansas 1 1

California 1 1

Illinois 1 1

Indiana 1 1 2

Louisiana 1 1

Michigan 1 1

Minnesota 1 1

Missouri 1 1 2

Ohio 1 1 1 3

Oklahoma 1 1 1 3

Pennsylvania 2 2 1 4 9

Tennessee 1 1

West Virginia 2 2 2 6

Total 8 7 6 11 32

Source: U.S. Bureau of the Census, Location of Manu-

facturing Plants 1954.

At least three new plants have been mentioned in the literature as

having been built since 1954. In each case, the new plant was built

near existing plants; and from this meager information it does not ap-

pear that there is any marked trend toward locating new capacity in new

market areas.

HTH Consumption

The flat glass industry consumed over 17 trillion Btu of HTH in

1954. The eight large plants, which had an estimated average production
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Table 58

LOCATION OF FLAT GLASS PLANTS

1939-1960

Sources: Census of Manufactures and current literature.

of close to 200,000 tons per year, probably used up to 1.6 trillion Btu

per year on the average. The next six largest plants most likely con-

sumed an average of 0.5 trillion Btu each.

Average heat consumption estimates are based on an 8-million-Btu-

heat requirement per ton of glass, which is slightly higher than in the

glass container industry. Unit heat consumption in flat glass production

1/ The 1947 Census of Manufactures shows glass plant locations by areas;

the figures in parentheses indicate the most probable locations.

2/ Incomplete information obtained from current literature.
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Additions

Location 1939 19471/ 1954 Since

19542

Arkansas 1 (1) 1

California 1 1

Illinois 1 (1) 1 1

Indiana 3 (3) 2

Louisiana 1 (1) 1

Maryland 1

Michigan 1 (1) 1

Minnesota 1 (1) 1
Missouri 2 (2) 2

Ohio 4 (4) 3

Oklahoma 2 (2) 3

Pennsylvania 12 10 9

Tennessee 1 (1) 1 1

West Virginia 7 7 6

Total 37 34 32 3



has decreased in a manner similar to that described for the glass con-

tainer industry, owing to the similarity of the furnaces and operations.

However, with larger and fewer plants in the flat glass industry, im-

provements in furnace design, which result in increased efficiency,

probably are not assimilated as rapidly or widely in the flat glass in-

dustry. Thus, the average unit heat consumption remains slightly higher.

Outlook

The flat glass industry dollar value of production increased from

1947 to 1958, and there has been a general upward trend in the tonnage

of glass produced. This, coupled with the probable trend toward larger

plants, would indicate a modest market for new heat sources. At least

three new glass plants have been built since 1956 at Cumberland, Maryland;

Nashville, Tennessee; and Decatur, Illinois. The Cumberland plant is one

of the largest in the country, with a reported annual capacity of 50 mil-

lion square feet of plate glass which would require a glass melting ca-

pacity of about 140,000 tons per year. The Nashville plant, as first

constructed, had one plate furnace and one sheet furnace and a total ca-

pacity of about 300,000 tons of glass per year. The shift in production

from sheet and window glass to plate glass will probably necessitate the

continued construction of new plate glass capacity, however, and the con-

centration of the industry in the central and southern part of the country

is likely to continue.

Total capacity of the industry probably will not increase markedly

in the next ten years, since the projected tonnage in 1970 is only about

10 percent higher than that estimated to have been produced as recently

as 1955.

Process Description

The basic flowsheet for continuous production of flat glass is the

same as for container glass through the furnace operation. As the glass

leaves the furnace, it is rolled or drawn into sheets, annealed, inspected,

and cut into manageable sizes. If the product is to be sheet glass, it is

ready for shipment, whereas plate glass requires several subsequent grind-

ing and polishing steps before it is ready for shipment.

Physical Characteristics of HTH Equipment

The furnaces used by flat glass and glass container manufacturers are

essentially the same; the former being somewhat larger, on the average.
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The average size is capable of producing 300 to 400 tons of glass a day.

Flat glass furnaces are mostly of the side-port firing type. A typical

furnace has a hearth 24 to 28 feet wide by 100 to 150 feet long. With a

glass depth of 3 to 4 feet, such furnaces hold 800 to 1,400 tons of

glass.

Operating Characteristics of HTH Equipment

The operation of flat glass and glass container furnaces is essen-

tially the same. Most flat glass plants have at least two furnaces,

usually side by side, although one is reported to have eight furnaces.

The furnaces are operated from 2 to 4 years before rebuilding, which

takes about 2 months.

Economics of the Process

The selling price of sheet or window glass is around $70 per ton,

while polished plate glass costs in the order of $200 per ton; bent and

laminated plate glass products cost even more. This price range makes

it evident that the relative cost of the HTH operation varies consider-

ably between the two products, since the HTH operation is the same re-

gardless of the final form of the flat glass.

Table 59 shows an estimate of the costs of manufacturing flat glass.

The cost chargeable to the HTH operation is approximately $12 per ton of

glass, which represents 32 percent of the production cost of sheet glass

and only 9 percent of plate glass production costs.

Key Factors Related to Potential Use of Nuclear Heat

The advantages and disadvantages of nuclear heat use in the flat

glass and the glass container industries are similar in most respects

(see Appendix B-6).
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Table 59

ESTIMATED FLAT GLASS PRODUCTION COSTS

(Basis: Two, 300-Ton-per-Day Continuous

Tank Furnaces--Figures in Dollars per Ton)

Raw Materialsl

Fuel, 7 to 8 Million Btu @ 30c to

40c per Million

Operation

Totally

HTH

Maintenance

Total!'

HTHY

Depreciation

10% of $20
10% of $80

10% of $10

Million

Million

Million

Taxes, Insurance, etc., 6%of Capital

Total Costs

Sheet

Glass

$12.50

8.50

3.40

9.10

5.50

Plate

Glass

HTH

Operation

Costs.

4. 4

$ 12.50

23.00

9.00

36.50

22.00

$ 2.10-3.20

0.25

1.60

4.60

2.75

Total $39.00 $103.00 $11.30-12.40

1/ Based on glass container estimates.

Source: Stanford Research Institute.
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Appendix B-8

LIME, SODA ASH, AND CAUSTIC SODA

Introduction

The procedure adopted in this study has been to analyze individual

products to determine HTH requirements. In most cases--an example would

be alumina--the HTH operation is unique to the product under considera-

tion. In some cases, however, the same HTH operation described for a

given product is used in the manufacture of other products. An example

would be ammonia, where the HTH operation considered can be used else-

where; the other uses, however, are individually smaller than the HTH

needs in the ammonia process. In such a case, the other uses are men-

tioned only briefly.

The analysis of soda ash HTH needs represents an even more complex

situation than does ammonia, in that the same HTH operation described

for soda ash production is equally as important in the production of

lime and caustic soda. The HTH operations and manufacturing processes

which relate to production of these materials are shown in Figure 32.

The products are also shown in relationship to their primary markets.

It is seen, therefore, that the selection of soda ash leads to a consid-

eration of other limestone and dolomite burning operations.

The discussion in this appendix will, as a result, center on lime-

stone burning as it relates to the three major product areas: lime, soda

ash, and caustic soda. Figure 32 indicates that Lime (calcium oxide) is

made in both rotary and shaft kilns and has its major markets in the con-

struction, steel, chemical, glass, and metals industries. It is used as

quicklime (calcium oxide), in hydrated form, or as a milk-of-lime caustic

slurry.

Soda ash (sodium carbonate) is derived from three sources, only one

of them making use of an HTH operation. Natural ore and brine are treated

to recover soda ash. Shaft-kiln-produced lime is used as feed to the Sol-

vay process where soda ash is produced. Alternately, caustic soda manu-

factured as a by-product in the electrolytic production of chlorine is

converted to soda ash. Also, some soda ash from the Solvay process goes

through a causticization process, which incorporates a lime reburning

step in a rotary kiln, to produce caustic soda. Soda ash is sold pri-

marily to the glass, metals, and chemicals industries.
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FIGURE 32

HTH OPERATIONS, MANUFACTURING PROCESSES, AND MARKETS
RELATED TO LIME, SODA ASH, AND CAUSTIC SODA

Construction I SteelI Glass, Metal, Chemicals Pulp and Papertand Others
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Lime Soda Ash Caustic Soda Chlorine
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SOURCE: Stanford Research Institute.
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Caustic soda (sodium hydroxide) is produced as mentioned above and

is sold mainly to the chemicals and pulp and paper industries. It

should be noted that a calcium carbonate reburning operation in a rotary

kiln is associated directly with the supply of lime to the pulp and paper

industry. Finally, dolomite, which is a mixed oxide of calcium and mag-

nesium, has been included in the diagram despite its apparent separate-

ness from the rest of the products. It is, in fact, related closely to

some lime production and it is difficult to isolate as a separate prod-

uct area. Also, dolomite is burned and used as quicklime in some areas,

in addition to being processed as dead-burned dolomite. The latter prod-

uct is heated to higher temperatures than in quicklime production and

does not hydrate as does quicklime. Dolomite production data are there-

fore included in most statistics on the lime industry.

Industry Analysis--Lime

Production

Production of lime and lime from dolomite, less that produced for

soda ash manufacture, has increased about 6 million tons in 1945 to over

10 million tons in 1959.1/ As shown in Figure 33, a projection of this

4.1 percent per year increase would indicate a production level of

13.25 million tons by 1965 and 16.2 million tons by 1970. It should be

noted, however, that increased requirement for lime in the rapidly grow-

ing basic oxygen steel-making process (not specifically taken into ac-

count) could increase these projections by 10 to 20 percent.

1/ U.S. Bureau of Mines coverage included more "captive" capacity in

1959. These data have been adjusted to the same base as earlier

years. Currently annual captive lime production may be as high as

2 million tons.
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PRODUCTION OF LIME AND DEAD-BURNED DOLOMITE
1945 - 1970
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Capacity

As shown in Table 60, 6.8 million tons of lime were produced in all

plants (179) in 1947, an average of 37,800 tons per plant. In 1958,

9.2 million tons were produced in 146 plants, raising the average produc-

tion per plant almost 70 percent, to 63,000 tons. A continuation of this

trend would bring the average lime or dolomite plant production to

87,000 tons per year by 1965 and 110,000 tons per year by 1970.

A similar analysis can be made for only the large plants which pro-

duce over 100,000 tons per year. There were 16 plants in this category

in the United States in 1947. Their average production was 190,000 tons,

as shown in Table 60. In 1958, 30 plants produced more than 100,000 tons

per year, average 196,000 tons each. If this trend continues, large

plants in 1965 will total 45 and their production will total 9 million

tons; in 1970, 60 large plants will produce over 12 million tons. Ta-

ble 60 summarizes these estimates and ties them into the production of

lime. Indications are that by 1965 over two-thirds of all lime produced

will come from plants supplying more than 100,000 tons per year each, and

by 1970 the share should increase to three-fourths.

Further analysis shows that plants using only dolomite as a raw ma-

terial are generally in the large-size ranges. For example, the
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Table 60

ESTIMATED PRODUCTION OF LIME
AND DEAD-BURNED DOLOMITE BY PLANT SIZE

1947-1970

1947

Number of Plants

Production (000's tons)

Percent cf Total Production

Average Production per
Plant (tons)

1958

Number of Plants

Production (000's tons)

Percent of Total Production

Average Production per

Plant (tons)

1965

Number of Plants

Production (000's tons)

Percent of Total Production

Average Production per

Plant (tons)

1970

Number of Plants

Production (000's tons)

Percent of Total Production

Average Production for

Plant (tons)

Under 100,000 Tons per Year 1I1
Under

10, 000

77

267
4

3,500

38
124

1

3, 300

10,000

to

50,000

55
1,409

21

25, 600

53
1,497

16

28, 300

50,000

to

100,000

31

2,081

31

67,000

25
1,719

19

69,000

Sub-
tot al

163

3,757
56

23, 100

116

3,341
36

28, 800

83
4,250

32

51, 200

56
4,200

26

75,000

Over
100, 000

Tons/Year

16
3,022

44

190,000

30
5,870

64

196,000

45
9,000

68

200,000

60
12,000

74

200,000

Sources: U.S. Bureau of Mines, 1947 and 1958. Estimates for 1965
Research Institute.

and 1970 by Stanford
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179
6,779

100

37, 800

146
9,211

100

63,000

128
13,250

100

87,000

116
16,200

100

110,000
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1.6 million tons of dead-burned dolomite produced in 1958 (Figure 33)

was supplied by only 12 plants, an average of over 130,000 tons per

plant--twice the average for all plants shown in Table 60. No data are

available indicating the extent to which new capacity in the lime pro-

ducing industry is supplied through existing plant expansion as compared

with construction of new plants.

Location

Lime was manufactured in 33 states in 1958, one less than in 1947.

The ten leading states, in order of production in 1958, were Ohio, Mis-
1/souri, Pennsylvania, Texas, Illinois, Alabama, Virginia, and California.-

From 1947 to 1958, production in the top three states grew by one-fourth,

doubled in the next five states, and increased only 16 percent in the

others (Table 61). As a result, the top three captured only one-third of

the added demand, as compared with one-half the added demand by the next

five. It appears, therefore, that the latter group represented the more

dynamic areas of the country, in terms of both rate and absolute volume

of growth.

Average plant production increased more rapidly in the second five

states, although Ohio and Missouri retained their lead in this respect.

All five states in the second category are becoming important in terms

of both total and average plant production and based on recent trends

can be expected to increase in importance.

Industry Analysis--Soda Ash

Total soda ash production has risen from about 4.5 million tons in

1945 to 5.6 million tons in 1959 at an average annual increase of 1.5 per-

cent as shown in Figure 34. Production from the ammonia soda process was

4.3 million tons, or 96 percent of the total, in 1945, as compared with

4.9 million tons, or 87 percent, in 1958. Increased natural soda pro-

duction, coupled with losses in important markets, as in soap manufac-

ture, accounts for this low growth rate. Natural soda ash production

rose at an average rate of over 10 percent per year from 0.18 million

tons to 0.72 million tons. Projected new plants and expansion of exist-

ing natural soda ash plants would indicate a continued growth of

1/ Michigan should be included in the top states, but data have not

been disclosed.
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Table 61

LIME PRODUCTION BY STATES
1947 and 1958

1947 1958 Change 1947-1958

Producing States Total Average Percent Total Average Percent Production Average

Production No. of Production Production No. of Production No. of Production
of Total of Total

(millions Plants per Plant (million. Plants per Plant
PdutonProduc tion (ilos Sae Pat e ln

of tons) (000's tons) of tons) (000's tons) of tons) (percent) (percent)

Three Largest

Ohio 1.77 18 98 26% 2.41 18 134 26% 0.64 26% - 37%

Missouri 0.89 9 99 13 1.17 6 195 13 0.28 12 - 3 97

Pennsylvania 1.05 29 36 15 1.00 _22 45 11 -0.05 - - 7 25

Subtotal 3.71 56 66 54% 4.58 46 100 50% 0.87 36% -10 52%

Next Five

Texas 0.13 6 22 2 0.69/ 9 77 7 0.56 23 3 250

Illinois 0.30 7 43 4 0.55 5 110 6 0.25 10 - 2 156

Alabama 0.35 7 50 5 0.52 8 65 6 0.17 7 1 30

Virginia 0.26 14 19 4 0.47 9 52 5 0.21 9 - 5 174

California 0.18 10 18 3 0.26 5 52 3 0.08 3 - 5 189

Subtotal 1.22 44 28 18% 2.49 36 69 27% 1.27 52% - 8 146%

Top Eight States 4.93 100 49 72 7.07 82 86 77 2.14 88 -18 75

Other States 1.85 79 23 28 2.14 64 33 23 0.29 12 -15 43

Total 6.78 179 38 100% 9.21 146 63 100% 2.43 100% -33 66%

l/ Estimated.

Source: Derived by SRI from U.S. Bureau of Mines data.
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production at the expense of the ammonia soda ash. Assuming the same

growth rate as in the past, natural soda ash production would be ex-

pected to reach 1.3 million tons in 1965 and 2.1 million tons in 1970.

This would have the effect of reducing the ammonia-soda process share of

the total to about two-thirds, which implies a leveling-off of production

via that process at between 4.5 and 5.0 million tons in future years.

The major soda ash markets in general have been stable rather than

dynamic. As a result, the modest requirement for added capacity has

been fulfilled wholly through expansion of existing ammonia-soda plants

and through increased supply of natural soda ash. No new ammonia-soda

plants have been constructed since the late 1930's.

Industry Analysis--Caustic Soda

Caustic soda is made by reacting soda ash with quicklime or by

electrolysis of brine solutions to form a dilute caustic soda solution

and chlorine. Prior to World War II, each process represented roughly

half of total production. Production by electrolysis has increased

(Figure 35) at the average rate of 9.4 percent per year from 1945 to
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FIGURE 35

PRODUCTION OF CAUSTIC SODA
1945 - 1970
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1958; at the same time, production from soda ash has decreased to the

point where less than 9 percent, or only 340,000 out of 4 million tons

of caustic soda, was derived from this process. Because of this trend

it seems evident that production of caustic soda from soda ash will be

insignificant. Further consideration of the HTH operation in production

of caustic soda from soda ash does not seem warranted.

Electrolytic production of caustic soda has not only eliminated one

of the biggest markets for soda ash, it has begun to compete with the

ammonia-soda process for production of soda ash itself. This results

from a change in brine electrolysis operations. The principal use for

the first cells was to make caustic soda, with chlorine as a by-product.

Since the introduction of this source of chlorine, so many more uses have

been found for it that the demand for chlorine now exceeds that for caus-

tic soda which has become the by-product.

Rather than discard the caustic soda, one manufacturer has found it

economic to convert part of his surplus caustic to soda ash and sodium

bicarbonate. It is therefore unlikely that decisions will be made to

build more ammonia-soda plants and the HTH operation in the production of

soda ash does not appear to warrant further consideration.
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HTH Consumption in Lime Production

The shaft kiln requires less heat to calcine lime than does the ro-

tary kiln. Efficiently operated shaft kilns can produce one ton of lime

with an input of 4 to 5 million Btu; well-operated rotary kilns are using

6 to 8 million Btu per ton. Theoretically, 2.8-3 million Btu are re-

quired to make one ton of lime

Recent advances in preheating equipment for rotary kilns now make

it possible to produce one ton of lime with as little as 5 to 6 million

Btu. Therefore, estimates of requirements for production of lime in new

plants using rotary kilns should assume this lower unit heat consumption.-

Outlook

The basic HTH process involved in soda ash manufacture has led to

consideration of lime and dead-burned dolomite as a suitable product

area. The burning operation involved is currently carried on in plants

ranging in production capability from a few tens of thousands of tons

per year up to 200,000 tons per year or more. Total production needs

for lime are not only growing; there is also a definite trend in the in-

dustry toward fewer, larger plants.

In the next ten years, it appears that the number of plants produc-

ing over 100,000 tons per year will increase significantly. Possibly as

many as 30 more than are currently in this category will be operating in

1970. No data are available to indicate to what extent this increase

will be in new construction or expansion of existing plants.

As lime production seems to be concentrating in larger plants, it

also appears to be concentrating in a few states. Almost 90 percent of

the postwar increase in production of lime occurred in eight states.

The next ten years will probably see a continuation of this trend.

Within these eight states,- Ohio, Texas, Missouri, and Illinois will prob-

ably capture up to three-fourths of new production increases.

Assuming continuing improvement in heat utilization efficiency in

limestone and dolomite burning, it can be expected that an average large

new plant of the future will present an annual HTH requirement of over

1 x 1012 Btu, based on an average production of 200,000 tons.

A calcium carbonate reburning operation is used in sulfate pulp

plants to recover soda values in the digestion liquor, and warrants con-

sideration. Soda is converted to the carbonate (soda ash) and is treated
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with quicklime. The caustic solution formed is the digestion liquor for

pulping, and the calcium carbonate also formed must be regenerated by

calcining. About one ton of soda, as sodium sulfate, is required to make

one ton of pulp. On this basis 1.4 x 1012 Btu would be consumed each

year in the largest pulp plant. Table 62 lists the pulp plants in the

United States with reported capacities of over 1,000 tons of pulp per day

and shows an assumed HTH consumption for each. Two plants would use over

1 x 1012 Btu per year and four plants about 0.9 x 1012. Pulp plants

therefore appear to be a limited, but possibly significant, market for

additional HTH processing capacity.

Table 62

LARGE SULFATE PULP PLANTS IN THE UNITED STATES

(Over 1,000 Tons/Day Capacity)

1960

Estimated

HTH

Company Location Capacity Consumption_1
n(tons/day) (85% capacity

utilization)

International Paper Co. Mobile, Ala. 1,015 0.7

International Paper Co. Panama City, Fla. 1,620 1.1

St. Joe Paper Co. Port St. Joe, Fla. 1,200 0.8

St. Regis Paper Co. Jacksonville, Fla. 1,370 0.9

Union Bag Camp Paper

Corp. Savannah, Ga. 2,100 1.4

Crown Zellerbach Corp. Bogalusa, La. 1,040 0.7

International Paper Co. Springhill, La. 1,500 0.9

W. Va. Pulp & Paper Co. Charleston, S.C. 1,250 0.9

International Paper Co. Georgetown, S.C. 1,455 0.9

1/ Trillions of Btu.

Source: Lockwood' s , 1961.
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Process Description

Figure 36 shows that lime production requires a minimum of process-

ing. Limestone is crushed to size, fed to a shaft or rotary kiln for

calcining, and cooled. If slaked or hydrated lime rather than quicklime

is desired, water is added to the quicklime, converting it from calcium

oxide (quicklime) to calcium hydroxide (slaked or hydrated lime). Of

course, there is no slaking operation in making dead-burned dolomite.

FIGURE 36

LIME PRODUCTION PROCESS

Limestone Crushing and/or
or Dolomite Sizing

Fuel -

Air Calcining -- +- Flue Gases

Packaging

Quicklime or
Dead-Burned Dolomite

Water-- Hydrating

Storage or
Packaging

Hydrated Lime

SOURCE: Stanford Reseorch Institute.
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Physical Characteristics of HTH Equipment

Both shaft and rotary kilns are used for the manufacture of quick-

lime. Lacking exact figures, it is estimated that 82 plants are using

shaft kilns, 58 are using rotary kilns, and 10 are operating both types.

Shaft kilns are vertical, firebrick-lined, cylindrical steel shells from

10 to 25 feet in diameter and 50 to 80 feet high. They are capable of

making from 100 to 400 tons of quicklime per day.

Rotary, horizontal, firebrick-lined kilns range from 9 feet in diame-

ter by 100 feet long to 12 feet by 350 feet. An average kiln of 9 by

250 feet can produce 300 tons of quicklime per day. Pot-kilns are still

used to burn limestone, but they are being abandoned as too inefficient

and cumbersone to compete for today's market, except in isolated instances.

Operating Characteristics of HTH Equipment

The limestone is fed to the kiln in any one of four forms: large

pieces of stone, 3 to 8 inches in diameter, small stone up to 3 inches

in diameter soft stone (crushed oyster shells), or wet solids. The

large stones are calcined in shaft kilns where a longer residence time

(lower capacity) permits the calcination to spread through the large

pieces. These large pieces are used mostly in blast furnaces. The other

three forms are calcined in rotary kilns. Soft stone rotary kilns have

somewhat smaller capacities and better thermal efficiencies than those

burning hard stone. Hard stone rotary kilns require a volume of about

55 cubic feet and 7 to 8 x 106 Btu of HTH per daily ton of product, while

soft stone rotary kilns require a volume of 75 cubic feet and 6 to

7 x 106 Btu per daily ton of product.

Figure 37 shows typical material and heat balances for shaft and

rotary lime kilns. The data on Figure 37 have been summarized in Ta-

ble 63 to show the relative efficiencies of current lime production

systems.

The shaft kiln fuel can be coke (as shown on the figure), natural

gas, producer gas, or combustion gas from a coal burner. The best ef-

ficiencies are obtained with coke and natural or producer gas.

Rotary kilns are usually gas-fired. Even though the shaft kiln is

more efficient (60 percent shaft versus 40 percent for rotary), the ro-

tary kiln is generally easier to control, requires less labor, and pro-

duces a more uniformly calcined product.
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FIGURE 37

MATERIAL AND HEAT BALANCE IN LIME PRODUCTION

SHAFT KLIN Basis: Coke Fuel, One Ton of Quicklime Produced

Flue Gases
770,000 cu ft at 3300F

430,000 BTU

0.2 Tons Coke

Heat of
Combustion

4.7 Million BTU
Heat of

Reaction
2.9 Million BTU

60,500 cu ft of Air
(5% Excess) at 30%
Relative Humidity and
600F

1 .87 Tons Limestone

Radiation Losses
1.3 Million BTU

1 Ton Quicklime Plus
0.02 Ton Unreacted
Coke at 2120F
57,000 BTU

ROTARY KILN Basis: Gas-Fired, One Ton of Quicklime Produced

Flue Gases
100,000 cu ft at 700F

1.4 Million BTU
Radiation Losses
2.5 Million BTU

91,500 cu ft of Air
(30% Excess) at 30%
Relative Humidity

Heat of Combustion - 7 Million BTU

Heat of Reaction - 2.9 Million BTU

1 .87 Tons Limestone

SOURCE: Stanford Research Institute.

Natural Gas
7, 000 cu ft

1 Ton Quicklime at 5000F
160,000 BTU
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Table 63

RELATIVE EFFICIENCIES OF SHAFT VS ROTARY LIME KILNS

Percent Percent Losses
Input______

per Ton Required
for Hot(millions of Btu) Radiation Stack

Reaction Product

Shaft Kiln 4.2 62% 28% 9% 1%

Rotary Kiln 7.0 41% 36% 20% 2%

Source: Stanford Research Institute.

Both shaft and rotary kiln operate continuously, and the load factor

will depend almost entirely upon demand for the product. Shaft kilns can

be operated continuously for up to ten years before rebuilding is neces-

sary. Rotary kilns are also very reliable; however, common practice is

to shut down for one to two weeks each year to make necessary repairs on

the kiln lining. Large lime plants include 2 to 4 rotary kilns or 7 to

14 shaft kilns side by side.

Economics of the Process

A key factor in lfime-industry economics is the $13 per ton selling

price of the product. With this price, it is immediately apparent that

operating and fixed costs will be low, relative to many other industries.

Large shaft kilns capable of producing 400 tons of lime per day cost

$400,000 to $500,000, and rotary kilns of similar capacity about $600,000.

Auxiliary equipment and other items raise the capital costs chargeable to

the kiln operation to between $1 million and $1.3 million.

Operating and maintenance costs are not reported, nor are total plant

capital costs. Table 64 shows a breakdown of total plant and operating

costs, including approximations. These estimates indicate that the HTH

operation costs amount to $4.50 to $5.20, or 35 to 40 percent of the sell-

ing price of the product.
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Table 64

ESTIMATED LIME PRODUCTION AND HTH OPERATION COSTS

(600 Tons/Day; Gas-fired, Rotary Kiln; 85% Load Factors)

Raw Material

Limestone, 3,750 lb @ $1.50 to $2.00

per Ton

Fuel, 5 x 106 Btu @ $0.30-0.40/106 Btu

Operation and Maintenance-

Depreciation, 10% of $4 million 2
10% of $2 million

Taxes., Insurance, etc., 6% of $4 million

6% of $2 million

Total

Plant

($/ton)

$2.80-3775

1.50-2.00

0.70

2.16

1.12

HTH

Operation

($/ton)

$1.50-2.00

0.70

1.08

0.65

Estimated Total $ 8.88 $4.53-5.23

Source: Stanford Research Institute.

Key Factors Related to Potential Use of.Nuclear Heat

While lime industry growth will probably be moderate relative to

other industries considered in this study, the trend toward larger plants,

coupled with a steady growth, should create a relatively attractive mar-

ket for new heat sources. It is likely that a 400-ton-per-day plant is

the smallest that will be able to compete in future markets. The chances

are therefore that a majority of new plants will be in the size range

that would be of some interest when considering application of nuclear

heat.

Assumed to be the same as in alumina calcining.

Approximations.
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At least two lime plant characteristics favor the use of nuclear

heat for calcining limestone: there is little need in the plant for other

high or low temperature heat, and plant location could be chosen without

concern for other sources of fuel. The advantage of freedom of plant lo-

cation is not as important for quicklime production as it is for some

other materials, since limestone deposits are quite widespread.

The capital expenditure currently required to build a lime plant may

represent a deterrent to nuclear heat consideration. Most large plants

can be built at a cost of $4-$6 million. It is not clear that the higher

costs which would probably be associated with a nuclear installation could

be balanced off by other improvements.

The present, direct-fired equipment is fairly efficient, since the

theoretical heat requirement for calcining one ton of lime is

2.8-3 x 106 Btu, and consumption in a shaft kiln plant is between 4 and
6

5 x 10 Btu. As in the case of alumina calcining, a direct substitution

of nuclear heat in a single pass system does not appear possible. But

unlike alumina calcination, the gases evolved from the product are mostly

carbon dioxide (not water) which could probably be recycled through the

reactor and calciners as the heat exchange medium.
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Appendix B-9

STEEL

The iron and steel industry is the largest primary metals industry

in the United States--steel production is nearly 20 times that of all

other metals combined. It is beyond the scope of this report to discuss

the entire industry in detail or to discuss all uses of HTH in the manu-

facture of steel products. The objective of this presentation is to de-

scribe the use of high temperature heat in the hot metalworking operations

of steel manufacture and, in turn, to place these operations in proper

perspective relative to other steel industry HTH operations. It is nec-

essary to present a general overview of growth in the production and use

of steel and steel products in order to estimate future requirements for

HTH utilization within these operations of the steel industry.

Industry Analysis

Steel is made from pig iron which in turn is made from iron ore and

scrap materials. Figure 38 depicts the average annual supply and distri-

bution of steel products during the past ten years and indicates the

relationships between raw material, intermediate products (pig iron and

ingot steel), finished products, and major consuming industries.

About one-half of current steel production is obtained from iron and

steel scrap, both from purchase of junk material and from materials gen-

erated during the steel manufacturing processes. Over 80 percent of all

scrap is consumed in steel making and the remainder is used in the pro-

duction of pig iron.

Iron Ore

The United States is still the world's principal iron ore producer;

however, domestic supplies are no longer adequate to meet the require-

ments of the U.S. iron and steel industry. Import of iron ore has grown

from less than 5 million long tons prior to 1947 to nearly 35 million

long tons in 1957. The production of domestic ore has remained at about

100 million long tons per year since 1940, while pig iron and steel pro-

duction has doubled. Thus, foreign ores now supply 25 to 30 percent of

the annual iron ore requirement. It is expected that the foreign supply

will continue to grow, representing nearly 50 percent of ore consumed by
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FIGURE 38

STEEL SUPPLY
1950 - 1959 AVERAGE
(Millions of Net Tons)
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1975, with Canada supplying the major portion of these imports. Domestic

ore production will continue at nearly a constant level.

Domestic iron ore, until recently, has come almost entirely from

the Mesabi Range in Minnesota, a source of high grade (over 50 percent

iron) material. This state accounts for 68 percent of total U.S. iron

ore production, Michigan ranks second at 8 percent, and Alabama and New

York rank third and fourth, each at 5 percent. All other producing

states account for less than 3 percent each.

High grade domestic ores are being depleted rapidly. Over 2 billion

tons of high grade Mesabi ore have been supplied to the iron industry

since 1884, and only 750 million tons are reported to be left. Facing

the prospect of eventually running out of raw material, the iron and

steel industries, which control nearly all U.S. iron ore deposits, are

investing heavily in foreign ore deposits. In addition, domestic ore

suppliers are turning to low grade ores with an incentive now for improv-

ing and refining beneficiation methods. The upgrading of iron ore is more

expensive than direct utilization of high grade crushed ore in the blast

furnace, but is competitive in many cases with foreign ores.

The pattern of iron ore supplies to the United States is expected

to change markedly during the next 10 to 15 years. In 1958, two-thirds

of the supply came from high-grade ores from Minnesota, whereas by 1980

two-thirds will be a combination of low-grade ores (taconites and jaspers)

and foreign imports.

Some low-grade ore beneficiation is being performed currently, with

the concentrate being agglomerated and sintered in mills located near

mining operations. The sintered nodules, pellets, or clusters are shipped

to the blast furnace for production of pig iron. These materials are

designed for use in conventional blast furnaces and, because a higher

iron content has been obtained through sintering, and the feed to the

blast furnace is uniform in size and composition, a much more efficient

operation is possible. The increase in blast furnace productivity is

estimated at up to 50 percent. An increased production with fewer blast

furnaces using less fuel is expected in the future, as a greater propor-

tion of the supply is made up of the beneficiated material.

Pig Iron

In general, a constant ratio exists between pig iron and steel ingot

production. In a majority of the plants, hot metal from the blast fur-

nace is conveyed to the steel plant a few hundred yards away and charged
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directly to the steelmaking furnaces. Differences in production between

pig iron and steel occur, owing to the addition of large quantities of

scrap during the steel manufacturing process. On the average, over the

past 20 years, pig iron production has been two-thirds of steel ingot

production.

Production and net production capacity for pig iron are shown in

Figure 39. Annual production has fluctuated, but on the average it has

increased from about 60 million tons during the 1940's to 70 million tons

during the 1950's. Capacity has increased at a relatively constant rate

during this time at an average annual rate of about 2.5 percent. It

should be noted that the iron and steel industry reports net capacities

for pig iron and steel ingot production. Adjustments are made for operat-

ing time lost due to rebuilding, relining, repairs, and holiday shutdowns.

This adjustment amounts to an average deduction of 5.3 percent from blast

furnace capacity and 8.7 percent from steel production capacity.

FIGURE 39

PRODUCTION OF PIG IRON AND CAPACITY
1940 - 1959

100

80 Capacity

60

C

'- 40
0

~ 2

0.8

Production

Tons of Coke Consumed Per Ton of Pig Iron

1940 1945 1950 1955 1960
SOURCE: American Iron and Steel Institute.

Location of pig iron and steel production capacity is not as geo-

graphically concentrated as the iron ore mining industry, but it is more

highly concentrated than most other industries of comparable size. Ta-

ble 65 shows location of blast furnace (pig iron) capacity, ranked by

state for 1951 and 1960 and also the number of plants and furnaces.

Nearly 70 percent of capacity is in the top four states--Pennsylvania,
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Table 65

PIG IRON PRODUCT ION CAPAC ITY

1951 and 1960

(Millions of Tons)

T r

Total Industry

Top Four States

Pennsylvania

Ohio
Indiana

Illinois

Next Four States

New York

Alabama

Mary land

Michigan

Remaining Ten

States

1951 1960

Percent Percent
No. of Annual No. of Annual

No. of of No. of of
Furn- Capacity Furn- Capacity

Plants Total Plants aTotal

Capacity Capacity

87

54

24

21

3
6

16

6

7

1

2

17

250

171

77

50
22

22

50

16

20
8

6

29

72.6

50.7

21.0
14.7

8.1
6.9

14.3

4.7

4.4

3.2

2.0

7.6

100 %

70

29

20

11

9.5

20

6.5

6.1
4.4

2.7

10

86

54

23

22

3

6

17

6
7

1

3

15

263

173

76

52
23

22

58

17

22

10
9

32

96.5

63.4

26.4

18.7

10.3

8.0

22.5

5.9
5.8
5.5
5.3

10.4

100 %

66

27

19

11

8.3

23

6. 1
6.0
5.7

5.5

11

Average Annual Plant Capacity: 835,000 tons 1,122,000 tons

Average Annual Furnace Capacity: 290,000 tons 367,000 tons

Source: Developed by Stanford Research Institute from data published by the American Iron and

Steel Institute, Directory of Iron and Steel Works, 1951 and 1960.
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Ohio, Indiana, and Illinois. The next four account for 20 percent. The

total number of plants did not change significantly during this period,

but the number of furnaces increased by 13. Total capacity increased by

24 million tons per year, or over 30 percent. This difference is indica-

tive of the continuing trend to greater production per furnace which in

turn relates in part to larger furnaces. A dramatic change in furnace

size occurred during the 1918-1945 period, when the number of furnaces

decreased from 436 to 249, while total capacity increased by 20 percent.

This trend will no doubt continue, especially with increasing utilization

of beneficiated burdens during the next few years.

Another improvement in the utilization of blast furnaces is repre-

sented by the decreasing coke requirement per ton of pig iron produced

(Figure 39), which has declined from about 1 ton of coke per ton of iron

in the early 1940's to 0.8 tons in the late 1950's. This trend will con-

tinue, as beneficiated burdens become more widely used and as introduction

of fuel at the tuyeres and use of oxygen-enriched air increases effi-

ciencies.

The greatest percentage increase in blast furnace capacity between

1951 and 1960 in the top eight states was 165 percent in Michigan. Ca-

pacity in Maryland increased 72 percent. The capacity in these two states

still represents less than 12 percent of total capacity.

Steel

Production of steel and capacity for steel production are shown in

Figure 40. Annual production fluctuates, as in the case of pig iron,

but a longer series of data shows an average annual growth rate of about

2.7 percent over the past 20 years. Capacity has been increasing at about

the same rate over the long term, but in the 1950's it has increased more

rapidly, with smaller capital expenditures, through the installation of

oxygen systems and other new techniques. New construction, as well as

modernization of existing plants, has occurred.

Utilization of capacity in the steel industry has varied markedly

from year to year, but has ranged between 85 to 90 percent during most

of the 1940's and 1950's. This same degree of utilization has been ex-

perienced in operation of blast furnaces. During the past two or three

years, production has fallen quite sharply while capacity has continued

to increase, resulting in only 64 percent utilization of blast furnace

capacity and 62 percent utilization of steel capacity.
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FIGURE 40

PRODUCTION OF STEEL INGOT AND CAPACITY
1920 - 1970

200
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80

60 Production

40

20

1920 1930 1940 1950 1960 1970

SOURCE: American Iron and Steel Institute.

Steel capacity is generally in the same locations as blast furnace

capacity (Table 66); the majority is concentrated in the East North Cen-

tral and Middle Atlantic states. The number of steel-producing plants

decreased slightly between 1951 and 1960. Total capacity increased

40 percent, and the average capacity per plant increased by almost 50 per-

cent during the past ten years--that is, for plants primarily producing

open hearth steel. This increase is due in part to the more efficient

oxygen processes which are beginning to make inroads into the industry,

and the use of oxygen decarburization (introduced through roof lances)

in the open hearth furnaces. Four plants now have a combined capacity

of 4.16 million tons of basic oxygen steel. Within the top ten states

the greatest increases in capacity were in Michigan, 97 percent; Cali-

fornia, 61 percent; and Maryland, 58 percent.

Some of the plants with open hearth, Bessemer, and/or basic oxygen

steel capacity also have capacity for electric furnace production of

steel. In 1951, 23 of these plants had 54 percent of the total electric

furnace steel capacity, and in 1960, 28 plants had 49 percent. The re-

mainder of the electric steel capacity was in 43 plants in 1951 and

63 plants in 1960, which did not have other types of steel capacity.

Electric furnaces are used primarily to produce special alloy steels.

Also much of the electric furnace steel is made in plants classified in

some other industry. For example, some of the large machinery and equip-

ment manufacturers have electric furnaces for producing specialty grades

of steel.
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Table 66

1/
INGOT STEEL PRODUCTION CAPACITY-

1951 and 1960

(Millions of Tons)

1951 1960

Annual Percent Annual Percent
No. of No. of

Capacity of Total Capacity of Total
Plants' Plants

(net) Capacity (net) Capacity

Total Industry 92 101.1 100 % 86 141.3 100 %

Top Four States 59 69.7 69 58 94.8 67

Pennsylvania 30 30.0 30 30 38.0 27

Ohio 18 19.8 20 17 26.9 19

Indiana 4 11.7 12 4 18.3 13

Illinois 7 8.2 8.1 7 11.6 8.2

Next Six States 18 23.1 24 17 35.8 25

Maryland 1 5.2 5.0 1 8.2 5.8

Michigan 2 3.9 3.8 3 7.7 5.4

New York 3 5.0 4.9 3 7.2 5.1
Alabama 3 3.7 3.7 3 5.2 3.7

California 7 2.6 2.6 6 4.2 3.0

West Virginia 2 2.7 2.7 1 3.3 2.4

Remaining Nine-

teen States 15 8.3 8.2 11 11.7 8.3

Average Capacity per Plant: 1.10 million tons 1.64 million tons

1/ Plants with only electric furnace capacity are excluded. In 1951, 43 plants

had electric furnace capacity of 3.44 million tons over and above the elec-

tric furnace capacity included in plants primarily producing open hearth

steel.

Source: Developed by Stanford Research Institute from data published by the

American Iron and Steel Institute, Directory of Iron and Steel Works,

1951 and 1960.
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A breakdown of over-all industry capacity by melting-furnace type

is shown in Table 67. The open hearth is by far the largest category,

although the proportion of open hearth production capacity is slowly

decreasing as the electric furnace proportion increases. The biggest

change has been the introduction and rapid growth of the basic oxygen

process. Furnaces in this category have the largest average capacity

per unit--350 thousand tons per year, versus 140 thousand tons per year

for the open hearth. Bessemer converters are still in use but no longer

of importance.

Table 67

STEEL MELTING-FURNACE CAPACITY
1951 and 1960

(Millions of Net Tons)

Average

Annual
Percent

No. of Annual Furnace

Furnaces Capacity . Capacity
Capacity

(thousands

of tons)

1951

Open hearth 947 91.3 87. % 96

Electric 257 7.6 7.3 30

Bessemer 41 5.6 5.6 137

Total 1,245 104.5 100.

1960

Open hearth 906 126.6 85. % 140

Electric 301 14.4 9.7 48

Bessemer 32 3.4 2.3 106

Basic oxygen 12 4.2 2.8 350

Total 1,251 148.6 100. %

Source: American Iron & Steel Institute, Directory of Iron

and Steel Works, 1951 and 1960.
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The increase in steel capacity is also indicated by comparison of

plant sizes for 1951 and 1960 (Table 68). The number of plants in the

capacity ranges above 1.5 million tons per year has increased from 22 to

36, while the number of plants with capacities below this figure has de-

creased from 70 to 50. Except for three or four plants, all plants having

a capacity above 1 million tons at the beginning of 1960 were located in

the top ten states and the majority of these were in the top four states.

The largest new plant constructed during the period was the 2.7 million-

ton Fairless Works of the United States Steel Corporation. Two or three

others of less than 0.5 million-tons capacity were also constructed, while

approximately ten closed down steelmaking operations.

Table 68

ANALYSIS OF STEEL PLANT SIZE!"

1951 and 1960

(Number of Plants)

Capacity Ranges (thousands of net tons)

Year Total
Less

500- 1000- 1500- 2000- 3000- Over
than

500 1000 1500 2000 3000 4000 4000

1951 38 20 12 7 8 3 4 92

1960 23 15 12 11 13 6 6 86

Source: Compiled by Stanford Research Institute from data

published by the American Iron & Steel Institute,

Directory of Iron and Steel Works, 1951 and 1960.

The number of plants having only electric furnace capacity increased

from 43 to 63. All but two of the 63 have annual capacities of less than

500,000 tons; however, the average capacity in these plants has increased

from 80,000 tons in 1951 to 115,000 tons in 1960.

1/ Excluding plants having only electric furnace steel capacity.
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Energy Utilization in the Iron and Steel Industry

Total energy consumption in the iron and steel industry (Figure 41)

has averaged slightly less than 2 quadrillion Btu annually during the

past ten years; consumption per ton of steel produced has averaged between

19 and 20 million Btu--most of this being derived from blast furnace top

gas, which in turn has been derived from coking coal. Approximately

50 percent of total energy consumption is in the form of HTH.

FIGURE 41

IRON AND STEEL INDUSTRY ENERGY CONSUMPTION
1950 - 1959
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1/ Based on 10 million BTU per ton of pig iron produced.
Based on 4.5 million BTU coal Equivalent as heat per ton of pig iron produced.

SOURCES: Stanford Research Institute and American Iron and Steel Institute.
During the ten-year period, fuel oil use has decreased and natural

gas use has increased, approximately offsetting each other; other fuels

use has not changed significantly. During 1950 to 1959, about 70 percent

of the energy consumed came from fuels generated within the plant; the

balance came from purchased fuel (excluding coal). In some plants, where
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very efficient fuel utilization is practiced within a wholly integrated

plant, purchased fuel is less than 15 to 20 percent of the total. The

average plant in 1960 (based on production capacity) used 33 trillion

Btu, 10 trillion of which were purchased. There are 36 plants which,

based on capacity, could conceivably use more than 33 trillion Btu per

year. Six plants have production capacity which would require over

25 trillion Btu of energy annually from purchased fuel alone.

Nearly all the tar and pitch derived from coke oven operation, over

60 percent of the purchased fuel oil, about 20 percent of the purchased

natural gas, and approximately 10 percent of the coke oven gas are used

in firing steel melting furnaces, primarily open hearth, as indicated in

Figure 42. It should be noted, however, that these are industry average

data, and there are wide variations from one specific plant to another.
FIGURE 42

HEAT CONSUMPTION IN STEEL MELTING FURNACES
1950 - 1959
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SOURCE: Developed by Stanford Research Institute from American Iron and Steel institute data.
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Also indicated in Figure 42 is the over-all average heat consumption per

ton of ingot steel produced, which has been gradually decreasing over

the past ten years. Blast furnace gas consumption is not shown in the

figure, since nearly all this by-product fuel is used in blast furnace

stoves, and in utility boilers throughout the plant, rather than in

melting furnaces.

Nearly all of the remaining purchased natural gas, about 35 percent

of the by-product coke oven gas, and the remaining purchased fuel oil is

used in firing the various heating furnaces used in the steel industry

as indicated in Figure 43. The heating furnaces include soaking pits,

reheat furnaces, and heat-treating furnaces. Data are not available on

the consumption, by type of fuel in the various types of furnaces. Also

shown in the figure is the over-all average heat consumption per ton of

steel produced.

FIGURE 43

HEAT CONSUMPTION IN STEEL HEATING FURNACES
1950 - 1959
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SOURCE: Developed by Stanford Research Institute from American Iron and Steel Institute data.
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Not all steel goes through all heating operations. The diagram below

shows that while total ingot steel production is heated in soaking pits,

varying fractions of it are subsequently reheated and heat-treated before

final products are made. Recycling of some through reheat furnaces is

also done. The average heat consumption per ton of ingot steel is there-

fore an arbitrary figure.

Reheat
Furnaces

Ingot [Soaking Heat-Treating Finished
Steel Pits Furnaces Products

Total ingot steel production in Figure 43 was adjusted to account

for scrap losses of about 15 percent during the primary rolling operation

to arrive at a net steel production going through the various heating

furnaces. The gradual increase in consumption per ton over the past ten

years is due in part to a decreasing use of by-product blast furnace gas

in soaking pits (other heating furnaces do not use any blast furnace gas

as a rule), to an increasing number of heating cycles employed per ton of

steel shipped, and to an increasing trend toward high-head heating in

reheat furnaces. Another factor that determines fuel consumption per

ton of production is the utilization of capacity. Blast furnace gas

consumption in soaking pits is not shown in Figure 43, since data are

not available. It is estimated, however, that no more than 10 to 20 per-

cent of the over-all requirement in soaking pits comes from this source.

Internally generated fuel is derived from the coal used to produce

coke, which is required as a chemical reductant in blast furnace opera-

tion. It is estimated that 5 to 6 million Btu's of coke oven gas are
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produced for each ton of coal converted to coke (about 0.7 ton of coke

is formed). Of the coke supplied to blast furnaces, approximately

50 percent of the coke heating value is recovered in the form of blast

furnace gas, 30 percent is consumed in the chemical reduction of ore to

metal, and about 20 percent is consumed as heat within the blast furnace.

An example of heat consumption in a hypothetical plant is shown in Fig-

ure 44. The distribution of coke over gas, blast furnace gas, tar-pitch,

and purchased fuel differs markedly from one plant to another, and in

Figure 44 national averages have been used where possible. This example

shows the heat required in each of several operations, heat that is

available from the various sources, and the fact that most purchased fuel

(exclusive of coking coal) is used in operations following ingot produc-

tion. The total heat consumption in the example differs from the na-

tional average of 20 x 106 Btu per ton of ingot steel, in that all losses

and all fuel used for production of boiler steam have not been taken

into account.

HTH is used in five major operations: (1) coking (26500F), (2)

blast furnace (36000F), (3) melting furnace (3000 F), (4), soaking pit

(22500F), and (5) reheat furnace (22000F). Other heating operations

include blast furnace stoves for preheating air, steam generation, and

heat-treating of finished steel products. These operations use signifi-

cant quantities of fuel, but mostly at temperatures below 15000F. There

is a trend toward higher temperatures in the blast furnace stoves, and

blast air heated to 1600-18000F may be common in another 5 to 10 years.

There is no specific trend toward changing temperatures in heat-treating

operations: the process, such as annealing, spherodizing; the product,

such as wire, strip; and the type of furnace, such as direct- and indirect-

fired, batch or continuous, all determine quite precisely the temperatures

that are required.

Of the HTH operations, the soaking pit and reheat furnace operations

were selected for detailed study because the temperatures are in the

range of interest, and because most plants rely heavily on purchased

fuels for these operations. As long as coke is used as both a chemical

reductant and heat source in blast furnace operation, by-product coke

oven gas and blast furnace gas will be available. Full utilization of

these gases is required for economic operation of the plant. The trend

toward increased efficiency of blast furnace operation will continue to

lower coke requirements, which will result in lower production of by-

product gases. There will be an increasing requirement for purchased

fuel, although not in direct proportion to the decrease in by-product

gas availability, since efficiencies will also increase in other heat

consumption operations. Purchased fuel will continue to be used princi-

pally in furnaces required for ingot-steel-finishing operations, at least

for the next five to ten years.
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FIGURE 44

HEAT CONSUMPTION IN A HYPOTHETICAL
INTEGRATED IRON AND STEEL PLANT

(Based on the 1950 - 1959 Average for 1 Ton of Ingot Steel)
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It should be mentioned, however, that direct continuous casting of

semifinished steel products (blooms, slabs, or billets) would virtually

eliminate the soaking pit and primary mill operations, lowering over-all

fuel requirements as well as other manufacturing costs. Direct casting

is in use in some foreign countries, where economic advantages have been

realized, but as yet has made no inroads into the U.S. steel industry.

It is probable that this method will be in use in the United States in

another five to ten years, at least in a few plants.

Outlook

The use of agglomerated materials and foreign ore will grow rapidly

as high grade iron ore supplies become depleted. The blast furnace and

steel-melting furnace operations will become more efficient, and use of

oxygen will increase.

Projection of the historical growth in ingot steel production (Fig-

ure 40) results in 139 million tons of production by 1965, and 160 mil-

lion tons by 1970. Bureau of Mines estimates are 140 million tons and

160 million tons for these years, respectively. Various steel industry
representatives have given other estimates, ranging from 185 million tons

in 1970 to 155 million tons in 1974 to 170 million tons in 1975 to
215 million tons in 1980.

Steel capacity requirements related to a 1970 production of 160 mil-

lion tons and an average utilization of 88 percent will have to grow to
182 million tons by 1970. Slow growth in capacity is expected during

the next few years, as production rises to meet existing capacity. In-

creases in capacity during this decade are expected to come principally

through modernization of existing capacity, yielding more efficient op-

erations. No major steel industry expansion program is expected during

the early 1960's as was experienced during the 1950's. It is estimated

that perhaps 8 percent of the total increase in capacity (34 million tons)

will be met through construction of three or four new plants built during

the latter half of the decade.

The percentage of steel produced by electric furnace melting (pri-

marily ferro-alloys) is expected to remain at about 10 percent of total

production; Bessemer production will become negligible; basic oxygen

process production will gradually increase, growing to nearly 10 percent

of production by 1970; and open hearth production will drop to about

80 percent. Nearly all open hearths will be converted to use oxygen by

1970.
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Bureau of Mines has projected estimated requirements for ore, coal,

and purchased scrap, as well as pig iron, through 1975, based on the in-

got steel production mentioned earlier. The Bureau estimates a coke con-

sumption of 0.65 tons per ton of pig iron produced by 1975, which closely

approximates the trend in coke consumption per ton of pig iron shown pre-

viously in Figure 39. A few plants have already reached this coke con-

sumption through highly efficient operations. It is possible that the

average coke requirement will be less than estimated, through increased

efficiencies, the shift to sinter or pellet feed materials, use of oxygen

enriched air blast, and use of hydrocarbon injection. Nearly a 40 percent

increase in blast furnace capacity could be realized through these tech-

niques and through the use of higher top pressure, and furnaces existing

today could conceivably satisfy requirements through 1970. New processes

are also possible during the next 10 to 15 years, including direct reduc-

tion of ore, or replacement of carbon reductant with hydrogen or hydro-

carbon gases and heat supplied from an external source.

Other changes that may occur in the iron and steel industry are

(1) a gradual shift toward geographical decentralization, resulting in

a greater number of smaller plants, (2) increasing use of automatic con-

trolling devices, (3) decrease in the relative use of purchased scrap

materials which are becoming increasingly more difficult to use because

of impurities and which are becoming more expensive, and (4) computer

programmed and controlled rolling mills.

Products from Ingot Steel

Pig iron from blast furnaces, combined with scrap materials--both

new scrap originating within the steel industry and old scrap purchased

from salvage industries--is melted and refined to a predetermined carbon

content in steel-melting furnaces, and cast into ingots. The ingots are

brought to a uniform temperature in soaking pits (furnaces) and rolled to

a semifinished form, designated as a slab, bloom, or billet. Semifinished

shapes are then reheated to uniform rolling temperatures in reheat fur-

naces and rolled to the desired finished steel product; for example, sheet,

bar, plates, or strip. Some of these products may be heat-treated (an-

nealed for example) at the steel plant before shipment or at the manu-

facturing plant receiving the shipment; some require no heat treatment.

The following is a discussion of high temperature soaking pit and reheat

furnace operations in steel manufacturing.

1/ U.S. Bureau of Mines, Mineral Facts and Problems, Bulletin No. 585,

1960.
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Soaking Pit Operations

Molten steel as tapped from the open hearth is at a temperature of

about 3000 F, varying according to the composition and grade of steel

and to operating practices within the plant. The melt flows from the

furnace through a trough-type tapping spout into a refractory-lined steel

ladle. The full ladle is transported by crane to the pouring platform

a few yards away, and the heat is poured into ingot molds. Molds are

usually cast iron with a cross-section that may be rectangular, oval, or

round. All molds are tapered to facilitate stripping the mold from the

ingot. There is a trend toward increasing ingot size, which parallels

the increasing size of steel plate and sheet being produced. In the

early 1950's ingots averaged 22 x 23 inches in cross-section; currently

they average about 27 X 28 inches, and in the late 1960's they are ex-

pected to average 33 X 35 inches. Ingots are usually 6 to 7 feet in

height, and range from about 1 ton for a 12- X 12-inch ingot, to 5 tons

for a 24- X 25-inch, to 15 tons for a 26- X 66-inch.

After pouring, the ingots are held for an hour or so and then trans-

ported on small rail cars from the pouring platform to the stripping

building located near the soaking pit facility. The distance from open

hearths to soaking pits varies from a few hundred yards in most plants

to nearly a mile in a few installations. A stripping crane lifts the

mold and ingot and either pushes or pulls the ingot from the mold, depend-

ing upon whether the taper is larger at the bottom or top of the mold,

after which the ingot is carried by crane to the soaking pit. The time

from pouring an ingot to charging the pit (track time) varies from 2 to

4 hours, with an average of about 3 hours in most plants. As a result,

in most plants the center of the ingot is still molten when it is charged

to the soaking pit, and its temperature ranges between 1400 and 18000F.

There are some special quality ingots that must be allowed to solidify

before moving from the holding platform.

The soaking pit serves as a constant temperature bath where the ingot

is allowed to come to a predetermined, uniform temperature suitable for

the rolling operation to follow. Usually, rapid heating is used until

the ingot reaches soaking temperatures. While soaking, the rate of heat

input is adjusted to only replace heat losses, such as radiation. The

time required to bring the ingot to a uniform temperature depends prin-

cipally on track time, available space in the pit, and schedule of the

rolling mill. Usually an ingot will be in the soaking pit from 4 to

5 hours. Rules of thumb are: (1) track time plus one hour and (2)

1.5 times the track time. It is more efficient to keep the track time

to a minimum, which results in less cooling and therefore less time in

the soaking pit.
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Occasionally when the rolling mill becomes overloaded, ingots are

kept in the soaking pit longer than usual. In most plants there is a

slight soaking pit overcapacity in order to maintain high utilization of

the more expensive rolling mill capacity.

After reaching the desired uniform temperature of 2200 to 24000F,

depending on the type of steel, plant operations, etc., ingots are re-

moved from the soaking pit by crane and transported to the rolling mill.

Many types of rolling facilities are used and are classed as blooming,

slabbing, or billet mills. Ingots are first reduced to either slabs or

blooms, and billets are then rolled from blooms, usually without reheating.

These mills can vary from a single stand blooming mill to a 14-stand con-

tinuous billet mill, depending on the shape, thickness, width, and pro-

duction rate of the desired form. They can produce 100 to 400 tons per

hour--thus, a 10-ton ingot can be rolled out in 1 to 3 minutes. It is

possible to roll ingots directly through the semifinished stage into the

finished product, such as rails, beams, and some plates, on one mill.

However, most ingots are rolled first to blooms, slabs, or billets, then

cooled, stored, inspected and scarfed where necessary for surface improve-

ment and shipped to a finishing mill for finished product manufacture.

Reheat Furnace Operations

In reheat operations, semifinished steel shapes are brought to a

uniform finishing temperature--nearly the same as that of the ingot before

rolling. Reheating requires a greater heat input, since most shapes enter

the reheat furnaces cold and the operation becomes more one of heating a

shape to a desired temperature than of allowing the temperature in the

shape to come to equilibrium in a controlled temperature zone as in soaking

pit operations. In general, shapes are reheated only once during the

finishing operations, although some special steels may be reheated three

or four times.

Two general types of reheating are performed--batch and continuous.
Either type of reheat furnace is used for slab and bloom reheating; how-

ever, billets are usually reheated in continuous-type furnaces.

As in the case of the primary mill and soaking pit relationship, the

finishing mill operation is more costly than reheating. Reheat furnace

capacities are therefore slightly in excess of the maximum production

rate on the finishing mill, and the quantity of material in the reheat

furnace is usually slightly in excess of that scheduled for finishing.
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Continuous reheating, in most cases, has distinct advantages over

batch operations, including lower operating fuel and labor costs and more

uniform heating of shapes at all temperature ranges. Batch furnaces

have advantages in some situations, especially where small lots of odd-

sized shapes are to be reheated. In addition, they are more suitable

for holding or soaking shapes for prolonged periods, which is often nec-

essary when the finishing mill becomes overloaded or slowed down. Batch

furnaces, when charged, must be kept close to the temperature of the semi-

finished shapes, because in most cases they are charged with hot materi-

als directly from the primary mill operations to obtain higher operating

efficiencies. However, cold-charging of batch furnaces is still used in

many cases. In continuous furnaces, the charge is almost always cold

when it enters the furnace.

Semifinished shapes at the desired uniform temperature (2200 to 2400 0F)

are transported to the nearby finishing mill for final rolling or shaping.

The variety of mills used for this operation is more extensive than in

the case of primary rolling mills. A large integrated plant will have a

dozen or so finishing mills, each with one or more reheat furnaces and

each producing particular shapes or finished products, including plates,

rails, bars, wheels and axles, sheet, strip, rod, and many others. Very

few mills produce several of these products together. Some, such as

strip or rod mills, are high-speed, highly automated, and can operate

continuously from the rolling of hot semifinished shapes to the final

product, ready for shipment. In an integrated plant, however, further

processing, such as cold rolling or wire drawing, is performed before

shipping. Eventually, continuous finishing may be extended to sheet

steel and other products, but this trend has been deterred by the large

variations in size, gauge, and type of steel. Currently, such products

are handled in semiautomatic mills run by machinery and equipment opera-

tors. After finishing, the products are transferred by crane or car to

annealing or other heat-treating furnaces.

The types and sizes of furnaces or heating equipment used for heat-

treating represent an even broader range than reheat furnaces. In gen-

eral, heat-treating temperatures are considerably lower than reheat

furnace or soaking pit temperatures, since the function of heat-treating

is to induce some desired quality in the product--as an example, reliev-

ing stresses produced during the metalworking operations. These qualities

are usually dependent on temperature inversion points in the molecular or

crystal structure of the metal, which occur at lower temperatures than

softening or desirable metalworking temperatures. In most heat-treating

furnaces the product is brought to the desired temperature--usually 800-

1500F--held at that temperature for a prescribed period, and then gradu-

ally cooled. The atmosphere is also carefully controlled during the
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heat-treating. Atmospheres used include nitrogen, and/or partially burned

fuel gas,' hydrogen, carbon dioxide and/or monoxide, and hydrocarbon gases.

Humidity is also an important factor in most operations.

A significant proportion of heat-treating is performed by the manu-

facturer purchasing the finished product; however, there is a trend

toward returning some of these operations to the steel industry. Bar

stock heat treating in particular has moved in this direction, and heat-

treating of other products will be affected, as more finishing mills and

heat-treating operations become continuous and automatically controlled.

Equipment and Operating Characteristics

Soaking Pits

In-Plant Location and Pit Description. In most steel plants, soak-

ing pits are in one central location, usually a few hundred yards or so

from the open hearth, and directly adjacent to the primary mills. One

building housing several banks of soaking pits serves the entire mill in

most plants, in contrast to reheat furnaces which are usually located at

each finishing mill--an important factor when considering the impact of

using a single high temperature heat source.

The soaking pit building contains only the pits, handling cranes,

and conveying system. All auxiliary equipment, such as flues and stacks,

and in many plants the recuperative system, is located outside the central

structure.

Soaking pits are usually deep rectangular chambers, although some

are circular. They are most often below ground or at floor level. The

pits (or holes) are usually arranged in rows or batteries within the

building and a typical modern installation has 10 rows of from 2 to 6

soaking pits each. Pits within one battery have common walls, but an

individual pit may be fired independently, has its own cover, and is

loaded and unloaded while other pits are in full operation. Pit dimen-

sions range from 8 feet long by 6 feet wide by 8 feet deep, to 18 feet
long by 16 feet wide by 16 feet deep, with some newer installations up

to 30 feet long.

Types of Soaking Pits. There are three principal soaking pit de-

signs: (1) nonrecuperative, (2) recuperative, and (3) regenerative,

indicating the type of heat recovery system employed. Nonrecuperative

pits are no longer used in new installations, since there is no heat
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recovery. In recuperative pits, hot combustion gases pass through an

arrangement of ceramic tile or tubes in which its heat is recovered and

conducted through the walls to heat incoming air which is simultaneously

passing through the tubes in crossflow or in the opposite direction.

Some installations use metal tubes or castings in recuperator systems in

lieu of refractory systems. In regenerative pits, hot gases are exhausted

through a checkerwork system on one side to heat the brick. The firing

is then reversed and cold air is passed through the checkerwork, trans-

ferring heat to the air prior to mixing with fuel for combustion. The

firing of the pit is alternated from one side to the other, as the gas-

air flows are reversed from one side to the other. This type of pit was

originally designed for use primarily with blast furnace top gas.

Both types of soaking pits have advantages, but the recuperative

design tends to be more efficient, less costly to install, and more flex-

ible. For example, recuperators can be located outside the central build-

ing, whereas regenerative checkerwork systems generally must be located

within the building directly adjacent to the pits. Recuperative soaking

pits also usually have a higher ratio of hearth area to main building

area than the older regenerative type. No data are available to indicate

the number of each used in the industry today; however, most of the re-

cent installations have been of the recuperative type.

Capacity and Number of Pits per Plant. Soaking pit capacity depends

primarily on the length and width, since ingots are placed standing on

end. Modern pits are designed for 50 percent coverage of the width and

for total hearth coverage of about 40 percent. This allows uniform heat-

ing of ingots through free flow of hot combustion gases throughout the

pit. The increase in ingot size has necessitated a continual increase in

the size of pits, so that most of those being built today are about

28 feet long by 12 to 16 feet wide.

A general rule of thumb used by the industry is that a recuperative

pit has a capacity of 40 to 50 tons per month for each square foot of

hearth area. The national average for the industry at the beginning of

1960 was 410 tons per year per square foot in over a thousand batteries

at 83 plants (Table 69). Nearly all soaking pit installations are lo-

cated in the 80 or so plants producing pig iron and open hearth steel.

In 1960, there was an average of 2.5 pits per battery and 13 batteries

per plant as opposed to 3 pits per battery and 10 batteries per plant in

1951. The average hearth area in 1960 was only 147 square feet per pit,

indicating the large number of small pits, compared with recent installa-

tions, which have hearth areas of 200 to 300 square feet per pit. Annual

capacity has increased about 30 percent, from 47,000 tons per pit in
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Table 69

ANALYSIS OF SOAKING PITS IN THE UNITED STATES
1951 and 1960

1951 1960

Region No. of No. of Total Heat- Annual Percent No. of No. of Total Heat- Annual Percent
No. of ing Area Capacity of Total No. of ing Area Capacity
Plants (thousands (millions Plants (thousands (millions

Batteries Pits batteries Pits Capacityof sq ft) of tons) of sq ft) of tons)

New England 2 5 19 0.6 0.5% 1 3 11 1.0 0.12 0.1%

Middle Atlantic 27 265 878 40.2 37.0 29 378 902 115.6 55.1 34.0

East North Central 30 349 940 46.4 43.0 33 462 1,207 181.0 72.7 45.0

West North Central 1 6 24 m 1.2 1.1 2 17 38 4.7 1.7 1.1

South Atlantic 5 64 205 0 0 8.8 8.1 5 70 169 46.6 12.8 8.0

East South Central 5 49 147 6.0 5.6 6 61 168 18.5 7.8 4.9
a-

West South Central 1 9 9 oe 1.2 1.1 3 20 26 5.6 2.3 1.4
U

Mountain 2 20 66 2.3 2.1 2 25 80 8.6 4.2 2.6
z

Pacific 3 18 32 1.9 1.8 2 23 50 9.9 3.3 2.1

Total United States 76 785 2,320 108.6 100.0% 83 1,059 2,651 391.5 160.0 100.0%

Source: Compiled by Stanford Research Institute from data published by the American Iron & Steel Institute, Directory of Iron and Steel Works, 1951 and 1960.



1951 to over 60,000 tons per pit in 1960, while the net increase in num-

ber of pits was only 330 or 14 percent, excluding replacement of retired

facilities. Most of the increase in soaking pit capacity occurred during

major expansions in 1951 and 1952 and again in 1956 and 1957.

Characteristics of typical soaking pit installations during the past

ten years, shown in Table 70, were derived from data made available by a

large soaking pit design-engineering-construction firm. These installa-

tions all have a design temperature of 24000F. The 81 pits account for

over 20 percent of the total net increase in soaking pits from 1951 to

1960.

Direct, continuous casting of blooms, slabs, or billets would vir-

tually eliminate the need for soaking pit and primary mill operations.

This method has been put to practice in some foreign countries, but as

yet has made no inroads into the U.S. steel industry.

Soaking Pit and Other Plant Costs. The capital cost of a battery

of soaking pits varies with the size and number of pits in the battery.

Installation of a single battery with one or two pits is slightly more

expensive per square foot of hearth than installation of several batteries

of several pits. Generally, for the installation of several batteries,

the cost will average very close to $650 per square foot of hearth area.

Table 70 shows that typical installations ranged between $200,000 and

$3 million.

Soaking pit costs may be broken down as follows: 75 percent for the

furnace proper, including refractories, steel framework, and firing equip-

ment; 10 percent for the recuperation system; 10 percent for the controls

and instrumentation; and about 2-1/2 percent for the waste gas flues and

stacks. The soaking pit cost represents about 40 percent of the total

cost of the soaking pit building, foundations, utilities, cranes, conveyor

system, and soaking pits for a recuperative-type installation, where the

flues, stack, and recuperative system are located outside the pit build-

ing. In regenerative-type installations or other installations where

auxiliary equipment is located within the building, total costs will be

higher and the soaking pit fraction will be lower.

A summary of estimated costs for three sizes of soaking pit and roll-

ing mill installations is shown in Table 71. In these cases, the soaking

pit installation represents 10 to 25 percent of the cost of the entire

blooming and slabbing mill. These costs are related to total plant costs

in Table 72, where an estimated breakdown of over-all costs of an inte-

grated steel plant of 1-million-ton-per-year capacity is given.
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Table 70

CHARACTERISTICS OF SELECTED SOAKING PITS INSTALLED BETWEEN
1951 AND 1960

Maximum Maximum Estimated
Number Rated Heat Input Cost of the

Rated HeatCotfth
of Soaking Capacity Inputper Ton 2/

Pits in each per Pit of Capacity-
Installation (sq ft) (millions (millions (millions

of Btu per hour) of dollars)
of Btu)

1951 18 285 30 1.5 $3.3

1953 10 220 18 1.2 1.4

1955 4 220 18 1.2 0.6

4 230 25 1.6 0.6

1956 16 320 35 1.6 3.3

4 240 22.5 1.3 0.6

9 188 20 1.5 1.0

4 220 18 1.2 0.6

1957 4 180 24 1.9 0.5

1959 2 168 17 1.4 0.2

1960 6 320 35 1.6 1.2

81

1/ Estimated by Stanford Research Institute, using 50 tons per month per square

foot of hearth area.

2/ Estimated by Stanford Research Institute, using $650 per square foot of hearth

area.

Source: Derived by Stanford Research Institute from confidential information.
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Table 71

ESTIMATED CAPITAL COSTS

FOR BLOOMING AND STABBING MILLS

(Thousands of Dollars)

Buildings (including soaking

pit building)

Utilities

Cranes

Soaking Pits (including related
equipment and structures)

Number of Pits
Pit Area in Square Feet

Mill Equipment

Electrical Equipment

Foundat ions

Office Facilities, Contingencies,

and Other Costs Related to

Construction

Small

Product ion

Blooming Mill

(annual

product ion

200,000 tons)

$ 600

125

790

1,110

6

140

2,400

1,200

1, 250

1,853

Med ium

Produ< t ion
Blooming Mill

(annual

product ion

500,000 tons)

$ 1,500

200

1, 110

3,755

12

220

3, 950

1, 800

1,500

3,371

High Production

Blooming and

Slabbing Mill

(annual

product ion

900,000 tons)

$ 2,700

250

2,450

5,000

18

190

4, 900

3,000

1, 700

4,728

Total $9,328 $17,186 $24,728

Source: K. Schlesinger, Iron and Steel Engineer, July 1957.
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Table 72

ESTIMATED COSTS OF AN INTEGRATED STEEL PLANT

1954

(Capacity 1 Million Tons of Ingots per Year)

(Costs in Millions of Dollars)

Coke Plant $ 25.6

Ore Dock and Related 10.1

Blast Furnaces and Related 23.1

Open Hearths and Related 45.1

Rolling Mill Machinery 44.4

Electrical Equipment 44.4

Boilers, Pumps, and Utilities 25.6

General Services, Offices, etc. 15.8

Total $234.1

Source: Private communication with T. J. Ess,

Manager-Director of Iron & Steel En-

gineer.

Soaking Pit Heat Requirements. HTH requirements in soaking pits

vary according to the temperature of hot ingots charged. Most modern

soaking pits (see Table 70) have maximum rated heat inputs of 20 to

30 million Btu per hour or 1 to 3 million Btu per ton of steel. A higher

heat input is used at the start of the operation than during the final

soaking period. Thus, in over-all actual operations, the heat require-

ment can vary from 0.3 to 0.5 million Btu per ton for a very hot (1600

to 1800 F) ingot, where the center is still molten, to 1.5 to 2 million
Btu per ton for a nearly cold ingot. The efficiency of heat recovery,

type of steel, and utilization of available capacity will all cause the

heat requirement to vary. Generally, however, the industry uses an

average of 1 million Btu per ton.

Although soaking pits are fired full time, they are used only 50 to

75 percent of the time because of the time required for loading and un-

loading, and occasional waiting periods for new ingots' to arrive, or for

the mill to take ingots that are ready to roll. Soaking pits are used

to absorb slack in over-all operations, since it is a lower cost opera-

tion than either open hearth or the rolling mill operations.
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The efficiency of heat utilization (heat absorbed by the ingots ver-

sus heat input) varies with the temperature of the ingot when charged.

Efficiencies can be as high as 80 percent for nearly cold ingots, since

the largest fraction of heat used is for bringing the ingot to tempera-

ture. For hot charged ingots, efficiencies will be 40 to 50 percent,

since less heat is required to bring them to temperature, and the ingot

may even contain enough heat in its center to provide the necessary heat

to bring it to temperature. Once the soaking temperature has been reached,

all heat input is essentially lost, since no heat is being absorbed by

the ingot--it is only being redistributed uniformly throughout the ingot.

Fuels Use. Most soaking pit installations use a mixture of coke

oven gas and blast furnace gas; some use purchased natural gas; and

others supplement their supplies with purchased fuel oil rather than

natural gas. The type of fuel used depends on the distribution of vari-

ous by-products fuels within a particular plant, the efficiency of plant

operation, and purchased fuel costs. Over-all average data for the whole

industry, (Figure 43) indicate that the coke oven gas consumed in the

heating furnace category more than equals the soaking pit heat requirement.

Since most soaking pits are centrally located in the plant near the

open hearth and sources of by-product fuel, it is usually more efficient

and economic to use by-product fuels in these furnaces.

Maintenance Requirements. Many soaking pits are constructed of fire-

brick ref ractories which allow them to be fired up and shut down more

frequently and rapidly than furnaces constructed of more sensitive re-

fractories, such as silica brick. Replacement of ref ractories in the

soaking pit is the only significant maintenance requirement.

The life of soaking pit brick lining varies from 1-1/2 to 5 years

throughout the industry, depending on operations in particular installa-

tions and generally on the treatment given these furnaces. Many times

soaking pit walls or hearths must have major repairs or even replacement

when physical damage is incurred. On the average, pit lining is replaced

every three years.

Soaking pit covers require more frequent repair and replacement under

normal operations than the walls or hearth, since they receive a consid-

erable amount of wear and tear through frequent handling. The steel

framework of the soaking pit lasts almost indefinitely and is usually

written off over a period of 20 to 25 years.
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Stand-by furnaces are not usually required for use in case of an un-

scheduled shutdown of an operating furnace. All plants have a full com-

plement of furnaces, and as they are seldom operated at full capacity,

furnaces will generally be available if one must go down unexpectedly.

Total annual maintenance costs associated with soaking pits range

between 30 and 60 cents per ton of steel soaked; this includes relining

on a 3- to 4-year basis and routine, day-to-day maintenance. The latter

includes patching pit covers; cleaning the checkerwork recuperative or

regenerative system; cleaning flues, piping, and burners; and repairing

controls and instrumentation. These costs are minor, representing less

than 10 percent of relining costs.

For new installations, maintenance costs will average less over the

first two or three relining jobs--perhaps 25 cents per ton heated, or

about 5 percent annually of the original cost of the installation. Thus,

annual maintenance costs may range from $50,000 to $500,000, depending

on size of the installation, its age, and the treatment it receives.

Manufacturing Costs

The total cost of ingot-soaking and primary rolling to slabs, blooms,

or billets ranges from $9 to $14 per ton of semifinished product, depend-

ing on plant size (see Table 73), about one-half of which is made up of

capital charges. The major soaking pit costs, based on the 1-million-ton-

per-year plant, include the following:

Fuel $0.49/ton

Labor 0.30

Repairs 0.50

Capital charges 0.83

Total $2.12/ton

Soaking pit costs for the two smaller plants shown on the table, based

on a direct proportion to the larger one would be $2.49 per ton for the

500,000-ton-per-year plant and $3.42 per ton for the 200,000-ton-per-

year plant. The soaking pit operation accounts for about 25 percent of

the over-all primary mill operation.
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Table 73

ESTIMATED MANUFACTURING COSTS-

INGOTS TO SEMIFINISHED PRODUCT

(Dollars per Ton)

Operating Assumptions

Direct Labor

Soaking Pit Fuel

million Btu)
(@ 56c per

Utilities

Miscellaneous Supplies

Maintenance

(labor and materials)

Major Repairs

Soaking Pit Rebuilding

General Expenses

Conversion Cost

Fixed Charges at 15% of

Original Capital Investment

Small

Production

Blooming Mill

(production

200,000

tons/year)

80 hours per
week

.0

z

$ 7.35

(assumed)

7.00

i I I

Medium

Product ion
Blooming Mill

(production

500,000
tons/year)

144 hours per

week

$ 0.98

0.76

0.99

0.44

0.40

0.97

0.46

0.28

$ 5.28

5.16

High Product ion
Blooming and
Sbitd1bbiig Mill
(product ion

900,000 tuns;'year)

120 hours per

week

$0.59

0.49

0.50

0.26

0.21

1.80

0.93

$4.78

4.12

Total $14.35 $10.44 $8.90

1/
Man-hours per Ton 0.72 0.34 0.19-

1/ Approximately one-half involved in soaking pit operations.

Source: K. Schlesinger, Iron and Steel Engineer, July 1957.
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Reheat Furnaces

Furnace Description and Size. Reheat furnaces in an integrated

plant are located either near the primary mills (such as blooming) or

near the finishing mills. The latter is the usual case, since several

reheat furnaces may be required to feed a single finishing mill. There

may be several mills, each manufacturing a different product.

Batch and continuous reheat furnaces are of several types: (1) con-

tinuous rotary hearth, often used for heating rounds in tube mills and

short lengths of blooms or billets for forging; (2) batch furnaces of

all sizes, used for heating all sizes and shapes of products--currently

used mostly as stand-bys or to supplement reheating done in continuous

furnaces; (3) continuous single- and double-fired rectangular furnaces,

used for reheating bars and billets for rod and wire mills, small slabs

for skelp mills, and round billets for piercing mills; and (4) continuous

multi-zone-fired rectangular furnaces, used for reheating slabs for strip,

sheet, and plate mills, blooms of more than 6-inch thickness for bar and

structural mills and, to a limited extent, for heating ingots for bloom-

ing mills. The latter two types of furnaces are the work horses of the

steel industry and represent over 80 percent of reheat capacity.

Sizes of these furnaces vary, depending on age of the installation,

production capacity required at the mill, type of finished product being

manufactured, and over-all size of the particular plant. Single-fired

continuous furnaces are used mostly in older installations or where high

quality heating and/or high capacity are not essential. Double-fired

furnaces usually have two top-fired heating zones and are used for quality

heating of sections up to about 6 inches thick. They range in length

from 32 to 70 feet and in width from about 8 to 45 feet. Output varies

with size from 5 to 120 tons per hour.

Multi-zone fired furnaces have from 3 to 5 zones and employ both

overfiring and underfiring in the primary heating zone. The zones are

for preheating, heating to rolling temperature, and soaking. The furnaces

range in length from 35 to 110 feet or more and in width from 12 to

40 feet. Output varies with size from 15 to nearly 300 tons per hour,

although most furnaces produce between 150 to 200 tons per hour. Slab

reheat furnaces vary from 60 to 110 feet long by 20 to 30 feet wide and

produce 150 to 175 pounds per square foot of hearth covered per hour.

In addition to the reheat furnaces mentioned, there are some high

speed, cylindrical furnaces, which continuously heat blooms at rates of

200 tons per hour. These furnaces are high-head heating types which can

cut heating time by a factor of 5 to nearly 10, with increased fuel con-

sumption but at an over-all lower total cost.
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Reheat furnaces can be further classified according to the heat re-

covery system employed: regenerative, recuperative, or nonrecuperative,

similar to soaking pit designs.

Capacity and Number per Plant. Individual plants have from one to

dozens of reheat furnaces, depending on plant size, type of product, and

operation. Reheat capacity will closely parallel the production of fin-

ished steel shapes, and each furnace varies from a few tons per hour to

200 or 300 tons per hour, according to type and size of furnace.

Total U.S. steel industry data (Table 74) show that there were an

average of about 8 reheat furnaces per plant at the beginning of 1960--

a decline from nearly 10 in 1951. Capacity per furnace has increased by

85 percent, from 67,000 tons per year to 123,000 tons per year, and re-

heat capacity per plant has increased 60 percent, from 640,000 tons per

year to 1 million tons. Average hearth area is currently about 475 square

feet per furnace.

As indicated by these data, there are over twice as many plants with

reheat furnaces as with soaking pits (Table 65). Soaking pits are usually

only in plants with blast furnaces and open hearth (or other steel-melting)

furnaces, whereas there are about 90 plants that do not make steel ingots,

but which start with semifinished steel products and manufacture finished

products. In these 90 plants semifinished materials may be purchased from

another company, or shipments may be received from parent or subsidiary

companies for further processing. A trend is taking place toward erection

of finishing plants in locations distant from the steelmaking facilities,

particularly on the West Coast, where steel ingots are not widely produced

and have to be shipped in. It is less expensive to ship semifinished

steel for further processing at a location near the market than to ship

finished materials great distances to the market.

The breakdown of reheat furnaces according to type, shown in Table 75,

indicates clearly that continuous furnaces are in greatest use today.

Data in the table do not distinguish between recuperation and regenera-

tion, but the larger proportion of those furnaces shown as regenerative

are actually recuperative systems (65 percent in the case of continuous

furnaces in 1960).

Characteristics of selected reheat furnace installations during the

past eleven years are indicated by Table 76, which is compiled from data

made available by a large furnace design-engineering-construction firm.

All continuous furnaces shown have rated temperatures of 24000F to 26000F.

These data show that reheat furnace construction precedes the steel
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Table 74

ANALYSIS OF REHEAT FURNACES IN THE UNITED STATES

1951 and 1960

1951 1960

Total Heat- Annual
Region Percent Percent

No. of No. of ing Area Capacity No. of No. of ing Area Capacity
of Total of Total

Plants Furnaces (thousands (millions Plants Furnaces (thousands (millions
Capacity Plntauraes (hosadi(ilyn

of sq ft) of tons) of sq ft) of tons) Capacity

New England 4 9 0.63 0.6% 4 7 3.0 0.57 0.3%

Middle Atlantic 70 1,005 35.4 32.0 67 800 250.0 51.6 30.0
1-4

East North Central 63 414 46.6 42.0 52 332 236.0 71.1 42.0

West North Central 3 11 2.0 1.8 3 9 7.7 1.7 1.0

South Atlantic 11 94 ,'* 12.7 11.0 11 _.x.87 51.2 18.0 10.0
.0.0

East South Central 8 74 S.-44.1 3.7 9 44 32.1 9.2 5.4
0-
a ca

West South Central 3 13 2 > 1.6 1.4 7 22 15.5 4.5 2.7
U

Mountain 2 18 o 2.5 2.3 2 18 24.3 4.6 2.7
z

Pacific 11 33 5.9 5.2 14 64 37.2 9.0 5.3

Total United States 175 1,671 111.4 100.0% 169 1,383 657.1 170.4 100.0%

Source: Compiled by Stanford Research Institute from data presented by the American Iron & Steel Institute, Directory of Iron and

Steel Works, 1951 and 1960.



Table 75

ANALYSIS OF REHEAT FURNACES BY TYPE
(Capacities in Millions of Tons)

1951 1960

Type Percent Percent
Annual Annual

of Total of Total
Capacity . Capacity Capacity

Capacity Capacity

Total United States 111.4 100 % 170.4 100 %

Continuous 82.6 74 137.3 81

Regenerative 30.3 27 74.6 44

Nonregenerative 43.2 39 50.5 30

Not Specified 9.1 8 12.2 7

Hearth 19.1 17 22.9 13.4

Regenerative 12.8 11.5 10.9 6.4

Nonregenerative 5.4 4.8 10.8 6.3

Not Specified 0.9 0.8 1.2 0.7

Batch 0.4 0.3 4.5 2.6

Regenerat ive - -- 1.9 1.1

Nonregenerative 0.4 0.3 1.6 0.9

Not Specified - -- 1.0 0.6

Not Specified 9.3 8.4 5.7 3.3

Source: Compiled by Stanford Research Institute from data pre-

sented by the American Iron & Steel Institute, Directory

of Iron and Steel Works, 1951 and 1960.
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Table 76

CHARACTERISTICS OF SELECTED REHEAT FURNACES INSTALLED BETWEEN

1950 AND 1960

Range of

Type of Maximum Total
No. Range of Maximum

Furnace Heat Input Estimated
of Rated Rated 1/Year (continuous per Ton of Cost-

Furn-Cpates H tInt
unless noted Capacties Heatint Capacity (millions

aces (tons /hr) (millions
as batch) (millions of dollars)

of Btu/hr) of Btu)

1950

1951

1952

1953

1954

1955

1956

1957

1958

1959

1960

7

1

13

2

1

1

1

1

14

1

1

8

4

4

1

2

1

1

2

7

3

2

1

2

3-zone
batch

3-zone

3-zone

3-zone

2-zone

3-zone

2-zone

3-zone
Car-type

batch

2-zone

3-zone
4-zone

5-zone

2-zone
3-zone

2-zone

3-zone

2-zone

3-zone
5-zone

2-zone

3-zone
4-zone

50-100
10 tons
per load

100-150

60

125
100

80

90
60-150
75 tons
per load

60
100-150

128
200

25

70-75

35

40

100-120
50-180

231

110
140
150

95-185
8.5

165-240

105

220

125

120

122
80-248

48

81
160-240

232

380

35
128-135

63

80

170-185
90-288

495

190
276

367

1.7-1.9

1.6-1.8

1.75

1.75
1.25

1.50

1.35
1.3-1.9

1.35
1.5-1.8

1.81
1.90

1.40

1.80

1.80
2.00

1.5-1.7
1.6-2.8

2.14

1.72
1.97
2.44

1/ Estimated by Stanford Research Institute on the following bases:

1.6

4.3

0.40

0.45
0.32

0.30

0.29
6.6

0.22
4.2

2.4

4.1

0.23

0.63

0.24

0.27

0.90

3.3
3.8

0.93
0.66
1.6

(1) assumed

cost of 3-zone furnaces at $2,400 per ton of hourly capacity in 1950 inflated

at 7%/year to $4,700 per ton of hourly capacity in 1960; (2) a 60-ton/hour

furnace was assumed to be a minimum cost unit, i.e., any furnace of less capac-

ity was assumed to cost the same as though it were a 60-ton/hr unit ; (3) furn-

aces other than 3-zone were assumed to be a constant fraction of the 3-zone

furnace cost, i.e., 2-zone at 0.9, 4-zone at 1.1, and 5-zone at 1.2 times the

cost of 3-zone furnaces.

Source: Compiled by Stanford Research Institute from confidential information.
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industry capacity expansion periods of 1951-52 and 1956-57 by about one

year--the time required for design and installation. Also these data

indicate the trend toward larger furnaces with higher heating rates and

higher heat consumption per ton of capacity.

Reheat Furnace and Other Plant Costs. It is not possible to estab-

lish a general relationship of the cost of a reheat furnace to the hearth

area or production capacity, as was the case with soaking pits, because

of the large variety of types, sizes, and designs found in reheat fur-

naces.

Cost estimates for various reheat furnaces of different sizes and

types are indicated in Table 76. These vary from $60,000, for a small

batch-type furnace, to $200,000 for a small, 2-zone continuous furnace,

to about $1 million for a large 4- or 5-zone continuous furnace, and in-

clude costs of the recuperation system, stacks, and flues but not the

foundations, buildings, or other equipment in the building related to

other operations. Most of the continuous reheat furnaces being installed

today cost from $65,000 to $1.25 million. Higher costs today result from

the larger size necessary to reheat larger sized slabs.

The reheat furnace cost may be related to those discussed earlier

in connection with soaking pits; i.e., cost of reheat furnace capacity

to supply the finishing mill represents 10 to 15 percent of the total

mill cost--a near negligible percentage of the $300 million to $500 mil-

lion cost of a 1 million-ton-per-year integrated steel plant.

Reheat Furnace Heat Requirements. Heat consumption in reheat fur-

naces varies to a greater extent than in soaking pits, according to type

of furnace, method of its operation, the type and size of shape being

heated, utilization of furnace capacity, and other factors. Most of the

modern zoned continuous furnaces have maximum rated heat inputs of 100 to

500 million Btu per hour, with an average of perhaps 200 million Btu per

hour. This results in heat consumption at maximum input and maximum

utilization of capacity of 1.4 to 2.0 million Btu per ton of steel heated.

In practice, however, fuel consumption ranges from 1.2 to 4.8 million

Btu per ton of steel heated, with an average of about 1.8 million Btu

per ton, because there is seldom maximum utilization of capacity, and

operating conditions vary considerably over time, with different types

of product heated, from one furnace to another, and from one plant to

another. These data are for reheating cold semifinished materials. If

hot (1400-16000F) slabs, blooms, or billets are to be reheated, as is

done in some integrated plants, fuel consumption is one-half to one-third

that for cold charged materials.
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Efficiency of fuel utilization varies to some extent--depending

primarily on utilization of furnace capacity, and type of product being

reheated--but on the average is probably no higher than 25 percent, for

nonrecuperative or nonregenerative furnaces. Recuperation results in

fuel costs about 80 percent of those that would have been incurred with-

out recuperation, the exact savings depending upon (1) type of fuel,

(2) air temperature attained, and (3) flue gas temperature.

Utilization of furnace capacity depends upon finishing mill opera-

tions. Some mills run only 2 or 3 days per week (3 shifts per day) while

others run a full week at 3 shifts per day. The latter situation occurs

rarely and most mills operate no more than 5 days per week. Some operate

only 1 or 2 shifts per day for 5 days per week, but are manned 3 shifts

per day. During the time they are not operating, reheat furnaces are

usually kept heated to a temperature about midway between full tempera-

ture and full shutdown. If the mill is to be shut down for several days,

reheat furnaces will be shut down also. The foregoing applies to con-

tinuous furnaces. Batch furnaces are usually fired up about 3 hours

prior to rolling and shutdown when rolling is completed.

Fuels Use and Cost. Reheat furnaces are fired primarily with pur-

chased natural gas or fuel oil, although a few plants use some coke oven

or blast furnace gas in reheat furnaces. In most plants, reheat furnaces

are located sufficiently far from by-product gas sources to make it un-

economic to use these fuels. Fuel costs vary from one geographic loca-

tion to another and range from 30 to 70 cents per million Btu.

Maintenance Requirements. Maintenance requirements of reheat fur-

naces parallel quite closely those of the soaking pit, except that the

life of reheat furnaces is usually two to three times that of soaking

pits. Continuous furnaces require rebuilding more often than batch fur-

naces, and it is not unusual to make repairs or perform patchwork rebuild-

ing every six months to one year on continuous furnaces that are subjected

to strenuous operating schedules.

In many plants a definite maintenance schedule is used, where certain

repair or rebuild tasks are performed at prescribed intervals. In other

plants furnaces operate almost until they are forced to shut down for

repairs. Complete rebuilding of reheat furnaces is usually only necessary

every 6 to 8 years, but as in the case of the soaking pit, this varies

with the treatment the furnace receives. Clay brick walls and hearths

can take relatively drastic fluctuations in heating rates and temperatures

but can still be easily damaged physically. Where refractories, such as

silica brick, are used, such fluctuations cannot be tolerated.
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Reheat furnace maintenance costs are not available, but they probably

do not vary by more than a factor of 2 from soaking pit maintenance costs.

Stand-by units are not usually available, as they are in the case of

soaking pits. Most plants, with several furnaces at a mill, do not have

all furnaces operating at one time, making at least one usually available

in case of unscheduled downtimes. Also, batch furnaces are sometimes

available either to supplement continuous furnaces when high production

is required or to take over when another furnace goes down unexpectedly.

Manufacturing Costs. Manufacturing costs assignable to reheat fur-

nace operation are not available, because of the variance between one

mill and another due to type of product, utilization of capacity, type

of reheat furnace, etc. The major items making up the reheat furnace

costs are: (1) fuel, (2) maintenance and rebuilding, (3) labor, and

(4) fixed charges. Reheat furnaces probably account for 20 to 25 percent

of all manufacturing costs assigned to the finishing mill, or $2 to $3

per ton. The major cost is usually the fuel.

Key Factors Related to Potential Use of Nuclear Heat

From the standpoint of the volume of HTH consumption, the iron and

steel industry is by far the most attractive industry for potential use

of nuclear heat. Although not a particularly dynamic industry in terms

of growth rate, it is a large industry, and increments of additional

capacity are large. Production, annual capital expenditures, and the

fuel requirement of this industry are all many times greater than any

other industries using HTH.

Many steel companies have investigated the possible use of nuclear

reactors as a source of electricity or heat within their operations.

The reports of these investigations have in general had internal distri-

bution only, and the results are not available. Most, however, have con-

cluded that potential use of nuclear heat is neither technically nor

economically feasible at the present time.

Many factors in iron and steel operations favor consideration of

nuclear heat. In addition to those mentioned, they are: (1) large plants

with high capital investment, (2) relatively low manpower requirements

which are continuing to decrease, (3) a high degree of automation and

instrumentation, (4) many wholly integrated plants, and (5) concentration

of the industry in a moderate number of large companies and plants.
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Key factors requiring further investigation in a nuclear heat feasi-

bility study include: (1) plant location relative to large population

centers; (2) the effect of locating plants at the iron ore source rather

than the source of coal; (3) apparent significant changes in manufacturing

methods, fuels utilization, and in operating efficiencies which may occur

in the next 10 to 15 years; and (4) the impact of using a single, multiple-

use heat source.

Soaking pits present several favorable factors: (1) temperature,

(2) heat requirement, (3) high fuel cost relative to other costs within

the soaking pit operation, and (4) all soaking pit furnaces are centrally

located within the plant. Probably most important is the potential elimi-

nation of this operation in future plants through continuous casting of

semifinished products.

Reheat furnaces have most of the same attributes as soaking pits,

except they are distributed more widely throughout the plant--a rather

significant factor if 2500 F gas must be transported to each furnace from

a central heat source. In contrast to soaking pits, however, reheat fur-

naces probably would not be eliminated in future plants, although they

may become considerably more efficient in fuels utilization.
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Appendix B-10

PRIMARY ZINC

Industry Analysis

Production

During the past ten years, U.S. annual primary zinc production has

ranged between 800,000 and 1 million tons (Figure 45). Very little

change in production level is expected during the next five to ten years.

FIGURE 45
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Of the 800,000 tons produced in 1959, 350,000 tons (44 percent) came from

domestic ore, and 450,000 tons (56 percent) from foreign ore. Ore is im-

ported from Mexico (37 percent), Canada (31 percent), Peru (17 percent),

and several other countries (15 percent).

According to U.S. Bureau of Mines estimates, domestic zinc ore pro-

duction will probably continue to range between 412,000 and 500,000 tons

of recoverable zinc annually through 1975, which represents little change
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from the past. About one-half of current domestic zinc ore production

is in the western states of Arizona, Colorado, Idaho, Montana, Utah, an(

Washington; the other half is in the six eastern states of Illinois, Nei

York, Pennsylvania, Tennessee, Virginia, and Wisconsin. Minor quantitif

are produced in seven other states.

About 90 percent of smelter production of primary metal is in Penn-

sylvania, Texas, Oklahoma, Illinois, and Montana, and three states ac-

count for the rest. In 1959, production in each of the eight states dii

fered very little from the early 1950's, with the exception of Montana

where it dropped by over one-half. All states had higher than average

production in the recent peak years of 1956 and 1957.

Production by Grade. Zinc is produced in six grades which reflect

purity of the metal. Purity ranges from 99.99 percent zinc in Grade A,

special high-grade metal, to 98.3 percent in the Grade E, prime western

grade metal.

Three grades accounted for about 80 percent of all zinc metal pro-

duced during the early 1950's (Figure 46). During the past ten years,

the production of two of these--special high grade and prime western

grade--has increased slowly, while the other--regular high grade--has

FIGURE 46
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decreased, so that prime western and special high grades now account for
over 80 percent. Production of other grades has remained level or has
decreased.

The grade of zinc has significance, since it relates directly to
the method of smelting and to the changing pattern of end uses of zinc
metal.

1/

Slab zinc- is supplied primarily for four general uses--galvanizing,
zinc-base alloys, brass products, and rolled zinc; other uses include
zinc oxide, zinc dust, and chemicals. The first two uses now account for
over 90 percent of slab zinc consumption. The only significant growth in
use of zinc has been in the zinc-base alloy area, which has approximately
doubled over the past 10-15 years (Figure 47). Use of zinc in brass manu-
facture and galvanizing has remained relatively level over this period,

FIGURE 47

CONSUMPTION OF SLAB ZINC
1947 - 1959
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1/ Slab zinc is defined as zinc metal produced by reduction of zinc
concentrate at primary smelters and by redistillation of secondary
zinc scrap at either primary or secondary smelters.
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while rolled zinc use has shown a definite decline. Zinc-base alloys

require the highest grade metal, which accounts in part for the increased

production of this grade. In 1959, 85 percent of the special high-grade

consumption was for use in zinc-base alloys. Similarly, 85 percent of

the prime western (low-grade) zinc was used for galvanizing.

Capacity

Zinc metal is produced by two major processes: electrolysis and

distillation. There are three variations of distillation processes:

electrothermic, which uses electrical energy as the heat source; and

vertical and horizontal retort processes, both of which use fossil fuels

as an indirect source of heat.

Zinc smelting capacity (Figure 48) grew from slightly under 1 mil-

lion tons annually ten years ago to almost 1.2 million tons in 1956--an

increase of 18 percent, and remained constant through 1959. Electrolytic

FIGURE 48

CAPACITY FOR PRIMARY ZINC PRODUCTION BY PROCESS
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plant capacity now accounts for over two-fifths of the total, after in-
creasing 30 percent during the period, through major expansions in two

plants. Distillation plant capacity grew only 11 percent and dropped to

less than three-fifths of the total by 1959. All capacity increases have

been achieved by expansion of existing plants.
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The increase in distillation process capacity has resulted almost

entirely from small expansions in existing electrothermic and vertical

distillation plants, while horizontal distillation capacity has remained

nearly the same for over ten years. A 51,000-ton-per-year reduction in

horizontal capacity occurred in 1957 when one plant was closed perma-

nently, and two other plants, totaling 41,000 tons per year, have been

idle in recent years.

Utilization of electrolytic capacity was relatively constant during

the 1948-57 period, at 88 percent; utilization of distillation capacity

was also relatively constant during this period, at 82 percent.

Low production during 1958 and 1959 resulted in considerably lower

utilization figures. For example, in 1959 distillation plants operated

at about 76 percent of capacity, and electrolytic plants at 58 percent.

The electrolytic capacity figure is effected mainly by the very low

35-percent utilization at Anaconda Company's two plants in Montana, since

the other three electrolytic plants produced at a combined average of

nearly 84 percent.

Electrolytic plants have supplied an increasing percentage of total

zinc production since the middle 1930's--now over 40 percent. The pre-

dominant reason is probably the increasing requirement for special high-

grade material used in zinc-base alloys. This grade can be produced

directly by the electrolytic process,' whereas in the distillation process

an additional refining operation is necessary. Other factors also pro-

mote the trend toward the electrolytic process. The horizontal retort

process accounts for the largest percentage of total zinc distillation

capacity--about 30 percent. This percentage has been decreasing, as

electrolytic and other distillation process capacity has grown.

Plant Size and Location

Zinc smelting capacity in 1959 is summarized in Table 77 and Table 78.

Five electrolytic plants and 12 distillation plants exist in the United

States; at the end of 1959 all were in operation, with the exception of

two distillation plants. Eight distillation plants (including the two

that were shut down) are horizontal retort process plants.

The horizontal plants are smaller than plants using other distilla-

tion processes or the electrolytic process, and have capacities ranging

from 31,000 to 82,000 tons per year. Major horizontal distillation produc-

tion is in Oklahoma and Texas.
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Table 77

LOCATION, CAPACITY, PRODUCTION, AND UTILIZATION
OF THE PRIMARY ZINC INDUSTRY

1959

1o imType of Capacity Production2/ Utilization
Plant location Company Plant/ (short tons) (short tons) Factor

Arkansas

Fort Smith

Idaho

Kellogg

Illinois

Monsantoa

Depue

La Salle

East St. Louis

Montana

Great Falls

Anaconda

Oklahoma

Blackwell

Henryetta
Bartlesville

Pennsylvania

Josephtown

Palmerton

Texas

Corpus Christi

Amarillo

Dumas

West Virginia

Meadowbrook

Athletic Mining & Smelting Co.

The Runker Hill Co.

American Zinc, Lead & Smelting Co.

New Jersey Zinc Co.

Matthiessen & Hegeler Zinc. Co.

American Zinc, Lead & Smelting Co.

The Anaconda Co.

The Anaconda Co.

American Metal Climax Co.

The Eagle-Picher Co.

National Zinc Co.

Saint Joseph Lead Co.

New Jersey Zinc Co.

American

American

American

Smelting & Refining Co.

Smelt ing & Refining Co.

Zinc, Lead & Smelting Co.

Mat thiessen & Hegeler Zinc Co.

D--H

E

D-V

D-H

D-H

E

E

D-H

D-H

D-H

D-E

D-V

E

D-H

D-H

D-V

29,O0)0.

741,(t1t

60,000

42,000

31,000

12,000

145,000

162,000

86,500

248,500

82,000

46,000

39,000

167,000

140,000

112,000

252,000

100,000

54,400

47,000

201,400

47,000

15,964

61,191

55,712

46,996

4/

102,708

65,588

21,032

86,620

75,256

38,026

38,790

152,072

110,133

107,2355

217,368

76,057

86,686

162,743

6/

55%

83

94

64

40

24

92

83

99

79

685/

76

76

Total 1,166,900 798,666 69

E = Electrolytic, D = Distillation, E = Electrothermic, H = Horizontal, V = Vertical.

Does not include redistillation of secondary zinc in the distillation plants.

This plant shut down on December 31, 1959.

Plant -was idle during 1959.

Includes West Virginia production.

Included in Pennsylvania product ion figure.

Sources: Developed by Stanford Research Institute using C. H. Mathewson, "Zinc--The Metal, Its Alloys, and

Compounds"; U.S. Bureau of Mines, Minerals Yearbook; and American Bureau of Metal Statistics,

Yearbook.
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Table 78

SUMMARY OF CAPACITY, PRODUCTION, AND UTILIZATION

OF THE PRIMARY ZINC INDUSTRY

1959

Capacity Percent of Production Utiliza-

(thousands of Total (thousands of tion

short tons) Capacity short tons) Factor

Electrolytic: 4 companies, 5 plants,

4 states 482 41% 280 58%

Distillation:

Electrothermic, 1 company, 1 plant,

1 state 140 12 110 89

Vertical, 2 companies, 3 plants,

3 states 201 17 124 62 est.

Horizontal, 7 companies, 8 plants,

4 states 343 29 285 84 est.

Total Distillation: 9 companies,

12 plants, 6 states 684 59 519 76

Total Primary Zinc: 11 companies,

17 plants, 8 states 1,167 100 799 69

Sources: Developed by Stanford Research Institute using C. H. Mathewson, "Zinc--The Metal,

Its Alloys and Compounds." U. S. Bureau of Mines, Minerals Yearbook.

American Bureau of Metal Statistics, Yearbook.



The major vertical distillation plant is in Pennsylvania. Major

electrolytic plants are in Montana and Texas.

HTH Consumption

Only the vertical and horizontal distillation processes use any

substantial quantities of HTH (Table 79). Major consumption of HTH in

these processes is in the ore reduction and metal distillation operation.

HTH consumption in other operations is of lesser importance, except in

the case of two vertical plants, which refine zinc by redistillation.

Over 80 percent of total heat consumption in the primary zinc indus-

try is in the plants using the horizontal distillation process. The

vertical distillation process is also significant on a per plant basis,

although only one large vertical distillation plant is in operation. The

vertical distillation plant and operations will be discussed, however,

since (1) cost information is more complete than that available for the

horizontal distillation process; (2) both processes use coal as the

chemical reduction agent, and natural gas as fuel to provide heat for

reaction and distillation; and (3) it is likely that any new distillation

plant will use the vertical process, since it is continuous, more effi-

cient, and less costly than the horizontal process.

Outlook

The Bureau of Mines estimate of slab zinc consumption is 1.25 mil-

lion tons in 1965, and 1.45 million tons in 1970, compared with an average

of 920,000 tons between 1950 and 1954, and 960,000 tons in 1959. This

estimate is based on expected population growth, a 2.9 percent per year

rate of growth in gross national product, and trends in zinc consumption

in the United States. Domestic mine production is expected to total no

more than 575,000 tons per year during this period; the balance will come

from increased imports.

Assuming that the current relationship between total slab zinc con-

sumed and total primary zinc produced remains about the same, that the

export-import market for slab zinc does not change, and that 90 percent

of the plant capacity is used, primary zinc capacity will grow to approxi-

mately 1.3 million tons by 1965 and 1.5 million tons by 1970, on the basis

of Bureau of Mines estimates. Extension of the trend in production over

the past 15 years gives figures of 1.1 million tons by 1965 and 1.2 mil-

lion tons by 1970. It is realistic to assume that at least 50 percent of

added capacity will come from expansions within existing plants and that
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Table 79

SUMMARY OF HEAT CONSUMPTION IN THE PRIMARY ZINC INDUSTRY

Annual Zinc Capacity--

1959 (thousands of tons)

Average Consumption

(millions of Btu per

ton of zinc)

1/
Total Consumption-

(trillions of Btu per

year)

Number of Plants

Range of Heat Consump-

tion (trillions of Btu
1/

per year per plant)-

Operations where heat is

used (* = major use /

within the process)-

Process

Electro- Electro- Vert- Hori-
lytic thermic ical zontal

480

2.5

1.2

5

0.14-0.40

Roasting

*Cast ing

(9000F)

140

2.5

0.35

1

0.35

Sintering

*Preheating

feed to re-
tort (14000F)

Redistillation

refining (as-

suming 10% of

total zinc ca-

pacity is re-

fined)

200

15

3.00

3

0.15-1.7

Roasting

Sintering

*Reduction

Redistillation

refining (as-
suming 50% of

total zinc ca-

pacity is
refined)

345

70

24.1

8

0.8-6.0

Roasting

Sintering

*Reduction

1/ At 100% utilization of capacity.
0

2/ All steps shown use high temperature heat ( > 1500 F) unless otherwise indicated.

Source: Stanford Research Institute.
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new plants being constructed will each have an annual capacity of over

100,000 tons. Only two or three new plants would be needed by 1970,

based on Bureau of Mines estimates.

Considering past trends in growth of electrolytic capacity, the

growing need for highest purity zinc, and the desirability of low labor

cost to remain economically competitive, it seems likely that horizontal

distillation will not be selected. The last new plant using the hori-

zontal process was built in 1936. It is probable that either an electro-

lytic plant,a modern distillation plant, or a process not yet developed

would be selected. It is conceivable that the traveling grate-kiln or

fluidized bed concept might be employed to provide a continuous and

highly efficient process. It is not anticipated that replacement of

existing capacity will represent any substantial increment to the new

additions discussed above.

Process Descriptions

Vertical Distillation

Zinc sulfide ore concentrates pass through five major operations

before being charged into the retort for reduction and distillation:

(1) roasting, (2) sintering, (3) crushing, (4) briquetting, and (5) low-

temperature (13500F) coking (Figure 49).

In the roasting operation, zinc sulfide concentrate is burned at

high temperature (17000F) to change the major portion of the sulfide to

oxide. This operation, common to all zinc processes, including electro-

lytic and electrothermic, is exothermic and thus self-sustaining, and

fuel is required only for initiating the reaction in all but the older,

multiple-hearth-type roasters. Both suspension or fluidized bed roasters

are used in vertical distillation plants, and generally no supplemental

heating is required beyond the initiation. In many zinc-roasting plants,

excess heat is recovered in waste heat boilers, and sulfuric acid is

produced from by-product sulfur dioxide formed during the roasting

process. /

The calcine obtained from roasting is crushed, mixed with anthracite

coal screenings and sinter returns, and pelletized. The pelletized

1/ In 1959, 903.7 thousand short tons of sulfuric acid valued at

$14.7 million was produced by zinc-roasting plants within the U.S.

zinc industry.
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FIGURE 49

FLOW DIAGRAM OF THE
VERTICAL RETORT ZINC PROCESS

Zinc Sulfide [ROASTING
Concentrate N

Col_ Oxide-Sulfide
Calcine

SINTERING

Agglonerated
Sinter

CRUSHING

Coal

BRIQUETTING

Coal-Zinc
Briquets

COKING

Coke-Zinc
Briquets

Fuel RETORTING

Molten Zinc Fuel

Metal

CASTING REDISTALLATION

Slab Zinc to High Purity Zinc
Storage or or 7inc Oxide to
Shipment Storage or Shipment

SOURCE: Stanford Research Institute.
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mixture then passes onto a grate where it is ignited and blown with air

to oxidize the coal. Approximately 40,000 Btu per ton of recoverable

zinc is required, although the over-all sintering operation is autogenous.

Sintering further reduces the small quantities of sulfur remaining after

roasting and brings the material to a sufficiently high temperature
(18000F) to cause incipient fusion and particle agglomeration. In addi-

tion, major portions of cadmium and lead impurities are removed and are

recovered in later operations. There are many variations of the sinter-

ing operation, and in some plants roasting and sintering are combined

into one operation of burning raw zinc sulfide concentrate mixed with a

high proportion of sinter returns. This method is known as the sinter-

ing of "green" concentrates.

The sinter is crushed, mixed with a special type of bituminous coal

plus coke or anthracite coal and binders at the rate of about 1 ton of

coal per ton of recoverable zinc, and pressed into briquettes about

2 by 2-1/2 by 4-1/2 inches, weighing about 1-1/4 pounds each. Vertical

distillation requires a special type of coking coal, since the briquette

substantially must retain its shape as it passes through the reduction

operation. The skeletal form, resulting from oxidation of the coke and

removal of the zinc, must hold together until the ash is discharged from

the retort. In addition to this requirement for physical integrity,

briquettes must be of a size and shape to allow heat transfer from the

walls to the center of the retort and to provide sufficient porosity for

the gases to escape from the retort.

The briquettes are passed through a coking operation, where volatiles

in the bituminous coal are distilled off and burned. The fuel value of

these volatiles is such that a thermally self-sustaining operation is

obtained. In high-cost fuel areas, hot combustion gases from the coker

may be passed through waste heat boilers.

Each retort is charged at the top every 80 minutes with 1 to 2 tons

of hot briquettes directly from the coking operation, eliminating the

need for preheating. Retort-feeding is a batch operation, but the re-

torting operation is continuous. The charge moves slowly down through

the retort, with an average transit time of 12 to 14 hours in the heated

portion. Coke in the briquettes reduces zinc oxide to zinc metal, which

vaporizes from the briquette and is collected in condensers near the top

of each retort.

The condensers hold an excess of molten zinc, strongly agitated with

a motor-driven paddle, to condense incoming vapor more efficiently.

Molten zinc overflows into a trough, common to an entire battery of re-

torts, to a holding pot from which ingots are periodically cast.
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Approximately 97 percent of the zinc is removed from the ore concen-

trate in the retort. Up to 99.5 percent purity metal is obtained from

this process for the poorest ore grade, and usually over 99.5 percent

purity is obtained. The major impurity is lead, although the largest

proportion of the lead associated with the retort feed is removed at the

bottom of the retort with slag material and is not recovered. Most of

the cadmium and lead is removed earlier during sintering and is recovered

at that point.

After being cast into ingots, slab zinc is either sold in that form

or refined further into special high-purity metal or zinc oxide.

Redistillation. Approximately one-half of the slab zinc produced

in the two vertical distillation plants operated by the New Jersey Zinc
1/

Co.- is further refined by special high temperature redistillation op-
erations.

The refining operation involves fractional distillation to separate

zinc from cadmium, lead, and other metal impurities. The equipment is

usually set up in units, each producing 50 to 60 tons of refined metal

per day. In a modified version of this process, the redistilled zinc

vapor is oxidized with air ("burned") to produce high-purity zinc oxide.

The production of zinc oxide by this process--the French process--accounts

for 15 to 20 percent of all zinc oxide produced at primary plants. The

remainder is produced by the American process, in which roasted zinc

sulfide concentrate is converted directly to the oxide.

Horizontal Distillation

The horizontal distillation process is similar to vertical distilla-

tion in that coke is used to reduce zinc oxide in sinter to zinc metal

at sufficiently high temperatures to distill the metal as it is formed.

Indirect heating, using fossil fuels, is used in each process. Differ-

ences occur in the manner in which the zinc oxide reduction and metal

distillation and condensation is performed.

In horizontal plants, zinc sulfide concentrate is roasted and

sintered (Figure 50) in the same manner as in vertical distillation. The

sinter is mixed with coke, with zinc-bearing waste materials collected

from the distillation operations, with salt as a flux, and water. The

mixture is densified and screened to obtain proper size and consistency

for charging to the retorts.

1/ This company developed and patented the redistillation process.
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FIGURE 50

FLOW DIAGRAM OF THE
HORIZONTAL RETORT ZINC PROCESS
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Retorts are charged either by hand or, since 1950, by machine. Even

where machines are used, a multitude of small operations, auxiliary to

the charging operation, are performed manually. After charging, the re-

tort temperature is gradually raised from about 18000F to 23000F, and the

heating cycle is performed over either 24 hours or 48 hours. The latter

cycle is used almost exclusively today, since nearly the same rate of

metal production can be obtained through slower heating of larger quanti-

ties of charge, and the labor cost of the charging operation is cut almost

in half. During the heating cycle, zinc metal is drawn manually from the

retort condenser 4 or 5 times about every 10 or 12 hours to avoid over-

loading of the condensers. The last draw, at a temperature of about

2000 F, is made just prior to recharging, and the first draw is made about

12 hours after the recharging has been completed.

After drawing, molten zinc is cast into slabs that have a purity

ranging from prime western grade to high grade depending upon which draw

is involved. Cadmium tends to concentrate in the metal from the first

and second draws, whereas other impurities such as tin,bismuth, and copper

tend to concentrate in the last draw. Purity also depends on the amount

of other metal impurities in the concentrate and on the amount of impur-

ities removed during earlier sintering operations. Special high-purity

zinc is generally not produced directly in the horizontal retort process

and, since redistillation refining is not performed, the zinc from this

process is probably used predominantly in the galvanizing or brass in-

dustries.

Characteristics of Vertical Distillation

Equipment

The vertical retort is made of silicon carbide brick and is a

rectangular shape 1 by 8 feet, by 35 feet high. From 8 to 18 retorts

are contained in a battery, each retort is fired independently, and

silica brick walls separate one retort cavity from another. Examples of

existing facilities are Palmerton, with 5 batteries containing 43 retorts;

Depue, with 2 batteries containing 16 retorts; and Meadowbrook, with

1 battery containing 18 retorts. The capacity of vertical retorts has

increased substantially over the past few years through technological

improvements. Twenty to 30 years ago, each retort produced a maximum of

3 tons of metal per day, whereas modern retorts produce 10-11 tons per

day. The average capacity for all retorts is 7 to 8 tons per day, with

many older units still in operation.
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A retort is shut down only for rebuilding, or if it is known before-

hand that it will not be needed for several months to a year, since the

silica carbide brickwork cracks upon cooling and must be replaced. Re-

torts are generally kept above 2000 F to minimize excessive maintenance

charges.

Fuel Requirements

In an average retort, 12 million Btu are required to produce 1 ton

of zinc metal--provided that the air is preheated. Modern, large retorts

require 8-9 million Btu, since efficiency of the operation, particularly

preheating, has been improved. The thermal efficiency of all retorts is

about 25 to 30 percent.

Gas, primarily carbon monoxide, produced from coke during zinc re-

duction is used to supplement purchased fuel. This off-gas supplies

about 35 percent of the total fuel requirement; natural gas supplies the

rest in most cases. Producer gas was used to a large extent at one time,

but today it is more profitable in most plants to use natural gas.

Gas enters the top of the retort cavity through 4 or 5 jets and

mixes with hot air introduced through several air ports on the sides of

the cavity. Uniform burning is designed into the retort equipment to

obtain a uniform temperature of 24000F. Air is preheated to about 18500F,

prior to entering the retort cavity, by passing it through a recuperator

checkerwork system heated by hot gases from fuel combustion. Separate

recuperators are used for each retort.

In the redistillation refining operation, 6-7 million Btu of high-

temperature heat is required. However, since only 50 percent of annual

slab zinc production is redistilled in vertical plants, the total amount

of heat used in redistillation is only about one-fourth of that used in

retorting.

Process Costs

The capital cost of a battery of 9 retorts, with associated equipment

for coking, briquetting, and materials handling is estimated to be $5 mil-

lion; the retorts account for about one-half of the cost, or $250,000 to

$300,000 for a single retort.

The cost of rebuilding a retort is about $30,000, based on a cost

of $2-2.50 per standard size silicon carbide brick. The retort has an
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average life of three years, and rebuilding costs are usually charged

off on an annual basis. The longer-lived retort base, condensers, and

related equipment are written off over 15 years.

Fuel costs vary with plant location, but in the Pennsylvania area

natural gas is reported to be about 50 cents per million Btu, which rep-

resents a cost of about $6 per ton of zinc. In a modern retort, with a

heat requirement of 9 million Btu per ton, using 65 percent purchased

fuel and 35 percent by-product fuel, the cost would be about one-half

this figure.

Major smelter manufacturing costs related to the distillation oper-

ation in a hypothetical modern plant of 60,000-tons-per-year capacity,

operating at 90 percent of capacity, are shown in Table 80. Calculations,

except for the coal used in reduction, are on the basis of a 100-percent

operating factor, since firing is continuous. The manufacturing cost per

ton would be increased by $12 to $15, if redistillation were performed,

since the capital cost of a redistillation facility is about $6 million.

The major cost in zinc smelting is for concentrate at $100 to $120

per ton of recoverable zinc. Other smelter costs include: labor at

$12.00 per ton (6 to 7 man-hours @ $2 per man-hour); and power at $1.30

per ton (160 kwhr per ton @ 8 mills per kwhr). These costs, plus others

not specifically mentioned, result in total manufacturing costs of $190

to $200 per ton.

Characteristics of Horizontal Distillation

Equipment

A horizontal distillation plant has several furnace blocks which are

essentially individual furnaces, each separate from the other. The fur-

nace block proper is made of conventional refractories; the center wall

and shelves are silica brick; and the pillars and arches are of first

quality fire-clay brick. In all but one of the plants, each block con-

tains between 810 and 830 retorts, usually with half of them on each side

of the furnace. The other plant has an average of 920 retorts per fur-

nace block.

The retort volume in all plants ranges between 1.8 to 2.3 cubic feet,

and the average daily capacity is 40 to 50 pounds of zinc per retort.

Retorts are about 9 inches in diameter by 4 to 5 feet long. They are

made of a silica refractory, which is specially blended and fired at each

plant. They are impervious to zinc vapor, resistant to corrosion by ore
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Table 80

ESTIMATED MAJOR MANUFACTURING COSTS RELATED TO THE

DISTILLATION OPERATION IN A VERTICAL RETORT PLANT

OF 60 THOUSAND TON PER YEAR CAPACITY

Annual

Cost
(dollars)

Natural gas at 509 per million Btu and

65 percent of 9 million Btu per ton of zinc $ 175,000

Coal for coking and reduction @ $6 per ton

based on 1 ton of coal per ton of zinc 324,000

Annual maintenance, based on rebuilding

6 retorts per year @ $30,000 per retort 180,000

Annual capital costs--2 batteries of

9 retorts, each costing $5 million, assuming

a 15-year write-off 670,000

Fixed charges @ 6 percent 600,000

Total $1,949,000

Cost per ton @ 90 percent capacity

utilization (54,000 tons) $ 36.00

Source: Stanford Research Institute.
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residues, and are relatively strong up to temperatures of 23000F. As in

the case of vertical retorts, horizontal retort furnaces are not allowed

to cool down except for major repairs or long-term decreased production,

because of the detrimental effect on refractory materials.

Fuel Requirements

Horizontal retort plants use immense quantities of fuel. Each side

of a furnace block is fired independently, using a natural gas and air

mixture to heat the retorts containing zinc sinter. It has been esti-

mated that 70 million Btu are required to produce 1 ton of zinc. This

heat must come from purchased fuel, exclusive of the reduction coke that

is combined with the zinc sinter. Since only 3-4 million Btu are theo-

retically required, fuel utilization efficiency is about 5 percent. The

large heat requirement and low efficiency indicate why these plants are

nearly all located in low-cost natural gas areas. No effort is made to

recover any heat in waste heat boilers, since steam is of relatively low

value in these areas. At one plant, however, furnace exit gases are

used to preheat replacement retorts prior to their installation in the

furnace block.

Labor and Maintenance

The capacity of a plant depends primarily on the number of furnace

blocks. The number of retorts per furnace and the capacity of individual

retorts are relatively constant. Existing plants have from 2 to 14 fur-

nace blocks. At full capacity, each retort must be charged every 48 hours,

and liquid zinc metal withdrawn every 10 to 12 hours. In most plants,

these operations are done manually, resulting in a high labor requirement.

The over-all labor requirement in a horizontal retort plant is estimated

to be 15 to 18 man-hours per ton of zinc produced, including maintenance

and operation requirements, in comparison with 6 to 7 man-hours in the

vertical process.

Furnace block refractories have an average life of 3 to 4 years and

do not create a large maintenance requirement, compared with the require-

ment for retort replacement. Costs in the case of both maintenance and

replacement are not available.

Replacement of retorts constitutes a major labor requirement. Once

they are fabricated and fired, retorts must be kept above 16000F, because

at this temperature an inversion point for silica occurs and strains

would be established, which in most cases would cause the retort to crack
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upon reheating. The 150-pound retorts must be manually transferred from

the firing kiln to the furnace block without cooling below this 16000F

temperature. Retorts are replaced quite frequently, as they have a life

of from 1 to 90 days--averaging about 45 days. Thus, in a 6,000 retort

plant, operating at full capacity, an average of 130 retorts will be re-

placed daily.

Silicon carbide retorts in comparison with silica retorts have higher

thermal conductivity and last about twice as long, but in two plants

where silicon carbide retorts were used a few years ago, it was found

that these advantages were more than offset by the higher cost of silicon

carbide retorts. No silicon carbide retorts are currently being used.

Process Costs

Existing horizontal plants are 40 to 50 years old and the original

investment has been written off for many years. The original cost of

these plants is, therefore, relatively meaningless today, and it is ex-

tremely difficult to estimate the current replacement cost.

Operating costs of horizontal retort plants are not generally avail-

able, Qualitatively, costs are probably considerably higher than in zinc

plants using other reduction processes. However, horizontal plants can

compete economically both because they are located in the cheapest na-

tural gas areas and capital charges are minimal.

Key Factors Related to Potential Use of Nuclear Heat

The primary zinc industry has not been dynamic for many years, and

the outlook is for relatively slow growth over the next 20 years.

The horizontal distillation process is the only process in use where

the HTH requirement is sufficiently large to warrant consideration of

nuclear heat. The vertical distillation process is of secondary impor-

tance, relative to heat consumption.

Factors favorable to the potential use of nuclear heat in the hori-

zontal process are: indirect mode of heating, the 18000F to 23000F tem-

perature range, and the large quantity of heat consumed (up to 6 trillion

Btu's per year per establishment).

Unfavorable factors are:
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1. All plants are located in the lowest fuel cost areas (10 to

20 cents per million Btu).

2. The economics of building a new plant of this type today are

unknown.

3. A high degree of manual labor in close proximity to the furnace

is required.

4. The process is essentially "dirty"; large quantities of scrap,

residues, and debris from the process collect around the fur-

nace and throughout the plant.

The vertical process has a favorable mode of heating and temperature,

and it is a continuous process. Heat consumption is less than in the

horizontal process because of greater efficiencies in fuel utilization;

plants, therefore, are not prohibited from locating in medium- to high-

fuel cost areas. Only three plants of this type are in operation, and

prospects for new plants do not appear likely.

As pointed out during discussion of these two distillation processes,

a large proportion of the refractories used in the HTH equipment is silicon

carbide brick which cannot be intermittently heated and cooled. Therefore,

a highly reliable source of heat, one which will be operable nearly

100 percent of the time over long periods, is required. Stand-by systems

that can operate for short periods are now used if the primary heat source

fails, but usually are not an economic replacement except for very short

periods.
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Companies, trade associations, and government

agencies interviewed or contacted for the

purpose of developing information during the

performance of this research.
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Chemicals and Allied Products

Allied Chemical Corp., Hopewell, Virginia, and New York, N.Y.

Chemical Construction Corp., New York, N.Y.

Chemistry and Rubber Division, Bureau of Defense and Services Adminis-

tration (BDSA), U.S. Dept. of Commerce, Washington, D.C.

Diamond Alkali Co., Cleveland, Ohio

Foster-Wheeler Corp., New York, N.Y.

Kaiser Aluminum and Chemical Corp., Permanente, Calif.

Manufacturing Chemists Association, Inc., Washington, D.C.

National Limestone Association, Washington, D.C.

Reynolds Metals Corp., Sheffield, Ala.

Tennessee Valley Authority, Sheffield, Ala., and Wilson Dam, Ala.

U.S. Borax, Los Angeles, Calif.

Wyandotte Chemicals Corp., Wyandotte, Mich.

Stone, Clay, and Glass Products

Cement

Building Materials Division, BDSA, U.S. Dept. of Commerce, Washington,

D.C.

Permanente Cement Co., Permanente, Calif.

Portland Cement Association, Skokie, Ill.

Clay and Refractories

A. P. Green & Co., Mexico, Mo.

Allied Engineering Co., Cleveland, Ohio

Alton Brick Co., St. Louis, Mo.

American Radiator & Sanitary Corp., Richmond, Calif.

Building Materials Division, BDSA, U.S. Dept. of Commerce, Washington,

D.C.

Gladding, McBean & Co., Los Angeles, Calif.

Harbison-Walker Refractories Co., Pittsburgh, Pa.

Kaiser Aluminum & Chemical Corp., Moss Landing, Calif.

Kaiser Refractories & Chemicals Division, Kaiser Industries, Oakland,

Calif.

National Clay Pipe Manufacturers Inc., Washington, D.C.

Refractories Institute, Pittsburgh, Pa.

Structural Clay Products Institute, Washington, D.C.
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Glass

Anchor Hocking Glass Corp., Lancaster, Ohio, and San Leandro, Calif.

Consumer Durable Goods Division, BDSA, U.S. Dept. of Commerce, Washing-

ton, D.C.

Ferro Corp., Los Angeles, Calif.

Glass Container Manufacturers Institute, Inc., New York, N.Y.

Libby-Owens Ford Glass Co., Toledo, Ohio

National Glass Budget, Pittsburgh, Pa.

Owens-Illinois Glass Co., Oakland, Calif., and Toledo, Ohio

Pittsburgh Plate Glass Co., Pittsburgh, Pa.

Porcelain Enamel Institute, Washington, D.C.

Metals

Iron and Steel

American Coke & Coal Chemicals Institute, Washington, D.C.

Association of Iron and Steel Engineers, Pittsburgh, Pa.

Bethlehem Steel Co., Bethlehem, Pa.

National Slag Association, Washington, D.C.

Republic Steel Co., Cleveland, Ohio

Steel Division, BDSA, U.S. Dept. of Commerce, Washington, D.C.

U.S. Steel Co., Pittsburgh, Pa.

Zinc and/or Copper

American Smelting & Refining, South Plainfield, N.J.

American Zinc Institute, Inc., New York, N.Y.

Anaconda Co., New York, N.Y.

Copper Division, BDSA, U.S. Dept. of Commerce, Washington, D.C.

Kennecott Copper Co., Salt Lake City, Utah

New Jersey Zinc Co., Palmerton, Pa.

St. Joseph Lead Co., Monaca, Pa, and New York, N.Y.

Others

Defense Metals Information Center, Battelle Memorial Institute,

Columbus, Ohio

Miscellaneous Metals & Minerals Division, BDSA, U.S. Dept. of Commerce,

Washington, D.C.
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Industrial Furnaces, Kilns, and Heavy Equipment

Allis-Chalmers Manufacturing Co., Milwaukee, Wis.

Blaw-Knox Co., Pittsburgh, Pa.

Eclipse Fuel Engineering Co., Rockford, Ill.

Electrical Equipment Division, BDSA U.S. Dept. of Commerce, Washington,

D.C.

General Electric Co., Shelbyville, Ind.

Gisholt Machine Co., Madison, Wis.

Industrial Heating, Pittsburgh, Pa.

Industrial Heating Equipment Association, Inc., Washington, D.C.

Lindberg Engineering Co., Chicago, Ill.

Machinery & Allied Products Institute, Washington, D.C.

Mesta Machine Co., Pittsburgh, Pa.

Metalworking Equipment Division, BDSA, U.S. Dept. of Commerce, Washing-

ton, D.C.

National Industrial Publishing Co., Pittsburgh, Pa.

Rust Furnace Co., Pittsburgh, Pa.

Selas Corp. of America, Dresher, Pa.

Surface Combustion (Division of Midland Ross Corp.), Pittsburgh, Pa.,

and Toledo, Ohio

Toledo Engineering Co., Toledo, Ohio

Other Contacts

Bituminous Coal Research, Inc., Columbus, Ohio

Standard Oil of California, San Francisco, Calif.
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